
 
 
 
 
 
A meeting of the Council will be held in the Civic Hall, Leeds on Wednesday, 16th 
November, 2011 at 1.45 pm 
 
Members of the Council are invited to attend and transact the following business: 
 
 
 

1. Minutes  

 To confirm the minutes of the Council Meeting held on 14th September 2011.  
 

2. Declarations of Interest  

 To receive any declarations of interest from Members 
  
 

3. Communications  

 To receive such communications as the Lord Mayor, the Leader,  Members of the 
Executive Board or the Chief Executive consider appropriate  
 

4. Deputations  

 To receive deputations in accordance with Council Procedure Rule 10  
 

5. Reports  

 To consider reports as follows (the Monitoring Officer considers that these reports 
are appropriate to be received at this meeting in accordance with Council Procedure 
Rule 2.2(f)) 
 

a) That the report of the Director of Resources on amendments to the officer 
delegation scheme (executive functions), Executive Member portfolios in 
accordance with Executive Procedure Rule 1.4 and other consequential 
amendments be noted.  

 
    K WAKEFIELD 
 
      b)  That the report of the City Solicitor seeking suspension of Council Procedure 

Rules to allow the format of the State of the City Council meeting to be 
different to that of an ordinary Council meeting be approved.   

 
 
    J LEWIS  
 
 
  
 

Public Document Pack



6. Questions  

 To deal with questions in accordance with Council Procedure Rule 11  
 

7. Minutes  

 To receive the minutes in accordance with Council Procedure Rule 2.2(i)  
 
 

8. White Paper Motion - Waste Solution Referendum  

  
This council believes that the current administration should stand by its commitment 
to hold a referendum on their preferred waste solution option of an incinerator at 
Cross Green. Council therefore requests the relevant Executive Board member to 
make the necessary arrangements to hold a referendum on this issue. 
 
 
   R PRYKE  
 
 

9. White Paper Motion - NHS  

 This council remains deeply concerned about the scale of change proposed in the 
Government’s Health and Social Care Bill and the potential impact on NHS patients 
and their families in Leeds of a massive reorganisation coupled with current funding 
cuts.  
 
Council further notes the prolonged anxiety and instability these proposals have 
already caused NHS staff, patients and stakeholders. This Council believes that 
implementing the proposed reforms risks diminishing access to locally and 
regionally-based services, reducing accountability and increasing bureaucracy. 
 
The reduction in weighting of health inequalities in the NHS funding formula 
presents a worrying reflection of national priorities and a very real concern in a city 
where life expectancy is 12 years higher in our wealthiest suburbs than it is in the 
most deprived areas. 
 
This Council believes access to health services free at the point of need should be a 
right not a privilege and therefore commits to doing all it can to protect NHS services 
in Leeds.   
 
Council further believes that patients receive the best care when services integrate 
and staff work effectively together. Proposals to introduce significant competition 
and fragmentation into the service threaten to undermine this principle and risk 
patient care. 
 
Council requests that the Chief Executive writes to the Secretary of State for Health 
and Leeds MPs on Council’s behalf urging them to prioritise the protection of vital 
regional health services and to reducing persistent health inequalities. Council 
further requests that within that Letter the Prime Minister is asked to fulfil his 
promise to enhance NHS funding in real terms, to maintain waiting time targets and 
to stop top down reorganisations.  
 
 
 
   L YEADON 
  



 

10. White Paper Motion - Feed in Tariffs  

 This Council believes that the nonsensical proposals from Central Government to 
cut the Feed In Tariff by half from 12th December 2011 will have a disastrous effect 
on efforts to reduce CO2 levels and fuel poverty in our city. 
 
Council further believes that such a change as this at short notice will not only 
mean that schemes like Leeds City Council’s proposals to fit solar panels to 5,000 
Council homes will no longer be viable, but will result in a major loss of 
employment in the renewables sector. 
 
Council therefore requests that: 
 
1)  The Chief Executive be asked to write to the Minister expressing our concerns. 
 
2)  That all Leeds MPs be contacted to ask them for their support in this matter. 
 
3)  That a Cross Party delegation be organised to lobby the Minister.  
 
4)  That an early report go to the Executive Board on possible ways the Council’s 

Solar PV scheme can be saved. 
 
 
 
   D BLACKBURN  
 

11. White Paper Motion - East Leeds Housing and Regeneration Board  

  
“This Council condemns the way in which responsibilities held by the Council 
regarding regeneration in East Leeds were proposed to be guided by a body with no 
democratic legitimacy. This Council believes such an unconstitutional move would 
have undermined transparency but also, by virtue of the body’s make up, held 
conflicting interests which might have compromised the Council's legal position with 
regard to planning law. 
  

“This Council calls on the Chief Executive of the Council to investigate the process 
which led to the formation of the East Leeds Housing and Regeneration Board and 
to provide a full report to Executive Board with recommendations for constitutional 
changes to prevent any similar activity occurring in the future.” 
 
 
 
 
 
    A CARTER  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



12. White Paper Motion - Council Procedure Rule 3.1(d) - BBC Cuts  

  
This Council recognises the valuable role of local radio and the reporting of regional 
current affairs. Council therefore expresses its regret at the anticipated erosion of 
these services as a result of the recently announced BBC cuts.  
 
Council asks the Chief Executive to write to the Secretary of State for Culture, 
Olympics, Media and Sport, the BBC Director General and the Chair of the BBC 
Governors. Within that correspondence the Chief Executive is asked to highlight the 
importance of these regional services, and to reflect particular concern about the 
anticipated loss of 11 posts at Radio Leeds, and a total of 29 posts across Leeds, 
Sheffield and York. 
 
 
 
    K WAKEFIELD  
 

13. White Paper Motion - Council Procedure Rule 3.1(d) - Military Covenants  

 This Council recognises and remembers the sacrifices made by the Armed Services 
community.  
 
Leeds City Council believes that the Armed Forces community, including serving 
personnel, veterans and their families, should not be disadvantaged, by virtue of 
what they do, when accessing public services.  
 
This Council therefore commits to a Community Covenant which will strengthen the 
partnership between Leeds City Council and the Armed Forces, encourage the 
integration of military and civilian communities, explore options for giving members 
of the Armed Forces higher priority for housing, and promote a wider understanding 
of issues affecting the Armed Forces community.  
 
Council requests that the Chief Executive produces a report, in consultation with 
local military representatives, for consideration by the Executive Board, which 
outlines proposals for the establishment of a Leeds Community Covenant.  
 
 
 
 
    M LYONS  
 

14. White Paper Motion - Council Procedure Rule 3.1(d) - Leeds Rhinos  

 This council congratulates the Leeds Rhinos rugby league team who, by defeating 
St Helens, won an unprecedented fourth Super League championship in five years.  
Council further wishes the team more success in the World Club Challenge in 2012.  
 
This Council will provide Leeds Rhinos with a Civic celebration worthy of their 
achievements at a suitable time for all parties. 
 
 
 
   K PARKER   
 
 
 
 



15. White Paper Motion - Council Procedure Rule 3.1(d) - Sir Jimmy Saville  

  
“This Council expresses its sadness at the death of Sir Jimmy Savile and wishes to 
convey its deep condolences to his family and friends.   
 
“Council recognises the huge contribution that Sir Jimmy made to charity, raising 
more than £40 million over his lifetime, as well as his inimitable contribution to 
broadcasting over a long and successful career.   
 
Council resolves to ensure there is a fitting tribute to Sir Jimmy that reflects the 
scale of his achievements and the high regard in which he was held by people in his 
home town of Leeds, the UK, and around the world.” 
 
 
 
                                     A CARTER   
 

 
 

Chief Executive 
 
Civic Hall 
Leeds 
LS1 1UR 
 
 
 
NOTE – The order in which White Paper motions will be debated will be determined by 
Whips prior to the meeting 
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Proceedings of the Meeting of the Leeds City Council held 
Civic Hall, Leeds on Wednesday, 14th September, 2011 

 
 
PRESENT: 
 

The Lord Mayor Councillor Reverend Alan Leonard Taylor in the 
Chair 

 
WARD WARD 
  
ADEL & WHARFEDALE CALVERLEY & FARSLEY 
  
John Leslie Carter  
Clive Fox 
Barry John Anderson  
 

 
Rod Wood 
Andrew Carter 
 

ALWOODLEY CHAPEL ALLERTON 
  
Dan Cohen 
Peter Mervyn Harrand 
Ronald David Feldman 
 

Mohammed Rafique  
Jane Dowson 
Eileen Taylor 

ARDSLEY & ROBIN HOOD CITY & HUNSLET 
  
Jack Dunn  
Lisa Mulherin 
Karen Renshaw 
 

Patrick Davey 
Mohammed Iqbal 
Elizabeth Nash 
 

ARMLEY CROSS GATES & WHINMOOR 
  
James McKenna 
Janet Harper 
Alison Natalie Kay Lowe 
 

Pauleen Grahame 
Peter John Gruen 
Suzi Armitage 
 

BEESTON & HOLBECK FARNLEY & WORTLEY 
  
Adam Ogilvie 
David Congreve 
Angela Gabriel 
 

Ann Blackburn  
John Hamilton Hardy 
 
 

BRAMLEY & STANNINGLEY GARFORTH & SWILLINGTON 
  
Ted Hanley 
Neil Taggart 
 
 

Mark Dobson 
Thomas Murray 
Andrea McKenna 
 

BURMANTOFTS & RICHMOND HILL GIPTON & HAREHILLS 
  
Asghar Khan 
Ron Grahame 
Ralph Pryke 
 
 
 

Arif Hussain 
Kamila Maqsood 
 
 
 

Agenda Item 1
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GUISELEY & RAWDON 

 
MORLEY NORTH 

  
Paul Wadsworth 
Pat Latty 
Graham Latty 
 

Robert William Gettings 
Thomas Leadley 
Robert Finnigan 
 

HAREWOOD MORLEY SOUTH 
  
 
Matthew James Robinson 
Ann Castle 
 

Neil Dawson 
Shirley Varley 
Judith Elliott 
 

HEADINGLEY OTLEY & YEADON 
  
Neil Walshaw 
Martin Hamilton 
Jamie Matthews 
 

 
Ryk Downes 
Graham Peter Kirkland 
 

HORSFORTH PUDSEY 
  
Dawn Collins 
Brian Cleasby 
Christopher Townsley 
 

Richard Alwyn Lewis  
Mick Coulson 
Josephine Patricia Jarosz 
 

HYDE PARK & WOODHOUSE ROTHWELL 
  
Gerry Harper 
Javaid Akhtar 
Penny Ewens 
 

Karen Bruce 
Barry Stewart Golton 
Donald Michael Wilson 
 

KILLINGBECK & SEACROFT ROUNDHAY 
  
Veronica Morgan  
Brian Michael Selby 
Graham Hyde 
 

Christine McNiven 
Ghulam Hussain 
Matthew Lobley 
 

KIPPAX & METHLEY TEMPLE NEWSAM 
  
James Lewis 
Keith Ivor Wakefield 
John Keith Parker 
 

Katherine Mitchell 
Michael Lyons 
William Schofield Hyde 
 

KIRKSTALL WEETWOOD 
  
John Anthony Illingworth 
Bernard Peter Atha 
Lucinda Joy Yeadon 
 

Susan Bentley 
Judith Mara Chapman 
Ben Chastney 
 

MIDDLETON PARK WETHERBY 
  
Judith Blake 
Kim Groves 
Geoffrey Driver 
 

Alan James Lamb 
John Michael Procter 
Gerald Wilkinson 
 

MOORTOWN  
  
Rebecca Charlwood 
 
Mark Daniel Harris 
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38 Announcements  

The Lord Mayor announced that Yvonne Crowther, a resident of the Cardinal estate 
in Beeston, had recently won the Yorkshire region of the Pride of Britain Awards and 
would now be considered for the National Awards in London. 
 

39 Minutes  
It was moved by Councillor J Lewis, seconded by Councillor Lobley and 
 
RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meetings held on 13th July and 07th September 
2011 be approved. 
 

40 Declarations of Interest  
The Lord Mayor announced that a list of written declarations submitted by Members 
was on display in the ante-room, on deposit in the public galleries and had been 
circulated to each Member’s place in the Chamber. 
 
Following an invitation to declare further individual interests, declarations in 
accordance with the Council’s Member’s Code of Conduct were made as follows:-   
 
a) Members declared personal interests in minute 45 of this meeting as follows:- 
 

Cllr W Hyde Chairman of Trustees Neighbourhood Network – Cross Gates 
Good Neighbours. 

Cllr R Grahame LA Commission on Asylum and Immigration 
Director of ENE Homes 
Director of GMBATU 
Member of Plans Panel (East) 

 
b) Members declared personal interests in minute 46 of this meeting as follows:- 
 

Cllr J L Carter Member, SB (Resources and Council Services) 

Cllr G Wilkinson Member, Green Leeds 

Cllr R Wood Member, Scrutiny Board (Resources and Council Services) 

 
c) Councillor Harris declared personal and prejudicial interest in minute 46 as a 

director of a company and left the meeting during discussion of the item. 
 
d) Members declared personal interests in minute 47 of this meeting as follows:- 
 

Cllr Lowe Member of West Yorkshire Police Authority 

Cllr M Iqbal Member of West Yorkshire Police Authority 

Cllr B Anderson Chair, Scrutiny Board (Stronger and Safer Communities) 

Cllr L Carter Member, Leeds Initiative Safer and Stronger Communities 
Board 
Member, Leeds Initiative Stronger Communities Partnership 
Member, West Yorkshire Police Authority 

 
e) Members declared personal interests in minute 48 of this meeting as follows:- 
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Cllr Mulherin Chair of the Joint Health Overview and Scrutiny Committee 
(Yorkshire and the Humber) 

Cllr W Hyde Member, Scrutiny Board (Health) 

Cllr Lamb Member, Scrutiny Board (Children’s and Families) 

Cllr G Latty Member, Scrutiny Board (Health) 

Cllr P Latty Member, Early Years Service and Advisory Challenge 

Cllr G Wilkinson Member, Children’s Advisory Panel 

 
f) Members declared personal interests in minute 49 of this meeting as follows:- 
 

Cllr B Anderson Member, Leeds Initiative – Housing and Regeneration Board 

Cllr R Grahame Member, West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Authority 

Cllr A McKenna Member, West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Authority 

Cllr C Townsley Member, West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Authority 

Cllr R Feldman Member, ALMO Area Panel Outer North East 

Cllr C Fox Member, ALMO Outer North West Area Panel 

Cllr G Latty Member, ALMO Outer North West Area Panel 

Cllr Wadsworth Member, West North West Homes Leeds 

Cllr G Wilkinson Member, East North East Homes Leeds 
Member, ALMO Area Panel Outer North East 

Cllr R Charlwood Landlord 

Cllr N Dawson Landlord 

Cllr M Dobson Landlord 

Cllr Gabriel Landlord 

Cllr A Hussain Landlord 

Cllr M Iqbal Landlord 

Cllr A Khan Landlord 

Cllr K Maqsood Landlord 

Cllr K Mitchell Landlord 

Cllr M Rafique Landlord 

 
41 Communications  

The Chief Executive reported that new guidance on deputations to Council had been 
circulated to all Members of Council. 
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42 Deputations  

Four deputations were admitted to the meeting and addressed Council, as follows:- 
 
1) Leeds Fairtrade Steering Group regarding the promotion of fair trade issues 

within the City 
 
2) Leeds Owl Trail, plans for 2011-2012 
 
3) Friends of the Earth Regarding Leeds Waste Incineration Project. 
 
4) Representatives and small businesses of Farnley & Wortley re proposals to 

build a supermarket at the Stonebridge Mill Site. 
 
RESOLVED – That the subject matter in respect of the deputations be referred to the 
Executive Board for consideration. 
 

43 Reports  
a) Appointments  
 

It was moved by Councillor J Lewis, seconded by Councillor Lobley and  
 
RESOLVED –  
 
a) That the report of the City Solicitor on appointments, be approved, 

namely:-  
 

That Councillor A McKenna replace Councillor Charlwood on Scrutiny Board 
(Children and Families).    

 
That Councillor Charlwood replace Councillor A McKenna on Scrutiny Board 
(Health and Well-being and Adult Social Care). 
 
That Councillor Hardy replace Councillor E Taylor on Scrutiny Board(Safer 
and Stronger Communities).   
 
That Councillor Fox replace Councillor G Latty on Scrutiny Board (Health and 
Well-being and Adult Social Care). 
 
That Councillor R Grahame replace Councillor Gabriel on Scrutiny Board 
(Resources and Council Services). 

 
44 Questions  

Q1 Councillor A Carter to the Executive Member (Development and the 
Economy):- 

 
Can the Executive Board Member for City Development tell me the total value 
of outstanding Section 106 monies owed to the Council, which should already 
have been paid, and how much of that has been outstanding for more than 12 
months and what the value of the outstanding amounts of 106 monies that 
should have been paid to the council under £30,000 per site is? 
 
The Executive Member (Development and the Economy) replied. 

 
Q2 Councillor Downes to the Executive Member (Adult Health and Social Care):- 
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Could the Executive Board Member for Adult Health & Social Care outline 
what alternative services exist for those Blind and Visually Impaired people in 
Leeds who previously used services including :- Training Kitchen, Low Vision 
Aids Room, Talking Book and Braille Library, Computer Room, News/Sports 
tapes, Annual holidays and Café; which were located at Shire View in 
Headingley? 
 
The Executive Member (Adult Health and Social Care) replied. 

 
Q3 Councillor A Khan to the Executive Member (Development and the 

Economy):- 
 

Could the Executive Member for Development & Economy please update 
Council on the draft National Planning Policy Framework recently published 
by the government and the implications this has for Leeds? 
 
The Executive Member (Development and the Economy) replied. 

 
Q4 Councillor K Bruce to the Leader of Council 
 

Does the Leader of Council agree that having Chinese athletes training in the 
city ahead of next year’s Olympics is a coup for Leeds? 
 
The Leader of Council replied. 

 
Q5 Councillor J Procter to the Executive Member (Leisure):- 
 

Can the Executive Board Member for Leisure please inform Council how 
many tickets were sold for Classical Fantasia and how much income his 
policy to charge for this event has generated? 
 
The Executive Member (Leisure) replied. 

 
Q6 Councillor J Matthews to the Executive Member (Children’s Services):- 
 

Could the Executive Board Member for Children’s Services outline what the 
Council’s policy is on school uniforms? 
 
The Executive Member (Children’s Services) replied. 

 
Q7 Councillor S Armitage to the Executive Member (Neighbourhoods, Housing 

and Regeneration):- 
 

Could the Executive Member for Neighbourhoods, Housing & Regeneration 
advise Members of the expanded role PCSOs will play in keeping our 
communities safe and clean? 
 
 
The Executive Member (Neighbourhoods, Housing and Regeneration) 
replied. 

 
Q8 Councillor R Charlwood to the Executive Member (Children’s Services):- 
 

Could the Executive Member for Children’s Services update Council on this 
year’s exam results? 
 
The Executive Member (Children’s Services) replied. 
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Q9 Councillor P Wadsworth to the Executive Member (Development and the 

Economy):- 
 

Can the Executive Board Member for City Development please update 
Council if, in the wake of the kiss and fly tax being introduced, the airport is 
honouring its obligations to fund public transport links that help combat 
parking overspill that may adversely affect local residents? 
 
The Executive Member (Development and the Economy) replied. 

 
Q10 Councillor R Pryke to the Executive Member (Leisure):- 
 

Could Cllr Ogilvie inform Council what the income was from ticket sales for 
Classical Fantasia, and Opera in the Park, and what the costs were in 
collecting this income? 
 
The Executive Member (Leisure) replied. 

 
At the conclusion of question time, the following questions remained unanswered and 
it was noted that, under the provisions of Council Procedure Rule 11.6, written 
answers would be sent to each Member of Council:- 
 
Q11 Councillor G Hyde to the Executive Member (Environmental Services). 
 
Q12 Councillor Rafique to the Executive Member (Development and the 

Economy). 
 
Q13 Councillor Lamb to the Executive Member (Neighbourhoods, Housing and 

Regeneration). 
 
Q14 Councillor Matthews to the Executive Member (Leisure). 
 
Q15 Councillor Mitchell to the Executive Member (Leisure). 
 
Q16 Councillor Walshaw to the Executive Member (Environmental Services). 
 
Q17 Councillor Robinson to the Leader of Council. 
 
Q18 Councillor Pryke to the Executive Member (Leisure). 
 
Q19 Councillor Gabriel to the Executive Member (Neighbourhoods, Housing and 

Regeneration). 
 
Q20 Councillor Groves to the Executive Member (Neighbourhoods, Housing and 

Regeneration). 
 
Q21 Councillor Robinson to the Executive Member (Development and the 

Economy). 
 
Q22 Councillor Pryke to the Leader of Council. 
 
Q23 Councillor G Latty to the Executive Member (Development and the Economy). 
 
Q24 Councillor Pryke to the Leader of Council. 
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Q25 Councillor Lobley to the Executive Member (Resources and Corporate 
Functions). 

 
Q26 Councillor Townsley to the Leader of Council. 
 

45 Minutes  
It was moved by Councillor Wakefield, seconded by Councillor J Lewis that the 
minutes be received in accordance with Council Procedure Rule 2.2(i).  
 
RESOLVED – That the minutes be received in accordance with Council Procedure 
Rule 2.2(i). 
 
Procedure Rule 4, providing for the winding up of business, was applied prior to all 
notified comments on the minutes having been debated. 
 
The meeting was suspended at 5.00 pm and resumed at 5.25 pm. 
 

46 White Paper Motion - Food Waste  
It was moved by Councillor Golton, seconded by Councillor Wilson that this Council 
welcomes Leeds City Council’s continued commitment to much of the recycling 
improvement plan and the recent achievement of a 40% recycling rate.   
 
However, this Council believes it was wrong to abandon the expansion of the popular 
and successful Rothwell food waste collection pilot. 
 
This Council notes that the market for the outputs of food waste collection is 
expanding and that a plant to process it located in Leeds will lead to green jobs for 
the city and further notes that failing to recycle food waste will increase the volume of 
waste sent to Labour’s planned incinerator for East Leeds. 
 
This Council resolves to expand the food waste collection scheme to one additional 
round in 2011/12 and further requests that a report be brought to Executive Board 
detailing how the scheme can be introduced to further areas in future years. 
 
An amendment was moved by Councillor Dobson, seconded by Councillor Walshaw, 
that this Council welcomes Leeds City Council’s continued commitment to the 
recycling improvement plan and the recent achievement of a 40% recycling rate. 

 
Delete all after “recycling rate” and replace with: 

 
over the last four months which is an historic first in our city. 
 
Council recognises the success of the Rothwell food pilot which provides a 
strong platform for the roll out of additional food waste collections in the 
future.  
 
This Council therefore commits itself to further exploring the affordability of 
this proposal as part of our overall strategy to produce sustainable energy 
and reduce reliance on landfill. 
 
Council also requests that once this piece of work is completed, a report be 
brought back to the Executive Board to discuss its findings. 
 

A second amendment was moved by Councillor Anderson, seconded by Councillor 
Wadsworth, to delete all after: ‘40% recycling rate’ and replace with:- 
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‘This council notes the 88% increase in recycling against the city average 
during the recent Rothwell recycling pilot as well as the high 94% customer 
satisfaction rate. 
 

This Council notes that the market for the outputs of food waste collection is 
expanding and requests that the a report be brought to the Executive Board 
outlining how financially viable schemes to recycle more household waste 
could be introduced as landfill taxes increase.’ 

 

The amended motion would read:- 
 

‘This Council welcomes Leeds City Council’s continued commitment to much 
of the recycling improvement plan and the recent achievement of a 40% 
recycling rate. 
 

This Council notes the 88% increase in recycling against the city average 
during the recent Rothwell recycling pilot as well as the high 94% customer 
satisfaction rate. 
 

This Council notes that the market for the outputs of food waste collection is 
expanding and requests that the a report be brought to the Executive Board 
outlining how financially viable schemes to recycle more household waste 
could be introduced as landfill taxes increase.’ 

 
A third amendment was moved by Councillor A Blackburn, and, in accordance with 
Council Procedure Rule 12.3(b), seconded by Councillor Finnigan, to delete the 
second paragraph and insert ‘This Council also notes the success of the Rothwell 
food waste collection pilot’. 
 
In the third paragraph delete the word ‘Labour’s’ and insert ‘the Council’s’. 
 
In the last paragraph delete ‘to one additional round in 2011/12 and further requests’ 
and insert ‘and requests’. 
 
The amended motion would read:-   
 

‘This Council welcomes Leeds City Council’s continued commitment to much 
of the recycling improvement plan and the recent achievement of a 40% 
recycling rate. 
 
This Council also notes the success of the Rothwell food waste collection 
pilot. 
 
This Council notes that the market for the outputs of food waste collection is 
expanding and that a plant to process it located in Leeds will lead to green 
jobs for the city and further notes that failing to recycle food waste will 
increase the volume of waste sent to the Council’s planned incinerator for 
East Leeds. 
 
This Council resolves to expand the food waste collection scheme and 
requests that a report be brought to Executive Board detailing how the 
scheme can be introduced to further areas in future years.’ 

 
The amendment in the name of Councillor Dobson was carried and upon being put 
as the substantive motion it was  
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RESOLVED – That this Council welcomes Leeds City Council’s continued 
commitment to the recycling improvement plan and the recent achievement of a 40% 
recycling rate over the last four months which is an historic first in our city. 
 
Council recognises the success of the Rothwell food pilot which provides a strong 
platform for the roll out of additional food waste collections in the future.  
 
This Council therefore commits itself to further exploring the affordability of this 
proposal as part of our overall strategy to produce sustainable energy and reduce 
reliance on landfill. 
 
Council also requests that once this piece of work is completed, a report be brought 
back to the Executive Board to discuss its findings.  
 

47 White Paper Motion - Community Policing  
It was moved by Councillor Gruen, seconded by Councillor Lowe, that the 
containment of isolated incidents of violence in Leeds, during national riots in August, 
has once again demonstrated that a strong partnership between Leeds City Council, 
West Yorkshire Police and other representatives on the Safer Leeds Executive, 
delivers positive outcomes for people in Leeds.  
 
This Council extends its thanks and appreciation to community leaders, police 
officers, PCSOs and youth workers who worked to prevent further unrest. Council 
also recognises the hard work of street cleansing teams within communities affected 
by isolated incidents of disorder.    
 
Strong leadership and a commitment to democratic engagement from Police 
Divisional Command was invaluable during this difficult period.  
 
This Council believes that 20% budget cuts will make it harder for the police to keep 
the streets safe and maintain order.  
 
Council therefore calls upon the Government to abandon plans to spend £100 million 
introducing directly elected police commissioners and to instead ensure forces have 
the resources they need to provide effective community policing.  
 
Council instructs the Chief Executive to write to the Home Secretary and all Leeds 
MPs in order to highlight the importance of prioritising community policing, 
particularly at a time of budget reductions.  
 
An amendment was moved by Councillor Downes, seconded by Councillor Hamilton, 
to delete paragraphs 4 and 5 and replace with:- 
 
 

‘Council notes reports that 75% of those arrested and charged in connection 
with the recent riots were re-offenders.  Council believes that the criminal 
justice system has failed to tackle re-offending in the past and believes that a 
wider range of tools to prevent re-offending, in particular ‘restorative justice’ 
measures, will reduce such outbreaks of criminality in the future.’ 

 
Following ‘community policing’ in paragraph 6 add :- 
 

‘and restorative justice measures’ 
 
A second amendment was moved by Councillor J L Carter, seconded by Councillor C 
Fox, to insert ‘and local ward Councillors’ in paragraph 2, replace ‘Police Divisional 
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Command’ with ‘Leeds Divisional Commanders’ in paragraph 3, and Delete all after 
‘during this difficult period’ and replace with: 
 

‘This Council condemns the actions of a criminal minority that brought chaos 
to the streets of several major cities this Summer and pledges to offer 
unstinting support to the Police as it seeks to bring those responsible to 
justice. 
 
This Council further supports the efforts of West Yorkshire Police Force and 
West Yorkshire Police Authority as they seek to make back office savings and 
notes the work done to re-organise and review policing structures to protect 
front line resources. Council further notes the Force’s ‘Here for Good’ 
campaign that makes a strong commitment to frontline neighbourhood 
policing in a challenging financial climate. 
 
Whilst this Council is opposed to the introduction of police commissioners it 
considers that should such elections take place the Government should pay 
the additional costs of the elections, over and above the £50 million they have 
already allocated, in order that scarce resources are not diverted away from 
neighbourhood policing. 
 
Council instructs the Chief Executive to write to the Home Secretary and all 
Leeds MPs in order to request that these additional costs are met by central 
Government.’ 

 
The amended motion would read:- 
 

‘The containment of isolated incidents of violence in Leeds, during national 
riots in August, has once again demonstrated that a strong partnership 
between Leeds City Council, West Yorkshire Police and other representatives 
on the Safer Leeds Executive, delivers positive outcomes for people in Leeds.  
 
This Council extends its thanks and appreciation to community leaders, police 
officers, PCSOs, youth workers and local ward councillors who worked to 
prevent further unrest. Council also recognises the hard work of street 
cleansing teams within communities affected by isolated incidents of disorder.    
 
Strong leadership and a commitment to democratic engagement from Leeds 
Divisional Commanders was invaluable during this difficult period.  
 
This Council condemns the actions of a criminal minority that brought chaos 
to the streets of several major cities this Summer and pledges to offer 
unstinting support to the Police as it seeks to bring those responsible to 
justice. 
  
This Council further supports the efforts of West Yorkshire Police Force and 
West Yorkshire Police Authority as they seek to make back office savings and 
notes the work done to re-organise and review policing structures to protect 
front line resources. Council further notes the Force’s ‘Here for Good’ 
campaign that makes a strong commitment to frontline neighbourhood 
policing in a challenging financial climate. 
 
Whilst this Council is opposed to the introduction of police commissioners it 
considers that should such elections take place the Government should pay 
the additional costs of the elections, over and above the £50 million they have 
already allocated, in order that scarce resources are not diverted away from 
neighbourhood policing. 
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Council instructs the Chief Executive to write to the Home Secretary and all 
Leeds MPs in order to request that these additional costs are met by central 
Government.’ 

 
Prior to the vote on this matter, Councillor Downes, in accordance with Council 
Procedure Rule 14.11 and with the consent of the seconder and of Council, withdrew 
the amendment in his name. 
 
The remaining amendment was lost and, upon the motion being put to the vote it was  
 
RESOLVED – That the containment of isolated incidents of violence in Leeds, during 
national riots in August, has once again demonstrated that a strong partnership 
between Leeds City Council, West Yorkshire Police and other representatives on the 
Safer Leeds Executive, delivers positive outcomes for people in Leeds.  
 
This Council extends its thanks and appreciation to community leaders, police 
officers, PCSOs and youth workers who worked to prevent further unrest. Council 
also recognises the hard work of street cleansing teams within communities affected 
by isolated incidents of disorder.    
 
Strong leadership and a commitment to democratic engagement from Police 
Divisional Command was invaluable during this difficult period.  
 
This Council believes that 20% budget cuts will make it harder for the police to keep 
the streets safe and maintain order.  
 
Council therefore calls upon the Government to abandon plans to spend £100 million 
introducing directly elected police commissioners and to instead ensure forces have 
the resources they need to provide effective community policing.  
 
Council instructs the Chief Executive to write to the Home Secretary and all Leeds 
MPs in order to highlight the importance of prioritising community policing, 
particularly at a time of budget reductions.  
 
On the requisition of Councillors J Lewis and Nash, the voting on the motion in the 
name of Councillor Gruen was recorded as follows:- 
 
 
YES 
 
Akhtar, Armitage, Atha, A Blackburn, Blake, Bruce, Charlwood, Congreve, Coulson, 
Davey, Dawson, Dobson, Dowson, Driver, Dunn, Elliott, Gabriel, P Grahame, R 
Grahame, Groves, Gruen, Hanley, Hardy, G Harper, J Harper, A Hussain, G 
Hussain, G Hyde, Illingworth, Iqbal, Jarosz, Khan, J Lewis, R Lewis, Lowe, Lyons, 
MacNiven, Maqsood, A McKenna, J McKenna, Mitchell, Morgan, Mulherin, Murray, 
Nash, Ogilvie, Parker, Rafique, Selby, Taggart, E Taylor, Varley, Wakefield, 
Walshaw, Yeadon. 

55 
NO 
 
Bentley, Chapman, Chastney, Cleasby, Downes, Ewens, Golton, M Hamilton, 
Kirkland, Matthews, Pryke, Townsley, Wilson. 

13 
 
ABSTAIN  

0 
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48 White Paper Submitted Under the Provisions of Council Procedure Rule 3.1(d) - 

Yorkshire Heart Centre  
It was moved by Councillor Blake, seconded by Councillor Lamb, and 
 
RESOLVED – That this Council notes with concern the ongoing discussions 
regarding the proposed reconfiguration of children’s cardiac surgery services and the 
devastating effect this could have on the Yorkshire Heart Centre at Leeds General 
Infirmary and the families of this region. 
 
The Council supports the demands of the cross party Joint Health Overview and 
Scrutiny Committee for Yorkshire and Humber for the Government to re-examine the 
way in which the decision is being made and ensure that the democratic process is 
not being ignored.   
 
Council therefore urges the government to confirm that all available information will 
be examined before a decision is made which could force parents from Yorkshire to 
travel hundreds of miles should their children need cardiac treatment. 
 

49 White Paper Submitted Under the Provisions of Council Procedure Rule 3.1(d) - 
Smoke Alarms  
It was moved by Councillor A McKenna, seconded by Councillor Harrand, and  
 
RESOLVED – That this Council supports the Private Members’ Fire Safety 
(Protection of Tenants) Bill 2010-11 in the name of Adrian Sanders, MP, which calls 
for it to become mandatory that all rented properties be fitted with functioning smoke 
alarms. 
 
 
 
Council rose at 7.15 pm. 
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Report of the Director of Resources 

Report to Full Council 

Date: 16th November 2011 

Subject: Amendments to the Officer Delegation Scheme 

Are specific electoral Wards affected?    Yes   No 

If relevant, name(s) of Ward(s): 
  

Are there implications for equality and diversity and cohesion and 
integration? 

  Yes   No 

Is the decision eligible for Call-In?   Yes   No 

Does the report contain confidential or exempt information?   Yes   No 

If relevant, Access to Information Procedure Rule number: n/a 

Appendix number: n/a 

Summary of main issues  

1. This report notifies full Council of amendments to the officer delegation scheme 

(executive functions) and Executive Member portfolios approved by the Leader, which 

were made effective from 23rd September 2011. 

2. The amendments were in relation to:  

• the Director of Resources officer delegation scheme (executive functions); 

• the Director of City Development’s officer delegation scheme (executive functions);  

• the Chief Environmental Services Officer’s officer delegation scheme (executive 

functions); and 

• the Executive Member portfolios.  

3. In addition, in accordance with Article 15.2 the Monitoring Officer has approved 

consequential amendments to the Constitution, arising from the above changes. 

Recommendations 

4. The Council is asked to note the changes to the officer delegation scheme (executive 

functions) and the Executive Member portfolios and other consequential amendments 

to the Constitution, set out in this report. 

 Report author:  Phil Garnett 

Tel:  0113 39 51632 

Agenda Item 5
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1 Purpose of this report 

1.1 This report notifies full Council of amendments to the officer delegation scheme 
(executive functions) and Executive Member portfolios approved by the Leader, 
which were made effective from 23rd September 2011. 

1.2 The Director of Resources is required to report any changes to the scheme of 
delegation relating to executive functions made by the Leader to the next ordinary 
meeting of the Council, in accordance with Executive Procedure Rule 1.4(b). 

2 Background information 

2.1 Under Executive Procedure Rule 1.4(b), the Leader may amend the scheme of 
delegation relating to executive functions at any time during the year by giving notice 
to the Director of Resources and to the person, body or committee concerned. 

2.2 The Director of Resources must then present a report to the next ordinary meeting of 
full Council, setting out the changes made by the Leader.  

3 Main issues 

3.1 With effect from 23rd September 2011, the Leader amended the officer delegation 
scheme (executive functions) as outlined below. 

Director of Resources Officer Delegation Scheme (Executive Functions) and Director 
of City Development Officer Delegation Scheme (Executive Functions)  

3.2 Paragraph (k) of the Director of Resources delegation has been amended to reflect 
the transfer of Corporate Property Management functions to the Director of City 
Development under the umbrella of paragraph (j) ‘Asset Management’. Appropriate 
footnotes have been placed in the schemes of both Directors to ensure clarity in 
relation to the extent of each function. 

3.3 The amended delegations are attached as Appendix 1 and 2. 

Chief Environmental Services Officer – Removal of Certain Concurrent Delegations 

3.4 Certain concurrent delegations to the Chief Environmental Services Officer have 
been removed from the officer delegation scheme (executive functions). This 
amendment reflected changes in the allocation of responsibilities to Chief Officers 
within Environment and Neighbourhoods following a departmental restructure. These 
particular functions are no longer the responsibility of the Chief Environmental 
Services Officer and therefore they will be sub-delegated to the appropriate officers 
by the Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods. 

3.5 The amended delegation is attached as Appendix 3. 

Executive Member Portfolios 

3.6 The Executive Member Portfolios (Section 3B(a) of Part 3 of the Constitution) which 
detail the decision making overview of each Executive Member have been revised.  
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These changes are to the formatting of the document only and do not change the 
Executive Members’ scope of responsibilities. 

3.7 The amended document is attached at Appendix 4. 

Consequential Amendments 

3.8 By virtue of Article 15.2 of the Constitution, the City Solicitor has delegated authority 
to approve consequential amendments to the Constitution, as a result of legislative 
change or to implement decisions of the Council or the Executive, or for the purposes 
of clarification only.  Consequential amendments were needed in relation to: 

•  Article 12 of the Constitution (which sets out the functions and areas of 
responsibility for Directors); and 

• Chief Environmental Services Officer  - Officer Delegation Scheme (Council (non 
– executive)) functions (to reflect that the Chief Environmental Services Officer no 
longer carries out the function ‘to license the use of movable dwellings and 
campsites’). 

4 Corporate Considerations 

4.1 Consultation and Engagement  

4.1.1 The consequential changes made to the Constitution are made to ensure the 
smooth running of Council business and for clarification, therefore no detailed 
consultation has been undertaken on these amendments. 

4.1.2 The amendments to the officer delegation scheme (executive functions) have been 
discussed between the relevant Directors and departments before being approved 
by the Leader. 

4.2 Equality and Diversity / Cohesion and Integration 

4.2.1 There are no issues in relation to equality and diversity or cohesion and integration 
arising from this report. 

4.3 Council Policies and City Priorities 

4.3.1 Principle 2 of the Code of Corporate Governance (Part 5 (k) of the Constitution) 
states that the Council will have clear responsibilities and arrangements for 
accountability.  In order to achieve this, the Council needs up to date and accurate 
schemes of delegated executive and council responsibilities to Directors and other 
appropriate officers 

4.3.2 Therefore, approving the amendments to the attached documents will contribute 
towards this principle. 

4.4 Resources and Value for Money  

4.4.1 The proposed amendment has no financial implications. 
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4.5 Legal Implications, Access to Information and Call In 

4.5.1 In accordance with the Executive Procedure Rule 1.4(b) the Leader has the 
authority to make changes to the delegation scheme in relation to executive 
functions within the Constitution at any time. 

4.5.2 Furthermore, the Monitoring Officer has authority under Article 15.2 to make 
consequential amendments to the Constitution for the purposes of clarification. 

4.5.3 There are no issues in relation to Access to Information as no parts of this report 
have been identified as confidential or exempt. 

4.6 Risk Management 

4.6.1 If the Constitution is not amended there is a risk that the Constitution will become 
out of date and that it will not reflect the changes made to the delegation scheme in 
relation to executive functions. 

5 Conclusions 

5.1 Amendments have been made by the Leader to the executive arrangements, in 
accordance with the Executive Procedure Rules. The Monitoring Officer under his 
delegated authority has made other necessary consequential amendments to the 
Constitution. 

6 Recommendations 

6.1 The Council is asked to note the changes to the officer delegation scheme (executive 
functions) and the Executive Member portfolios and other consequential 
amendments to the Constitution, set out in this report. 

7 Background documents  

7.1 Letter signed by the Leader of Council on 23rd September 2011. 

7.2 Delegated decision notice signed by the Head of Governance Services on 28th 
September 2011. 
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Officer Delegation Scheme (Executive Functions) 
 

Part 3 Section 3E 
Page 1 of 2 

Issue 2- 2011/12 
23 September 2011 

 

The Director Of Resources  

 
 
With the exception of those matters where an appropriate Executive Member1 has 
directed that the delegated authority should not be exercised and that the matter 
should be referred to the Executive Board for consideration2, the Director of 
Resources3 is authorised to discharge any function4 of the Executive in relation to: 
 
(a) making arrangements for the proper administration of the authority’s financial 

affairs5; 
 
(b) the provision of financial services6, including treasury management7, capital 

programme, benefits administration, taxation arrangements,  revenue 
collection of council tax and national non-domestic rates, student support, 
internal audit, creditor payments, debt recovery, pensions and the 
council's insurance arrangements; 

 
(c) industrial relations and employment matters, including employee training and 

health and safety; 
 
(d) the management of corporate governance; 
 
(e) risk management; 
 
(f) civil defence and emergency planning; 
 
(g) licensing and other related functions8, and enforcement; 
 
(h) the management of matters relating to the application of information, 

communication and associated technologies to support the discharge of any 
function of the Executive; 

 

                                            
1
 An “appropriate Executive Member” is the Leader or other appropriate portfolio-holding Member of 
the Executive Board 
2
 The Director may consider in respect of any matter that the delegated authority should not be 
exercised and that it should be referred to the Executive Board for consideration 
3
 The fact that a function has been delegated to the Director does not require the Director to give the 
matter his/her personal attention and the Director may arrange for such delegation to be exercised by 
an officer of suitable experience and seniority.  However the Director remains responsible for any 
decision taken pursuant to such arrangements. 
4
 “Function” for these purposes is to be construed in a broad and inclusive fashion and includes the 
doing of anything which is calculated to facilitate or is conducive or incidental to the discharge of any 
of the specified functions.  The delegation also includes the appointment of the Director as “proper 
officer” for the purpose of any function delegated to him/her under these arrangements 
5
 The Director of Resources has responsibility for these arrangements as Section 151 Officer 
6
 “financial services” includes the management , monitoring and control of the capital programme; and 
subject to resources the transfer of schemes from the reserved programme to the funded programme 
or from the funded programme to the reserved programme. 
7
 “treasury management” includes the making, payment and borrowing of loans. 
8
 These functions were delegated to the Licensing Committee by full Council on 14 July 2010 

Appendix 1 
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Officer Delegation Scheme (Executive Functions) 
 

Part 3 Section 3E 
Page 2 of 2 
Issue 2 – 2011/12 
23 September 2011 

 

(i) the provision of services relating to building maintenance, catering, cleaning, 
transport (including fleet services and passenger transport services), and 
school crossing patrols;  

 
(j) procurement and purchasing; 
 
(k) civic and community buildings, office accommodation and facilities 

management9; 
 
(l) the registration of births, deaths, marriages and civil partnerships;  
 
(m) the management of matters relating to Members, the Lord Mayor, committees 

and scrutiny support; and 
 
(n) parish councils. 
 

                                            
9
 ‘facilities management’ does not include building maintenance policies or issues, or corporate 
energy procurement, responsibility for which is delegated to the Director of City Development 
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Officer Delegation Scheme (Executive Functions)  

Part 3 Section 3E 
Page 1 of 2 

Issue 2 – 2011/12 
23 September 2011 

 

 

The Director Of City Development 
 
 
With the exception of those matters where an appropriate Executive Member1 has 
directed that the delegated authority should not be exercised and that the matter should 
be referred to the Executive Board for consideration2 and with the exception of those 
matters reserved to the Executive Board3, the Director of City Development4 is 
authorised to discharge the following functions5: 
 
1. Local choice functions which have been assigned to the Executive (see Section 1 

of Part 3 of the Constitution): 
 

(a) any function related to contaminated land; 
 

(b) obtaining of information as to interests in land; and 
 

(c) the making of agreements for the execution of highways works under S278 
Highways Act 1980. 

 
 
2. Any function of the Executive6 in relation to: 
 

(a) the management of land (including valuation, acquisition, appropriation, 
disposal and other dealings with land or any interest in land); 

 
(b) the operation of retail and wholesale markets and car boot sales; 

 
(c) the promotion of economic development and economic led regeneration; 

 
(d)  the management of the city centre (including the promotion of the city  

centre and management of public spaces); 
 
(e) building control (whether under the Building Act 1984 or otherwise); 
 

                                            
1
 An “appropriate Executive Member” is the Leader or other appropriate portfolio-holding Member of the 
Executive Board. 
2
 The Director may consider in respect of any matter that the delegated authority should not be exercised 
and that it should be referred for consideration to the Executive Board. 
3
 Certain disposals of land are currently required to be referred to an appropriate committee for 
consideration. 
4
 The fact that a function has been delegated to the Director does not require the Director to give the matter 
his/her personal attention and the Director may arrange for such delegation to be exercised by an officer of 
suitable experience and seniority.  However the Director remains responsible for any decision taken 
pursuant to such arrangements. 
5
 “Function” for these purposes is to be construed in a broad and inclusive fashion and includes the doing 
of anything which is calculated to facilitate or is conducive or incidental to the discharge of any of the 
specified functions.  The delegation also includes the appointment of the Director as “proper officer” for the 
purpose of any function delegated to him/her under these arrangements. 
6
 The Director of City Development will be mindful of the potential for conflicts of interest arising and will 
make appropriate arrangements in this respect. 

Appendix 2 
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Officer Delegation Scheme (Executive Functions) 

Part 3 Section 3E 
Page 2 of 2 
Issue 2 – 2011/12 
23 September 2011 

 

(f) the authority’s role as highways authority and road traffic authority except in 
relation to parking enforcement; 

 
(g) safety at sports grounds; 

 
(h) flood and water management; 

 
(i) design services; 
 
(j) asset management8; 

 
(k) street naming and numbering; 

 
(l) environmental management and the formulation and implementation of  

environmental improvement programmes; 
 

(m)      tourism and promotions;  
 

(n) cultural services (including the arts, libraries, record repositories, museums 
and art galleries, public entertainments, halls and venues); 

 
(o) recreation services (including parks, countryside and sports facilities); 

 
(p) cemeteries, crematoria, burial grounds and mortuaries; and 

 
(q)  countryside management (including all matters relating to the provision and 

maintenance of footpaths and bridleways), and the provision and 
maintenance of landscaping schemes. 

 
 

 

                                            
8
 ‘Asset management’ includes the purchasing of energy under the terms of an energy supply contract 
(including the purchasing of energy for schools).  The Director of City Development will consult with the 
appropriate Executive Member in this regard. 
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Officer Delegation Scheme (Executive Functions) 

 

Part 3 Section 3E 
Page 1 of 2 

Issue 2 – 2011/12 
23 September 2011 

 

Chief Environmental Services Officer  

                                                
 
With the exception of those matters where  

(i) an appropriate Executive Member1 or the Director of Environment and 
Neighbourhoods has directed that the delegated authority should not 
be exercised and that the matter should be referred to the Executive 
Board for consideration2; or 

(ii) the Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods has directed that the 
delegated authority should not be exercised and that the matter be 
referred to him/her for consideration 

 
the Chief Officer (Environmental Services)3 is authorised4 to discharge the following 
functions5:  
 
1. Local choice functions which have been assigned to the Executive (see 

Section 1 of Part 3 of the Constitution): 
 

(a) the service of an abatement notice in respect of a statutory nuisance; 
 
(b) the passing of a resolution that schedule 2 of the Noise and Statutory 

Nuisance Act 1993 should apply in the authority’s area; 
 
(c) the inspection of the authority’s area to detect any statutory nuisance; 
 
(d) the investigation of any complaint as to the existence of a statutory 

nuisance; and 
 
(e) the control of pollution or management of air quality. 

 
2. Any function of the Executive in relation to: 
 

(a)  environmental and consumer protection, health and safety other than in 
relation to Council employees, public health (including the investigation 
and control of notifiable diseases); 

                                            
1
 An “appropriate Executive Member” is the Leader or other appropriate portfolio-holding Member of 

the Executive Board 
2
 The Chief Officer may consider in respect of any matter that the delegated authority should not be 

exercised and that it should be referred for consideration to the Executive Board or to the Director of 
Environment and Neighbourhoods   
3
 The fact that a function has been delegated to the Chief Officer does not require the Chief Officer to 

give the matter his/her personal attention and the Chief Officer  may arrange for such delegation to be 
exercised by an officer of suitable experience and seniority.  However the Chief Officer remains 
responsible for any decision taken pursuant to such arrangements. 
4
 The Chief Officer must consult the Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods before taking any 

key or major decisions. 
5
 “Function” for these purposes is to be construed in a broad and inclusive fashion and includes the 

doing of anything which is calculated to facilitate or is conducive or incidental to the discharge of any 
of the specified functions.  The delegation also includes the appointment of the Chief Officer as 
“proper officer” for the purpose of any function delegated to him/her under these arrangements. 

Appendix 3 
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Officer Delegation Scheme (Executive Functions) 
 

Part 3 Section 3E 
Page 2 of 2 
Issue 2- 2011/12 
23 September 2011 

 
(b)  animal welfare; and 

 
(c)  streetscene management and related enforcement functions, including 

parking enforcement, street and gully cleansing, refuse collection, 
grounds maintenance, waste management, public conveniences, 
graffiti removal, fly-tipping and dog warden services.   
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Executive Functions 

Part 3 Section 3B(a) 
Page 1 of 2 

Issue 2 – 2011/12 
23 September 2011 

SECTION 3B (a) : EXECUTIVE MEMBER PORTFOLIOS 

 
EXECUTIVE MEMBER DECISION MAKING OVERVIEW1 

 

Resources and Corporate Functions 
 
Cllr Keith Wakefield 
Labour Group 

 

• Chief Executive 

• City Solicitor 

• Assistant Chief Executive (Planning, 
Policy and Improvement)2 

• Director of Resources 
 

Development and the Economy 
 
Cllr Richard Lewis 
Labour Group 

 

• Director of City Development3  

• Chief Planning Officer4 

Environmental Services 
 
Cllr Mark Dobson 
Labour Group 

 

• Director of City Development5 

• Director of Environment and 
Neighbourhoods6 

Neighbourhoods, Housing and 
Regeneration 
 
Cllr Peter Gruen 
Labour Group 

 

• Director of Environment and 
Neighbourhoods7   

• Assistant Chief Executive (Planning, 
Policy and Improvement)8 

                                            
1
 References are to functions specifically delegated to the Chief Executive, Assistant Chief Executive, 
City Solicitor and Directors under the officer delegation scheme (executive functions).  Please note 
that some of these functions may be concurrently delegated to Chief Officers, as set out in the officer 
delegation scheme (executive functions). 
2
 Functions (a) to (j) delegated to the Assistant Chief Executive (Planning, Policy and Improvement) 
only. 
3
 Functions 1(a) to (c) and 2(a) to (k) delegated to the Director of City Development only. 
4
 Function (a) delegated to the Chief Planning Officer only. 
5
 Function (l) delegated to the Director of City Development only. 
6
 Functions 1(a) to (e) and 2(h) to (k) delegated to the Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods 
only. 
7
 Functions 2(a) to (g) delegated to the Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods only. 
8
 Function (k) delegated to the Assistant Chief Executive (Planning, Policy and Improvement) only. 

Appendix 4 
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Executive Functions 

Part 3 Section 3B(a) 
Page 2 of 2 
Issue 2 – 2011/12 
23 September 2011 

EXECUTIVE MEMBER DECISION MAKING OVERVIEW1 
 

Children’s Services9  
 
Cllr Judith Blake 
Labour Group 

 

Director of Children’s Services 

Leisure 
 
Cllr Adam Ogilvie 
Labour Group 

 

Director of City Development10 

Adult Health and Social Care  
 
Cllr Lucinda Yeadon 
Labour Group 

 

Director of Adult Social Services 

 

                                            
9
 The Executive Member for Children’s Services is the Lead Member for Children’s Services 
appointed in accordance with the Section 19 of the Children Act 2004 and must therefore have 
responsibility for the functions conferred on or exercisable by the authority specified in S18(1)(a) and 
(b) of the Children Act  2004 and such other functions as the authority consider appropriate. 
10
 Functions 2(m) to (q) delegated to the Director of City Development only. 
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Report of City Solicitor 

Report to Full Council  

Date: 16th November 2011 

Subject: State of the City Council Meeting – 7th December 2011  

Are specific electoral Wards affected?    Yes   No 

If relevant, name(s) of Ward(s): 
  

Are there implications for equality and diversity and cohesion and 
integration? 

  Yes   No 

Is the decision eligible for Call-In?   Yes   No 

Does the report contain confidential or exempt information?   Yes   No 

If relevant, Access to Information Procedure Rule number: 

Appendix number: 

Summary of main issues  

To seek suspension of Council Procedure Rules to allow the format of the State of the City 
Council meeting to be different to that of an ordinary Council meeting.   
 

Recommendations 

1. Council is asked to approve the suspension of Council Procedure Rules for the State of 

the City Council Meeting on 7th December 2011. 

 Report author:  Kevin Tomkinson 

Tel:  2474357 
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1 Purpose of this report 

1.1 The purpose of the report is to seek Council approval to the Suspension of Council 
Procedure Rules for the State of the City Council Meeting on Wednesday 7th 
December 2011. 

2 Background information 

2.1 At the Annual Meeting on the 26th May 2011 it was agreed that an additional Council 
meeting would be held and known as the State of the City Council meeting. 

2.2 The meeting will be held on Wednesday 7th December 2011 at 2.30pm for the 
purpose of receiving the State of the City Report.   

3   Main issues 

3.1 It is intended that the conduct of the State of the City Council meeting will be different 
to that of an ordinary Council meeting, the specific purpose of the meeting is for Full 
Council to receive the State of the City report. It is intended that the Summons for the 
meeting and the State of the City report will be circulated to Members on Friday 18th 
November. 

 
3.2 In addition to receiving the report Sir Bob Kerslake will address Council on Localism 

and the evolving role of Local Government.  
 
3.3 The format of the meeting will be as follows; 
 

• Lord Mayor’s Announcements 

• To note the Suspension of Council Procedure Rules 

• Declarations of Interest 

• Questions to the Leader, Executive Members and Partners1. Questions should be 
submitted to Governance Services by 12 noon on 28th November 2011.    

 
Adjournment to allow a number of themed debates with Partners 
 

• Leader of Council to move that the State of the City Report be received 

• Closing Remarks from each Group Leader  

• Leader of Council to sum up 

• Lord Mayor calls for the vote to receive the State of the City Report  

• Sir Bob Kerslake to address Council on matters relating to Communities and Local 
Government 

 
Attached at Appendix one to this report is a copy of the draft Order Paper setting 
out the business to be transacted and also detailing the time allocated for each 
element of the meeting. 

 
 
 

                                            
1
 Those identified as providing a lead role in the break-out sessions, whips have agreed that there will be no 
supplementary questions.  
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4 Corporate Considerations 

4.1 Consultation and Engagement  

4.1.1 The Lord Mayor,  Leaders and Group whips have been consulted on the proposals 
contained in this report. 

4.2 Equality and Diversity / Cohesion and Integration 

4.2.1 No implications. 

4.3 Council Policies and City Priorities 

4.3.1 The revised structure of the Council meeting will enable Members to consider 
matters relating to City Priority Areas. 

4.4 Resources and Value for Money  

4.4.1 No implications. 

4.5 Legal Implications, Access to Information and Call In 

4.5.1 In order that the Council meeting can proceed as outlined it will require Council to 
approve the suspension of Council Procedure Rules. 

4.6 Risk Management 

4.6.1 No implications. 

5 Recommendations 

5.1  Council is asked to approve the suspension of Council Procedure Rules for the 
duration of the State of the City Council Meeting on 7th December 2011. 

6 Background documents – None 
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 1 

    LEEDS CITY COUNCIL 

 

COUNCIL MEETING – 7
th
 DECEMBER 2011(Commencing at 2.30pm) 

ORDER PAPER. 

 

 

 

ITEM 

 

SPEAKER/ 

COUNCILLOR 

 

SUBJECT MATTER AND ACTION 
 

NOTES 

    
  On the instructions of the Lord 

Mayor, all Members’ mobile 
telephones and other electrical 
equipment shall be switched off 
when they are occupying their seats 
in the Chamber. 

The Lord Mayor 
is advised that 
individual Members 
may wish to declare 
interests where an 
asterisk has been 
placed in the 
NOTES column 
 

Announcements 
 

The Lord Mayor To make announcements as 
appropriate 
 

 

Suspension of 
Council Procedure 
Rules 

Lord Mayor  To announce that Council 
Procedure Rules are suspended in 
the terms outlined and agreed by 
Council on 16

th
 November 2011.  

 

    
1 Declarations of 
Interest 

Lord Mayor 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Members 
 
The Lord Mayor 

1 “The list of written declarations 
submitted by Members is on 
display in the ante-room, on 
deposit in public galleries and 
has been circulated to each 
Member’s place in the Chamber 

 
2 Are there any further individual 

declarations or corrections to 
those notified on the list 

 
(To declare as appropriate) 
 
3   Please can Members, by a show 

of hands, confirm that they have 
read the list (or the list as 
amended) and agreed its content 
insofar as it relates to their own 
interests” 
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ITEM 

 

SPEAKER/ 

COUNCILLOR 

 

SUBJECT MATTER AND ACTION 
 

NOTES 

    
2  By reference to 
the State of the 
City Report; 
Questions to be 
put to the Leader 
of Council, 
Executive 
Members and 
Partners 

 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

 
 
 

Not more than 30 
minutes for 
questions, there will 
be no 
supplementary 
questions asked in 
respect of ay 
question. 
 
Notice in writing of 
the question to be 
given to the chief 
Executive before 10 
a.m. on  Monday 
28

th
 November 

2011.   
 
The order of 
questions to be 
determined by the 
Group Whips in 
accordance with the 
order agreed in 
previous whips’ 
agreement. 
 
NB It is proposed 
that Partners 
leading break out 
sessions will be 
invited to sit in the 
chamber and will 
occupy seats 
adjacent to those 
occupied by the 
Chief Executive and 
the City Solicitor. 
 

    
Adjournment Lord Mayor To announce that Council will now 

adjourn to allow a number of themed 
debates to take place outside of the 
Chamber.   
 
(There are likely to be 5 debates on 
Health, Child Friendly City, Third 
Sector, Safer Communities and 
Growth Sectors)  
 
 

Adjournment will be 
to 4.30pm. 
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ITEM 

 

SPEAKER/ 

COUNCILLOR 

 

SUBJECT MATTER AND ACTION 
 

NOTES 

    
  COUNCIL ADJOURNS  

    

 Lord Mayor  To welcome members back and to 
reconvene the  meeting 

 

 

4.30pm 

3 State of the City 
Report  

K Wakefield To move that the State of the City 
report be received.  

4.30pm 

    
 J Lewis To second  

 
 

 A Carter To comment 5 minutes 
    

 S Golton 
 

To comment 5 minutes 

 R Finnigan  
 

To comment 5 minutes 

 
 
 

A Blackburn  To comment 
 
 

5 minutes 

 K Wakefield To sum up  
 

10 minutes 

 Lord Mayor  To call for the vote on the receipt of 
the State of the City report. 

5.00pm 
 
 

4 Communities 
and Local 
Government 
Agenda 

Lord Mayor The Lord Mayor to Introduce Sir Bob 
Kerslake and invite him to address 
Council  
 

5.00 pm 
 
 
 
 
 

 Sir Bob 
Kerslake 

to address Council, in context of 
enactment of the Localism Bill, on 
matters relating to the Commission 
on the future of Local Government; 
revitalising local democracy and 
public service, and enabling greater 
‘civic’ responsibility from businesses, 
public agencies and the third sector 
 

(It is proposed that 
the City Solicitor will 
vacate his seat to 
enable Sir Bob 
Kerslake to address 
Council)   
 

 Lord Mayor  To thank Sir Bob Kerslake for his 
comments. 

Council to rise by no 
later than 5.30 
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RECORDED VOTES 

 

 

Please note that the result of recorded votes are as announced by the Lord Mayor at the time at which they 

are taken and cannot subsequently be amended. 

 

Members are advised to carefully follow the vote instructions as announced by the Chief Executive taking 

particular note that the light beneath the ‘P’ button is on before proceeding to enter a vote.  Also ensure 

that the appropriate “+”, “-“ or “O” light is on (this can be changed at any time up to the conclusion of the 

vote). 

 

Members are advised to make the Lord Mayor aware if they have any doubt with regard to the recording 

of their vote. 
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EXECUTIVE BOARD 
 

WEDNESDAY, 12TH OCTOBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor K Wakefield in the Chair 

 Councillors J Blake, M Dobson,  
R Finnigan,  S Golton, R Lewis, A Ogilvie 
and L Yeadon  

 
Councillor G Hyde – Substitute Member 
Councillor J Procter – Substitute Member 

 
 

86 Substitute Member  
Under the terms of Executive Procedure Rule 2.3, Councillors G Hyde and J 
Procter were invited to attend the meeting on behalf of Councillors Gruen and 
A Carter respectively. 
 

87 Exempt Information - Possible Exclusion of the Press and Public  
RESOLVED – That the public be excluded from the meeting during the 
consideration of the following parts of the agenda designated as exempt on 
the grounds that it is likely, in view of the nature of the business to be 
transacted or the nature of the proceedings, that if members of the public 
were present there would be disclosure to them of exempt information so 
designated as follows:- 
 
(a) Appendix 1 to the report referred to in Minute No. 96 under the terms 

of Access to Information Procedure Rule 10.4(3) and on the grounds 
that it contains information relating to the financial or business affairs 
of any person or company (including the authority holding that 
information) which may result in prejudicial trading of that company. 
It is therefore considered that it is not in the public interest to release 
this information at this time, as this would compromise the Council’s 
position. 

 
(b) Supplementary Information in the form of correspondence referred to 

in Minute No. 95 under the terms of Access to Information Procedure 
Rule 10.4(3) and on the grounds that it contains information relating 
to the financial or business affairs of any person or company 
(including the authority holding that information). It is therefore 
considered that it is not in the public interest to release this 
information at this time, as this would compromise the Council’s 
position. 

 
88 Late Items  

There were no late items as such, however, it was noted that supplementary 
information had been circulated to Board Members following the despatch of 
the agenda as follows:- 
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(a) Correspondence relating to the report entitled, ‘Leeds Bradford 
International Airport – Taxi Access’ designated as exempt under 
Access to Information Procedure Rule 10.4(3) (Minute No. 95 
refers). 

 
(b) A report detailing the outcomes from the Ofsted Inspection into 

Safeguarding Services and Safeguarding Outcomes for Children 
and Young People which accompanied the report entitled, ‘Findings 
of the Announced Ofsted Re-Inspection of Safeguarding Services 
for Children and Young People in Leeds’ (Minute No. 103 refers). 

 
(c) A table detailing the suggested amendments to the Council’s 

response to the Draft National Planning Policy Framework, as 
resolved by the Development Plan Panel at its meeting on 11th 
October 2011, which was in relation to the report entitled, ‘Draft 
National Planning Policy Framework – Consultation Response’ 
(Minute No. 100 refers). 

 
89 Declaration of Interests  

There were no declarations of interest made at this point in the meeting, 
however a declaration was made at a later point in the meeting (Minute No. 
99 referred). 
 

90 Minutes  
RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meeting held on 7th September 2011 
be approved as a correct record, subject to the following:- 
(a) Reference being made within Minute No. 66 (Leeds Holt Park 

Wellbeing Centre Project – Submission of the Final Business Case and 
Execution of the Contract for the new Holt Park Wellbeing Centre) to a 
request that correspondence be forwarded on behalf of the Council to 
Greg Mulholland MP in respect of the development. 

 
(b) With regard to Minute No. 67 (Better Lives for Older People: Future 

Options for Long Term Residential and Day Care Services), that 
greater emphasis be placed upon the commitment made during the 
discussion that residents would not be moved until it was confirmed 
that they were happy with the alternative accommodation proposed. 

 
RESOURCES AND CORPORATE FUNCTIONS 
 

91 Discretionary Rate Relief for Social Enterprises  
The Chief Officer (Revenues and Benefits) submitted a report which detailed 
the current guidelines regarding the determination of applications for 
discretionary rate relief for social enterprises. In addition, the report also 
proposed amendments which aimed to make the process more transparent, 
whilst also encouraging increased applications from this sector. In determining 
this matter, the Board took into consideration all matters contained within the 
accompanying report. 
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Members emphasised the need to ensure that the approach adopted was as 
enabling as possible. 
 
RESOLVED – That the changes to the Business Rates discretionary relief 
scheme be approved in order to clarify the criteria by which applications from 
Social Enterprises will be assessed, and also to increase the maximum level 
of relief awarded from 50% to 80% in specific cases. 
 

92 Welfare Reform Update  
The Director of Resources submitted a report providing an update on the 
Government’s proposals regarding Welfare Reform, which included 
information on current developments in policy and the implications of such 
developments upon the Council and the citizens of Leeds. In addition, the 
report also provided information on the consultation process launched by the 
Department for Communities and Local Government on proposals regarding 
the replacement of the current Council Tax Benefit scheme with a new 
localised scheme of support from April 2013. In determining this matter, the 
Board took into consideration all matters contained within the accompanying 
report. 
 
Members welcomed the move to simplify the welfare processes, however, 
concerns were raised in respect of the disproportionate impact that the 
proposals could have upon the poorer sections of the community, the lack of 
incentives which existed in respect of returning people to employment and the 
intention to pay the rent element of Universal Credit directly to claimants. In 
addition, concerns were also raised regarding the abolition of Council Tax 
Benefit and its replacement with a localised scheme of support, with a 
reduction of 10% in funding for such support and the potential impact upon 
collection rates, together with the timescales associated with the introduction 
of the proposed reforms. 
 
The Board considered the specific impact upon a number of case studies 
provided, and in respect of the implications regarding child protection matters, 
Members noted that such matters were being picked up by the Child Trust 
Board. 
 
Members highlighted the need for further update reports to be submitted to 
the Board, as issues in respect of the proposed welfare reforms developed. 
 
It was requested that stronger emphasis within the final version of the 
Council’s response to the Government’s consultation paper was placed upon 
the unrealistic timescales which had been set in respect of the reforms.  
 
RESOLVED -  
(a) That the updated information detailed within the submitted report be 

noted. 
  
(b) That the proposed response to the localisation of support for Council 

Tax which is to be submitted on behalf of all Group Leaders be noted, 
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subject to the inclusion of the points raised by the Board during the 
consideration of this matter. 

  
(c) That officer-level discussions with West Yorkshire councils be 

approved, which will explore the scope for commonality in scheme 
design in relation to localisation of support for Council Tax. 

 
(d) That a further report on the welfare reform programme be received by 

the Board in January 2012 which included a strategic plan for preparing 
for and dealing with the welfare reforms, with further update reports 
being submitted in the future, as issues in respect of the proposed 
welfare reforms were developed. 

 
93 Financial Health Monitoring 2011/12 - Month 5  

The Director of Resources submitted a report setting out the authority’s 
projected financial health position, after five months of the 2011/12 financial 
year. In determining this matter, the Board took into consideration all matters 
contained within the accompanying report. 
 
Having responded to Members’ questions, the Board welcomed the 
successful resolution of VAT matters with the HMRC. 
 
RESOLVED –  
(a) That the projected financial position of the authority after five months of 

the financial year be noted. 
 
(b) That the budget adjustments, as detailed within paragraph 3.6.1 of the 

submitted report, be approved. 
 

94 Capital Receipts Incentive Scheme  
The Director of Resources submitted a report setting out a proposal for the 
establishment of a capital receipts incentive scheme for local areas. In 
determining this matter, the Board took into consideration all matters 
contained within the accompanying report. 
 
Members discussed the proposal for localities to retain a proportion of the 
capital receipts generated in an area and received assurances that existing 
commitments would be honoured.    
 
RESOLVED –  
(a) That the establishment of a Capital Receipts Incentive scheme, as set 

out within section 3 of the submitted report, with effect from April 2012, 
be approved. 

(b) That a period of consultation with elected Members on the proposed 
scheme be approved. 
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DEVELOPMENT AND THE ECONOMY 
 

95 Leeds Bradford International Airport - Taxi Access  
Further to Minute No. 217, 18th May 2011, the Director of City Development 
submitted a report providing further information and advice in respect of the 
provision of taxi access at Leeds Bradford International Airport (LBIA), 
following the Executive Board’s previous consideration of the 
recommendations arising from the former Scrutiny Board (City Development) 
inquiry into ‘Leeds Bradford International Airport: Provision for Public Hire 
Taxis’. In determining this matter, the Board took into consideration all matters 
contained within the accompanying report. 
 
Emphasis was placed upon the differing estimates which had been received 
in respect of the development of a taxi rank on Whitehouse Lane and it was 
suggested that such figures be submitted to the relevant Scrutiny Board for 
consideration. 
 
Members highlighted their concerns in respect of the introduction of a £2 
charge for all non-contracted vehicles dropping off passengers at the terminal, 
considered whether the concession made in respect of the increased waiting 
time within the ‘voyager’ area had gone far enough and highlighted the 
extensive costs associated with establishing a rank on Whitehouse Lane. The 
Board then emphasised the need for the Surface Access Strategy to be 
progressed in order to address the concerns raised and to ensure that public 
access to the airport was maximised. In response, Members comments were 
acknowledged, together with undertaking that discussions in respect of the 
Airport’s Forecourt Management Plan would continue. 
 
Following consideration of supplementary information in the form of 
correspondence relating to this matter, designated as exempt under Access to 
Information Procedure Rule 10.4(3), which was considered in private at the 
conclusion of the meeting, it was 
 
RESOLVED –  
(a) That the contents of the submitted report, together with the work 

undertaken to identify a way forward in terms of provision for public hire 
taxis at Leeds Bradford International Airport be noted. 

 
(b) That the option detailed within the report to develop a taxi rank on 

Whitehouse Lane not be progressed at this time, with further work 
being progressed on the Surface Access Strategy, in order to address 
the concerns raised during the discussion and also to ensure that 
public access to the airport was maximised.  

 
(c) That officers be instructed to liaise with LBIA about the development of 

their Forecourt Management Plan in order to ensure that the negative 
impact of current parking arrangements on the highway, especially 
Whitehouse Lane, are mitigated as part of the process of discharging 
planning conditions relating to the Airport Terminal Building. 
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96 Design and Cost Report for Relocation of West Yorkshire Archives, 
Leeds  
The Director of City Development submitted a report advising of the need to 
improve storage facilities for Leeds’ archives and outlining proposals to 
relocate the archives from the former Sheepscar Library to the Central 
Archive Store in Morley. In addition, the report also sought the necessary 
authority to declare the former Sheepscar Library surplus to requirements 
together with an injection into the capital programme as a contribution towards 
the construction works at the Morley site. In determining this matter, the Board 
took into consideration all matters contained within the accompanying report. 
 
The report detailed the following options which had been identified following a 
feasibility study undertaken by Norfolk Property Services in respect of future 
archive provision: 

• Option 1 – The relocation of the Sheepscar archives only to the Central 
Archive Store in Morley; 

• Option 2  - The relocation of both the Sheepscar and Nortech archives 
to the Central Archive Store in Morley. 

 
Following consideration of Appendix 1 to the submitted report, designated as 
exempt under Access to Information Procedure Rule 10.4(3), which was 
considered in private at the conclusion of the meeting, it was 
 
RESOLVED –  
(a) That the former library at Sheepscar be declared surplus to 

requirements. 
 

(b) That the sale of the Sheepscar property currently housing the archive 
be agreed, together with the ringfencing of the receipt value, as 
identified within exempt Appendix 1, to fund works at Morley West 
Yorkshire Joint Services. 

 
(c) That the funds detailed in the exempt appendix to the submitted report 

be injected into the capital programme, as a contribution to fund the 
adaptation of the premises in Morley. 

 
(d) That expenditure of the funds, as detailed within the exempt appendix 

to the submitted report, as a contribution towards the project be 
authorised. 

 
97 South Bank Planning Statement and City Centre Park  

Further to Minute No. 48, 21st July 2010, the Director of City Development 
submitted a report summarising the results of the consultation exercise 
undertaken upon the South Bank Planning Statement, providing an update on 
the proposed changes to the planning statement as a result of such 
consultation, and seeking approval for the adoption of the document as 
informal planning guidance for this important area of change within the city 
centre. In addition, the report also provided an update on the work undertaken 
on the outline business case to facilitate the delivery of developments in the 
South Bank, including the new City Centre Park. In determining this matter, 
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the Board took into consideration all matters contained within the 
accompanying report. 
 
In responding to enquiries, officers undertook to provide the Member in 
question with details regarding the number of public car parking spaces which 
would be lost as a result of the proposed approach. 
 
The Chief Executive suggested that if Government proposals were 
announced in the future which brought a high speed rail link to the area, then 
the Board may wish to revisit the issues detailed within the submitted report at 
this time. 
 
RESOLVED -  

(a) That the adoption of the South Bank Planning Statement (October 
2011) be approved as informal planning guidance for the area. 

 
(b) That the future work on the development of an Outline Business 

Case to assist with the delivery of the City Centre Park on the basis 
of a phased implementation plan including the potential for a 
footbridge link to the Sovereign Street area, be noted. 

 
98 Woodkirk Academy  

The Director of City Development submitted a report detailing of the proposed 
Heads of Terms for the leasehold disposal at nil consideration of Woodkirk 
High Specialist Science School to Woodkirk Academy Trust. In determining 
this matter, the Board took into consideration all matters contained within the 
accompanying report. 
 
RESOLVED - That the disposal of Woodkirk High Specialist Science School 
for the proposed Academy on a 125 year lease at nil consideration be agreed 
and that the Director of City Development be authorised to agree the final 
terms. 
 

99 Planning Applications Highways Issues (White Paper 16)  
Further to Minute No. 52, 27th July 2011, the Director of City Development 
submitted a report responding to the Council resolution of 6th April 2011 which 
requested the Executive Board to instruct the Council’s Highways Department 
to ensure that consultation with Ward Members took place on Planning 
Applications’ highways matters before the Highways Department passed 
formal comment to Planning Officers. Specifically, the report sought approval 
of a revised proposal which would ensure that Ward Members’ views on 
highways matters were taken into account before a planning application was 
determined. In determining this matter, the Board took into consideration all 
matters contained within the accompanying report. 
 
Members discussed the proposal detailed within the report and highlighted the 
importance of Members being afforded the opportunity to be consulted on 
such matters, with their comments being considered as part of any decision 
making process.  
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RESOLVED - That in response to the Council resolution of the 6th April 2011, 
the following revised proposal be agreed:- 
(a) Supplement the existing public consultation on planning applications 

with the additional notification (by e-mail) for all Ward Members of 
those planning applications which have been sent to Highways and 
Transportation for a consultation response, giving them the additional 
opportunity to raise any highways concerns they may have with the 
highways officer directly and that Members’ concerns be added to the 
report to be submitted to the relevant Plans Panel. 

 
(b) That at the end of the three month trial period, a further report be 

submitted to Executive Board for consideration. 
 
(Under the provisions of Council Procedure Rule 16.5, Councillor Golton 
required it to be recorded that he abstained from voting on the decisions taken 
above) 
 
(Councillor Finnigan declared a personal interest in relation to this matter, due 
to being a member of Plans Panel (East)) 
 

100 Draft National Planning Policy Framework - Consultation Response  
The Director of City Development submitted a report inviting consideration of 
the Council’s response to the Draft National Planning Policy Framework 
(NPPF), which was published on 25 July 2011.  The response detailed within 
the submitted report summarised the key issues from a Leeds perspective, 
which had arisen from the consultation document and the proposed response. 
In determining this matter, the Board took into consideration all matters 
contained within the accompanying report. 
 
A table detailing the suggested amendments made by the Development Plan 
Panel at its meeting on 11th October 2011 to the Council’s response to the 
Draft National Planning Policy Framework was circulated to Board Members 
at the meeting. 
 
In considering this matter, Members made several comments both in terms of 
the details within the submitted report and the proposed response. These 
included:- 

• Widening the reference regarding the number of windfall units 
delivered in Leeds to reflect the figures over the past decade; 

• Members highlighted that the draft NPPF did not broadly reflect Council 
policies and City Priorities; 

• Emphasis was placed upon the fact that the NPPF would not simplify 
and streamline the planning process; 

• Members highlighted the lack of recognition made by such an 
approach towards the diversity of economies which existed across the 
UK. 

 
RESOLVED -  
(a) That the response to the draft National Planning Policy Framework, as 

set out in the submitted report, be approved subject to the inclusion as 
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appropriate of the comments which had been made by the Board 
during the discussion, in addition to those previously made by the 
Development Plan Panel. 

 
(b) That the submission, as detailed within the submitted report and 

subject to resolution (a) above, be endorsed as the City Council’s 
formal response to the national consultation, on an all party basis. 

 
(c) That the responses, as set out within the consultation questionnaire at 

Appendix 1 to the submitted report, be approved. 
 

(d) That the draft letter, as detailed at Appendix 2 to the submitted report, 
for MPs and relevant parties, be approved, subject to the inclusion as 
appropriate of the comments which had been made by the Board 
during the discussion, in addition to those previously made by the 
Development Plan Panel. 

 
(e) That a copy of the report be forwarded to the Secretary of State 

(Communities & Local Government), shadow party spokesmen, Leeds 
MPs and other relevant organisations including the Local Government 
Association. 

 
ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES 
 

101 Leeds Home Insulation Scheme  
The Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods submitted a report 
providing an update on the development of the Home Insulation Scheme and 
outlining the impact of changing policies upon the Council’s previous 
proposed approach. In determining this matter, the Board took into 
consideration all matters contained within the accompanying report. 
 
Members considered the proposed resource which had been allocated 
towards this scheme and discussed those sections of the community which 
may benefit the most from being prioritised recipients. 
 
The report presented the following five options to progress the initiative and 
sought approval of the option which would offer free insulation across the 
whole city, supported by marketing campaigns targeting excluded people and 
disadvantaged geographies: 

• Option 1 – Development of the scheme as initially planned (free cavity 
wall and loft insulation for all private homes regardless of income level, 
to be delivered over 3-4 years by the Council); 

• Option 2 – To stop the insulation scheme entirely; 

• Option 3 – Procurement of a partner through DEEP to offer discounted 
insulation, with no free insulation; 

• Option 4 – Procurement of a partner through DEEP to offer free 
insulation only inn selected wards(with door to door marketing to areas 
with good technical potential), with the offer of discounted insulation t 
all other Wards; 
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• Option 5 – Procurement of a partner through DEEP to offer free 
insulation across the whole of Leeds. Door to door marketing for 
selected neighbourhoods with good technical potential in more 
deprived Wards, backed up by a campaign across the city. 

 
RESOLVED –  
(a) That Option 5, to offer free loft and cavity wall insulation to all private 

sector households across the whole city, supported by marketing 
campaigns targeting excluded people and disadvantaged geographies, 
be supported. 

 
(b) That the Leeds Neighbourhood Index combined with a high level 

assessment of insulation potential be used to prioritise Wards for door-
to-door marketing campaigns, but to exclude technically unsuitable 
areas from intensive marketing in order to avoid falsely raising 
expectations. 

 
(c) That the outcome of the current Leeds City Region DEEP tender 

process be used to award a contract to the highest scoring bidder to 
manage and deliver the Home Insulation Scheme. 

 
(d) That the cavity wall and loft insulation offer be supplemented with a 

scheme providing solid wall insulation in some of the most deprived 
areas via the Community Energy Saving Programme, if suitable areas 
can be found. 

 
(e) That £1,000,000 of the existing budget be moved to 2012/13. 
 
(f) That work be undertaken with Leeds City Region authorities, in order to 

develop a follow up Green Deal/Energy Company Obligation (ECO) 
scheme to be available from 2013. 

 
NEIGHBOURHOODS, HOUSING AND REGENERATION 
 

102 Submission to Homes and Communities Agency 2011-2015  
The Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods submitted a report advising 
of the development and review of the Leeds Housing Investment Plan (LHIP), 
together with its purpose and priorities. In addition, the report specifically 
sought approval of the investment priorities, as set out within the Plan. In 
determining this matter, the Board took into consideration all matters 
contained within the accompanying report. 
 
Members received responses to enquiries raised regarding the proposed 
provision for Gypsy and Travellers. Discussion was also had in relation to the 
term ‘New East Leeds’ and it was undertook that clarity on this matter would 
be provided.    
 
Copies of the LHIP had been provided to Board Members for their 
information, prior to the meeting. 
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RESOLVED - That the investment priorities set out within the Leeds Housing 
Investment Plan, as highlighted within sections 4 and 5 of the submitted 
report, be approved.   
 
CHILDREN'S SERVICES 
 

103 Findings of the Announced Ofsted Re-Inspection of Safeguarding 
Services for Children and Young People in Leeds  
The Director of Children’s Services submitted a report presenting the findings 
of the announced Ofsted re-inspection of safeguarding services for children 
and young people in Leeds, which followed an on-site inspection that took 
place between 12th and 16th September 2011. In determining this matter, the 
Board took into consideration all matters contained within the accompanying 
report.   
 
Following its publication on 10th October 2011, Board Members were provided 
with the Ofsted report which detailed the results from the inspection 
undertaken in respect of Safeguarding Services and Safeguarding Outcomes 
for Children and Young People.   
 
On behalf of the Board, the Chair and the Executive Member for Children’s 
Services paid tribute to, and expressed their gratitude to all of those who had 
contributed towards the positive outcomes from the Ofsted Inspection, paying 
particular attention to the determination shown by all concerned and the cross 
party support which had been given. Members acknowledged that such good 
work needed to continue in order to ensure that the city’s aspirations in 
respect of Children’s Services were achieved. 
 
RESOLVED – That the contents of both the submitted report and the Ofsted 
announced inspection report, as circulated to Board Members following its 
publication, be noted. 

 
104 DESIGN AND COST REPORT: ROUNDHAY HIGH SCHOOL 

TECHNOLOGY AND LANGUAGE COLLEGE: PRIMARY 
ACCOMMODATION  
The Director of Children’s Services submitted a report seeking approval of the 
capital proposals for additional primary school age accommodation as part of 
an all-through school development for Roundhay School Technology & 
Language College and to incur the related expenditure. In determining this 
matter, the Board took into consideration all matters contained within the 
accompanying report. 
 
In responding to an enquiry, officers undertook provide the Ward Member in 
question with details in respect of the consultation which took place with local 
residents in relation to this matter. 
 
RESOLVED -  
(a) That the capital proposals outlined within the submitted report for 

additional primary school age accommodation as part of an all-through 
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school development for Roundhay School Technology & Language 
College be approved. 
 

(b) That authorisation be given to the programme expenditure of 
£4,430,200 from capital scheme number 15822/ROU/000. 

 
105 DESIGN AND COST REPORT: WYKEBECK PRIMARY SCHOOL: 

PRIMARY ACCOMMODATION  
The Director of Children’s Services submitted a report seeking approval of the 
capital proposals for additional primary school age accommodation as part of 
Wykebeck Primary School and to incur the related expenditure. In determining 
this matter, the Board took into consideration all matters contained within the 
accompanying report. 
 
RESOLVED –  
a) That approval be given to proceed with works to provide additional 

education accommodation at Wykebeck Primary School at an 
estimated total cost of £1,584,330. 

 
b) That approval be given to inject a receipt into the approved capital 

programme, for the sum of £438,000. 
 
c) That authority be given to incur expenditure of £1,584,330 from capital 

scheme number 15822/WYK/000. 
 

106 DESIGN AND COST REPORT: BRACKEN EDGE PRIMARY SCHOOL: 
PRIMARY ACCOMMODATION  
The Director of Children’s Services submitted a report seeking approval of the 
capital proposals for additional primary school age accommodation at 
Bracken Edge Primary School and to incur the related expenditure. In 
determining this matter, the Board took into consideration all matters 
contained within the accompanying report. 
 
RESOLVED –  
(a) That approval be given to proceed with works to provide additional 

accommodation at Bracken Edge Primary School at an estimated total 
cost of £936,040. 

 
(b) That programme expenditure of £936,040 from capital scheme number 

15822/BRA/000 be authorised. 
 

107 DESIGN AND COST REPORT: CARR MANOR HIGH SCHOOL: PRIMARY 
ACCOMMODATION  
The Director of Children’s Services submitted a report seeking approval of the 
capital proposals for additional primary school age accommodation as part of 
an all-through school development for Carr Manor High School and to incur 
the related expenditure. In determining this matter, the Board took into 
consideration all matters contained within the accompanying report. 
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RESOLVED –  
(a) That the capital proposals outlined within the submitted report for 

additional primary school age accommodation as part of an all-through 
school development for Carr Manor High School be approved. 
 

(b) That programme expenditure of £2,574,130 from capital scheme 
number 15822/CAM/000 be authorised. 

 
108 Admissions Round 2011  

The Director of Children’s Services submitted a report providing statistical 
information regarding admissions into Reception and Year 7 for September 
2011, entry into Junior school, in addition to the co-ordination of in-year 
transfers. In addition, the report presented the findings of a survey undertaken 
on why parents choose particular schools, and their views on the choices 
which were made available to them. In determining this matter, the Board took 
into consideration all matters contained within the accompanying report. 
 
RESOLVED – That the statistical information on the Admissions round, as 
presented within the submitted report, be noted, including the following:- 

• The percentage of first preferences achieved was 85.4%, with 95.3% 
achieving one of their three preferences. 

• The increasing number of primary appeals, and the further 6% 
improvement in the successful defence of in year appeals.  

• The continued increase in use of the online application system with 
70% of parents now choosing to apply online (up from 44% last year). 

 
LEISURE 
 

109 Home Farm, Temple Newsam  
Further to Minute No. 17, 22nd June 2011, the Director of City Development 
submitted a report advising of the principal changes that were proposed by 
the Parks and Countryside Service regarding the operation of Home Farm, 
Temple Newsam, in light of the decision taken by full Council to include a 
saving of £100,000 from reductions in ancillary farming activities. In 
determining this matter, the Board took into consideration all matters 
contained within the accompanying report. 
 
Members discussed issues including the budgetary savings which were to be 
made in respect of ancillary farming activities, stock numbers and rotation, the 
Scrutiny Board recommendations which had been made in respect of the 
farm, processes in place for the purchasing of tickets and the farming 
methods proposed.  
 
In response to enquiries, officers offered to provide the Member in question 
with a briefing regarding the reduction of costs, staffing matters and the 
achievement of savings. 
 
RESOLVED – That the following be approved:- 
(a) The rationalisation of the current farming operations to Temple 

Newsam Estate only. 
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(b) The rationalisation of non minority rare breed stock and store animals, 

whilst maintaining minority rare breeds and a marginal stock of visitor 
friendly breeds. 

(c) The reduction in supplies and services and bespoke agricultural plant 
and machinery. 

(d) The implementation of a farm staff restructure, based on the principles 
outlined within section 3.8.1 of the submitted report. 

110 Long Term Burial Supply in the North East of the City and Design Cost 
Report for Scheme Revised Whinmoor Grange Informal Planning 
Statement  
Further to Minute No. 231, 18th May 2011, the Director of City Development 
submitted a report informing Executive Board of the issues raised, and the 
conclusions drawn, from the consultation exercise undertaken on the Draft 
Informal Planning Statement for Whinmoor Grange. In addition, the report 
sought approval of the revised Informal Planning Statement as a guide to 
future potential development proposals for the site, in addition to the incurring 
of related expenditure. In determining this matter, the Board took into 
consideration all matters contained within the accompanying report. 
 
The Board received an update in respect of the proposals regarding the site at 
Elmete. Following an enquiry, officers undertook to provide the Member in 
question with details of the specific timescales regarding the proposed 
development of the site. 
 
In considering the associated consultation process, Members were verbally 
provided with details of comments which had been raised by relevant Ward 
Members in respect of the proposals and discussed the process by which 
Ward Member consultation had been conducted. 
 
The Board noted the comments which had been made in respect of related 
highways issues and highlighted that such matters would be considered as 
appropriate in due course. 
 
RESOLVED -  
(a) That the contents of the submitted report, including the outcome from 

the consultation undertaken on the Draft Planning Statement be noted. 
 
(b) That the revised Informal Planning Statement be approved as a guide 

to future potential development proposals for the Whinmoor Grange 
site. 

 
(c) That approval be given to incur expenditure of £358,753 from scheme 

‘Cemetery Exts City Wide 1358/WHM’ for construction works in relation 
to the development of a 5 acre multi faith cemetery at Whinmoor.  
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DATE OF PUBLICATION:  14TH OCTOBER 2011 
 
LAST DATE FOR CALL IN  
OF ELIGIBLE DECISIONS: 21ST OCTOBER 2011 (5.00 P.M.) 
 
(Scrutiny Support will notify Directors of any items called in by 12.00 p.m. on 
24th October 2011) 
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EXECUTIVE BOARD 
 

WEDNESDAY, 2ND NOVEMBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor K Wakefield in the Chair 

 Councillors J Blake, A Carter, M Dobson, 
R Finnigan, S Golton, P Gruen, R Lewis, 
A Ogilvie and L Yeadon  

 
 

111 Exempt Information - Possible Exclusion of the Press and Public  
RESOLVED – That the public be excluded from the meeting during the 
consideration of the following parts of the agenda designated as exempt on 
the grounds that it is likely, in view of the nature of the business to be 
transacted or the nature of the proceedings, that if members of the public 
were present there would be disclosure to them of exempt information so 
designated as follows:- 
 
(a) Appendix 1 and Plan 2 to the report referred to in Minute No. 119 under 

the terms of Access to Information Procedure Rule 10.4(3) and on the 
grounds that it contains information relating to the financial or business 
affairs of a particular person and of the Council.  This information is not 
publicly available from the statutory registers of information kept in 
respect of certain companies and charities.  It is considered that since 
this information was obtained through one to one negotiations with the 
Developer, it is not in the public interest to disclose this information at 
this point in time.   

(b) Appendices B and C to the report referred to in Minute No. 123 under 
the terms of Access to Information Procedure Rule 10.4(3) and on the 
grounds that they contain commercially sensitive information on the 
City Council’s approach towards procurement issues, and 
commercially sensitive pricing and information about the commercial 
risk position of bidders, where the benefit of keeping the information 
confidential is considered greater than that of allowing public access to 
the information. 

112 Late Items  
There were no late items as such, however, it was noted that supplementary 
information had been circulated to Board Members following the despatch of 
the agenda as follows:- 
 
(a) An addendum to the report entitled, ‘Informal Consultation on Housing 

Growth’ (Minute No. 118 refers). 
 
(b) Correspondence received on 31st October 2011 regarding the report 

entitled, ‘Response to Leeds Owl Trail Deputation’ (Minute No. 127 
refers). 
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(c) Correspondence received on 1st November 2011 regarding the report 
entitled, ‘Residual Waste Treatment PFI Project – Response to Leeds 
Friends of the Earth Deputation‘ (Minute No. 122 refers). 

 
113 Declaration of Interests  

Councillors Wakefield, R Lewis, Golton, Gruen, Ogilvie, Blake, Dobson and 
Yeadon all declared personal interests in the agenda item entitled, ‘Leeds 
Initiative Sub Board Arrangements’, due to their respective memberships of 
Leeds Initiative Boards and Partnerships (Minute No. 138 referred). 
 
Councillors R Lewis, Finnigan and Ogilvie all declared personal interests in 
the agenda item entitled, ‘ALMO Review Update’, due to their respective 
memberships of ALMO Boards and Panels (Minute No. 124 referred). 
 
Councillors Finnigan and Gruen both declared personal interests in the 
agenda items entitled, ‘Land at Thorpe Park, Colton’, ‘Residual Waste 
Treatment PFI Project – Response to Leeds Friends of the Earth Deputation’ 
and ‘Waste Solution for Leeds – Residual Waste Treatment PFI Project’, due 
to respective memberships of Plans Panel (East) (Minute Nos. 119, 122 and 
123 referred). 
 
A further declaration of interest was made at a later point in the meeting 
(Minute No. 124 referred). 
 

114 Minutes  
RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meeting held on 12th October 2011 be 
approved as a correct record. 
 

115 Matters Arising from the Minutes  
Minute No. 101 – Leeds Home Insulation Scheme 
Responding to Members’ enquiries, the Executive Member for Environmental 
Services provided the Board with an update in respect of the ongoing work 
being undertaken on the Home Insulation Scheme. 
 
DEVELOPMENT AND THE ECONOMY 
 

116 Deputation to Council 14th September 2011 - Residents of Farnley and 
Wortley opposing the supermarket development at Stonebridge Mills, 
Stonebridge Lane, Leeds 12  
The Director of City Development submitted a report responding to the issues 
and concerns raised by the deputation to Council on 14th September 2011 
from residents of Farnley and Wortley opposing the supermarket development 
at Stonebridge Mills, Stonebridge Lane, Leeds. In addition,  the report 
provided an update on further planning applications received in respect of the 
site which were to be considered by Plans Panel in due course. In 
determining this matter, the Board took into consideration all matters 
contained within the accompanying report. 
 
RESOLVED – That the contents of the submitted report be noted. 
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117 Director's Response to Report by Scrutiny Board (Regeneration) on 
Housing Growth  
Further to Minute No. 22, 22nd June 2011, the Director of City Development 
submitted a report setting out the response to the recommendations arising 
from the recent Scrutiny Board (Regeneration) inquiry undertaken into issues 
associated with housing growth.  In determining this matter, the Board took 
into consideration all matters contained within the accompanying report. 
 
Councillor J Procter, the Chair of the Scrutiny Board (Regeneration) attended 
the meeting to present the Board’s findings, and highlighted several of the 
Board’s recommendations. With regard to recommendation 4, emphasis was 
placed upon the fact that this recommendation was intended to refer to the 
production of monitoring data. 
 
Members thanked the Scrutiny Board and officers involved for the detailed 
Inquiry report. 
 
Consideration was given to recommendation 10 of the Scrutiny Board Inquiry 
report that 80% of the income raised through the Community Infrastructure 
Levy (CIL) be ring fenced for the benefit of local communities, and whether 
this level was appropriate. 
 
In responding to enquiries regarding recommendation 6, it was acknowledged 
that a review would be undertaken in respect of this matter and the outcome 
reported back to the Scrutiny Board (Regeneration). 
 
Further to Members’ queries regarding the preparation of the Core Strategy 
and the associated resource implications, assurance was provided that good 
progress had been made on the Core Strategy, and a draft would be available 
in the new year. 
 
RESOLVED –  
(a) That the Scrutiny Board’s report be welcomed as a valuable 

contribution to the housing growth debate. 
 
(b) That the recommendations of the Scrutiny Board arising from the 

inquiry (including recommendation 4 on the basis that it relates to the 
production of monitoring data) be agreed, with the exception of 
recommendation 10, with a further report being submitted to the Board 
in December 2011 in respect of issues arising from recommendation 
10. 

 
(c) That the conclusions arising from the Scrutiny Board inquiry and the 

Housing Growth Consultation, as detailed at paragraph 4.1 of the 
submitted report, be endorsed. 

 
118 Informal Consultation on Housing Growth  

Further to Minute No. 22, 22nd June 2011, the Director of City Development 
submitted a report outlining proposals regarding a set of draft housing growth 
principles for incorporation into the Core Strategy. In determining this matter, 
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the Board took into consideration all matters contained within the 
accompanying report. 
 
Supplementary information in the form of an addendum detailing comments 
received on the draft housing principles had been circulated to Board 
Members for their consideration at the meeting. 
 
Members raised concerns in relation to land banking and regeneration issues, 
which they felt were not fully addressed in the report. It was agreed that land 
banking issues should continue to be highlighted with central Government. 
 
RESOLVED –  
(a) That the outcome of the informal consultation undertaken on housing 

growth be noted. 
 
(b) That the inclusion of appropriate principles within the Council’s Core 

Strategy be supported. 
 
(c) That a further report be submitted to Executive Board in July/August 

2012 in order to review the progress made. 
 

119 Land at Thorpe Park, Colton, Leeds  
The Director of City Development submitted a report detailing a number of 
development opportunities in East Leeds which would provide major 
commercial and housing economic growth opportunities for the City. In 
addition, the report sought approval to enter into an agreement with the 
Developer, as detailed within the submitted report, in order to facilitate part of 
this future development. In determining this matter, the Board took into 
consideration all matters contained within the accompanying report. 
 
Following consideration of Appendix 1 and Plan 2 to the submitted report, 
designated as exempt under Access to Information Procedure Rule 10.4(3), 
which were considered in private at the conclusion of the meeting, it was 
 
RESOLVED – That approval be given to the Council entering into a land 
agreement with the Developer, as detailed within the submitted report, on the 
terms set out within the exempt appendix to the report, with the necessary 
authority being delegated to the Director of City Development and City 
Solicitor to approve any amendment to these terms. 
 
(Under the provisions of Council Procedure Rule 16.5, Councillor A Carter 
required it to be recorded that he voted against the decisions taken above.) 
 

120 Economic Growth Strategy  
The Director of City Development submitted a report presenting for approval a 
new Economic Growth Strategy for the City, which was appended to the 
submitted report. In determining this matter, the Board took into consideration 
all matters contained within the accompanying report. 
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RESOLVED –  
(a)  That the Economic Growth Strategy for the City, as appended to the 

submitted report, be approved. 
 
(b) That further reports be submitted to Executive Board regarding 

progress on the delivery of the Economic Growth Strategy. 
 

121 Developing a Response to Neighbourhood Planning in Leeds  
The Assistant Chief Executive (Customer Access and Performance) and the 
Director of City Development submitted a joint report providing an overview in 
respect of neighbourhood planning provision, and highlighting the significant 
level of political interest and local debate which was currently occurring on this 
matter in many parts of the city. In addition, the report acknowledged the need 
to begin the development of a corporate response in line with the city’s 
aspirations in order to help achieve the Council’s strategic objectives in this 
area. In determining this matter, the Board took into consideration all matters 
contained within the accompanying report. 
 
Members considered the areas chosen for the pilot bids and the criteria which 
had been used, as well as the lessons that could be learned from the pilot 
process. Concerns were raised regarding the potential resource implications 
arising from such neighbourhood planning initiatives in the future. 
 
RESOLVED –  
(a) That the submission of four pilots bids for Kippax, Otley, Boston Spa 

and Holbeck by the 4th November 2011 deadline be endorsed. 
 
(b) That the proposal to support on a pro-active basis, work within other 

parish and town councils and neighbourhood forums in order to help 
build capacity at a local level and help inform the site allocation 
process, be endorsed. 

 
(c) That Central Government be lobbied about the funding and resource 

implications arising from the neighbourhood planning process and 
associated referenda.   

 
(d) That the need for the Council to further consider the required 

arrangements for supporting the preparation of neighbourhood plans 
be noted. 

 
(The matters referred to in this minute were not eligible for Call In, due to the 
4th November 2011 submission deadline for the bids regarding neighbourhood 
planning frontrunner funding.) 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES 
 

122 Residual Waste Treatment PFI Project - Response to Leeds Friends of 
the Earth Deputation  
The Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods submitted a report 
providing a response to the issues raised by Leeds Friends of the Earth (FoE) 
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as part of the deputation presented to the Council meeting of 14th September 
2011 entitled, “Why Leeds should not be chained to Waste Incineration?”. In 
determining this matter, the Board took into consideration all matters 
contained within the accompanying report. 
 
Supplementary information in the form of correspondence received from the 
deputation had been circulated to Board Members for their consideration at 
the meeting. 
 
RESOLVED – That the contents of the submitted report and its appendices, 
be noted. 
 

123 Waste Solution for Leeds - Residual Waste Treatment PFI Project  
Further to Minute No. 194, 12th February 2010, the Director of Environment 
and Neighbourhoods submitted a report providing Members with an update on 
the progress of the Residual Waste Treatment PFI Project since the last 
Executive Board update at the Detailed Solution Stage in February 2010, and 
advised on the outcome of evaluation of tenders received in respect of the 
Project.  The report also identified the proposed, preferred bidder and 
requested authority to proceed to the Preferred Bidder stage, and described 
the programme and issues going forward into the preferred bidder and post 
contract signature stages. In determining this matter, the Board took into 
consideration all matters contained within the accompanying report. 
 
Further to comments received regarding the possibility of increasing recycling 
targets, it was agreed that a report would be submitted to the Executive Board 
meeting in December 2011 regarding the Council’s recycling strategy. 
 
Both appendices B and C to the submitted report were designated as exempt 
under Access to Information Procedure Rule 10.4(3). Due to its confidential 
nature, appendix C was tabled and retrieved at the meeting. Following the 
consideration in private of both exempt appendices at the conclusion of the 
meeting, it was 
 
RESOLVED –  
(a) That the contents of the submitted report, including its appendices, be 

noted. 
 
(b) That the revised price ceiling be noted. 
 
(c) That the outcome of the evaluation of tenders be noted.  
 
(d) That authority be given to proceeding to the Preferred Bidder Stage, 

including the formal appointment of the preferred bidder. 
 
(e) That a report be submitted to the December 2011 meeting of Executive 

Board regarding the Council’s recycling strategy. 
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(Under the provisions of Council Procedure Rule 16.5, Councillor Golton 
required it to be recorded that he abstained from voting on the decisions taken 
above.) 
 
NEIGHBOURHOODS, HOUSING AND REGENERATION 
 

124 ALMO Review Update  
Further to Minute No. 111 of the Executive Board meeting held on 3rd 
November 2010, the Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods submitted 
a report providing an update on the progress made regarding the 
implementation of the key reforms to the 3 ALMO model in Leeds. In 
determining this matter, the Board took into consideration all matters 
contained within the accompanying report. 
 
Further to queries raised, assurance was provided that should there be a 
change in the decision making status of the Strategic Governance Board, this 
matter would be referred to Executive Board for approval. A response was 
also provided to a query regarding the progress made in delivering 
efficiencies of 2.5% through the creation of a shared service centre. 
 
RESOLVED – That the progress made regarding the implementation of the 
key reforms to the ALMO model in Leeds be noted. 
 
(Councillor Blake declared a personal interest in this item as a Board member 
of BITMO.) 
 
CHILDREN'S SERVICES 
 

125 Children's Services Improvement Update Report (November 2011)  
The Director of Children’s Services submitted a report providing an update on 
the improvement activity that was continuing across Children’s Services in 
Leeds. The report particularly focussed upon improvement and inspection 
activity, together with a summary on the ongoing work to transform Children’s 
Services. In determining this matter, the Board took into consideration all 
matters contained within the accompanying report. 
 
Members emphasised the importance of achieving consistency between the 
Cluster Partnerships, and in support of this it was proposed that a forum be 
set up for elected Members appointed to Cluster Partnerships. 
 
On behalf of the Board, the Chair paid tribute to the Executive Member for 
Children’s Services and the officers who had contributed to the improvements 
in partnership and locality working. 
 
RESOLVED –  
(a) That the contents of the submitted report be noted, in light of the 

Ofsted inspection report considered at the Board’s October 2011 
meeting. 
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(b) That the continuing direction of travel across Children’s Services in 
Leeds be supported, as it comes to the end of the period of the 
government Improvement Notice. 

 
126 Progress Report on the Leeds Education Challenge  

The Director of Children’s Services submitted a report summarising the 
progress made in establishing the Leeds Education Challenge (LEC). In 
addition, the report also provided a summary of the progress made and 
outlined the proposals for the next steps in developing and implementing the 
challenge, particularly in respect of the establishment of a Leeds Education 
Challenge Board and the proposed strategy to implement the LEC. In 
determining this matter, the Board took into consideration all matters 
contained within the accompanying report. 
 
RESOLVED – That the progress made to date on the Leeds Education 
Challenge be noted, whilst support be given to the proposals for future 
developments and the direction of such developments.   
 
LEISURE 
 

127 Response to Leeds Owl Trail Deputation  
The Director of City Development submitted a report responding to the 
Deputation to Council made by the Leeds Owl Trail on 14th September 2011. 
In determining this matter, the Board took into consideration all matters 
contained within the accompanying report. 
 
Supplementary information in the form of correspondence received from the 
deputation had been circulated to Board Members for their consideration prior 
to the meeting. 
 
In responding to Members’ comments regarding the supplementary 
information submitted by the deputation, the Director of City Development 
advised that a response had been prepared. It was agreed that the response 
would be shared with Executive Board Members in order to determine 
whether further consideration should be given to this issue. 
 
RESOLVED – That the response to the deputation, as detailed within the 
submitted report, be noted. 
 

128 Design & Cost Report for the development of new changing rooms and 
associated facilities at Middleton Leisure Centre  
The Director of City Development submitted a report which sought to bring 
together funding from the Sharpe Lane 106 scheme, Transforming Day 
Opportunities for Adults with Learning Disabilities programme and various 
revenue contributions, in order to deliver improvements to the facilities at 
Middleton Leisure Centre, as referred to within the 2011/12 revenue budget 
report. In determining this matter, the Board took into consideration all matters 
contained within the accompanying report. 
 
Members highlighted the positive effect of joint working on this initiative. 
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RESOLVED –  
(a) That approval be given to the utilisation of £455,300 from the Sharpe 

Lane Section 106 scheme and authority to spend £125,000 from the 
Transforming Day Opportunities for Adults with Learning Disabilities 
Programme (both of which already had Executive Board approval for 
injection into the capital schemes, with the authority to spend already 
being agreed for the section 106 funding).  

 
(b) That approval be given to an injection into the capital programme 

together with the authority to spend £158,000, comprising prudential 
borrowing of £115,000 and revenue contributions of £43,000.  

 
(c) That it be noted an additional funding bid has been submitted to the 

Sport England Inspired Facilities Fund for a further £145,000, in order 
to fund entrance, reception and studio works, together with additional 
sports equipment provision, making a proposed total scheme of 
£883,300 on the development of changing facilities, an Adult Social 
care area, improved heating system, car park and the demolition of the 
disused swimming pool. 

 
129 Lotherton Estate Consultation Update  

Further to Minute No. 35, 27th July 2011, the Director of City Development 
submitted a report advising of the outcomes arising from the public 
consultation exercise undertaken in respect of Lotherton Hall Estate and how 
such consultation had been used to refine the proposals for the Estate as 
previously considered by the Board. In determining this matter, the Board took 
into consideration all matters contained within the accompanying report. 
 
In responding to comments made on the high number of price points in place 
at the Lotherton Estate, Members noted that a review of pricing structures 
was being undertaken in relation to such facilities across Leeds. 
 
RESOLVED – That the new pricing structure, as detailed within the submitted 
report, be approved. 
 
ADULT HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE 
 

130 The Government's Blue Badge reform programme - introduction of an 
administration charge for the issue of a blue badge  
The Assistant Chief Executive (Customer Access and Performance) and the 
Director of Adult Social Care submitted a joint report informing of the main 
changes brought about by the Government’s National Reform Programme to 
the Blue Badge disabled parking scheme, advising of the forthcoming 
changes to legislation in respect of the issuing of Blue Badge Disabled 
Parking Permits and recommending several proposals in light of such 
changes. In determining this matter, the Board took into consideration all 
matters contained within the accompanying report. 
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Further to queries raised, confirmation was received that the Council would 
not profit from the revised arrangements.  
 
Regarding the new systems, concerns were raised in relation to their 
readiness, the associated implementation timescales, and the limited 
opportunity for testing. 
 
RESOLVED –  
(a) That the changes to the Blue Badge Disabled Parking Permits Scheme 

be noted. 
 
(b) That approval be given to the introduction of an administration charge 

of £10 from 1st January 2012 for the issuing of each Blue Badge permit, 
as a result of the additional costs being incurred by the Council, with a 
£5 concessionary charge for lost/stolen badges, and no charge for 
children up to the age of 16, terminally ill people, war pensioners or 
armed forces personnel.  

 
(c) That a report be submitted to a future meeting of the Board regarding 

the revised process and its resource implications. 
 
RESOURCES AND CORPORATE FUNCTIONS 
 

131 Response to the Deputation to Council by the Leeds Fairtrade Steering 
Group  
The Director of Resources submitted a report providing a response to the 
deputation made to full Council on 14th September 2011 by the Leeds 
Fairtrade Steering Group. In determining this matter, the Board took into 
consideration all matters contained within the accompanying report. 
 
RESOLVED –  
(a) That the good work already undertaken by the Council in support of 

fairtrade be noted. 
 
(b) That the city’s application to retain its status as a ‘Fairtrade City’ be 

supported. 
 
(c) That appropriate officers, including representation from the 

communications and marketing team, engage with the steering group 
to develop promotional activities further.   

 
132 Financial Health Monitoring 2011/12 - Month 6  

The Director of Resources submitted a report setting out the Council’s 
projected financial health position for 2011/12 at the half year stage of the 
financial year. The report included a section on the financial performance of 
other key financial indicators, including Council tax collection and the payment 
of creditors.  The report also reviewed the position of the budget after six 
months and commented upon the key issues impacting on the overall 
achievement of the budget for the current year.  In determining this matter, the 
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Board took into consideration all matters contained within the accompanying 
report. 
 
Members received an update on the position relating to the fees paid to Leeds 
independent sector residential and nursing care homes. 
 
The Director of Resources also provided an update on matters relating to 
ongoing claims with HMRC. 
 
RESOLVED – That the projected financial position of the authority after six 
months of the financial year be noted. 
 

133 Capital Programme Update 2011-2014  
The Director of Resources submitted a report providing an update on the 
capital programme position for 2011/12 as at September 2011.  The report 
included an update of capital resources, a summary of schemes which had 
been upgraded from ‘Amber’ status to ‘Green’ since the first quarter report, 
and provided a summary of progress made on some major schemes.  In 
addition, the report sought specific approvals to allow some schemes to 
progress. In determining this matter, the Board took into consideration all 
matters contained within the accompanying report. 
 
RESOLVED –  
(a) That the latest position on the general fund and Housing Revenue 

Account (HRA) capital programmes be noted.  
 
(b) That the transfer of schemes from the Amber to the Green 

programmes, as set out within section 3.4 of the submitted report, be 
noted. 

 
(c) That the promotion of £400,000 from the reserved programme to the 

funded capital programme for works at Kirkgate Market, funded by a 
release from the capital contingency scheme, be approved. 

 
(d) That the injection into the capital programme of £738,700, funded by 

unsupported borrowing, for the demolition of surplus properties be 
approved. 

 
(e) That the reallocation of £3,510,000 from the Building Schools for the 

Future (BSF) programme to the capital contingency scheme, 
earmarked for Primary Basic Need and Children’s Homes, be 
approved. 

 
(f) That the extension in the use of the existing capital programme 

provision for fire risk works to include asbestos removal works, be 
approved. 

 
(g) That the use of resources to develop the Assistive Technology Hub, as 

outlined within paragraph 3.5.5 of the submitted report, be approved. 
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(h) That a release from the capital contingency scheme of £290,000 to re-
provide the Millennium Square screen be approved. 

 
134 Treasury Management Strategy Update 2011/12  

The Director of Resources submitted a report providing a review and update 
of the Treasury Management Strategy for 2011/12, which was approved by 
the Board in February 2011. In determining this matter, the Board took into 
consideration all matters contained within the accompanying report. 
 
Members were provided with details on the potential effect of the proposed 
changes to the Housing Subsidy system, further to queries raised. 
 
RESOLVED – That the update on the Treasury Management borrowing and 
investment strategy for 2011/2012 be noted. 
 

135 Local Government Resource Review Consultation  
The Director of Resources submitted a report advising of the progress made 
in respect of the Local Government Resource Review and providing details of 
the consultation response submitted by the Council on 24th October 2011. In 
determining this matter, the Board took into consideration all matters 
contained within the accompanying report.  
 
Members considered the potential impact of the changing arrangements for 
Leeds and the other West Yorkshire authorities. Concerns were raised in 
relation to the timescales relating to the implementation of the review, and the 
need to introduce safeguards to take account of global economic uncertainty. 
 
RESOLVED –  
(a) That the details of the response submitted to Department for 

Communities and Local Government (DCLG) be noted. 
 
(b) That officers be authorised to continue dialogue with DCLG and others 

in order to improve and refine the proposals. 
 

136 Large Casino - Approval of revised Gambling Act 2005 Statement of 
Licensing Policy 2010-2012  
The Director of Resources submitted a report presenting the revised 
Gambling Act 2005 Statement of Licensing Policy which contained a 
statement of the principles the Council would apply when making the 
determination of the large casino licence. In addition, the report also 
presented the Consultation Report which was the proposed Council response 
to the public consultation on the large casino section in the Policy, and the 
draft application pack. In determining this matter, the Board took into 
consideration all matters contained within the accompanying report. 
 
Copies of the revised Gambling Act 2005 Statement of Licensing Policy and 
the related Consultation Report had been provided to Board Members for their 
information, prior to the meeting.  
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RESOLVED - That having considered the revised Gambling Act 2005 
Statement of Licensing Policy 2010-2012, together with the consultation 
report as the Council’s response to the public consultation exercise, both 
documents be referred to Scrutiny Board (Resources and Council Services) 
for consideration. 
 
(The matters referred to in this minute were not eligible for Call In, as the 
development of a Policy under the Gambling Act 2005 is a matter reserved to 
Council.) 
 

137 Changing the Workplace - Development of the City Centre One Stop 
Design and Cost Report  
Further to Minute No. 40, 27th July 2011, the Director of Resources and the 
Assistant Chief Executive (Customer Access and Performance) submitted a 
joint report providing an update on proposals to improve and modernise 
customer services delivered by Leeds City Council through the delivery of a 
single integrated one stop in the city centre. In addition, the report sought 
approval to spend £1,027,000 for delivery of the project. In determining this 
matter, the Board took into consideration all matters contained within the 
accompanying report. 
 
Members emphasised the importance of maintaining a face to face provision 
in respect of such services. 
 
RESOLVED – That expenditure of £1,027,000 to deliver phase 1 of the 
integrated city centre one stop at 2 Great George Street, as detailed within the 
submitted report, be approved. 
 

138 Leeds Initiative Sub-Board Arrangements  
The Assistant Chief Executive (Customer Access and Performance) 
submitted a report which sought to establish a framework for the creation of 
sub-boards to support the work of the five Leeds Initiative Strategic 
Partnership Boards. In determining this matter, the Board took into 
consideration all matters contained within the accompanying report. 
 
Members raised several concerns in respect of matters regarding 
regeneration governance arrangements for East Leeds, and in response a 
detailed discussion ensued. In conclusion, it was recommended that a report 
be submitted to a future Executive Board meeting in order to provide clarity on 
such matters. 
 
RESOLVED –  
(a) That the arrangements for the creation and cessation of Leeds Initiative 

sub board arrangements be endorsed. 
 
(b) That a further report be submitted to Executive Board in order to 

provide clarity in respect of the governance arrangements for South, 
East and West Leeds. 
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DATE OF PUBLICATION:  4TH NOVEMBER 2011 
 
LAST DATE FOR CALL IN 
OF ELIGIBLE DECISIONS: 11TH NOVEMBER 2011  (5.00 P.M.) 
 
(Scrutiny Support will notify Directors of any items called in by 12.00 p.m. on 
14th November 2011) 
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SCRUTINY BOARD (RESOURCES AND COUNCIL SERVICES) 
 

MONDAY, 5TH SEPTEMBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor P Grahame in the Chair 

 Councillors S Bentley, A Blackburn, 
J L Carter, B Chastney, R Grahame, 
J Hardy, A Khan, A Lowe, C Macniven and 
R Wood 

 
17 Chair's Opening Remarks  
 

The Chair welcomed all in attendance to the September meeting of the 
Scrutiny Board (Resources and Council Services) and invited those present to 
introduce themselves. 
 

18 Late Items  
 

The Chair admitted to the agenda as supplementary information, a copy of the 
report in relation to financial health monitoring 2011/12 – month 4.  The report 
was only being considered by Executive Board on 7th September 2011, and 
was therefore not available at the time of agenda despatch. (Minute No. 22 
refers) 
 

19 Declarations of Interest  
 

Councillor Ron Grahame declared a personal interest in relation to agenda 
item 7, Financial Health Monitoring 2011/12 – First quarter report, in his 
capacity as a Director of East North East Homes ALMO, and as a Member of 
the GMB Union. (Minute No. 22 refers) 
 
Councillor Khan declared a personal interest in relation to agenda item 7, 
Financial Health Monitoring 2011/12 – First quarter report, in his capacity as a 
Member of East North East ALMO Area Panel, and as a Member of the GMB 
Union. (Minute No. 22 refers) 
 
Councillor Hardy declared a personal interest in relation to agenda item 7, 
Financial Health Monitoring 2011/12 – First quarter report, in his capacity as a 
Member of West North West Homes ALMO, and as a Member of the GMB 
Union. (Minute No. 22 refers) 
 
A further declaration of interest was made at a later point in the meeting. 
(Minute No. 23 refers) 
 

20 Apologies for Absence and Notification of Substitutes  
 

Apologies for absence were submitted by Councillors Dawson and Gabriel.  
Notification had been received that Councillor Khan was to substitute for 
Councillor Dawson and Councillor Ron Grahame for Councillor Gabriel. 
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21 Minutes of the Previous Meeting  
 

RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meeting held on 11th July 2011 be 
confirmed as a correct record. 
 

22 Financial Health Monitoring 2011/12 - First Quarter Report  
 

The Director of Resources submitted a report which presented the financial 
health of the authority after three months of the financial year in respect of the 
revenue budget and the housing revenue account. 
 
The following officers attended the meeting and responded to Members’ 
questions and comments: 
 

- Doug Meeson, Chief Officer, Financial Management 
- Sandie Keene, Director of Adult Social Services 
- Sarah Sinclair, Deputy Director of Children’s Services 
- Ann Hill, Head of Finance – Adult Social Care. 

 
In brief summary, the key areas of discussion were: 
 

• Budget pressures facing Adult Services, particularly in relation to 
residential and day care costs. 

• Concern about the reliability of Children’s Services budget estimates 
and the rising cost of independent foster care and external placements. 

• Investment in improvement work since the announced inspection in 
2009. 

• Budget priorities, including maintaining a weekly check on the number 
of referrals and driving down procurement costs. 

• Concern about increased numbers of LCC foster carers leaving the 
service and the over-reliance on independent foster agencies.  It was 
advised that a review of payments to LCC foster carers was currently 
taking place. 

• Confirmation that the average cost of looked after children was £2,200 
per week. 

• The role of family group conferencing, particularly in terms of 
supporting the wider family network. 

 
RESOLVED – That the report and information appended to the report be 
noted. 
 

23 Best Value Review of ICT  
 

The Chief Officer of ICT submitted a report which informed the Scrutiny Board 
of the outcome of the Best Value review of ICT undertaken earlier in the year. 
 
Appended to the report was a copy of the Best Value review, which had been 
undertaken by the consultancy company, Mouchel Management Consultancy. 
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The Chair welcomed to the meeting, Tim Bollands, Mouchel Management 
Consultancy, and the following officers: 
 

- Dylan Roberts, Chief ICT Officer 
- Ian Jones, Senior ICT Consultant. 

 
In brief summary, the main areas of discussion were: 
 

• Confirmation that Tim Bollands was attending the CLT meeting on 26th 
September 2011, to provide feedback on the review of ICT services. 

• Concern that the IT needs of Members had not been fully met. 

• Ensuring that IT training formed part of the appraisal process. 

• The need to develop in-house services and other revenue streams. 

• Perceived differences in attitudes across directorates in managing the 
necessary business changes associated with successful adoption of IT 
solutions 

• Performance issues in relation to case management. 
 
RESOLVED –  
 
(a)  That the report and information appended to the report be noted 
(b)  That the Scrutiny Board be provided with feedback following the 
discussion at CLT 
(c)  That the Chair writes to the Chief Executive regarding IT training and 
appraisals. 
 
(Councillor J L Carter declared interests in this item in his capacity as Director 
of Netpremacy Ltd and as a Partner of Solution Software.  On the basis that 
the interests were prejudicial, he withdrew from the meeting during the 
consideration of the item.) 
 

24 Officer Registration of Interests 2011/12  
 

The Head of Human Resources submitted a report in relation to Employees’ 
declarations of interest, which had been referred to this Scrutiny Board by the 
former Scrutiny Board (City Development), at its meeting held on 17th May 
2011. 
 
Appended to the report was a copy of the guidance notes in relation to 
‘identifying high risk posts’ and ‘reviewing register of interest declarations’. 
 
The Chair welcomed to the meeting Councillor John Proctor, Chair of the 
former Scrutiny Board (City Development), and the following officers: 
 

- Dave Almond, Head of Human Resources 
- Neil Hunter, Head of Audit 
- Mark Turnbull, Head of Property, Finance and Technology. 

 
In brief summary, the key areas of discussion were: 
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• Concern that officer’s registration of interests were not publicly 
available, particularly in light of the increase in delegated decisions and 
the need to apply the same rules to officers as Elected Members. 

• Confirmation that the response rate from officers in high risk posts was 
98%.  The only outstanding responses related to those officers on 
career breaks, long term sickness or maternity leave. 

• Legal background to officer registration of interests – reference was 
made to a freedom of information request involving Bolton Council. 

• The resource implications associated with introducing compliance and 
monitoring checks. 

• Confirmation that a training session was being provided in relation to 
the localism bill.  

• Clarification whether officer’s declarations of interest were included 
within officer delegated decision reports and the consideration of 
proposed changes to officers contract of employment. 

• Acknowledgement that the publication of officers interests would not 
eliminate the risk of inappropriate activity. 

 
RESOLVED –  
 
(a)  That the report and information appended to the report be noted 
(b)  That a report be submitted to Executive Board reflecting the Scrutiny 
Board’s recommendations in relation to public disclosure of officer interests. 
 
(Councillor Lowe left the meeting at 12 noon during the consideration of this 
item.) 
 

25 Work Schedule  
 

A report was submitted by the Head of Scrutiny and Member Development 
which detailed the Scrutiny Board’s work programme for the current municipal 
year. 
  
Appended to the report for Members’ information was the current version of 
the Board’s work programme, the minutes from the Executive Board meeting 
held on 27th July 2011, together with an extract from the Forward Plan of Key 
Decisions for the period 1st August to 30th November 2011. 
 
The Scrutiny Board agreed to establish a budget working group.  It was 
suggested that the group met on a monthly basis around the time that the 
monthly budget report to Executive Board was published.  Members 
discussed focussing on a particular service directorate starting with 
Children’s.  The relevant Executive Board Member and Scrutiny Chair would 
also be invited to attend.  Councillors Bentley, Blackburn, Hardy and 
Macniven expressed initial interest, however, all Scrutiny Board Members 
would be invited to attend in due course. 
 
RESOLVED – That the work programme, as amended, be approved. 
 

26 Date and Time of Next Meeting  
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Monday 3rd October 2011 at 10.00 am with a pre-meeting for Board Members 
at 9.30 am. 
  
  
(The meeting concluded at 12.38 pm.) 
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SCRUTINY BOARD (RESOURCES AND COUNCIL SERVICES) 
 

MONDAY, 3RD OCTOBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor P Grahame in the Chair 

 Councillors S Bentley, A Blackburn, 
J L Carter, B Chastney, Dawson,  
R Grahame, J Hardy, C Macniven and 
R Wood 

 
27 Declarations of Interest  
 

Councillor Ron Grahame declared a personal interest in relation to agenda 
item 10, Financial Health Monitoring 2011/12 – Month five report, in his 
capacity as a Director of East North East Homes ALMO and as a Member of 
the GMB Union. (Minute No. 36 refers) 
 
Councillor Hardy declared a personal interest in relation to agenda item 10, 
Financial Health Monitoring 2011/12 – Month five report, in his capacity as a 
Member of West North West Homes ALMO and as a Member of the GMB 
Union. (Minute No. 36 refers) 
 
Councillor Chastney declared a personal interest in relation to agenda item 
10, Financial Health Monitoring 2011/12 – Month five report, in his capacity as 
a Member of West North West Homes ALMO and as a Member of the GMB 
Union. (Minute No. 36 refers) 
 

28 Apologies for Absence and Notification of Substitutes  
 

Apologies for absence were received from Councillor A Lowe 
 

29 Minutes of the Previous Meeting  
 

The Head of Scrutiny and Member Development requested a minor 
amendment to Minute No. 23 Best Value Review, bullet point five, to read as 
follows: 
 
“Perceived differences in attitudes across directorates in managing the 
necessary business changes associated with successful adoption of IT 
solutions” 
 
RESOLVED – That with the inclusion of the suggested amendment the 
minutes of the meeting held on 5th September 2011 be accepted as a true and 
correct record 
 

30 Commercial Services Fleet Services  
 

The Chief Commercial Services Officer submitted a report which apprised 
Members of the functions undertaken by the Fleet Services, which included; 
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its trading position, the potential for income generation and the regulatory 
functions it undertakes 
 
The following officers attended the meeting and responded to Members 
questions and comments: 
 

- Julie Meakin – Chief Commercial Services Officer 
- Terry Pycroft – Head of Fleet Services 

 
In brief summary, the main areas of discussion were:  
 

• The potential for merging Fleet Maintenance for Parks and Countryside 
with Fleet Services at the York Road depot 

• The establishment of fleet forums for new vehicles purchases to look at 
possible utilisation of vehicles across the Authority, share good practice 
and seek other transport related efficiencies 

• A fleet replacement strategy to ensure a coordinated approach 
throughout the Authority on transport related spend 

• Vehicle downtime, spare capacity within the fleet and additional leasing 
charges 

• Alternative fuels 
• External trading 

 
RESOLVED –  
 

(i) That the report and appendices be noted 
(ii) That further information be brought back to the Board on the 

following topics: 
 

• Alternative Fuels 
• Vehicle downtime, spare capacity within the fleet, and 
additional leasing charges 

 
(iii) That arrangements be put in place for the Board to undertake a 
 site visit to the Fleet Services Depot 

 
31 Members ICT Survey  
 

The Chief ICT Officer submitted a report which provided feedback on the 
findings of a survey across all Elected Members undertaken by Corporate ICT 
Services with respect to Members current IT provision 
 
The following officers attended the meeting and responded to Members 
questions and comments: 
 

- Dylan Roberts – Chief ICT Officer 
- Andy Keightley – Business Relationship Manager 
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In brief summary, the main areas of discussion were:  
 

• 32 Members responded to the survey 
• 67% overall satisfaction rate 
• The need for a basic service 
• The necessity for the service to be more robust 
• Swifter responses to downtime 
• Need to be aware of the contents of the Best Value report, undertaken 
by the consultancy company, Mouchel Management Consultancy 

 
RESOLVED –  
 

(i) That the report and appendices be noted 
 
(ii) To support that the findings of the survey be used to inform a 

project to update the ICT service provision to Elected Members. 
  
(iii) That any proposals are developed via the Members ICT 

Working Group and Member Management Committee 
 

32 Inquiry into Employees Declarations of Interests - Draft Final Report & 
Recommendations  

 
The Head of Scrutiny and Member Development submitted a report indicating 
that the Scrutiny Board (Resources and Council Services) had now completed 
its inquiry on Employees’ Declarations of Interests which had been requested 
by the former Scrutiny Board (City Development) and was now in a position to 
report on its findings and its conclusions and recommendations resulting from 
the evidence that had been gathered.  
 
The Head of Scrutiny and Member Development reported that the report, had 
been  previously circulated to Board Members for comment. A small number 
of minor corrections had been received . 
 
Councillor Bentley requested a further minor amendment, adding the words 
“and transparent” at the end of the first bullet point, on the section; 
Introduction and Scope.  
 
In line with Scrutiny Board Procedural Rules, the Head of Scrutiny and 
Member Development also circulated advice from the Head of HR which 
provided an opinion of the proposed recommendations 
 
RESOLVED –  
 

(i) To note the advice provided by the Head of HR  
 
(ii) That with the inclusion of the further suggested amendment, the 

Board’s final report and recommendations into Employee’s 
Declarations of Interest, be approved 
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(iii) To request that a formal response to the recommendations be 
produced in line with normal procedures for scrutiny inquiry 
reports as set out in Scrutiny Procedure Rule 14.1 

 
33 Financial Health Monitoring 2011/12 - Month 5 Report  
 

The Head of Scrutiny and Member Development submitted a report which 
provided information for Financial Health Monitoring 2011/12 month 5 report. 
 
The Leader of Council, Councillor Keith Wakefield and Doug Meeson, Chief 
Officer, Financial Management, attended the meeting and responded to 
Members questions and comments: 
 
In brief summary, the main areas of discussion were: 
 

• The proposals for  Leeds City Council to lead on a Commission looking 
at the role of local government in the 21st Century  

• Localism and it’s implications 
• The role of Elected Members in the new localism agenda 
• Partnership working 
• The need to have dialogue with Central Government, around the 
implementation of the localism agenda 

• Options for local taxation 
• Budget issues in Children and Adult Social Care 
• Efficiency and savings through better procurement 

 
The Chair thanked the Leader of Council for his attendance  
 
RESOLVED –  
 

(i) To welcome the input from the Leader of Council 
 
(ii) That the contents of the report and the Council’s Financial 

Performance for month 5 be noted 
 

34 Work Schedule  
 

A report was submitted by the Head of Scrutiny and Member Development 
which detailed the Scrutiny Board’s work programme for the current municipal 
year. 
  
Appended to the report for Members’ information was the current version of 
the Board’s work programme, the minutes from the Executive Board meeting 
held on 7th September 2011, together with an extract from the Forward Plan of 
Key Decisions for the period 1st September to 31st December 2011. 
 
RESOLVED – That the work programme, as amended, be approved. 
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35 Date and Time of Next Meeting  
 

RESOLVED – To note that the next meeting will take place on Monday 7th 
November 2011 at 10.00am in the Civic Hall, Leeds (Pre- Meeting for Board 
Members at 9.30am) 
 
 
(The meeting concluded at 12.20pm) 
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SCRUTINY BOARD (CHILDREN AND FAMILIES) 
 

THURSDAY, 8TH SEPTEMBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor J Chapman in the Chair 

 Councillors G Driver, P Ewens, B Gettings, 
A Khan, A Lamb, P Latty, K Maqsood, 
M Rafique and K Renshaw 

 
CO-OPTED MEMBERS (VOTING): 
 
Mr E A Britten – Church Representative (Catholic) 
Ms A Craven – Parent Governor Representative (Primary) 
Ms J Ward – Parent Governor Representative (Secondary) 
Ms N Cox – Parent Governor Representative (Special) 
 
CO-OPTED MEMBERS (NON-VOTING): 
 
Ms C Foote – Teacher Representative 
Ms T Kayani – Leeds Youth Work Partnership Representative 
Mrs S Hutchinson – Early Years Representative 
Ms C Johnson – Teacher Representative 
 

23 Late Items  
 

In accordance with her powers under Section 100B(4)(b) of the Local 
Government Act 1972, the Chair agreed to accept supplementary information 
in respect of agenda  item No. 8 External Placements, which was not 
available at the time of agenda despatch. (Minute No. 28 refers) 
 

24 Declarations of Interest  
 

There were no declarations of interest 
 

25 Apologies for Absence and Notification of Substitutes  
 

Apologies for absence were received from Ms N Cox and Ms A Choudhry 
 

26 Minutes - 21st July 2011  
 

RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meeting held on 21st July 2011 be 
accepted as a true and correct record 
 

27 Appointment of Co-opted Members  
 

The Head of Scrutiny and Member Development submitted a report seeking 
the formal confirmation of the appointment of a co-opted Member to the Board 
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RESOLVED – To confirm the appointment of Ms Amanda Craven as the 
parent governor representative (Primary) for a four year period from 8th 
September 2011 
 

28 Scrutiny Inquiry - External Placements  
 

The Head of Scrutiny and Member Development submitted a report which 
outlined the timetable for a Scrutiny inquiry into external placements for 
looked after children in Leeds. 
 
The following information was appended to the report: 
 

- The Board’s Terms of Reference for the inquiry into External 
Placement 

- A report by the Director of Children’s Services which provided an 
overview of the key issues relating to external placements for 
looked after children in Leeds 

 
The Chair welcomed to the meeting, the following representatives to present 
the report and respond to Members questions and comments: 
 

- Nigel Richardson – Director of Children’s Services 
- Sue May  - Head of Service for Looked After Children 
- Councillor T Hanley – Deputy Executive Member 

 
In addressing the report the Director of Children’s Services, together with the 
Head of Service for Looked After Children focused on the following key areas: 
 

• The collective duty to safeguard and promote the welfare of children 
and young people 

• The need to reduce the number of looked after children in external 
placements 

• A disproportionately high number of children looked after by the Local 
Authority 

• The improved outcomes if the child remained close to their family/ 
within the community 

• The financial burden on the city if the child is placed outside the Leeds 
boundary 

• Meeting the aspirations of the children’s plan 
• National and local factors impacting on the numbers of external 

placements 

• In-house resources 
• Improving the rate of safe return to parents 
• Early intervention and support 
• Increasing Special Guardianship  
• Impact on budgets 
• Local and regional work on the commissioning of placements 
• Research through outside partnership (Professor David Thorpe) 
• How decisions are made 
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• Recruitment and retention of Foster Carers 
• Review of residential facilities 
• Demographics and population change 

 
In brief summary, the key areas of discussions were: 
 

• Data request for more detailed localised data and ethnicity information 
• The research currently being carried out with Professor David Thorpe 

on how decisions are made 

• The recruitment of Foster Carers (Details about recruitment campaign) 
• Breakdown of costs for residential care 
• Family Group Conferences and Multi-Systemic Therapy Servcies as 

examples of effective early intervention 

• Staff recruitment, turnover, caseloads and sickness levels 
• How the Common Assessment Framework is used 
• Number of placements in Leeds from other authorities 
• The sufficiency action plans 
• Contact Centres 
• Adoption 

 
RESOLVED –  
 

(i) That Councillor Hanley, the Director of Children’s Services and 
Head of Service for Looked After Children be thanked for their 
attendance and contributions  

 
(ii) That the further information required be provided as part of the  

Board’s inquiry. 
 

29 Draft Terms of Reference  
 

The Head of Scrutiny and Member Development submitted a report seeking 
Members approval of a draft Terms of Reference for an inquiry into School 
Attendance. 
 
RESOLVED – To approve the Terms of Reference for the inquiry into School 
Attendance 
 

30 Work Programme  
 

A report was submitted by the Head of Scrutiny and Member Development 
which detailed the Scrutiny Board’s work programme for the current municipal 
year. 
 
Appended to the report, for Members information, was the current version of 
the Board’s work programme, the minutes of the Executive Board meeting 
held on 27th July 2011, an extract from the Forward Plan of Key Decisions for 
the period 1st August to 30th November 2011, together with a note of the 
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meeting of the Children’s Social Care System Review Working Group which 
took place on 10th August 2011. 
 
RESOLVED –  
 

(i) That the work Programme be approved 
(ii) To approve the establishment of a Working Group to consider 

the Future Direction of the Youth Service with the following 
membership: Councillors: Chapman, Driver, Gettings, Khan, 
Lamb, Latty and Renshaw and Mr Britten, Ms Craven, Ms 
Kayani and Ms Ward 

 
31 Date and Time of Next Meeting  
 

Thursday, 6th October 2011 at 9.45am with a Pre Meeting for Board Members 
at 9.15am 
 
 
(The meeting concluded at 11.55am) 
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SCRUTINY BOARD (CHILDREN AND FAMILIES) 
 

THURSDAY, 6TH OCTOBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor J Chapman in the Chair 

 Councillors G Driver, P Ewens, B Gettings, 
A Khan, A Lamb, P Latty, K Maqsood, 
A McKenna, M Rafique and K Renshaw 

 
CO-OPTED MEMBERS (VOTING): 
 
Mr E A Britten – Church Representative (Catholic) 
Ms A Craven – Parent Governor Representative (Primary) 
Ms J Ward – Parent Governor Representative (Secondary) 
Ms N Cox – Parent Governor Representative (Special) 
 
CO-OPTED MEMBERS (NON-VOTING): 
 
Mrs S Hutchinson – Early Years Representative 
Ms T Kayani – Leeds Youth Work Partnership Representative 
Ms A Choudhry – Leeds VOICE Children and Young Peoples Services Forum 
Representative 
 

32 Chair's Opening Remarks  
 

The Chair welcomed all in attendance to the October meeting of the Scrutiny 
Board (Children and Families). 
 

33 Late Items  
 

The Chair admitted to the agenda, further information and data in relation to 
the Scrutiny Board’s inquiry into external placements.  (Minute No. 37 refers) 
 

34 Declarations of Interest  
 

Ms J Ward declared a personal interest in relation to agenda item 7, Scrutiny 
Inquiry – External Placements, in her capacity as Parent Governor at Corpus 
Christi Catholic College.  (Minute No. 37 refers) 
 

35 Apologies for Absence and Notification of Substitutes  
 

An apology for absence was submitted by Ms C Foote. 
 

36 Minutes of the Previous Meeting  
 

RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meeting held on 8th September 2011 
be approved as a correct record. 
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37 Scrutiny Inquiry - External Placements  
 

Further to Minute No. 28 of the meeting held on 8th September 2011, the 
Head of Scrutiny and Member Development submitted a report which 
presented evidence in line with session 2 of the Scrutiny Board’s inquiry into 
external placements. 
 
The following information was appended to the report: 
 

- Terms of reference for the inquiry into external placements 
- Children’s Placements Strategy and Sufficiency Action Plan 
- Foster Carer Recruitment and Assessment Strategy 
- Further information and data in relation to external placements which 

had been requested by the Scrutiny Board. 
  
The Chair welcomed to the meeting, Councillor Hanley, Deputy Executive 
Member (Children’s Services) and the following officers: 
 

- Sarah Sinclair, Chief Officer – Strategy, Commissioning and 
Performance, Children’s Services 

- Saleem Tariq, Assistant Chief Officer, Children’s Services. 
 
A brief introduction was provided on work being undertaken as part of the 
Children’s Placement Strategy and Sufficiency Action Plan; and the Foster 
Carer Recruitment and Assessment Strategy. 
 
In brief summary, the key areas of discussion were: 
 

• Improvements in planning for the number and types of placement 
required. 

• Ongoing work in relation to foster carer recruitment. 

• Development of internal provision and reducing the reliance on external 
placements. 

• Confirmation of work being undertaken to retain LCC foster carers, 
development of the service and changes to the pay structure. 

• Identifying local solutions and the role of clusters. 

• Improvements in performance systems, particularly in terms of 
analysing the number of referrals on a weekly basis. 

• Identifying hotspot areas in clusters. 

• Further information requested in relation to boarding arrangements. 

• Work being undertaken with the voluntary sector, particularly in relation 
to preventative approaches. 

• Revised programme plan established to measure impact of recent 
improvements. 

• Overcoming cultural barriers in reducing the number of referrals, 
developing work in localities with schools, clusters and the voluntary 
sector. 
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• Utilising the skills and experiences of existing foster carers, particularly 
in terms of sharing life stories with other individuals interested in 
becoming foster carers. 

• Acknowledgement and support for Children’s Centres. 

• Support for individuals with learning disabilities.   
 
RESOLVED – That the issues raised be incorporated in the draft report of the 
Scrutiny Board’s inquiry. 
 
(Councillor Khan joined the meeting at 9.55am during the consideration of this 
item.) 
 
(Councillor A McKenna left the meeting at 11.15am and Councillor Gettings at 
11.34am during the consideration of this item.) 
 

38 Recommendation Tracking  
 

The Head of Scrutiny and Member Development submitted a report which 
requested Members to confirm the status of recommendations from previous 
inquiries. 
  
Appended to the report was the recommendation tracking flowchart and draft 
recommendation status. 
  
The status of recommendations were agreed as follows: 
  

• Entering the Education System (recommendation 4) – sign off 

• Safeguarding Interim Report (recommendation 1) – subject to 
confirmation of satisfactory progress against Ofsted inspection report, 
monitor again in 12 months 

• Meadowfield Primary School (recommendation 6) – sign off 

• Outdoor Education Centres (recommendation 2) – monitor again in 3 
months; (recommendation 4) – stop monitoring. 

  
RESOLVED – 
  
(a)  That the report and information appended to the report be noted 
(b)  That the Scrutiny Board approves the status of recommendations as set 
out above. 
 

39 Work Programme  
 

A report was submitted by the Head of Scrutiny and Member Development 
which detailed the Scrutiny Board’s work programme for the current municipal 
year. 
  
Appended to the report for Members’ information was the current version of 
the Board’s work programme, minutes of the Executive Board meeting held 
on 7th September 2011, together with an extract from the Forward Plan of Key 
Decisions for the period 1st October 2011 to 31st January 2012. 
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The Scrutiny Board was informed that the Ofsted inspection report had been 
scheduled for November and a report on outcomes for looked after children 
had been scheduled for January. 
 
RESOLVED – That the work programme be approved. 
 

40 Date and Time of Next Meeting  
 

Thursday, 10th November 2011 at 9.45am with a Pre Meeting for Board 
Members at 9.15am 
  
  
(The meeting concluded at 11.42am.) 
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SCRUTINY BOARD (SUSTAINABLE ECONOMY AND CULTURE) 
 

THURSDAY, 22ND SEPTEMBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor M Rafique in the Chair 

 Councillors J Akhtar, D Cohen, G Hyde, 
M Lobley, M Lyons, J Matthews, V Morgan, 
M Robinson and B Chastney 

 
18 Late Items  

No formal late items of business were added to the agenda however 
Members of the Board had received printed copies of the slide show 
presentation in support of Session 1 – the engagement of young people in 
culture, sporting and recreational activities (minute 22 refers) 
 

19 Declarations of Interest  
The following Members declared personal interests for the purpose of Section 
81 (3) of the Local Government Act 2000 and paragraphs 8 to 12 of the 
Members Code of Conduct: 
Councillor Robinson - Session 1 engagement of young people in culture 
sporting and recreational events – declared a personal interest as a member 
of Leeds Sports Federation and Leeds Schools Sporting Association (minute 
22 refers) 
 
Councillors Rafique and Lobley - Terms of Reference for the Inquiry into 
development and jobs & skills – declared personal interests as Board 
members of Re-new Leeds and Councillor Robinson declared a personal 
interest as the Skills & Enterprise Champion for the North East Area 
Committee (minute 23 refers) 
 
Councillors Hyde, Lyons and Morgan - West Yorkshire Local Transport Plan - 
declared personal interests as local authority appointed members of WYITA 
as METRO had submitted contributions to the Plan (minute 24 refers) 
 

20 Apologies for Absence and Notification of Substitutes  
Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Atkinson and Bentley. 
The Board welcomed Councillor Chastney as substitute for Councillor 
Bentley. It was noted that Councillor Akhtar would be late. 
 

21 Minutes  
RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meeting held 14th July 2011 be agreed 
as a correct record 
 

22 Scrutiny Board Inquiry Session 1 - The Engagement of Young people in 
Culture, Sporting and Recreational Activities  
The Board received the report of the Head of Scrutiny and Member 
Development setting out the objectives of Session 1 of the Scrutiny Inquiry 
into the engagement of young people in culture, sporting and recreational 
activities. The Board had indicated the Inquiry would look at the deployment of 
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services, gaps in provision, partnership engagement, areas of good practice 
and how the council made contact with hard to reach groups.  
 
The Board welcomed the following officers to the meeting: 
Catherine Blanshard, Chief Officer Libraries, Arts & Heritage  
Sally Coe – Out of School Activities Manager, Children’s Services 
Mark Allman – Head of Sport & Active Recreation, City Development 
 
Ms Blanshard gave a presentation on the Breeze Programme, highlighting its 
contribution to the objectives contained within the Children’s and Young 
Peoples Plan, to enable all young people to achieve their sporting and 
creative potential and living healthy and culturally active lives. 
 
Ms Coe provided case studies of young people from difficult circumstances 
who had participated in cultural and/or sporting activities through Breeze and 
the positive impact that this had brought in terms of their personal and social 
development  
 
The following points were made /identified during discussions: 

• Requested statistics showing the postcode location of young people 
participating in Breeze and whether the figures would be accurate as 
anecdotal evidence suggested young people often did not take their 
Breeze card but were still able to participate. Figures should also be 
available on the overall youth population to provide a percentage 
comparison. 

• The same young people may attend many events, rather than a large 
number of young people attending a few events 

• A number of young people were not engaged and remained unaware 
of the activities on offer 

• The case studies provided useful information and insight into the 
positive impact that cultural and sporting activities could have on young 
people’s lives. A document containing more case studies would be sent 
to Members of the Board 

• The need to identify the level of collaboration and partnership working 
with the Youth Service to avoid duplication of service provision  

• The level and cost of support required for individuals and/or their 
families from various service providers and how the various activities 
were targeted – did they provide value for money and were there areas 
of duplication such as officer support/time 

• Commented that other organisations provided young people with 
access to sporting/physical activities such as the Scouts/Guides 
associations; the ATC etc. for a small sub of £2 each week and it would 
be useful to know how many young people were involved in those 
organisations. Members also noted a concern that the free Breeze 
activities were taken advantage of and some thought could be given to 
charging a nominal fee where appropriate. 

• The Inquiry should also focus on the impact of 2012 Olympics and how 
this would be an opportunity to engage more young people into sports 

Members thanked officers for the informative presentation and 
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RESOLVED – To note the contents of the report and the verbal submissions 
for the purposes of the Inquiry 
 
(Councillor Akhtar joined the meeting at this point) 
 

23 Scrutiny Board Inquiry Draft Terms of Reference - Inquiry into how 
developments in Leeds are bringing skills, training and jobs to local 
people  
Further to minute 7b) of the meeting held 16th June 2011 the Head of Scrutiny 
and Member Development submitted a report setting out proposed terms of 
reference for an Inquiry into how developments in Leeds bring skills, jobs and 
training to local people. 
 
The Board welcomed the following officers: 
Paul Stephens, Chief Economic Development Officer, 
Sue Wynne, Chief Officer, Employment & Skills 
Phillippa Toner, Senior Technical Manager 
 
Officers emphasised that employment, skills and linking local people to local 
jobs were critical issues for Leeds and referred to the proposed contents for 
each of the Inquiry Sessions. It was reported that planning permissions for 
developments already emphasised employment and skills but it was 
recognised that this good practice may not be systematically applied. Officers 
saw this Inquiry as an opportunity to strengthen this approach. 
 
Members commented that information on the arrangements made for the Aire 
Valley and Arena Developments which tied local employment to the planning 
process would be beneficial to this Inquiry and went on to make the following 
more general comments: 
 
Training programmes: 
- Whether current training programmes provided value for money 
- Practical implications of training programmes - provision of workwear, bus 
fares etc and resourcing issues 
External organisations- 
- Request for sector information and sector engagement in the training 
programmes and whether programmes could be developed in partnership 
with other providers  
- Whether there was a role for representatives of Federation of Small 
Businesses and CBI to attend the Inquiry 
 
The Board was keen to emphasise how LCC dealt with both employment and 
unemployment within the development sector at the heart of the Inquiry and 
supported the approach set out in the report for Session 1. Members thanked 
officers for the presentation and  
RESOLVED – The Board noted the information contained within the report 
and the submissions made at the meeting and 

a) agreed the Terms of Reference for the Inquiry 
b) recommended the Terms of Reference be updated where necessary 
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c) noted that the Terms of Reference may incorporate additional 
information during the Inquiry should the Board identify any further 
scope for the Inquiry 

d) to note that a Briefing Note on the wider employment issues discussed 
will be provided to Members 

 
24 West Yorkshire Local Transport Plan - A Local Implementation Plan and 

Strategy for Leeds  
Further to minute 14 of the meeting held 14th July 2011 when Members 
initially discussed the West Yorkshire Local Transport Plan, the Head of 
Scrutiny and Member Development submitted a report in support of detailed 
discussions of the Leeds Implementation Plan. Members were requested to 
consider whether there were any further areas for scrutiny and the potential 
scope for the forthcoming Inquiry 
 
Andrew Hall, Acting Head of Transport Policy, attended the meeting for this 
item. The Board commented that the schemes proposed in the LIP were too 
reliant on external funding and went on to discuss the following matters 
included in the LIP: 

• The possible creation of a West Yorkshire Transport Fund which could 
manage some funding which central government had indicated could 
be devolved to a local level. Regional bids for funding could then be 
made for large schemes and decisions can be made on a regional level 
regarding where transport development should be undertaken.    

• The ongoing work to ensure the Leeds Bradford International Airport 
link road was included within the airports own Transport Masterplan. 
LCC had proved the case for provision of the Airport Link Road; 
however the link road had not been identified as Regional Strategy 
priority. The airport was not suitable for a heavy rail link due to its 
location and topography and the focus was on the Harrogate Line for 
tram/train provision 

• The emphasis placed on cycling routes and whether cycle lane 
provision demonstrated value for money and whether funds could be 
better used on other initiatives. Members noted the response that 
walking/cycling formed part of a balanced transport plan, and funding 
was proportionate to uptake.  

• The Park and Ride schemes indicated in the LIP were draft proposals 
as they were awaiting funding and this should be more clearly 
indicated. Members also commented that some residents local to 
proposed P&R sites did not feel their views were taken on board  

• Anecdotal knowledge stated that 20mph zones were not observed by 
motorists although noted the response that they had made a significant 
impact on the reduction in road injuries 

• Commented that Emission Zones did not bring vast benefits compared 
with the high set up costs involved and could be detrimental if they 
discouraged visitors to the city. Noted that funding had been secured to 
conduct a study on whether the introduction of LEZs would provide any 
benefits to Leeds 
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• Commented that only small scale works were required to deal with 
Traffic pinch points which would improve traffic flow therefore reducing 
harmful emissions and journey time 

 
(Councillor G Hyde withdrew from the meeting for a short time at this point) 
 

• Expressed concern over the cost of providing Electric car charging 
points as the vehicles were too expensive for the average motorist to 
afford. Provision should balance the proven drop in carbon emissions 
through use of an electric car with the drain on the national grid for 
recharging one. 

 
(Councillor Chastney left the meeting at this point) 
 

• Possible further consideration was needed on how to encourage more 
passengers to use the Bus Service and to establish why the take up of 
this service is in decline. 

Members thanked Mr Hall for his attendance 
RESOLVED - 

a) That the contents of the report, the draft LIP and the comments of the 
Board on the LIP be noted 

b) That the following matters be identified as further areas for scrutiny in 
the first instance: 

a. Park and Ride scheme 
b. Traffic impact of new city centre developments under 

construction or in planning, pinch points and maintaining traffic 
flow 

c. Outcome and progress of bid funding requests for major 
transport works in the City 

c) That the Bus Service would form a significant piece of scrutiny work in 
its own right and therefore would not be included in this inquiry.  

 
25 Work Schedule  

The Head of Scrutiny and Member Development submitted a copy of the work 
Programme for the 2011/12 Municipal Year which had been populated with 
the six priority areas for scrutiny identified at the previous meeting. Members 
also suggested that officers enquire whether the relevant departmental 
budgets should be presented to the Board 
RESOLVED –  

a) To note the contents of the Work Schedule and the comments made 
b) To note the contents of the Executive Board minutes dated 27th July 

and 7th September 2011 and the Forward Plan covering the period 1st  
September 31st  December 2011 

 
26 Date and time of next meeting  

RESOLVED – To note the date and time of the next meeting as Thursday 20th 
October 2011 at 10:00 am 
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SCRUTINY BOARD (SUSTAINABLE ECONOMY AND CULTURE) 
 

THURSDAY, 20TH OCTOBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor M Rafique in the Chair 

 Councillors G Hyde, M Lobley, J Matthews, 
V Morgan, M Robinson and B Anderson 

 
27 Declarations of Interest  

The following Members declared personal interests for the purpose of Section 
81 (3) of the Local Government Act 2000 and paragraphs 8 to 12 of the 
Members Code of Conduct: 
Councillor Lobley - Session 1 how developments bring local employment, 
training and opportunities to Leeds - declared a personal interest as a Board 
Member of Re-new (minute 32 refers) 
 

28 Apologies for Absence and Notification of Substitutes  
Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Atkinson, Bentley, 
Cohen and Lyons. The Board welcomed Councillor Anderson as substitute for 
Councillor Cohen 
 
(Councillor Robinson joined the meeting at this point) 
 

29 Minutes  
RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meeting held on 22nd September 2011 
be agreed as a correct record 
 

30 Matters Arising  
Minute 22 Engagement of young people in Culture, Recreation and Sporting 
events – the Board agreed to the suggestion that Ms A Stowe, Leeds Owl 
Trail, should be invited to attend the Inquiry as a representative of  a voluntary 
group which worked alongside LCC  
 

31 Request for Scrutiny of the Route 5 Cycle Track  
The Head of Scrutiny and Member Development submitted a report on a 
request for Scrutiny arising from the decision taken by Executive Board on 14 
October 2009 to award LCC Highways Services £1.5m for cycle route works 
and specifically Route 5 (Cookridge to City Centre) of the Leeds Core Cycle 
Network Project. The request had been considered and deferred by Scrutiny 
Board (City Development) on 5th April 2011 (minute 138 refers). 
 
The Board welcomed Mr Bill McKinnon, Chair of the Friends of Woodhouse 
Moor to the meeting to set out his case for the request. He was accompanied 
by Mr T Parker Smith of North Hyde Park Neighbourhood Association and 
Mrs S Buckle, Friends of Woodhouse Moor. 
 
Mr McKinnon referred to the report presented to Executive Board which stated 
that consultation on the proposed works had been undertaken in June 2009 
with local ward Councillors and community groups. However he stated that no 
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consultation had been undertaken with the community groups based in the 
Hyde Park area by Highways Services and as such he challenged the basis 
on which the decision had been made. Mr McKinnon tabled current 
photographs of Route 5 and highlighted safety problems he perceived with the 
route in terms of track capacity; the volume of cyclists and the route itself 
through busy residential streets and Woodhouse Moor. In conclusion he 
requested that the Board formally scrutinise the manner in which Highways 
Services undertook consultation with local groups. 
 
Gary Bartlett, Chief Officer, Highways Services and Andrew Hall, Acting Head 
of Highways attended the meeting and presented a report prepared in 
response. The Board heard that the Department had presented the 
consultation to the North West Inner Area Committee and its Transport Sub 
Group and that the usual forms of advertisement and consultation were 
undertaken.  Officers however acknowledged that although consultation 
letters were despatched to community groups it appeared that some of these 
had not been received. Officers also acknowledged that the lack of response 
from those community groups who usually participated in consultations should 
have been followed up. It was noted that since this issue arose, an officer 
group had been established to review consultation practice and to consider 
measures to encourage responses from consultees. 
 
Members discussed the issues raised and broadly considered that 
consultation had been undertaken in good faith and that it was unfortunate 
that the three community groups represented at this meeting had not received 
the consultation letters, seen the consultation adverts or made contact with 
their local ward Councillors.  
 
The Board considered the options for investigations and Inquiries, as set out 
in paragraph 3:0 of the report and considered the submissions in support of 
the request and the response of the Department to the issues raised. 
Members did not consider that an Inquiry would be beneficial to the project at 
this stage, but were keen to receive a report on the outcome of the 
Departmental review into consultation practice. The Board noted Mr 
McKinnon’s comment that that Route 5 was not fit for purpose and urged him 
to contact his local ward Councillor to pursue those discussions 
RESOLVED –  
a) Not to undertake further scrutiny of his matter 
b) To request a report back on the findings of the departmental review in 
consultation practices within Highways Services in due course 

 
32 Scrutiny Inquiry - Maximising existing powers to promote, influence and 

create local employment, training and opportunities around major 
development projects and the purchasing of services  
The Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods submitted a report as part 
of Session 2 of the Inquiry to encourage discussion on how to maximise 
powers to create local employment, training and opportunities around major 
development projects and the purchasing of services. 
 
The following officers attended the meeting: 
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Sue Wynne – Chief Officer, Employment & Skills 
Phil Crabtree – Chief Planning Officer 
David Outram – Chief Officer, Planning Performance Partnership 
 
The report highlighted recent activity undertaken by LCC to secure 
employment and skills benefits through the Councils’ procurement and 
planning process. Officers discussed the following issues: 
- the need to encourage and support new development but to ensure 
that requests made of developers through the planning and 
procurement processes are appropriate to the scale and nature of the 
development. Onerous requests could deter development 

- requests should bear in mind that a developer may not be the end user 
of the scheme  

- the size of the development company should also be considered – 
larger scale developments usually had a long planning process and 
build time – which afforded LCC time to negotiate the use of local skills 
and labour, and develop relevant training if appropriate. 

- Members noted that LCC could take a stance and seek to adopt a 
“local strategy” to require use of local skills and employment, but the 
Board should be aware of the benefits and disbenefits of such an 
approach and the long term impact this stance could have on value for 
money.  

- an approach to consider could be to negotiate with the top 20% of 
developers (with command of large resources) which could still provide 
80% of the local skills employment the authority was looking for 

- that contract management and monitoring was key to efficient 
implementation of a “local strategy”. Section 106 Agreements had been 
strengthened to include monitoring trigger points requiring a developer 
to inform LCC when and what number of local jobs had been secured 

- the benefits of encouraging local companies/suppliers to communicate 
better with LCC 

- the need to take an overview of the areas of duplication between the 
planning and procurement processes  

- the need to ensure that a corporate stance should be made aware to 
all commissioning managers across the authority 

- the need to monitor contracts effectively based on outcomes to ensure 
obligations are undertaken 

 
(Councillor Matthews left the meeting at this point) 
 
Members requested a discussion paper on the legal requirements relating to 
seeking obligations for training and employment from businesses and through 
Section 106 Agreements. The Board also sought information on the 
requirements of the procurement system and consideration of whether 
specific requests deterred small/medium local businesses 
 
The Board considered the proposed approach set out in paragraph 5 of the 
report indicating that the Policy Framework and charter, Toolkit, 
Guidance/Advice/Examples and Monitoring were welcome initiatives 
RESOLVED –  
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a) To note the activity undertaken to date with contractors and developers 
to support local people to improve their skills and secure employment 

b) That the comments above be noted and be fed into the proposed work 
to develop a more consistent approach and the key issues identified be 
addressed 

c) To note the intention to present a progress report to the Board within 
12 months of the conclusion of the Inquiry at a date to be specified by 
the Board 

 
33 Development Directorate:2011/12 Budget - Financial Position  

Further to minute 25 of the meeting held 22nd September 2011, the Head of 
Scrutiny and Member Development submitted a report providing the financial 
position for the City Development Directorate at period 5, covering all aspects 
of the service 
 
Ed Mylan Chief Officer (Resources & Finance) and Simon Criddle (Head of 
Finance), Department of City Development attended the meeting and 
highlighted the key issues as being:  

• The 2011/12 budget had been set at £158m in total. The proportion 
which relates to direct income is now anticipated as £98m  

• The Department had been tasked with finding £13m of budget savings. 
£11m had been achieved so far but an overspend of £1.3m was 
expected  

• Some areas of overspend were beyond the control of LCC such as the 
number of income generating planning applications submitted; income 
from advertisement on LCC land 

 
The Board discussed the following: 

• Whether the budget had been set too optimistically. The Board noted 
the response that the budget had taken into account the expected rise 
in development for 2011/12. The monthly income target for planning 
was £250k and submission of one large development application could 
generate as much as £150k of that target 

• The budget had been set after the Comprehensive Spending 
Assessment when the Department would have been aware that no 
publicly funded works could be supported in 2011/12 and should have 
accounted for the impact of this. 

• Savings of £0.5m had been required from the Events Budget and the 
Department had expected to generate £0.5m through new income to 
offset the savings. Members commented that the implementation of a 
ticket price level of £12.00 for events such as Opera in the Park and 
Classical Fantasia had discouraged attendees and therefore 
decreased income 

• Whether a reduction of fees for advertisements on LCC land would 
encourage greater uptake and generate more income. Officers 
responded that advertising was a difficult area due to competition and 
the amount of time it took to prepare suitable sites 

• The cost of electricity for street lighting. Officers responded that £4m 
had been ring fenced for energy, but that the Street Lighting Contractor 
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informed the Department of their price rises after the budget had been 
set 

 
(Councillor Anderson left the meeting at this point) 
 
Members thanked officers for their presentation and considered the 
information submitted and requested that further budget reports be presented 
on a quarterly basis in the future 
RESOLVED –  
a) That the contents of the report and the comments of the Board be 
noted 

b) That Departmental Budget reports for City Development be presented 
to the Board on a Quarterly basis 

 
34 Work Schedule  

The Head of Scrutiny and Member Development submitted a copy of the 
Work Programme for the 2011/12 Municipal Year which had been populated 
with the priority areas for scrutiny identified by previous meetings. 
Those additional matters raised at this meeting would be included as follows 
– City Development Departmental Budget – January 2012 
– Report back on Highways consultation methods – February 2012 
– With regard to the CO2 Scrutiny work scheduled into the work 
programme, the Scrutiny Advisor received an additional request for 
information on money saving measures relating to energy purchasing and 
it was agreed that the report on the outcome of the 2008 Inquiry into CO2 
would be provided in due course 

RESOLVED –  
a) To note the contents of the Work Schedule and the comments made 
b) To note the contents of the Forward Plan covering the period 1 October 
2011 to 31 January 2012 

 
35 Date and time of next meeting  

RESOLVED – To note the date and time of the next meeting as Thursday 1st 
December 2011 at 10:00, Leeds Civic Hall 
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SCRUTINY BOARD (SAFER AND STRONGER COMMUNITIES) 
 

MONDAY, 12TH SEPTEMBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor B Anderson in the Chair 

 Councillors R Grahame, K Groves, 
M Hamilton, P Harrand, G Hyde, J Jarosz, 
J Marjoram, C Townsley and N Walshaw 

 
 
 

26 Late Items  
 

The following late items of information were submitted: 
 

• Minutes of the meeting held on 7 July 2011 

• Item 8 – Financial Health Monitoring 

• Item 10 – Draft Terms of Reference 
 

27 Apologies for Absence and Notification of Substitutes  
 

Apologies for absence were submitted on behalf of Councillor E Taylor.  
Councillor J Hardy was in attendance as substitute. 
 

28 Minutes - 7 July and 18 July 2011  
 

RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meetings held on 7 July and 18 July 
2011 be confirmed as correct records. 
 

29 Presentation on the Leeds Burglary Reduction Strategy  
 

The report of the Head of Scrutiny and Member Development referred to the 
Board’s terms of reference and that reducing burglary was a key area of 
review for the Board to undertake this year.  The Chair had requested a 
presentation on the Leeds Burglary Reduction Strategy (2011-2015) and a 
copy of the report presented to Executive Board on Reducing Reported 
Burglary in Leeds was attached to the agenda. 
 
The following were in attendance for this item: 
 

• Simon Whitehead -  Chief Officer, Community Safety 

• Ian Whitehouse – Chief Superintendent, West Yorkshire Police 

• Martyn Stenton, Head of Localities and Safeguarding 

• Liz Jarmin, Head of Community Safety Partnerships (Safer Leeds) 
 
The Board was given a presentation on the Leeds Burglary Strategy 2011-15 
which focussed on the following 6 key themes: 
 

• The Nature of the Burglary Problem in Leeds 
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• Our Vision for Tackling Burglary 

• Six Key Strands of the Strategy 

• Burglary Reduction Programme 

• Work in Localities 

• The Role of Local Members 
 
Issues highlighted during the presentation included the following: 
 

• The nature of the burglary problem in Leeds and the specific issues 
which compound its vulnerability to this type of crime i.e. high numbers 
of privately rented Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMOs); a large 
student population, with many students living in private rented 
accommodation; and an established social acceptance of burglary in a 
criminal subculture, where it is seen as a ‘crime of choice’. 

• Although total recorded crime had reduced by 13.6% over the last 3 
years (11,699 fewer offences), sustaining progress in reducing burglary 
had proved to be problematic.  

• Targets to reduce burglary, as set out within the Leeds Burglary 
Reduction Strategy 2011-15. 

• Offender management – expanding the work of the Youth Offending 
Service (YOS) team, which have an excellent track record of working 
with young offenders. Following an earlier Scrutiny Inquiry on 
Integrated Offender Management, the Scrutiny Board is due to receive 
a separate progress report at its October meeting. 

• Co-ordinated approach to crime prevention – target hardening work in 
specific problem areas and vulnerable communities, targeting prolific 
offenders, use of tracking devices and work with the ALMOs and 
private landlords to increase security measures in the rental sector. 

• Burglary Reduction Programme 2011-13 – this had £1.3 million of 
funding from the Safer Leeds Partnership with £800 thousand of match 
funding from partners.  5 main projects were ongoing with partners. 

• Work in localities and priority areas and the development of local action 
plans. 

• Principles of Crime Reduction 
 
In response to Members comments and questions, the following issues were 
discussed: 
 

• In welcoming the presentation, the Board felt that other Members, 
particularly Community Safety Champions, would also benefit from 
some form of seminar on the Strategy. 

• Reference was made to the Police Reform and Social Responsibility 
Bill and the potential impact of the reforms set out within the Bill.  It was 
noted that the Scrutiny Board would be undertaking a separate review 
on this later in the year, once the Bill receives Royal Assent. 

• Concerns were raised that there may still be pockets of high burglary 
rates within those Wards which are not being targeted as priority. It 
was agreed that the Super Output Area analysis would be checked to 
ensure that all hotspot areas are appropriately identified. 
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• Intelligence gathering – engaging communities and support to 
Neighbourhood Watch Schemes 

• Seasonal increases in burglary – September and October saw rises 
with the returning student population. 

• The role of Elected Members – Publicise through Area Committees and 
Community Forums. 

• The role of Police Community Support Officers 

• Targeting the stolen goods market through a combination of 
enforcement and prevention measures delivered through the Safer 
Leeds Burglary Task Force. 

• Insurance mapping – reference was made to the impact of burglary 
rates on insurance premiums across the city and whether such 
information was being mapped and could be made available to Board 
Members. 

 
RESOLVED  - 
 

(a) That the report and presentation be noted. 
(b) That no further Scrutiny involvement was required at this stage. 
(c) That the successor Scrutiny Board next year be recommended to 

keep a watching brief on the progress made in relation to the 
Burglary Reduction Strategy.  

 
 
(Councillor Hamilton joined the meeting at 10.20 a.m. during the discussion 
on this item). 
 
(Councillor Jarosz declared a personal interest in this item due to her 
employment with the Probation Service.) 
 

30 Financial Health Monitoring 2011/12 - Environment and Neighbourhoods 
Directorate  

 
The report of the Head of Scrutiny and Member Development informed the 
Board of the financial health of the Environment and Neighbourhoods 
Directorate after the first four months of the 2011/12 financial year.  A briefing 
note was attached which outlined the current position. 
 
The following were in attendance for this item: 
 

• Neil Evans, Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods 

• Richard Ellis, Head of Finance, Environment and Neighbourhoods 
 
It was noted that the Resources and Council Services Scrutiny Board had 
agreed to establish a Budget Working Group and would be considering the 
budget of each directorate in turn.  Members sought further clarification on the 
remit of this Budget Working Group and noted that the Chair was due to meet 
with the Head of Scrutiny and Member Development regarding this.  In the 
meantime, the Board agreed to continue receiving the monthly financial health 
monitoring reports from the Environment and Neighbourhoods directorate. 
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Members sought clarity on figures detailed in the briefing note and it was 
reported that they were based on the projected financial position of the 
directorate and not actual positions.  It was also stated that Period 4 position 
needs to set out in the context of a requirement for the Directorate to save 
£9m between 201011 and 2011/12. 
 
In response to Members’ comments and questions, the following issues were 
discussed: 
 

• Transfer Payments – it was reported that the new funding 
arrangements for the Sheltered Wardens function would see Housing 
Benefit replacing Supporting People grant with the Housing Revenue 
Account picking up a more appropriate share of the costs associated 
with those tenants who are not eligible for Housing Benefit. The 
effective date for the implementation of the decision is November 2nd 
and it was anticipated that a saving of £1m would be delivered through 
this action.  

• Car Parking Income – the Board requested more detailed information 
around car parking income and the impact of the recent changes in 
charges.  A report will be brought to the Board’s November meeting. 

• Performance related pay – Members requested more detailed analysis 
around PRP to be reported back to the Board.  

• Money received from recycling – this was currently nil due to price 
variables. 

• Costs relating to the refuse vehicles fleet. 

• Members requested that future update reports contain more detailed 
analysis and are presented in the form of a balance sheet.  However, 
Members also wished to retain the narrative approach as adopted 
within the monthly financial update reports to Executive Board. 

 
RESOLVED – That the report and discussion be noted. 
 
 
(Councillor Townsley left the meeting during the discussion on this item at 
11.30 a.m.) 
 
 

31 Recommendation Tracking  
 

The report of the Head of Scrutiny and Member Development set out the 
progress made in responding to the recommendations arising from the 
previous Scrutiny review of Gypsies and Travellers Site Provision in Leeds.  
Members agreed the current position with all the recommendations outlined in 
the report with further information to be sent regarding Recommendation 10. 
 
Further issues discussed included the following: 
 

• Regional involvement and provision within neighbouring authorities. 
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• Consideration was being given to latest Government planning 
guidelines for travellers sites – City Development would be taking the 
lead on this. 

• That focus is now placed on identifying permanent site options as 
temporary sites will serve to defer rather than resolve the challenge of 
unauthorised encampments 

 
RESOLVED – That those recommendations that no longer require monitoring 
be agreed and that the Board continues to track the remaining 
recommendations. 
 

32 Forthcoming Scrutiny Inquiries - Draft Terms of Reference  
 

The report of the Head of Scrutiny and Member Development presented draft 
terms of reference for the following inquiries: 
 

• Private Rented Sector Housing 

• Fuel Poverty 
 
Members were asked to agree the terms of reference. 
 
RESOLVED –  
(a)  That the terms of reference for the forthcoming Scrutiny Inquiry into 
 Private Rented Sector Housing be agreed 
(b)  That the terms of reference for the forthcoming Scrutiny Inquiry into 
 Fuel Poverty be agreed, subject to the inclusion of a reference made 
 within the evidence gathering sessions to consider the levels of 
 subsidies available for various forms of renewable energy sources, 
 including existing government tariff initiatives (Feed-In Tariff, 
 Generation Tariff and Export Tariff). 
. 
 

33 Work Schedule  
 

The report of the Head of Scrutiny and Member Development detailed the 
Board’s work schedule.  Also attached were copies of recent Executive Board 
Minutes and a copy of the Forward Plan relating to the Board’s portfolio. 
 
RESOLVED – That the report be noted. 
 

34 Date and Time of Next Meeting  
 

Monday, 10th October at 10.00 a.m. (pre-meeting for all Members at 9.30 
a.m.) 
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SCRUTINY BOARD (SAFER AND STRONGER COMMUNITIES) 
 

MONDAY, 10TH OCTOBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor B Anderson in the Chair 

 Councillors R Grahame, K Groves, 
M Hamilton, J Hardy, P Harrand, G Hyde, 
J Jarosz, J Marjoram, C Townsley and 
N Walshaw 

 
 
 

35 Late Items  
 

The following late items had been forwarded to Members in a supplementary 
agenda: 
 

• Agenda Item 6 – Minutes of the meeting held on 12 September 2011 

• Agenda Item 8 – Financial Health Monitoring 2011/12 – Environment 
and Neighbourhoods Directorate 

  
36 Declarations of Interest  
 

The following declarations of interest were made: 
 

• Councillor G Hyde – Agenda Item 8, Financial Health Monitoring 
2011/12 – Environment and Neighbourhoods Directorate – due to his 
position as a Director of the East North East Homes ALMO Board 

• Councillor R Grahame – Agenda Item 8, Financial Health Monitoring 
2011/12 – Environment and Neighbourhoods Directorate – due to his 
position as a Director of the East North East Homes ALMO Board.  

 
37 Minutes - 12 September 2011  
 

RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meeting held on 12 September 2011 
be confirmed as a correct record. 
 

38 Recommendation Tracking  
 

The report of the Head of Scrutiny and Member Development set out the 
progress made in response to the recommendations arising from the previous 
Scrutiny Inquiry into Integrated Offender Management. 
 
The following were in attendance for this item: 
 

• Samantha Millar – Chief Inspector, Community Safety 

• Louise Hackett – Commissioning and Development Manager (Criminal 
Justice) 

• Neil Moloney – Head of Leeds Probation 
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Members were asked to consider the progress made against 
recommendations and to agree those which no longer required monitoring. 
 
The following issues were discussed: 
 

• Recommendation 1 – Members sought clarification of the definition and 
operational management of the rehabilitation and re-settlement strand 
of the Integrated Offender Management (IOM) model. 

• Recommendation 2 – Issues discussed included the support available 
to ex-offenders on Job Seekers Allowance in line with the new Work 
Programme model from the Department of Works and Pensions and 
Jobcentre Plus. The use of European Social Funding to support 
employment and training was also discussed and Members requested 
further information on this.  It was reported that there was capacity to 
work with between 75 and 80 offenders per month as part of the Leeds 
Work and Skills Platform in conjunction with external partners, 
including support from the third sector. It was further agreed to provide 
mapping information in relation to the partners involved in IOM and the 
Drugs Intervention Programme (DIP). Further details around the 
performance 'outcomes' in relation to IOM was also requested. 

• Recommendation 4 – In response to questions regarding budgets, it 
was reported that whilst Leeds was currently not in a difficult position in 
terms of resources, it was recognised that in future there may be a 
need explore opportunities for regional collaboration between forces to 
tackle cross boundary issues and to share resources. 

• Recommendation 7 – In relation to the Deter Young Offenders 
Scheme, further information was requested on numbers of offenders, 
targets, timescales and partners involved in delivering this scheme.  
Reference was made to a team of 5 Police Officers that worked with 
young offenders across the city. 

• Recommendation 9 –It was estimated that there was approximately 
262 Priority and Prolific Offenders (PPOs) in the City being actively 
managed. However, a maximum of 99 PPOs are managed as part of 
the IOM cohort. Further to the statistical information provided, it was 
reported that it is often expected to see an initial rise in the conviction 
figures for those 99 PPOs due to the active management of this group 
and higher detection rates. There had been a significant reduction in 
the numbers of PPOs involved with drugs in recent years. It was also 
reported that there was a tendency for these PPOs to be in the under 
25s age group. Members requested more detail around the age range 
of PPOs and the initiatives in place to manage offenders within this age 
range appropriately.  Members also requested a copy of the recent 
inspection report on Youth Offending Work in Leeds.  Further reference 
was made to tackling organised crime groups and families within the 
City.  

• Recommendation 11 – Reference was made to sharing information 
with Ward Councillors through Area Management. 
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RESOLVED – That those recommendations that no longer require monitoring 
be agreed and that the Board continues to track the remaining 
recommendations. 
 
(Councillor Jarosz declared a personal interest in this item due to her 
employment with the Probation Service as did Councillor Marjoram due to his 
wife’s employment within the Criminal Justice System). 
 

39 Financial Health Monitoring 2011/12 - Environment and Neighbourhoods 
Directorate  

 
The report of the Head of Scrutiny and Member Development informed 
Members of the financial health of the Environment and Neighbourhoods 
Directorate after five months of the financial year 2011/12. 
 
Neil Evans, Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods and Richard Ellis, 
Head of Finance, Environment and Neighbourhoods were in attendance for 
this item. 
 
The following issues were discussed: 
 

• Transfer Payments – Changes for funding support charges in  
sheltered housing through housing benefit were explained.  This would 
realise savings of £1million and this would be covered by central 
government. 

• Whilst the budget makes full provision for 100% performance related 
pay, it was reported that the true figure was likely to be less due to 
cases where performance related pay was deducted. 

• With reference to figures detailed as ‘cross cutting’ and ‘to be 
determined’ it was reported that these related to a freeze on 
expenditure that was currently being reviewed 

• Role of the Directorate’s Delegated Decision Panel. 

• Cost issues relating to vehicle repairs, office moves and recycling. 
 
Members were also informed that there would be a Budget Working Group on 
Thursday, 10 November 2011. 
 
RESOLVED – That the projected financial position of the Environment and 
Neighbourhoods Directorate after 5 months of the financial year 2011/12 be 
noted. 
  
 
 

40 Scrutiny review of Health and Safety and Food Safety Regulatory 
Services within Environmental Health - Draft Terms of Reference  

 
The report of the Head of Scrutiny and Member Development referred to the 
Board’s agreement to undertake a review of the Health and Safety and Food 
Safety Regulatory Services provided by the Council to businesses across the 
City.  Draft terms of reference were appended to the report. 
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Graham Wilson, Environmental Health Manager attended the meeting for this 
item. 
 
Members were informed of opportunities for them to accompany officers 
within the Health and Safety Team and Food Safety Team to visit premises 
and gain an insight into the inspection regime. 
 
RESOLVED – That the terms of reference for the forthcoming Scrutiny review 
of Health and Safety and Food Safety Regulatory Services within 
Environmental Health be agreed. 
 

41 Work Schedule  
 

The report of the Head of Scrutiny and Member Development detailed the 
Board’s work schedule.  Also attached were copies of recent Executive Board 
Minutes and a copy of the Forward Plan relating to the Board’s portfolio. 
 
Members were reminded that there was a meeting of the Housing Revenue 
Account Scrutiny Working Group on Friday, 4 November 2011. 
 
RESOLVED – That the report be noted. 
 

42 Date and Time of Next Meeting  
 

Monday, 14 November 2011 at 10.00 a.m. (Pre-meeting for all Board 
Members at 9.30 a.m.) 
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SCRUTINY BOARD (REGENERATION) 
 

TUESDAY, 27TH SEPTEMBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor J Procter in the Chair 

 Councillors B Anderson, B Atha, D Collins, 
P Ewens, P Grahame, J Harper, 
G Hussain, M Iqbal, T Murray and R Pryke 

 
 

9 Chair's Opening Remarks  
The Chair welcomed everyone to the September meeting of the Scrutiny 
Board (Regeneration). 
 
He also welcomed Mr G Hall who was observing the meeting today prior to 
being officially co-opted on to the Board (Minute 14 refers). 
 
He apologised for the late start of the meeting which was due to the urgent 
consideration by Board Members at the pre meeting of a final draft report on 
the Board’s Inquiry into Housing Growth which was due to be presented to an 
additional meeting of the Scrutiny Board early next month prior to the report 
being considered by the Executive Board on 2nd November 2011. 
 

10 Declarations of Interest  
There were no declarations of interest made at the meeting. 
 

11 Late Items  
There were no formal late items of business to consider, however the Chair 
agreed to accept the following supplementary items which were circulated at 
the meeting:- 
 

• A copy of an e-mail and report submitted by Property Regeneration 
Consultants produced for the Northern Way (Agenda Item 8) (Minute 
15 refers) 

• A copy of an e-mail and attachments received from the Chair of 
National Market Traders Federation Leeds (Kirkgate Branch) (Agenda 
Item 9) (Minute 16 refers) 

• A copy of a report of the Head of Scrutiny and Member Development 
on the response to the Scrutiny Inquiry Report on the Future of 
Kirkgate Market reported to Executive Board on 27th July 2011 
(Agenda Item 9 refers) (Minute 16 refers) 

 
12 Apologies for Absence and Notification of Substitutes  

Apologies for absence were received on behalf of Councillors K Mitchell and 
G Wilkinson. 
 
Notification had been received for Councillor P Grahame to substitute for 
Councillor K Mitchell and for Councillor B Anderson to substitute for Councillor 
G Wilkinson. 
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13 Minutes of the Previous Meeting  
RESOLVED –That, subject to the following amendment, the minutes of the 
meeting held on 28th June 2011 be confirmed as a correct record:- 
 
Apologies for Absence and Notification of Substitutes (Minute 2 refers) – 
Councillor A Hussain should have read ‘Councillor G Hussain’ 
 

14 Co-option to the Board  
Referring to Minute 7 of the meeting held on 28th June 2011, the Head of 
Scrutiny and Member Development submitted a report which sought the 
Board’s formal consideration for the co-option of Mr G Hall on this Scrutiny 
Board. 
 
RESOLVED- 

a) That the contents of the report be noted. 
b) That approval be given to appointing the co-option of Mr G Hall to this 

Scrutiny Board without voting rights for a term of office which does not 
go beyond the next Annual Meeting of the Council in 2012. 

 
15 Inquiry to consider Affordable Housing by Private Developers - Draft 

Terms of Reference  
Referring to Minute 5 of the meeting held on 28th June 2011, the Head of 
Scrutiny and Member Development submitted a report on the draft terms of 
reference in relation to the Board’s Inquiry to consider Affordable Housing by 
Private Developers. 
 
Appended to the report was a copy of the draft terms of reference for the 
information and comment of the meeting. 
 
The Board’s Principal Scrutiny Adviser presented the report and responded to 
Board Members’ queries and comments. 
 
It was noted that there had been no formal comments received from the 
relevant Directors or Executive Board Members. However Councillor P Gruen, 
Executive Member, Neighbourhoods, Housing and Regeneration had stated 
that he supported the Inquiry having seen the terms of reference. 
 
RESOLVED – 

a) That the contents of the report and appendices be noted. 
b) That approval be given to the terms of reference for this inquiry which 

included the co-option of Mr G Hall to this inquiry and the 
establishment of a working group comprising all Members of the Board 
to undertake this work. 

 
16 Recommendation Tracking - Future of Kirkgate Market  

The Head of Scrutiny and Member Development submitted a report on 
progress made in responding to the recommendations arising from the 
previous Scrutiny Inquiry into the future of Kirkgate Market. 
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Appended to the report was a copy of the following documents for the 
information/comment of the meeting:- 
 

• Recommendations tracking flowchart and classifications; Questions to 
be considered by Scrutiny Boards (Appendix 1 refers) 

• Draft status for each recommendation (Appendix 2 refers) 
 
The Board’s Principal Scrutiny Adviser apologised for the submission of an 
additional appendix which related to another inquiry and which had been 
circulated in error (pages 19 to 24). 
 
The following representatives were in attendance and responded to Board 
Members’ queries and comments:- 
 
Paul Stephens, Chief Economic Development Officer, City Development 
Cath Follin, Head of City Centre and Markets 
Councillor G Harper, Chair, Leeds Markets Forum 
Liz Laughton, Chair of National Markets Traders Federation Leeds (Kirkgate 
Branch) 
 
At the request of the Chair, the Chief Economic Development Officer and the 
Head of City Centre and Markets outlined the key issues within the report 
highlighting the progress made towards the twelve recommendations. 
 
Councillor G Harper and Liz Laughton were also invited to comment on the 
recommendations. 
 
Detailed discussion ensued on the contents of the report and appendices and 
Board Members raised their concerns on the apparent lack of progress made 
against the majority of the recommendations since July 2011. 
 
Following discussions, the Board made a number of changes to the proposed 
category status recommendations identified in Appendix 2 of the report which 
were duly noted by the Board’s Principal Scrutiny Adviser. 
 
In concluding, the Chair agreed to raise the above concerns with the 
Executive Member, Development and the Economy. 
 
RESOLVED- 

a) That the contents of the report and appendices be noted. 
b) That approval be given to those recommendations (recommendations 

8, 9 and 11) which no longer require monitoring to be removed from the 
schedule in accordance with the report now submitted. 

c) That the Principal Scrutiny Adviser make changes to the proposed 
category status of appendix 2 of the report as follows: 
Recommendation 1 change from category 4 to category 5 
Recommendation 2 change from category 4 to category 5 
Recommendation 3 remains at category 5 
Recommendation 4 change from category 1 to category 4 
Recommendation 5 remains at category 4 
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Recommendation 6 remains at category 5 
Recommendation 7 remains at category 4 
Recommendation 10 remains at category 4 
Recommendation 12 remains at category 6 
 

d) That a report of the Director of City Development be presented to the 
next Board meeting providing the following information on the: 

 

• Relevant Executive Board minute of 27th July 2011 

• Steps taken to comply with the Executive Board’s decision of 27th 
July 2011 to transfer Kirkgate Market to an arms length company 
and the instruction given to officers to further investigate what form 
this should taken in response to the Scrutiny Inquiry Report on the 
Future of Kirkgate Market 

• Details of the work that has been commissioned to establish the 
optimum size of the future market, together with consultant costs 

• Details of the lettings policy for the indoor market, together with 
exempt information showing the amount each trader pays. 

• Market traders signage and the payment of a bond 

• Action taken to facilitate meetings between the market traders and 
Hammersons 

• Works that are to be carried out by the Council in the indoor market 
at a cost of £200,000 and whether market traders have now been 
notified of this fact  

 
e) That the Director of City Development be invited to attend the next  
      Board meeting on 31st October 2011. 
f) That minutes of the Market Traders Forum be circulated to Board 

Members on a regular basis for their information/retention. 
 
(Councillor R Pryke left the meeting at 11.45am during discussions of the 
above item) 
 
(Councillors J Harper and M Iqbal left the meeting at 12 noon during 
discussions of the above item) 
 

17 Work Schedule  
The Head of Scrutiny and Member Development submitted a report providing 
Members with a copy of the Board’s current draft work schedule. The 
Executive Board minutes of 7th September 2011, together with the Forward 
Plan of Key Decisions for the period 1st September 2011 to 31st December 
2011 were also attached to the report. 
 
RESOLVED- 

a) That the contents of the report and appendices be noted. 
b) That the Executive Board minutes of 7th September 2011, together with 

the Forward Plan of Key Decisions for the period 1st September 2011 
to 31st December 2011 be noted. 

c) That in relation to the Board’s Inquiry to consider Affordable Housing 
by Private Developers, the Board’s Principal Scrutiny Adviser be 
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requested to circulate details of proposed dates to Board Members for 
the first meeting of the Working Group. 

d) That the Board’s Principal Scrutiny Adviser be requested to update the  
      work schedule to include a report on Town and Village greens and  
      green space designations. 

 
18 Date and Time of Next Meeting  

Scheduled Board Meeting to be held on Monday 31st October 2011 at 
10.00am in the Civic Hall, Leeds (Pre meeting for Board Members at 9.30am) 
 
 
 
(The meeting concluded at 12.25pm) 
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SCRUTINY BOARD (REGENERATION) 
 

MONDAY, 10TH OCTOBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor J Procter in the Chair 

 Councillors B Atha, P Ewens, P Grahame, 
G Hussain, M Iqbal, K Mitchell, R Pryke 
and G Wilkinson 
 
Mr G Hall – Co-opted Member 
 

 
 

19 Chair's Opening Remarks  
The Chair welcomed everyone to the additional meeting of the Scrutiny Board 
(Regeneration). 
 

20 Late Items  
There were no formal late items of business to consider, however the Chair 
agreed to accept the following supplementary items which were circulated at 
the meeting:- 
 

• A number of factual corrections to the text of the draft report received 
from Steve Speak, Chief Officer, Strategy and Policy, City 
Development (Agenda Item 6) (Minute 23 refers) 

• E mail response and comments received from George Hall, Co-opted 
Member in relation to a suggested change to Recommendation 4 
(Agenda Item 6) (Minute 23 refers) 

• E mail as formal response and comments received from the Director of 
City Development in relation to the draft report (Agenda Item 6) (Minute 
23 refers) 

• E mail response received from the Board’s Principal Scrutiny Adviser in 
relation to a printing error resulting in the omission of two words from 
the final sentence in bullet point two of recommendation 10 (Agenda 
Item 6) (Minute 23 refers) 

 
21 Declarations of Interest  

There were no declarations of interests made at the meeting. 
 

22 Apologies for Absence and Notification of Substitutes  
An apology for absence was received on behalf of Councillor T Murray. 
 
Notification had been received for Councillor P Grahame to substitute for 
Councillor T Murray. 
 

23 Inquiry on Housing Growth - Draft Final Report and Recommendations  
Referring to Minute 5 of the meeting held on 28th June 2011, the Head of 
Scrutiny and Member Development submitted a draft final report and 
recommendations in relation to the Board’s Inquiry on Housing Growth. 
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Appended to the report was a copy of a document entitled ‘Final Draft Report 
– Housing Growth – Scrutiny Inquiry Report’ for the information/comment of 
the meeting. 
 
Copies of supplementary information circulated for discussion at the request 
of the Chair (Minute 20 refers) 
 
The following representatives were in attendance and responded to Board 
Members’ queries and comments:- 
 
Phil Crabtree, Chief Planning Officer, City Development 
Steve Speak, Chief Officer, Strategy and Policy, City Development 
 
Detailed discussion ensued on the contents of the report, appendices and 
supplementary information. 
 
RESOLVED – 

a) That the contents of the report, appendices and supplementary 
information be noted. 

b) That this Board agrees the factual corrections to the report submitted 
by the Chief Officer, Strategy and Policy, City Development but not the 
proposed additional wording  to recommendation 2. 

c) That a representative from the Corporate Intelligence Team be invited 
to give evidence to the Board’s Inquiry on Affordable Housing. 

d) That this Board notes and agrees the suggested change to 
recommendation 4 as received from Mr G Hall, Co-opted Member. 

e) That this Board notes the formal response and comments received 
from the Director of City Development to its draft report. 

f) That recommendation 10 be amended to delete the wording ‘a 
significant proportion’ and substitute with the words ‘80%’ regarding  
the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL). 

g) That, subject to the above, approval be given to the Board’s final report 
and recommendations on housing growth in accordance with the report 
now submitted. 

h) That the Board conveys it’s thanks to officers, Board Members and the 
Board’s Principal Scrutiny Adviser for their valuable contributions and 
input to this Inquiry. 

 
(Councillor R Pryke joined the meeting at 10.20am during discussions of the 
above item) 
 

24 Date and Time of Next Meeting  
Monday 31st October 2011 at 10.00am in the Civic Hall, Leeds (Pre-meeting 
for Board Members at 9.30am). 
 
 
(The meeting concluded at 10.40am) 
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SCRUTINY BOARD (HEALTH AND WELL-BEING AND ADULT SOCIAL 
CARE) 

 
WEDNESDAY, 21ST SEPTEMBER, 2011 

 
PRESENT: 
 

Councillor L Mulherin in the Chair 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Councillors S Armitage, K Bruce, 
A Hussain, W Hyde, J Illingworth, 
G Kirkland, C Fox, S Varley and 
R Charlwood 
 
Co-opted Members – J Fisher, S Morgan, 
B Smithson and P Truswell  
 

 
13 Chair's opening remarks  
 

 The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting 
 

14 Late Items  
 

 Although there were no formal late items, the Board was in receipt of 
the following additional information: 
 A copy of the Board’s statement on the future options of long term 
residential and day care services arising out of the Residential and Day Care 
Services Working Group which met on 31st August 2011 which had been 
submitted to Executive Board for consideration at the meeting on 7th 
September 2011 (minute 17 refers) 
 A copy of the Leeds LINk Annual Report for 2010-2011, which was not 
available when the agenda was despatched (minute 21 refers) 
 

15 Declarations of Interest  
 

 The following Members declared personal/prejudicial interests for the 
purposes of Section 81(3) of the Local Government Act 2000 and paragraphs 
8-12 of the Members Code of Conduct: 
 Councillor Kirkland declared a personal interest as Spring Gardens 
was in his ward; that Kirkland House shared a boundary of his ward and Otley 
Clinic was also in his ward (minutes 17 and 19 refers) 
 Councillor Illingworth declared personal interests in view of him having 
a family member in long term residential care (minutes 17 and 19 refers) and 
through his involvement with Kirkstall Valley Park and Dig2Ride as these 
groups by their nature needed to take account of risk factors which were 
referred to in the Consultation report (minute 19 refers) 
 Councillor Mulherin declared a personal interest as a member of 
Epilepsy Action as this was one of the 49 conditions being considered as part 
of the transformation of Health and Adult Social Care Services (minute 19 
refers) 
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 (Further declarations were made during the meeting, minutes 18 and 
19 refer) 
 

16 Apologies for Absence and Notification of Substitutes  
 

 Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Chapman 
 The Chair informed the Board that Councillor Charlwood had replaced 
Councillor Andrea McKenna as a member of the Board and that Councillor 
Fox had replaced Councillor Graham Latty 
 

17 Minutes  
 

 RESOLVED -  To approve the minutes of the Scrutiny Board (Health 
and Well-being and Adult Social Care) meeting held on 22nd July 2011, 
subject to an amendment at minute 3, Declaration of Interest, to state that 
Councillor Armitage was Chair of the Federation of East Leeds 
Neighbourhood Network Scheme and not West Leeds as stated in the 
minutes 
 
 Members also noted the Board’s statement presented to Executive 
Board in response to the consultation on future options for long term 
residential and day care services 
 
 The Chair advised that the minutes of the Residential and Day Care 
Services Working Group of 31st August 2011 and the Health Services 
Developments Working Group of 5th September 2011 would be presented to 
the next meeting 
 

18 Transformation of Health and Adult Social Care  
 

 Members considered a report of the Head of Scrutiny and Member 
Development setting out the position on the work of the Transformation Board 
which included an overview of the Leeds Health and Social Care 
Transformation Programme together with details of the supporting managerial 
governance arrangements 
 Mr Matt Ward – Associate Director of Commissioning – NHS Leeds 
presented the report and provided a brief overview of the Transformation 
Programme, referred to the consultation processes which would need to take 
place on these proposals and highlighted some of the benefits to be achieved 
from the proposed changes for Leeds’ citizens, these included: 

• a focus on quality and safety 

• greater local facilities 

• help and support to enable people to manage their own health 
conditions 

• integrated services 

• reduced duplication 
Mr Ward also gave detailed information on work to be undertaken on  

specific projects which included: 

• outpatient follow-ups  

• prescribing 
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• musculoskeletal clinical pathways 

• out of hours service 

• early identification of patients at risk of hospital admission (risk 
stratification) 

• improvements to support for older people and greater integration 
between health and social care teams 

• better management of type 2 diabetes 

• home oxygen services 
 

Councillor Mulherin declared a personal interest as a family member  
was currently receiving musculoskeletal treatment 
 Sally Morgan declared a personal interest through having received 
musculoskeletal treatment  
 Councillor Bruce declared an interest through a family being member in 
long term care and currently being in hospital 
 Joy Fisher declared an interest through her involvement with the 
NESTA bid which Mr Ward had referred to 
 Councillor Charlwood declared a personal interest through being 
employed by Leonard Cheshire Disability which cared for people with long 
term care needs 
 Councillor Armitage declared a personal interest as the Chair of 
Swarcliffe Good Neighbours scheme which provided services for older people 
 
 Members commented on the following matters: 

• the pace of the changes 

• the difficulties of dealing with patients with varied and complex 
needs particularly when the focus was moving towards treating 
people at home 

• prescribing issues, particularly expensive drugs with limited 
clinical effectiveness 

• the need for reassurances to be given that in relation to 
prescribing generic drugs, due consideration was given to the 
specific conditions of patients as some conditions may be 
exacerbated by changes in the medication prescribed.   Mr 
Ward confirmed that this was the case 

• out of hours GP services; the need for these to be local and if 
situated in a hospital that this was not seen as a hospital service 
and not managed by a consultant.   Mr Ward accepted these 
comments and stated that the model for this had not yet been 
defined 

• how success would be measured , with Mr Ward stating that an 
exploration of this had commenced 

• that reassurances were needed in respect of empowering 
people to take greater responsibility for their health.   Mr Ward 
confirmed that this was about people who were willing and able 
to manage their own health conditions.   These patients would 
then be offered a support network from practitioners although 
they could move back to a more structured approach if they 
wished or needed to 
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• the mechanisms for educating people about their health 
 

RESOLVED -   
i) To note the information provided and the comments  

now made and to request a further report be provided to the meeting to be 
held on 29th February 2012 which provided a further update and greater detail 
on how patients would manage the process and how the changes would be 
communicated to the public 

ii) That information on diabetes rates in the Super output areas be 
 provided 

iii) That a list of the 49 conditions recognised as being effectively  
treated using non-patient pathways be provided 
 

19 Consultation (Across Adult Social Care and Health)  
 

 Further to minute 9 of the Scrutiny Board (Health and Wellbeing and 
Adult Social Care) meeting held on 22nd July 2011 where Members 
considered potential inquiry topics, Members considered a report setting out 
contributions to the inquiry.   Appended to the report were the following 
documents: 

- Leeds City Council corporate report on community engagement 
- Adult Social Care Public Consultation and Engagement Processes 
- A paper from NHS Leeds – Patient and public involvement and 

engagement in the NHS in Leeds 
- Terms of the reference for the Board’s Health Service 

Developments Working Group 
-  
The following people attended for this item: 
Kathy Kudelnitzky – Leeds Initiative 
Matthew Lund – Corporate Consultation Manager 
Dennis Holmes – Deputy Director Strategic Commissioning – Adult 
Social Services 
Ann Hill – Head of Finance – Adult Social Services 
June Goodson-Moore – Executive Director Workforce and Corporate 
Development – NHS Leeds 
Jane Westmoreland – Associate Director of Corporate Services – NHS 
Leeds 
Karl Milner – Director of External Affairs – Leeds Teaching Hospitals 
NHS Trust 

 
 The Board was informed of the work being done by the Council to 
improve the consistency and co-ordination of the community engagement it 
carried out with Leeds’ citizens on a range of issues.  The need to take 
account of the Localism Bill, engagement and social media, empowerment, 
the creation of a citizen’s panel and budgetary issues were referred to 
 Mr Holmes stated that of all of the Council’s Directorates, Adult Social 
Care consulted more than others and that with the need for a corporate and 
partnership approach, much wider consultation would be required, with staff 
having to be equipped to effectively carry this out  
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 Details of the types of consultation which were undertaken were 
provided, which ranged from the personal -  an individual care plan, to city 
wide – changes in service provision, with a recent example of successful 
consultation – future options for residential and day care services for older 
people, being highlighted.   Whilst external context and timescales could have 
a negative impact on consultation, staff in Adult Social Care were being made 
aware of this and through embedding consistency it was hoped that some of 
the problems which had occurred in the past regarding consultation would be 
avoided 
 Members questioned the Council Officers at this point and in brief 
summary, the key areas of discussion were: 

• the quality of the information being consulted upon with 
concerns that the recent residential and day care consultation 
outcome in respect of the future of accommodation in Otley 
might be less clear, as planning permission for one residential 
care home was due to expire, with no construction having 
commenced and the proposals for a second site in Otley being 
for a facility for Alzheimer sufferers only, which would not cater 
for the majority of residents at Spring Gardens 

• the role of the Strategic Involvement Group with concerns there 
could be duplication with the Board’s role 

• the need for a culture of involvement and participation to be 
created 

• the need for clear, informed, unbiased consultation, with 
meaningful dialogue and at least 12 weeks timescale for 
submission of comments 

• that consultation must be genuine with good feedback on the 
outcomes to avoid people feeling what was being carried out 
was a box-ticking exercise and for the process to be be audited, 
with good practice being cascaded 

• that consultation for the sake of it must not occur 

• the important role Area Committees could have in consultation 
exercises  

• that the Voluntary Sector should be encouraged to adopt 
customer feedback 

• the current financial situation, how this and the pace of change 
would impact on the Council and its partners; savings which 
could be made by more efficient use of resources when 
consulting; the lessons learned from recent consultations and 
the pressures of new ways of working  

 
Councillor Kirkland declared a personal interest as a former GP who 
had treated patients in Spring Gardens Residential Home 

 
The Board was then informed of the consultation processes within NHS  

Leeds, with details being provided on current and future involvement and 
engagement and the duty to involve and consult, which for significant or major 
variations or developments would require the Scrutiny Board to be consulted, 
but that lower level changes could be brought to the Board if considered 
appropriate.   Members were informed that work was ongoing with PCTs and 
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partnerships to devise the most effective way to engage and link that with the 
work being done by the Council 
 Members questioned the NHS Leeds representatives and in brief 
summary, the key areas of discussion were: 

• that some changes which had taken place, particularly 
relocation of services and reduced staffing levels did not appear 
to have been consulted upon.   The Board was informed that all 
providers would be contacted to remind them that any changes 
must go through the appropriate level of consultation 

• concerns about the way the changes to the dermatology service 
had been dealt with, particularly the recording of decisions which 
had been made and accountability 

• the need for openness, transparency and genuineness, with this 
being across all levels of the service 

• the proposed changes to commissioning of services 

• the creation of a Shadow Health and Wellbeing Board 

• engagement with patients in planning NHS services and the 
need for a consistent approach across all the Health Trusts 

• the need for categories that are used to determine the level of 
consultation and engagement required for various changes to 
NHS provision to be clearly understood and in a format that the 
public could easily follow.   The Community Healthcare Trust’s 
model was recommended 

 
RESOLVED -  To note the information provided, that a further, detailed  

report be submitted to a future meeting with the Chair of the Strategic 
Involvement Group, Steven Clough, being invited to attend on that occasion 
 (During consideration of this matter, Councillors Armitage and Hussain 
left the meeting) 
 

20 Shadow Health and Wellbeing Board for Leeds  
 

 The Board considered a report on local developments arising from 
proposed NHS reforms.   Appended to the report was a copy of the report 
considered by Executive Board at its meeting on 7th September 2011 which 
outlined the development of a shadow Health and Wellbeing Board for Leeds 
and progress on the Leeds Joint Strategic Needs Assessment (JSNA)  
 Rob Kenyon – Head of Partnerships – LCC Adult Social Services 
attended for this report and was accompanied by Dennis Holmes – Deputy 
Director Adult Social Services 
 Mr Kenyon informed the Board that despite the unprecedented amount 
of change, Leeds was well placed to meet the timescales set by Central 
Government and could take advantage of the new developments the changes 
would bring.   Leeds was an early implementer of a Health and Wellbeing 
Board which would become operational by 2013.   A shadow Board was 
required to be in place by April 2012, with the Leeds Shadow Health and 
Wellbeing Board being implemented within a few weeks time.   Whilst 
Government guidance continued to change, the aim of the proposals 
remained to promote better integrated commissioning decisions and 
integrated service provision 
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 The Panel raised the following matters in the discussion which 
followed: 

• the need for integrated working across all Council departments 
which dealt with issues which impacted on the Health and Social 
Care agendas 

• the importance of quality assurance with concerns that the Care 
Quality Commission was facing increasing workloads and 
changes in emphasis and that these concerns should be relayed 
to the Government 

• the need to develop a working relationship with the Shadow 
Health and Wellbeing Board once it had been established 

 
RESOLVED -  To note the report and the information provided 
 

 (During consideration of this matter, Councillor Bruce left the meeting) 
 

21 Local Involvement Network - Annual Report 2010/11  
 

 The Board considered the Leeds Local Involvement Network (Leeds 
LINk) Annual Report for 2010-2011 
 Betty Smithson and Paul Truswell presented the report which provided 
information on the structure and membership of the organisation, information 
on work which had been carried out during the last year, with the work done 
on hospital food and Leeds Crisis Centre being highlighted, together with 
details of ongoing activities, particularly around changes to dermatology 
services 
 In brief summary, the key areas of discussion were: 

• funding issues and the transition to Healthwatch 

• Leeds Crisis Centre and whether user pathways had been found 
to replace that service, with Members being informed that a 
report on Leeds Crisis Centre had been timetabled in the 
Boards’ work programme for next year 

• whether Neighbourhood Networks were being fully utilised by 
LINk, particular in terms of consultation  

 
RESOLVED -  To note the report and the comments now made 

 
22 Work Schedule  
 

 The Head of Scrutiny and Member Development submitted a copy of 
the work programme for the 2011/12 Municipal Year which had been 
populated with the six priority areas for scrutiny identified at the previous 
meeting 
 Concerning Leeds Crisis Centre, the need to engage with service users 
about their experiences following the withdrawal of funding could necessitate 
a change of timescale for consideration of this issue from January as currently 
set out in the work programme 
 In terms of the inquiry on health inequalities, although concerns were 
raised about the provision of information for this inquiry, the Chair advised that 
the starting point would be the Joint Strategic Needs Assessment and that 
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she had already seen a wealth of useful information which could form part of 
the Board’s considerations 
 Councillor Varley, in her capacity as Health Champion, referred to a 
recent workshop she had attended and assured Members that detailed work 
was taking place 
 
 RESOLVED –  

i) To note the contents of the Work Schedule and the comments 
made 

ii) To note the contents of the Executive Board minutes dated 27th 
July 2011 and the Forward Plan covering the period 1st 
September 2011 – 31st December 2011 

 
23 Date and Time of the Next Meeting  
 

 Friday 28th October 2011 at 10.00am 
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SCRUTINY BOARD (HEALTH AND WELL-BEING AND ADULT SOCIAL 
CARE) 

 
FRIDAY, 28TH OCTOBER, 2011 

 
PRESENT: 
 

Councillor L Mulherin in the Chair 

 
 
 
 

Councillors R Charlwood, C Fox, 
S Armitage, J Chapman, A Hussain, 
W Hyde, J Illingworth and S Varley 
 
Co-opted Members – J Fisher, S Morgan, B 
Smithson and P Truswell 
 

 
 
 

24 Late Items  
 

 Although there were no formal late items, the Board was in receipt of 
the following additional information, circulated by the Principal Scrutiny 
Adviser: 
 An e-mail from an outreach officer of RP Fighting Blindness in support 
of the request for scrutiny into the arrangements for meeting the needs of 
blind and visually impaired people in Leeds (minute 28 refers) 
 
 

25 Declarations of Interest  
 

 The following Members declared personal/prejudicial interests for the 
purposes of Section 81(3) of the Local Government Act and paragraphs 8-12 
of the Members Code of Conduct: 
 Councillor Armitage declared a personal interest as the Chair of 
Swarcliffe Good Neighbours on issues relating to the care of elderly people 
 Councillor Fox declared a personal interest as a member of Otley 
Action for Older People Management Committee on issues relating to the 
care of elderly people 
 Joy Fisher declared a personal interest through knowing the nominated 
speaker seeking a request for scrutiny and many of those present for this 
item, in her role as a member of the Alliance of Services Experts (minute 28 
refers) 
 
 

26 Apologies for Absence and Notification of Substitutes  
 

 Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Bruce and 
Councillor Kirkland 
 
 

27 Minutes  
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 RESOLVED -  That the minutes of the Scrutiny Board (Health and 
Well-being and Adult Social Care) meeting held on 21st September be 
approved 
 
 

28 Request for Scrutiny- Arrangements for meeting the needs of Blind and 
Visually Impaired people in Leeds  

 
 The Board considered a report of the Head of Scrutiny and Member 
Development setting out a request for scrutiny relating to the current 
arrangements for meeting the needs of Blind and Visually Impaired people in 
Leeds.   A copy of the request made by Mr Victor Jackson, was appended to 
the report 
 Members noted that a Deputation to Full Council on this matter was 
scheduled to be presented at its meeting on 16th November 
 The Board heard from Mary Naylor MBE who had been nominated to 
speak on this matter 
 Members were informed that following the changes to the provision of 
services for blind, visually impaired and dual sensory loss people in Leeds, 
there were major concerns by service users about the loss of venues for the 
range of groups which had been formed which as well as providing the 
opportunity for socialisation also provided help, motivation and continued 
support for people living with these conditions 
 Concerns were also highlighted in respect of: 

• the provision at Fairfax House; that as a drop-in centre this was 
adequate but not as a day centre due to its location; its design – 
i.e. an office building - and its lack of basic facilities suitable for 
service users  

• the monitoring of complaints within Adult Social Care in view of 
the concerns about the provision which had been raised, 
although it had been stated by Senior Officers within the 
Department that no complaints had been received in respect of 
this provision 

• the impact of the changes on carers, in that the previously 
guaranteed respite provided by the regular group meetings at 
Shire Oak, had ceased 

• the need to ensure provision for the future  
• that Shire Oak which had been a centre planned for and by 
people with visual impairments, remained empty 

• that the current unstable situation was causing fear and concern 
and that without the support networks provided by service users 
and volunteers, those people newly diagnosed with visual 
impairment would not have the same opportunities when dealing 
with their new situation which could lead to isolation and loss of 
confidence 

As deputations to Council were usually referred to Executive Board for  
consideration, the Scrutiny Board considered that a working group be 
established as a logical way forward, comprising members of the Scrutiny 
Board which would meet before the Executive Board meeting as this would 
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enable the working group’s recommendations to be put directly to the 
Executive Board 
 RESOLVED – 

i) To note the report and to thank Mary Naylor for her presentation 
ii) To note that a deputation on the issues raised would be 

presented to Council at its meeting on 16th November 2011 
iii) That a working group of the Scrutiny Board (Health and Well-

being and Adult Social Care) be established to consider the 
issues raised and that a meeting be arranged prior to the 
Executive Board meeting to enable the working group’s findings 
to be submitted to the Executive Board 

 
 

29 NHS Foundation Trust Proposals  
 

 The Board considered a report of the Head of Scrutiny and Member 
Development seeking its views on the plans of local NHS Trusts to become 
NHS Foundation Trusts.   Copies of the consultation documents on the 
proposals in relation to Leeds Community Healthcare NHS Trust, The Leeds 
Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust and Yorkshire Ambulance Service NHS Trust 
were appended to the report 
 The following people attended for this item: 
 
 Dennis Holmes – Deputy Director Strategic Commissioning – Adult 
Social Care 
 Karl Milner – Director of External Affairs for Leeds Teaching Hospitals 
 Brian Steven – Deputy Chief Executive of Leeds Teaching Hospitals 
Trust 
 Emma Fraser – Head of Performance, Contracting and Business 
Planning at Leeds Community Healthcare NHS Trust 
 Rob Webster – Chief Executive Leeds Community Healthcare NHS 
Trust 
  
 The Chair stated that a representative of West Yorkshire Ambulance 
Service was expected, following their request to attend 
 
 The Board was informed of the work being undertaken by the local 
NHS Trusts to become Foundation Trusts which whilst retaining the primary 
purpose of providing health care free at the point of delivery, would provide 
greater local involvement and accountability; be free from central government 
control; be self-governing and have new financial freedoms to raise capital 
which could then be reinvested into the Trust to provide new services 
 Members were informed that the work towards Foundation Trusts had 
led to an increased focus on what was currently happening within the Trusts 
and that changes and improvements would come with Foundation Trust 
status 
 In summary the key areas of discussion were: 

• the pros and cons of Foundation Trust status with details being 
provided of the increased monitoring and checks and balances 
which would be needed arising out of the situation at Mid 
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Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust together with the possibility 
of creating the best possible health service for the city; creating 
seamless, professional integrated services and being an 
employer of choice 

• the importance of the governance arrangements of the new 
Trusts  

• staff training and career development across the whole 
structure, not solely medical staff and the need for proper 
staffing levels 

• the need for social inclusion in terms of recruitment, with 
concerns that currently some groups and areas of Leeds were 
not represented in certain professions amongst hospital staff 

• public involvement in the membership of the Foundation Trusts 
and the need to broaden this beyond the LS postcode to take 
into account areas of Leeds with Bradford and Wakefield 
postcodes 

• that for governance arrangements, Electoral Wards might be 
more appropriate to align with rather than parliamentary 
constituencies due to the proposed parliamentary boundary 
changes and the fact that one constituency includes part of 
Leeds and part of another area 

• how NHS and private care would be managed; how the two 
streams of patient care would be segregated and how pressure 
on patients to opt for private care would be avoided 

• the financial pressures on Foundation Trusts 
• quality, whether this would improve through achieving 
Foundation Trust status, if so, the reasons for this and how this 
would be measured 

• the structures which would be in place for engaging and 
involving the public, beyond Governing Bodies 

• scrutiny arrangements, that this important element would 
remain, with it being confirmed that this Board would retain its 
current role and that further scrutiny of the Foundation Trusts 
would also come from the Governors 

RESOLVED –  
 i) To note the report and the information presented  

and that the following comments be included in relation to the proposals: 

• the need to include all the postcodes which cover the Leeds 
area in terms of the membership of an NHS Foundation Trust 

• that local Council Ward boundaries should be used when 
seeking members to join the Trust 

• the importance of future proofing, particularly the taking on of 
the new Health and Well-being Boards 

• the importance of integration of Health and Council services in 
terms of governance arrangements 

• the need for socially inclusive recruitment to reflect the diversity 
of the population of Leeds in all of its areas 

• the need for quality to be assured 
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• the need for clear definition in relation to NHS patients and 
private patients, including the governance arrangements 

ii) That a further report setting out the Board’s draft consultation 
response to the proposals be submitted to the next meeting for approval 
 
 

30 Health Inequalities  
 

 Further to minute 11 of the Board meeting held on 22nd July 2011, 
where Health Inequalities was identified as an area of review within the 
Board’s work schedule, to consider a report of the Head of Scrutiny and 
Member Development outlining proposals for an inquiry into this subject.   
Appended to the report for information was a copy of the inquiry undertaken in 
2009/10 by the former Scrutiny Board (Health) entitled – Promoting Good 
Public Health: The Role of the Council and its Partners, together with the 
latest recommendation tracking report , last updated in April 2011 
 Dennis Holmes was joined by Rob Kenyon, Head of Partnerships – 
Adult Social Services for this item 
 It was noted that some of the actions arising from recommendations of 
the previous inquiry had not been completed, with the Chair requesting a 
further update on these outstanding issues at the November Board meeting 
 The following comments were made: 

• that key areas, such as the availability of alcohol – regulated by 
licensing regulations and public open space – regulated by 
planning policies – needed to be considered, with concerns 
being raised that centrally there were no links between all of 
these issues which related to people’s health 

• the previous scrutiny inquiry, with the Chair referring to work 
being done by Trading Standards around tobacco which would 
be included in the Board’s inquiry on reducing smoking.   
Members were informed that Trading Standards had also 
expressed an interest in being involved in the Health Inequalities 
inquiry 

• the importance of the JSNA in providing information from across 
the city to inform the debate on this matter and the difference in 
life expectancy rates depending upon where people lived in 
Leeds was stated 

• that most of the work done by the previous Board on health 
inequalities was based on the Marmot report, with an alternative 
publication ‘The Spirit Level: Why Equality is Better for 
Everyone’ being suggested, as this presented a different view 
which could be of use 

 Members were advised by Councillor Chapman, Chair of Children’s 
Services Scrutiny Board, that her Board would like to continue receiving 
feedback on the issues around teenage pregnancy and that she would be 
happy to relay information to both Boards which might be of use in their work 
 RESOLVED -   

i) To note the report and the information provided 
ii) That an updated recommendation tracking report be submitted 

to the next meeting which focussed on those recommendations 
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made in the previous Board’s inquiry, which as at April 2011, 
remained outstanding 

iii) That further information be provided on ‘The Spirit Level’ 
iv) To note the request for wider involvement of Partners and 

Council Departments in the Board’s inquiry and that a wider list 
of possible participants be drawn up for the Board’s approval 

 
 

31 Review of Children's Congenital Cardiac Services in England : Inquiry 
report  

 
 The Board received a report of the Head of Scrutiny and Member 
Development summarising the main issues identified by the Joint Health 
Overview and Scrutiny Committee (HOSC) which comprised the 15 top-tier 
local authorities across Yorkshire and the Humber and was formed to 
consider and respond to the Review of Children’s Congenital Cardiac 
Services in England and the associated reconfiguration proposals.   A 
summary of the Committee’s recommendations to the Joint Committee of 
Primary Care Trusts – the decision-making body - were included in the report, 
for information 
 Copies of the full HOSC report were available at the meeting 
 The Chair informed the Board of the work undertaken by HOSC and 
the efforts made to question fully the rationale and evidence behind the 
proposals, whilst at the same time making a clear, strong and evidenced case 
for the retention of the service provided at the LGI; this being one of an eight-
centred model proposed by HOSC which also proposed the retention of the 
other northern centre, in Newcastle 
 In terms of the number of procedures required to be carried out at the 
Leeds Centre as part of the proposals, Members were informed that the LGI 
was confident it could deliver that number and with only three surgeons 
currently, were nearly at that figure.   Whilst work to recruit a fourth surgeon 
was underway, the uncertainly around the Leeds Centre was having an 
impact on this recruitment exercise 
 The Chair informed the Board that she would be speaking in 
Westminster on 9th November 2011 to present the Yorkshire and Humber 
Regional Scrutiny Report and its findings to the Health Minister at a meeting 
organised by the Leeds Children’s Heart Surgery Fund which all of the 
region’s MPs and Peers had also been invited to attend 
 The Board congratulated the HOSC for an excellent Inquiry and Karl 
Milner, Director of External Affairs for Leeds Teaching Hospitals thanked 
Leeds City Council for the lead it had taken on this important issue and stated 
that in terms of scrutinising the options provided by the NHS Medical Director, 
no other region had done as much or provided such a comprehensive and 
well presented document 
 In relation to the parallel consultation on Adult Congenital Cardiac 
Services, the Chair informed the Board that the view of HOSC was that 
consultation should have been undertaken jointly; that there was a need for 
consistency of service for children with congenital heart problems who then 
grew into adults with congenital heart problems; that it was the same 
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surgeons treating children and adults and that any decision should not be 
taken in isolation 
 It was noted that a decision on the proposals was expected on 14th 
December 2011, although it was accepted that this date could change 
 RESOLVED -  To note the main issues and recommendations of the 
Joint Health Overview and Scrutiny Committee (Yorkshire and the Humber) 
 
 

32 Crisis Centre - Proposed Terms of Reference  
 

 Further to minute 68 of the Scrutiny Board (Adult Social Care) meeting 
held on 16th February 2011 where the Board agreed to review the exit 
strategy for the Crisis Centre following its decommission, Members 
considered a report of the Head of Scrutiny and Member Development setting 
out details of the proposed inquiry into this matter.   Appended to the report 
were the draft terms of reference agreed by Scrutiny Board (Adult Social 
Care) at its meeting on 13th April 2011 (minute 95 refers) 
 Dennis Holmes, who was in attendance for this item explained that the 
draft terms of reference had been drawn up at a specific point in time, i.e. 
April 2011 and that as the Centre had closed in July 2011, some of them 
might not be relevant, whilst other matters not referred to in the terms of 
reference might need consideration 
 Members discussed the amount of data which would be available, with 
a suggestion that after the initial 2-3 months of data being looked at, that data 
for 6 months and then a year could be considered 
 The Board considered how to proceed and it was suggested that a 
monitoring report on the reprovision of services and the impact of change on 
service users since the closure of the Crisis Centre would be more 
appropriate rather than an inquiry 
 RESOLVED - That instead of an inquiry into the Crisis Centre, the 
Director of Adult Social Care be asked to submit a monitoring report to a 
future Board meeting setting out reprovision of services and the impact of 
change on service users since the closure of the Crisis Centre, supported by 
data providing information on the alternative services and pathways offered to 
those people who used, or would have used the Crisis Centre 
 
 

33 Work Schedule  
 

 The Head of Scrutiny and Member Development submitted a copy of 
the work programme for the 2011/12 Municipal Year which had been 
populated with six priority areas for scrutiny identified at the July meeting 
 RESOLVED –  

i) To note the Work Schedule and to agree the amendments in 
terms of the establishment of a working group to consider the 
issues raised in relation to the provision of services for blind and 
visually impaired people in Leeds (minute 28 refers) and the 
change of approach to an examination of issues following the 
closure of the Crisis Centre (minute 32 refers) 
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ii) To note the contents of the Executive Board minutes dated 7th 
September 2011 and 12th October 2011 and the Forward Plan 
covering the period 1st October 2011 – 31st January 2012 

 
 

34 Date and Time of the Next Meeting  
 

 Friday 25th November 2011 at 10.00am (Pre-meeting for all Members 
at 9.30am) 
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Plans Panel (East) 
 

Thursday, 8th September, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor D Congreve in the Chair 

 Councillors R Finnigan, R Grahame, 
P Gruen, G Latty, M Lyons, C Macniven, 
K Parker, J Procter, R Pryke and D Wilson 

 
   

 
 
63 Chair's opening remarks  
 The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting and asked Members and 
Officers to introduce themselves 
 
 
64 Late Items  
 There were no formal late items although the Panel was in receipt of the 
following information to be considered at the meeting: 
 Application 11/02315/RM – Reserved Matters application – Manston Lane 
LS15 – a written representation from an objector (minute 71 refers) 
 
 
65 Declarations of Interest  
 The following Members declared personal/prejudicial interests for the 
purposes of Section 81(3) of the Local Government Act 2000 and paragraph 8-12 of 
the Members Code of Conduct: 
 Application 10/04404/FU retail store at Moorhouse Avenue and Old Lane 
Beeston – Councillor Lyons declared a personal interest as a member of West 
Yorkshire Transport Authority as Metro had commented on the proposals (minute 66 
refers) 
 Application 11/02315/RM – residential development at Manston Lane LS15, 
Councillor Lyons declared a personal interest through being a member of West 
Yorkshire Integrated Transport Authority as Metro had commented on the outline 
application (minute 71 refers) 
 Application 11/02315/RM – residential development at Manston Lane LS15 – 
Councillor Grahame declared a personal interest through his wife, Councillor 
Pauleen Grahame’s previous involvement with the application (minute 71 refers) 
 Leeds East Academy – Position Statement – Councillor Lyons declared a 
personal interest through being a member of West Yorkshire Transport Authority as 
Metro had commented on the proposals (minute 75 refers) 
 
 
66 Application 10/0440/FU - Junction of Moorhouse Avenue and Old Lane 
Beeston LS11  
 The Panel’s Lead Officer referred to a further objection received from a retail 
competitor to the application submitted by Tesco for a supermarket at Beeston.   
Advice had been sought from the Council’s retail consultant and it was the view of 
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Officers that in order to properly assess the information and provide correct advice to 
Panel, that the report should be withdrawn from the agenda to allow full 
consideration of all the issues raised, with a further report being submitted 
 Members questioned whether the application would be brought back to the 
October meeting.   The Panel’s Lead Officer stated that it was not possible at this 
stage to commit to resubmitting the report to the next Panel but that it would be 
presented to Members as soon as all the information had been properly considered 
 Concerns were raised that many people had attended the meeting for this 
application and whether they could have been notified of the possibility that the 
application might not be considered, which would have saved much inconvenience 
 Officers apologised for this and reported that as many people as possible had 
been contacted about the possible withdrawal of the report from the agenda 
 RESOLVED -  That the report be withdrawn from the agenda and that a 
further report be submitted in due course 
 
 
67 Minutes  
 RESOLVED -  That the minutes of the Plans Panel East meeting held on 11th 

August 2011 be approved subject to the following amendment to part of minute 56 – 
Application 10/05670/FU – 56 The Drive Crossgates LS15 
 
 The Panel’s legal adviser, the Head of Development and Regulatory, referred 
to the complex legal history associated with the site and informed Members of a 
preliminary issue in that the applicant’s solicitor had made an application to the High 
Court seeking certain declarations of the court regarding the issue of the height of 
the building and maintaining that the Council was estopped from refusing the 
application based on height as a consequence of previous concessions made by it.   
The Panel was informed that the applicant’s solicitor had requested the report to be 
withdrawn from the agenda pending the court case and that Judge Cockcroft, who 
heard the previous case, had been requested by the applicant’s solicitor to consider 
this case.   If the report was not withdrawn from the agenda, the applicant would 
reserve the right to refer to their letter on any subsequent appeal ……………. 
 
 
68 Matters arising from the minutes  
 With reference to Application 10/05670/FU – 56 The Drive Crossgates LS15, 
Officers reported that the High Court hearing into this matter had been set for 13th 
September although it was not known which Judge would be hearing the case.   It 
was the Council’s intention to defend its position as vigorously as possible, although 
only two hours had been allotted to deal with the matter, which might necessitate a 
further sitting if the case was not concluded during that time.   It was agreed to 
update Members on the current position following the hearing 
 
 With reference to minute 186 of the Plans Panel East meeting held on 19th 
May – Application 10/05711/FU – 11 Old Park Road LS8, the Head of Planning 
Services advised the Panel that some progress had been made on the issues 
relating to this application and that a report would be brought to the October meeting 
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69 Application 10/03826/FU - Riverside Nurseries Linton Common Wetherby 
LS22 - Appeal decision  
 Further to minute 145 of the Plans Panel East meeting held on 17th February 
2011, where Panel resolved to refuse an application for one 3 bedroom agricultural 
worker’s dwelling with garage at Riverside Nurseries, Linton, the Panel considered a 
report of the Chief Planning Officer setting out the Inspector’s decision on the appeal 
lodged by the applicant 
 It was the decision of the Inspector to allow the appeal with a partial award of 
costs being made against the Council 
 RESOLVED – To note the appeal decision 
 
 
70 Application 11/01403/EXT -Extension of time period for planning 
application 30/196/05/FU  for change of use of land and buildings from 
agricultural to equestrian purposes, formation of arena and cross-country 
course -  Land at Wikefield Farm Harrogate Road Harewood LS17  
 Further to minute 31 of the Plans Panel East meeting held on 14th July 2011 
where Panel deferred determination of the application for legal advice, Members 
considered a further report 
 Officers presented the report and outlined the main points of a letter setting 
out the intentions of the landowners 
 Counsel’s advice, as set out in the submitted report was outlined, with 
Members being informed that the advice given in relation to changes in personal 
circumstances of the tenant; whether personal circumstances were a material 
planning consideration and if so, the weight to be attached to these, accorded with 
the view of Officers on these matters 
 Officers reported the receipt of further representations which brought the total 
number of objections to 72 individual objections and 2787 standardised objections 
 RESOLVED -  That the application be granted subject to the conditions set 
out in the submitted report 
 
 
71 Application 11/02315/RM - Manston Lane Cross Gates LS15 - (Discharge 
of condition 1 only of outline planning permission 08/03440/OT)  
 (Prior to consideration of this application, Councillor Procter joined the 
meeting) 
 
 Further to minute 55 of the Plans Panel East meeting held on 11th August 
2011 where Members considered a position statement on a Reserved Matters 
application for a residential development comprising 132 houses and 19 flats, at 
Manston Lane LS15, part of the former Vickers tank factory site, Members 
considered the formal application 
 Plans, photographs and graphics were displayed at the meeting 
 Officers presented the report which also included information on the context of 
the application in relation to surrounding developments and the delivery of the 
Manston Lane Link Road (MLLR).   The Panel was informed that a revised layout 
plan had been submitted which was considered to be acceptable, therefore a change 
to the recommendation from defer and delegate to approval of the application was 
sought along with the deletion of conditions 5 and 9 which had been addressed in 
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the revised plan.   Conditions 16 and 17 could also be deleted as they had been 
included on the outline application 
 A typing error at paragraph 5.1 was corrected and it was confirmed that 260 
units could be built across the two sites before the MLLR was in place 
 In respect of affordable housing this would be at 25%; public open space 
locations had been secured as part of the application and that whilst Members had 
commented on the need for a play area to be included on the site, there was an 
agreement not to provide this and £62k had been secured by a S106 Agreement for 
off-site provision 
 The various off-site highway measures agreed on the outline application and 
included in the report were referred to 
 In terms of the provision of a railway station, this was beyond the remit of the 
application under consideration and that from discussions which had taken place, 
Metro appeared to favour improvements at Micklefield Station rather than the 
provision of a new station 
 The application had generated some representations although many of these 
focussed on the highway implications of the scheme and the MLLR which were not 
part of the considerations for this application 
 To address Members’ concerns about possible ransom strips, a condition had 
been included to ensure that proposed street connections to land east of the site 
would be constructed up to the boundary 
 Details of the house types were provided which would comprise a mix of 
types, predominantly family housing although some flats had been included in the 
scheme 
 Members were informed that a separate application would be submitted for 
the detailed landscaping 
 Officers recommended approval of the application to the Panel 
 The Panel heard representations from the applicant’s agent and an objector 
who attended the meeting 
 Members discussed the following matters: 

• the traffic congestion in the area which would be exacerbated by this 
development 

• the lack of school places in the area in view of the family housing being 
proposed and the level of education contributions to accommodate 
these children in local schools 

• that the contributions agreed on an outline application might not reflect 
the needs at the time if the development was delayed, with concerns 
being raised that this issue should be considered on this site and be 
discussed at a future Joint Plans Panel meeting 

• concerns that Officers were seeking to amend the recommendation to 
approve, without having consulted Ward Members on the revised 
layout plans and especially in view of the controversial nature of the 
application 

• that further assurances were needed on matters relating to street 
lighting, especially the community safety aspect of this, boundary 
treatments, drainage, flooding – including the response from the 
Environment Agency to the proposals -  and dealing with the coal 
under the site.   On this matter, Members were advised that rather than 
extracting the coal, the site would be capped, with the Chair allowing a 
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member of the applicant’s team to provide factual information on the 
investigations which had taken place  

• that samples of the proposed materials should be provided together 
with details of the sustainability and weathering of the timber 

• that in view of the comments made by the applicant’s agent on 
timescales, that a 3 year permission would be needed rather than 5 
years.   Officers advised that the timescales required submission of 
Reserved Matters within 3 years and then implementation within 2 
years 

• the need to ensure a proper impact study had been carried out and 
proper assessments made by Highways of the traffic issues associated 
with the scheme 

• concerns that the access to the site was contrived and need further 
consideration 

• the likelihood of the developer seeking a reduction in the level of 
affordable housing at a later date.   Members were informed that the 
S106 Agreement had been signed which included delivery of affordable 
housing at 25% and that any alterations to this would necessitate a 
further application being submitted 

•  that the developer’s intention was to create a residential development 
where people would remain and move up the housing ladder but that 
the design of the houses undermined this objective 

• that the design of the properties needed to be reconsidered and should 
be of a quality akin to those being built by this developer in the North 
West of the city 

• concerns about the siting of the flats which seemed to be in a less 
prominent position on the site; that further details of the flats were 
needed, whether there were any flats over garages and whether it was 
the intention to locate the affordable housing in the flats 

• the methodology used by Officers to calculate planning contributions in 
view of the sums of money obtained by a neighbouring authority from 
developments 

• that the issues raised at the previous meeting had not been addressed; 
the need for a masterplan; for this to be shared with Members and 
consideration being given to seeking planning contributions 
progressively  

• that details of the negotiations between Officers and developers should 
be provided 

• that there were two colonies of Great Crested Newts on the site and 
this had to be taken into account 

Whilst noting Members’ concerns, particularly on the highways issues, 
the Head of Planning Services reminded the Panel that the application before it was 
for Reserved Matters and that issues addressed in the outline application could not 
be revisited and that this included the provision of the MLLR 
 In terms of the masterplan, colleagues in Asset Management were 
undertaking discussions and that information on this could be provided  
 Discussions continued on the application and the need to consider all the 
information Members felt was necessary 
 Members considered how to proceed 
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 RESOLVED –  
i) That Ward Members be consulted on the revisions to the Reserved Matters 
application 
ii)That determination of the application be deferred to enable a meeting with 

Panel Members, the Director of City Development and the Acting Chief Asset 
Management Officer to take place to discuss bringing about a comprehensive and 
co-ordinated approach to the delivery of development within the area and the 
delivery of the MLLR – this meeting to take place before reporting the application 
back to Panel 

iii) That sample materials be obtained and provided when the application is re-
presented to Panel and that issues relating to drainage/flooding, lighting, fencing, 
affordable housing, school places provision, the sustainability of the site and 
clarification of the education contribution be included in the report, together with a 
position statement on the progress on master planning of the wider area and details 
of the negotiations undertaken so far, especially regarding the delivery of the MLLR 

iv) That Councillor Parker be briefed by Officers on discussions regarding the 
provision of a rail halt 

 
 
72 Application 11/02376/FU -  Variation of condition 25 of planning 
permission 99/21/10/95/FU  relating to opening hours - Low Road Hunslet LS10  
 Further to minute 53 of the Plans Panel East meeting held on 31st July 2008, 
where Panel resolved to refuse an application for increased opening hours at 
McDonald’s restaurant on Low Road Hunslet, Panel considered a further application 
 Plans and photographs were displayed at the meeting 
 Officers presented the report which sought the same hours as had been 
refused by Panel in 2008 which was accompanied by additional information 
submitted by the applicant relating to the amount of activity that was likely to be 
generated through the increased early morning opening hours 
 Members discussed the proposals and commented on the viability of the 
proposed opening hours, impact on residential amenity and litter issues, including 
the fact that whilst the operator included litter bins outside the restaurants, litter from 
their premises could be found further away and that conditions controlling this should 
be considered, if minded to approve the application 
 The Panel considered how to proceed 
 RESOLVED -  That the Officer’s recommendation to approve the application 
be not accepted and that the application be refused for the following reason: 
 

The proposed hours of opening would lead to an additional number of 
comings and goings from patrons using the premises in the late hours/early 
hours of each day.   The associated noise and disturbance from such use, 
particularly in the early hours, would be significantly detrimental to residential 
amenity in the residential locality surrounding these premises.   The 
application is therefore contrary to policy GP5 of the Unitary Development 
Plan (Review) 2006 and guidance contained in Planning Policy Statement 1 – 
Delivering Sustainable Development (2005) 

 
 
73 Application 11/02542/FU - Variation of condition 9 of planning approval 
21/154/01/FU - relating to opening hours - Elland Road Holbeck LS11  
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 Further to minute 115 of the Plans Panel East meeting held on 25th 
September 2008 where Panel approved the variation to opening hours at 
McDonald’s restaurant on Elland Road LS11, Panel considered a further request for 
an extension to the opening hours 
 Officers presented the report and informed Panel than the applicant was 
seeking an additional 30 minutes opening time each morning and one hour later 
closing time on Thursday to Saturday to 1am and not Friday – Saturday as set out in 
the report 
 A representation received from a local resident was reported as was 
Councillor Gabriel’s concerns about the possibility of increased litter in the area 
 Members were informed of the litter picking scheme which was in operation at 
this site but not at the Low Road site (minute 72 refers) which involved litter picking 
patrols in the vicinity of the site several times a day, with further monitoring patrols 
taking place 
 Members considered how to proceed 
 RESOLVED - That a temporary one year permission be granted subject to 
amending condition 9 of planning approval 21/154/01/FU – to refer to Thursday to 
Saturday and the addition of a condition requiring litter collection to be carried out in 
accordance with the submitted details 
 
 
74 Application 11/01683/FU - Removal of condition 6 of previous approval 
31/204/97/FU, alterations and extensions at Hartmoor House 3 Freely Fields 
Bramham LS23  
 Further to minute 60 of the Plans Panel East meeting where Members 
resolved not to accept the Officer’s recommendation to approve the removal of 
condition 6 of the previous approval 31/204/97/FU and alterations and extensions to 
the property at 3 Freely Fields, Bramham, the Panel considered a report of the Chief 
Planning Officer setting out possible reasons for refusal of the application based on 
the concerns raised by Members 
 RESOLVED -  That the application be refused for the following reason: 
 
 The Local Planning Authority considers that the proposed extensions and new 
hardstanding are harmful additions which, by reason of their overall size, scale, siting 
and the consequential loss of soft landscaping, are harmful to the character and 
appearance of the dwelling and the Bramham Conservation Area.   The proposals 
are thus considered contrary to the aims and intentions of policies N19, GP5 and 
BD6 of the Unitary Development Plan Review (2006) as well as guidance contained 
within PPS1, Delivering Sustainable Development and PPS5, Planning for the 
Historic Environment 
 
 
75 Application 11/03032/LA - Parklands Girls' High School South Parkway 
Seacroft LS14 - Position Statement  
 Plans, graphics and an artist’s impression were displayed at the meeting 
 Members considered a report of the Chief Planning Officer setting out the 
current position on proposals for the redevelopment of Parklands Girls’ High School 
to form the Leeds East Academy following pre-application presentations to Panel in 
April and June 2011 
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 Officers presented the report and addressed concerns raised previously 
regarding the positioning of the school within the site.   Although the options of 
developing on the north west of the site or on the existing car park had been 
considered, the reduced budget available for the development had meant this was 
not possible.   A financial viability assessment on these options had been carried out 
by the District Valuer who concluded that although some of figures provided seemed 
excessive, either option could not be undertaken without significant further 
investment 
 A versatile and flexible approach to teaching areas was to be provided with 
learning ‘pods’ the size of which could be altered through interchangeable glazing 
and solid panels to adapt to the needs of the school  
 A revised scheme from that seen in June had been submitted which had 
sought to refine the architectural detail and to introduce tonal differences in the 
materials used.   As the building was set back approximately 100m from the highway 
the detail of the building could best be appreciated close up 
 CABE had contacted the LPA and expressed interest in this innovative 
scheme and had asked to undertake a design review, with the Civic Architect, Mr 
Thorp, appraising the scheme.   A response recently received from CABE was read 
out although it was stated that this, together with Officers’ responses to the issues 
raised, would be included in the report to the meeting on 6th October 2011 when it 
was intended to bring the application for determination 
 Further revised images of the scheme had been submitted that day which 
showed a simplification of the entrance area, fenestration improvements, the 
introduction of a roof canopy and the creation of two ‘bookends’ to the building which 
resulted in a less fussy, more bold and elegant design.   There were some initial 
concerns relating to the amount of rooftop plant which was visible although a full 
appraisal of the revisions would be made  
 The Panel was informed that if approved, completion of the building was 
planned for February 2013 
 As the development of the new building would take place whilst the Academy 
continued to function on the site, a temporary access road for construction traffic 
would be created 
 The Panel’s Highways representative informed Members that the current 88 
car parking spaces would be increased to 124 which was above the maximum 
guidelines in the UDP.   In respect of cycle parking, detailed matters remained to be 
resolved.   A recently signed S278 Agreement would provide for footway 
improvements to the residential development close to the site 
 The possibility of a one-way system on South Parkway at the site frontage 
had been considered but was not thought to be appropriate as there were concerns 
that this could be abused; the money which would have been used for this would be 
used elsewhere in the area  
 Members commented on the following matters: 

• the current position with the EASEL developments  
• the level of consultation on the proposals and why people in the Gipton 
and Harehills ward had not been consulted despite a large number of 
pupils attending the school from that area 

• whether the proposals were still based on the concept for the 
Roundhouse at Derby College 

• one view that the revisions to the design were contrived and made for a 
less interesting design 
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• the possibility for more colour to be included in the scheme 
• the need for better quality visuals and a model of the development 
• that a lack of finance was not a material planning consideration  
• an acceptance of the reasons for the siting of the building but that a 
different location within the site should have been possible 

• the need to see samples of the proposed materials 
• the hope that if the revisions suggested by CABE resulted in a less 
costly scheme, any savings would be reinvested in the building 

• the need to ensure there was plenty of natural light in the teaching 
areas and concerns that the size of some windows in the revised 
scheme were smaller than those previously proposed 

• that the contractual arrangements should be robust and enable any 
defects which occurred once the Academy was operating to be quickly 
and easily remedied 

Officers provided the following responses: 

• that two of the EASEL sites were both 50% built out with much 
construction work still ongoing on these sites, although there was no 
prospect of sites 6 and 8 being developed at the moment 

• that the consultation on the proposals had been extensive and had 
been based on guidance from Children’s Services.  A representative 
from that Department was in attendance and provided factual 
information with the agreement of the Chair, this being, that the school 
was changing from an all girls school to a co-educational Academy for 
the local community and that the main consultation had taken place in 
the catchment area although further consultation could be undertaken if 
requested. 

• that the Roundhouse in Derby had been a success and that in the 
Design and Access Statement for the Leeds East Academy application, 
the Head of the Roundhouse had contributed although direct 
comparisons could not be made as the Roundhouse was a post 16 
college  

Members considered the specific questions and were satisfied with the  
phasing of the construction set out in paragraph 2.11 of the submitted report.   In 
terms of the method for dealing with the design proposals, ie through the submission 
of sketch responses which would be included with the Officer’s presentation to 
Panel, the majority view was that this was acceptable 
 RESOLVED- 

i) To note the report, the presentation and the comments now made 
ii) That a copy of the catchment area for Leeds East Academy be 

provided to Councillor Pryke 
 

(Councillor Gruen left the meeting at this point) 
 
 
76 Draft Householder Design Guide  
 Members considered a report of the Chief Planning Officer outlining the 
consultation strategy for the Draft Householder Design Guide which would 
commence on 19th September.   A copy of the draft guide had been sent to Members 
separately from the agenda 
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 Officers presented the report and informed Panel that the document 
formalised the current approach being used to assess planning applications and 
encouraged good design 
 Three new policies were proposed; these related to character, neighbourhood 
amenity and Green Belt, with ‘limited extensions’ within the Green Belt being defined 
as approximately a thirty percent increase on the volume of the original building 
 Members welcomed the document which was likely to be formally adopted by 
the end of the year although it would be used in draft form before that time 
 Some concerns were raised about the issues relating to dormer windows and 
it was felt that the proposals could lead to increased work for the Enforcement 
Section 
 RESOLVED -  To note the report, the proposed consultation strategy and the 
comment now made 
 
 
77 Date and time of next meeting  
 Thursday 6th October 2011 at 1.30pm in the Civic Hall, Leeds 
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Plans Panel (East) 
 

Thursday, 6th October, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor D Congreve in the Chair 

 Councillors C Campbell, R Finnigan, 
R Grahame, J Hardy, G Latty, M Lyons, 
C Macniven, K Parker, J Procter and 
D Wilson 

 
   

 
 
78 Chair's opening remarks  
 The Chair referred to an e-mail which had been sent by a member of the 
public regarding a Plans Panel Member and one of the applications to be considered 
at the meeting.   He stated that Members sat on Plans Panels as individual members 
of Council and not as members of their respective parties.  He explained that there 
was no Whip in place on any Member on any Panel and that Members were aware 
that if they expressed a strong view on an application it could prejudice their right to 
speak and vote on that application if it was presented to Panel 
 The Chair then asked Members and Officers to introduce themselves for the 
benefit of the public attending the meeting 
 
 
79 Late Items  
 There were no formal late items although the Panel was in receipt of the 
following information to be considered at the meeting: 
 Application 11/03316/FU – Little Acres Linton Lane LS22 – Plans and 
drawings circulated by an objector (minute 89 refers) 
 Application 11/03413/FU – 42 Victoria Street LS7 – Photographs tabled by the 
applicant’s agent (minute 90 refers) 
 Application 10/04762/OT – Land adjoining 7 Waterwood Close West Ardsley 
WF3 – written representations and statistical information tabled by an objector.   The 
Chair also referred to an e-mail which had been sent to Panel Members from an 
objector which included photographs of the site from her property (minute 98 refers) 
 
 
80 Update from the Panel's Lead Officer  
 The Panel’s Lead Officer advised Members that Application 11/00601/FU – 
Old Village Hall Eccup LS16 would not be considered as the applicant had 
withdrawn the application 
 In respect of applications 11/00318/FU and 11/00319/FU – land off Coal Road 
and Seacroft Ring Road LS14, Members were informed that the concerns raised by 
Councillor Gruen as a Ward Member had been addressed and that Panel might wish 
to defer and delegate approval of these applications to the Chief Planning Officer.   
Members were informed that an objection had been raised by the owner of the 
adjoining site which related to highways issues but that the comments made could 
be dealt with in the consultation process on the proposed TRO 
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 The Panel agreed to proceed in this way on these applications 
 
 
81 Declarations of Interest  
 The following Members declared personal/prejudicial interests for the 
purposes of Section 81(3) of the Local Government Act 2000 and paragraph 8-12 of 
the Members Code of Conduct: 
 Application 10/05711/FU – 11 Old Park Road – Councillor McNiven declared 
personal and prejudicial interests through being a local resident and neighbour and 
prior to being elected to the Council, having spoken out about the development 
(minute 85 refers) 
 Application 11/02315/RM – Reserved Matters application – residential 
development Manston Lane – Councillor Lyons declared a personal interest as a 
member of West Yorkshire Integrated Transport Authority as Metro had commented 
on the application at outline stage (minute 87 refers) 
 Application 11/02315/RM – Reserved Matters application – residential 
development Manston Lane – Councillor Grahame declared a personal interest due 
to his wife, Councillor Pauleen Grahame’s previous involvement in the application as 
a Ward Member (minute 87 refers) 
 Application 11/02744/FU – Middleton Arms LS10 – Councillor Lyons declared 
a personal interest as a member of West Yorkshire Integrated Transport Authority as 
Metro had been consulted on the proposals (minute 88 refers) 
 Application 11/01244/OT – Land on Gelderd Road and Ring Road Beeston – 
Councillor Lyons declared a personal interest as a member of West Yorkshire 
Integrated Transport Authority as Metro had commented on the application (minute 
92 refers) 
 Applications 11/00318/FU and 11/00319/FU – Land off Coal Road and 
Seacroft Ring Road LS14 – Councillor Grahame declared personal interests through 
his wife, Councillor Pauleen Grahame’s involvement in these applications as a Ward 
Member (minutes 95 and 96 refer) 
 
 
82 Apologies for Absence  
 Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Gruen and Councillor 
Pryke who were substituted for by Councillors Hardy and Campbell respectively 
 The Chair asked the Panel’s Legal adviser for advice regarding these 
Members voting on matters which had been discussed previously  
 Ms Allen, the Head of Development and Regulatory advised that as several 
items on the agenda had been debated previously by Panel, Members who had not 
been a party to those discussions should not take part in the decision or vote on 
those applications if they considered that they did not have the full information before 
them 
 
 
83 Minutes  
 RESOLVED -  That the minutes of the Plans Panel East meeting held on 8th 
September 2011 be approved 
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84 Application 10/02834/FU - Appeal against refusal of planning permission  
- Hollybank 5 Gledhow Lane Gledhow LS8  
 Plans and photographs were displayed at the meeting 
 Members considered a report of the Chief Planning Officer setting out a 
recent appeal decision following refusal of planning permission for alterations and 
extensions to form 6 flats at Hollybank, Gledhow Lane Roundhay LS8 
 The appeal which was dealt with by a hearing was dismissed as was the 
request for costs from the Council 
 In reaching a decision Members were informed that the Inspector had had 
regard to the Roundhay Conservation Area Appraisal and Roundhay Design 
Statement 
 RESOLVED -  To note the report 
 
 
85 Application 10/05711/FU - 11 Old Park Road Gledhow LS8 - Position 
statement  
 (Having declared personal and prejudicial interests, Councillor McNiven 
withdrew from the meeting)  (Councillor Hardy also left the meeting at this point) 
 
 Further to minute 186 of the Plans Panel East meeting held on 19th May 2011 
where Panel deferred consideration of an application for alterations to existing 
unlawful residential annexe to form 3 bedroom residential annexe, Members 
considered a further report 
 Plans, photographs and drawings were displayed at the meeting 
 Officers presented the report and informed Panel that discussions had taken 
place with the applicant and agent on the issues identified by Panel, these being, the 
extent of the ground floor to be reduced further and the side wall of the building to be 
sited to allow for a substantial hedge to be planted.   The Panel was informed that 
there had not been any alterations to the scheme to reduce its size 
 In respect of the hedge, a request had been made to the adjacent school to 
purchase a small area of the land to facilitate the planting of a substantial hedge, 
however the Governors had refused this request 
 Members were informed that earlier in the week revisions to the scheme had 
been submitted for preliminary discussions only and that it had been stressed that 
these revisions should not form the basis of any determination by Panel 
 Officers highlighted the Inspector’s comments on the enforcement appeal 
which was heard at a Public Inquiry in July 2010.   The Officer presenting the 
application stated that in the light of all the information, including the Officers’ and the 
Inspector’s comments, Members might consider that there were sufficient grounds to 
refuse the application and reminded Members of the recommended reasons for 
refusal, set out in the report to Panel in May 2011 
 Officers reported additional representations which had been received, these 
being 9 further objections and additional comments from the Roundhay Conservation 
Society.   Members were informed that an additional representation from the 
applicant in the form of an e-mail to the Chief Planning Officer had been received 
making reference to the report as a position statement and seeking assurances that 
the application would not be determined.   On this matter the Chief Planning Officer 
who attended the meeting informed Panel that he had responded to that e-mail 
stating he was not able to give the assurances the applicant had been seeking 
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 Concerns were raised by Panel at the amount of Officer time which had been 
spent in dealing with this application  
 Further advice was sought on whether it was possible to determine the 
application which was described in the report as a position statement 
 The Panel’s Legal adviser confirmed that all the information had been 
presented to Panel on which to make a decision and therefore Panel was able to 
take a decision on this occasion 
 The Chief Planning Officer explained that where a position statement was 
being presented which preceded an Officer’s report and recommendation, it would 
not be appropriate to determine the application but that was not the situation before 
Panel 
 In response to a question, the Chief Planning Officer stated that he had 
received the e-mail from the applicant at 4.20pm on Wednesday 5th October and had 
replied to that message at 8.15am on 6th October and had explained that Members 
might consider it appropriate to determine the application on the basis of information 
before them and that no further response had been received from the applicant 
 The Panel considered how to proceed 
 The Chair stated that the Panel and Officers had been patient and had asked 
for the applicant to revisit the application but that had not happened 
 A proposal to refuse the application on the grounds set out in the report to 
Panel of 19th May 2011 was made and seconded 
 RESOLVED -  To refuse the application as presented to Panel on 19th May 
2011 on the grounds of the size of the building, the impact of the tree to the rear of 
the site and the lack of information to demonstrate that a hedge could be planted 
along the north western boundary to screen the building and for the specific reasons 
set out in the report submitted to Panel on 19th May 2011 
 
 (Following consideration of this matter, Councillor McNiven rejoined the 
meeting as did Councillor Hardy) 
 
 
86 Manston Lane Cross Gates LS15 - Position statement regarding 
proposed and future development in the vicinity of Manston Lane and Cross 
Gates LS15t  
 Further to minute 71 of the Plans Panel East meeting held on 8th September 
2011 where Panel requested further information on proposed and future 
development around Manston Lane, the Panel considered a report of the Chief 
Planning Officer setting out the context of approved, proposed and future 
development in that area and its relationship with the Manston Lane Link Road 
(MLLR).   Reference was also made to a briefing meeting which had taken place 
between Plans Panel East Members and the Director of Development and Acting 
Chief Asset Management Officer on this matter 
 RESOLVED – To note the report 
 
 
87 Application 11/02315/RM - Reserved Matters application for 132 houses 
and 19 flats at Manston Lane Cross Gates LS15 (Discharge of condition 1 only 
of outline planning permission 08/034401/OT)  
 Further to minute 71 of the Plans Panel East meeting held on 8th September 
2011 where Panel resolved to defer determination of the Reserved Matters 
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application for a residential development at Manston Lane LS15, the Panel 
considered a further report 
 Plans, photographs, drawings, graphics and sample materials were displayed 
at the meeting 
 Officers presented the report and stated that in view of Members’ comments 
at the previous meeting about the design of the properties, the applicant had revised 
these and was now proposing traditional style housing.   These revisions had meant 
that further public consultation would be required and therefore Officers requested a 
change to the recommendation to defer and delegate approval to the Chief Planning 
Officer 
 Regarding the siting of the affordable housing, Members were informed that 
this would be pepper-potted around the site  
 Members were informed that discussions with Ward Members had taken 
place on the revised proposals and the issues raised at the previous meeting 
 RESOLVED – To defer and delegate approval to the Chief Planning Officer 
subject to the conditions set out in the submitted report, further discussions with 
Ward Members on outstanding issues and following expiry of the revised public 
consultation period and no significant new issues being raised  
 
 
88 Application 11/02744/FU - Demolition of public house and erection of 
single storey retail food store, car parking and landscaping -  Middleton Arms 
Middleton Park Road LS10  
 Plans and photographs were displayed at the meeting 
 Officers presented the report which related to an application for the demolition 
of The Middleton Arms public house and its replacement with the retail food store 
 Members were informed that The Middleton Arms was built circa 1925 as a 
focal point for the estate and benefited from much architectural heritage which the 
application did not have regard to.   There were also concerns about the impact of 
the proposals on residential amenity and for these reasons, the recommendation to 
Panel was to refuse the application 
 Officers reported the receipt of five additional letters of support and two further 
objections.   An error at paragraph 10.35 regarding recommended hours of opening 
by Environmental Health was corrected.   For clarification the proposed hours of 
opening were stated as 8am-8pm Monday to Saturday and 10am – 4pm on Sunday 
 The Panel heard representations from the applicant and a supporter of the 
proposals who attended the meeting.   As the registered speaker against the 
application was not in attendance, the Chair on this occasion and for fairness, 
allowed a speaker from the public who were in attendance for this application 
 The Panel discussed the following matters: 

• the impact of the proposals on the shops at Middleton Circus which 
were situated in close proximity to The Middleton Arms 

• that Officers had indicated that a condition could be attached to an 
approval which restricted use of the site to a discount retailer.   It was 
noted that there had been recent takeovers of some discount retailers 
by large supermarkets 

• the impact of the proposals on the residential properties surrounding 
the site 

The Panel considered how to proceed 
The Chair proposed a site visit which the Panel accepted 
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RESOLVED –  
i) That determination of the application be deferred for a site visit  

and that the Chief Planning Officer be asked to submit a further report to the next 
meeting for Panel’s determination of the application 
 ii) That Officers provide Councillor Campbell with details of the wording of 
a condition restricting use of a site to a discount retailer 
 
 
89 Application 11/03316/FU - Detached house with garage (amendments to 
plot 4 of approved application 11/00343/RM) -  Little Acres Linton Lane Linton 
LS22  
 Plans and graphics were displayed at the meeting 
 Officers presented the report which sought permission for an amendment to a 
previously approved scheme at Little Acres, Linton Lane LS22 which was situated in 
a Conservation Area.   The amendment being sought was the addition of a double 
garage - in place of the approved open parking area - and an additional bedroom 
above 
 The Panel heard representations from Councillor Rachael Procter who was 
objecting to the application and from the applicant’s agent who attended the meeting 
 Members considered the following matters: 

• that the proposals represented development creep 
• the problems of indicative layouts presented at outline stage as these 
could be misleading with a suggestion that the issue of whether outline 
applications should be accepted with indicative layouts could be 
considered by Joint Plans Panel 

• the recommendation to approve the application and whether this would 
have been different if this was being considered as a new application 
rather than an amendment to a previous approval 

• that having recently refused garden grabbing applications, the 
recommendation to approve was not in keeping with planning policy 

• that the proposals represented an increase in footprint of approximately 
26% which was a substantial increase 

A proposal to refuse planning permission was made.   In view of this,  
the Chair proposed a site visit which was accepted by the Panel 
 RESOLVED -  That determination of the application be deferred for one cycle 
to enable a site visit to take place and that the Chief Planning Officer be asked to 
submit a further report to the next meeting  
 
 
90 Application 11/03413/FU - Amendment to previous approval 
34/199/05/FU involving extension of lightwell, addition of 3 roof lights, 
alterations to doors and windows and conversion of car port to garage -  42 
Victoria Street Chapeltown LS7  
 Plans, photographs and drawings were displayed at the meeting 
 Officers presented the report which sought an amendment to a previous 
approval relating to a pair of semi detached dwellings at Victoria Street Chapel 
Allerton LS7 which formed part of the Chapel Allerton Conservation Area.   The 
proposed amendments related to an extension of the lightwell, addition of rooflights, 
the conversion of the car port to a garage and amendments to the doors and 
windows 
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 Members were informed that the Conservation Officer and Highways had not 
raised any concerns about the application and stated that a condition had been 
included to restrict the use of the basement to storage only 
 The Panel heard representations from the applicant’s agent and an objector 
who attended the meeting 
 Members discussed the following  matters: 

• the length of time being taken to carry out works at the site, as raised 
by the objector 

• the likely numbers occupying the property 
• that the footpath should be reinstated in Yorkshire stone 
• concerns that the property could be converted to a HMO.   On this 
matter, the Panel’s Lead Officer stated that any future conversion to 
flats would require planning permission and as set out in the report, this 
would be resisted on highway/car parking grounds 

Panel considered how to proceed 
RESOLVED -  That the application be granted subject to the conditions  

set out in the submitted report and two additional conditions, one relating to the 
reinstatement of the flags to the footway; these to be in Yorkshire stone and a 
condition removing permitted development rights relating to alternative uses of the 
property 
 
 
91 Application 11/00601/FU - Old Village Hall Village Road Eccup LS16  
 Members were informed this application had been withdrawn by the applicant 
 
 
92 Application 11/01244/OT - Outline development of non-food retail units, 2 
car showrooms, ancillary food kiosk and associated access roads and 
landscaping - Land on Gelderd Road and Ring Road Beeston  
 (Prior to consideration of this matter, Councillor Finnigan left the meeting) 
 

Further to minute 23 of the Plans Panel East meeting held on 16th June 2011 
where Panel considered a position statement on the development of this key site at 
Gelderd Road and Ring Road Beeston, Members considered the formal application 

Plans, photographs and graphics were displayed at the meeting 
Officers presented the report which sought permission for the development of 

retail units together with access roads and landscaping on a cleared, brownfield site 
close to the city centre 

Concerns had previously been expressed about the lack of landscaping to be 
provided and that following further work, the applicant had been able to provide 
additional landscaping which Officers considered to be acceptable 

Indicative images depicted a glazed building which was viewed as an 
improvement on the previous proposals 

Car parking of 333 spaces would be provided.   Additional spaces for the car 
dealership and display spaces would also be provided 

If minded to approve the application an additional condition relating to the 
provision of a pedestrian crossing on Gelderd Road in the vicinity of the site was 
requested.   Amendments to conditions 5 and 7 relating to the amount of floorspace 
for the car showrooms and non-food retail use were outlined 
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In terms of the non-food retail use, it was proposed to restrict this to the sale 
of bulky goods 

Members were informed that the site lay within Flood Risk Zones 2 and 3a 
and that conditions had been included to address flood risk, with the Environment 
Agency being satisfied with the proposals.   As part of the S106 Agreement, a flood 
warning scheme would be provided 

Members commented on the following matters: 

• the need to ensure no rat running occurred across the site 
• that the building on the corner of the site should be a quality building to 
reflect its key location with a suggestion that the design of the building 
should have regard to the distinctive building on the opposite side of 
the road 

• the need for local training and employment during the construction 
period and post construction 

RESOLVED –  
i) To defer and delegate approval to the Chief Planning  

Officer subject to the conditions set out in the submitted report, an additional 
condition requiring details of a pedestrian crossing on Gelderd Road in the vicinity of 
the site to be submitted and approved in writing by the Council, with the construction 
of this crossing to be carried out prior to the occupation of the development (and any 
others which he might consider appropriate), amendments to condition 5 to refer to 
2,601 sq m floorspace for the car showrooms and condition 7 to refer to 3,906 sq m 
for the net floorspace for the non-food retail units and the completion of a legal 
agreement within 3 months from the date of resolution unless otherwise agreed in 
writing by the Chief Planning Officer, to deal with the following matters: 

• Details of flood warning scheme 
• Public transport infrastructure improvements contribution £150,400 (to 
be index linked) 

• £30,000 Metro contribution to pay for shelter at bus stop nuber 12256 
and new live bus information display at bus stop numbers 10103 and 
12256 

• Travel Plan monitoring evaluation fee (£2500) and implementation 
• Landscape management plan 
• Local employment and training initiatives 

In the circumstances where the S106 has not been completed within 3 months of the 
resolution to grant planning permission, the final determination of the application 
shall be delegated to the Chief Planning Officer 
 ii) That directions be attached to the planning permission regarding the 
quality of design and landscaping 
 
 
93 Application 11/03032/LA - Demolition of Parklands Girls' High School 
and proposed Leeds East Academy -  South Parkway Seacroft LS14  
 (Prior to consideration of this matter, Councillor Campbell left the meeting) 
  
 Further to minute 75 of the Plans Panel East meeting held on 8th September 
2011 where Panel considered a position statement for demolition of Parklands Girls’ 
High School and the erection of Leeds East Academy, Members considered the 
formal application 
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 Plans, drawings, photographs and graphics including a fly-through were 
displayed at the meeting 
 Officers presented the report and provided further information on the design 
proposals which had been reviewed by CABE and the Civic Architect, Mr Thorp 
 Concerns had previously been raised regarding the fenestration and the 
amount of light available.   Members were informed that revisions had been made to 
the 5th storey with polycarbonate glazing being proposed for most of the length of the 
building.   In response to a query from the Panel regarding the possible build up of 
heat from the polycarbonate glazing, Officers stated that this could be looked at 
further but that all materials would need to comply with British Standards 
 Although sample materials had been provided, Officers had concerns about 
the quality of these with further discussions to take place on this matter, which would 
involve Ward Members  
 Two additional conditions were requested, these relating to submission of 
details of pedestrian access and approval of the materials 
 RESOLVED – That the application be granted subject to the conditions set 
out in the submitted report, additional conditions relating to submission and approval 
of details of the pedestrian access and submission and approval of the materials (in 
consultation with Ward Members) together with any other conditions as deemed 
appropriate by the Chief Planning Officer 
 
 
94 Application 10/04762/OT - Outline application for residential 
development - Land adjoining 7 Waterwood Close West Ardsley WF3  
 (Prior to consideration of this matter, Councillor Latty and Councillor Hardy left 
the meeting) 
  

Further to minute 61 of the Plans Panel East meeting held on 11th August 
2011 where Panel deferred determination of an application for a residential 
development on land adjoining 7 Waterwood Close West Ardsley for further 
information on the Council’s approach to proposals for residential development on 
Greenfield sites not allocated for such use, Members considered a further report 

Plans and photographs were displayed at the meeting 
The Panel’s Lead Officer presented the report, referred to the indicative layout 

for 14 dwelling houses and stated that this was the first application to come forward 
for a residential scheme on a Greenfield site which was unallocated in the UDPR 
(2006) since the Grimes Dyke appeal decision earlier this year 

Whilst acknowledging Members’ concerns raised at the August meeting, the 
Panel’s Lead Officer stated that approval of the application did not set a precedent.   
In all cases sites were assessed and if a site made a positive contribution to the 
area, development was likely to be resisted.   In the case of this site, the view had 
been reached that it did not make a positive contribution to the overall spatial setting; 
it had limited public views and so did not contribute to the character of the area 

Members’ concerns regarding sustainability of the site had been addressed in 
the report and although a further representation had been submitted by the owner of 
8 Waterwood Close which raised issues about the bus routes to the site, Officers 
considered the site was reasonably well serviced by buses and were recommending 
approval of the application to Panel 

Members discussed the following matters: 
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• education provision with concerns being raised that some local schools 
were currently full 

• that the size of the site meant that the number of dwellings being 
proposed was below the threshold for the provision of S106 
contributions and that in these cases, where permission had been 
granted for small residential developments, sustainability was 
becoming an issue which would need to be addressed but without the 
benefit of any planning contributions  

• that paragraph 2.2 of the submitted report relating to the Council’s land 
supply; the Grimes Dyke appeal decision and the consequences for the 
Council in terms of allowing development on Greenfield (non-allocated) 
sites misrepresented the position of the Council and did not accurately 
reflect Executive Board’s views on this matter  

• that a recent Scrutiny Board inquiry had taken evidence from Steve 
Quartermain, Chief Planner, Communities and Local Government, who 
had not said that Leeds should begin approving developments on 
unallocated sites 

• that if approvals for development on Greenfield sites were given, this 
could impact on the likelihood of achieving regeneration on brownfield 
sites such as EASEL or the Millennium Village in Allerton Bywater 

• that other sites were available for development; that in the region of 
30,000 units were to be built out and that space for an additional 8000 
units had been released earlier this year 

• that if refused, if the applicant chose to appeal the decision, the 
outcome of the appeal would be based upon the strength of the case 
put by Officers 

A proposal to refuse the application was made 
The Chief Planning Officer reminded Panel that the application before it  

was for 14 houses in a location with constraints 
 Members considered how to proceed  
 RESOLVED -  To defer determination of the application to seek clarification 
from Executive Board on paragraph 2.2 of the submitted report and that the Chief 
Planning Officer be asked to submit a further report once this information had been 
received 
 
 (Following consideration of this matter, Councillor Grahame left the meeting) 
 
 
95 Application 11/00318/FU - Laying out of access road and erect private 
hospital and B1,B2 and B8 units - Land off Coal Road and Seacroft Ring Road 
LS14  
 With reference to minute 80 above 
 RESOLVED -  To defer and delegate approval to the Chief Planning Officer 
as set out in the submitted report 
 
 
96 Application 11/00319/FU - Detached DIY store with associated car 
parking, landscaping and laying out of access road - Land off Coal Road and 
Seacroft Ring Road Seacroft LS14  
 With reference to minute 80 above 
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 RESOLVED -  To defer and delegate approval to the Chief Planning Officer 
as set out in the submitted report 
 
 
97 Application 10/01412/OT - Queen Street Allerton Bywater LS26 - Position 
Statement  
 Plans, photographs and graphics were displayed at the meeting.   A site visit 
had taken place earlier in the day which some Members had attended 
 Panel considered a position statement on a proposed outline application for 
residential development on land off Queen Street Allerton Bywater 
 Officers presented the report, outlined the topography of the site and provided 
information on the proposed house types, these being a mix of 2, 3 and 4 bedroom 
houses which would be set back into the site to create a softer appearance.   The 
Panel was informed that whilst private gardens would be provided, some of these 
were not as large as specified in SPG 13 ‘Neighbourhoods for Living’ 
 Members were informed that in line with Policy N24 of the UDPR(2006) a 
buffer was required between the site and the Green Belt abutting it.   As a bund was 
adjacent to the country park, this could provide screening where there was 
insufficient space to provide this buffer, if acceptable to Panel 
 A Section 106 Agreement would be requested on this development with 
details of possible contributions being set out in the report before Members 
 Members commented on the following matters: 

• highways issues, with concerns being raised at the approach to the site 
from Swillington in view of two recent fatal accidents 

• the need for local employment and apprenticeships arising from the 
scheme, if approved 

• concerns that the indicative layout seemed overcrowded at certain 
points on the site 

• that in respect of water discharge, water tanks would be more 
appropriate on the site 

• whether the Environment Agency had indicated their support for the 
proposed drainage/flooding measures  

• concern that Greenfield sites would be developed before Brownfield 
sites 

• whether in line with a Scrutiny Board recommendation, all S106 
Agreements were being developed in conjunction with Ward Members 

• the benefit of receiving position statements to allow the Panel to see 
proposals at an early stage and offer input into the scheme 

The Chief Planning Officer stated that the proposed S106 Agreement  
provided for affordable housing, local training and employment and education 
contributions 
 In addressing the specific questions asked of Panel in the report the following 
responses were provided: 

• no objection in principle to the development although further details 
regarding design and highways issues were needed 

• regarding access, the concerns raised about the approach from 
Swillington should be taken on board 

• the layout appears overcrowded and that the development should meet 
the requirements set out in SPG13 ‘Neighbourhoods for Living’.   
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Members required the affordable housing to be pepper-potted around 
the site 

• in terms of landscaping structure, the N24 planting should be provided 
and be sited within the red line boundary 

• that overall, a traditional approach to the design of the houses was 
favoured 

• that there were concerns about the S106 package of contributions 
particularly in terms of education provision as many of the local schools 
were full and that Ward Members should be involved at an early stage 
about the S106 Agreement 

RESOLVED -  To note the report and the comments now made 
 

 
98 Application 11/01713/RM -  Reserved matters application for 120 houses 
- Land south Queen Street, Woodend Allerton Bywater WF10 - Position 
Statement  
 Plans, photographs, drawings and sample materials were displayed at the 
meeting.   A site visit had taken place earlier in the day which some Members had 
attended 
 Officers presented a position statement on a Reserved Matters application for 
a residential development on land south of Queen Street Allerton Bywater WF10, 
which joined up with the site considered previously (minute 97 above refers) 
 Members were informed that outline planning permission had been granted 
on appeal earlier in the year and that a Reserved Matters application for layout, 
appearance, scale and landscaping had been submitted 
 Details of the proposed mix of houses was provided, these being 2, 3 and 4 
bedroom family houses with private gardens with Officers stating that a small 
number of plots on the site were below the size recommended in SPG 13 
‘Neighbourhoods for Living’.   The proposed materials would be predominantly red 
brick 
 One particular issue in relation to the proposals was around public open 
space as the applicant was proposing a pumping station or detention basin on part of 
the POS, with Officers of the view that the remaining land would be so compromised 
as to limit its use 
 In addressing the specific points raised in the report, Panel provided the 
following responses: 

• that Panel supported Officers’ views that a detention basin or pumping 
station on the site was not acceptable and that a tank should be 
provided 

• that the size of the gardens should be in accordance with SPG13 
• concerns were expressed at the proposed layout of the properties with 
a view that it was overintensive; that there needed to be a reduction in 
the quantum of development and that affordable housing should be 
pepper-potted across the site 

• the layout should be amended so that the houses at the front address 
the road and the ones at the entrance address the road and the access 
into the site 

• that Ward Members should be consulted on the scheme, especially the 
materials 
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• that the proposed landscaping was not acceptable and that a 
reasonably substantial landscaping scheme was needed to screen the 
site from the allotments 

• no objection to the proposed design and height of the dwellings 
• the need for the Section 106 Agreement to include local training and 
employment clauses with Ward Members being involved at an early 
stage on the content of this 

• the need to consider this and the previous site together when 
determining these applications to ensure a consistent approach to the 
development of the wider area 

RESOLVED -  To note the report and the comments now made 
 

 
99 Date and time of next meeting  
 Thursday 3rd November 2011 at 1.30pm in the Civic Hall, Leeds 
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PLANS PANEL (WEST) 
 

THURSDAY, 15TH SEPTEMBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor N Taggart in the Chair 

 Councillors B Chastney, M Coulson, 
K Groves, J Hardy, J Harper, T Leadley, 
J Matthews, P Wadsworth and R Wood 

 
 
 
 

40 Chair's opening remarks  
 The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting and reminded Panel 
Members of the need to switch off their mobile phones etc during the meeting 
to enable them to concentrate fully on the matters under discussion 
 
 

41 Late Items  
 There were no formal late items, however the Panel was in receipt of 
the following additional information to be considered at the meeting: 
 Application 11/02856/FU – 77 – 77a Otley Road LS6 – a plan of the 
area tabled by Officers (minute 49 refers) 
 Applications 11/02100/FU/11/02101/FU/11/02102/ADV and 
11/02103/FU – 102 Burley Road – a drawing showing alternative proposals 
for the front elevation (minute 52 refers) 
 
 

42 Application 11/02910/OT - Outline application to lay out access and erect 
98 dwellings at Netherfield Mills Netherfield Road LS20  
 The Panel’s Lead Officer requested the report on this application be 
withdrawn from the agenda.   He explained that the issues around the 
affordable housing contribution had not been fully articulated within the report 
and that if Panel agreed to this course of action, a further report would be 
provided at the next meeting 
 RESOLVED -  To withdraw the report from the agenda 
 
 

43 Declarations of Interest  
 The following Members declared personal interests for the purpose of 
Section 81(3) of the Local Government Act 2000 and paragraphs 8 to 12 of 
the Members Code of Conduct: 
 Application 11/02856/FU – 77 – 77a Otley Road LS6 – Councillors 
Chastney and Matthews declared personal interests through having attended 
residents’ meetings on various planning applications.   Both Members stated 
that they had not formed a view on the application (minute 49 refers) 
 Application 11/02169/FU – Supermarket with landscaping and car 
parking at Otley Road Guiseley LS20 – Councillor Harper declared a personal 
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interest as a member of West Yorkshire Integrated Transport Authority which 
had commented on the proposals (minute 50 refers) 
 Application 10/02739/FU – residential development at former 
Wharfedale Hospital Otley LS21 – Councillor Harper declared a personal 
interest as a member of West Yorkshire Integrated Transport Authority as 
Metro had commented on the application (minute 51 refers) 
 Councillor Harper also stated that the report relating to Application 
11/02100FU – 102 Burley Road mentioned Councillor Harper and that this 
referred to Councillor G Harper and not Councillor J Harper 
 
 

44 Apologies for Absence  
 Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Akhtar 
 
 

45 Minutes  
 RESOLVED -  That the minutes of the Plans Panel West meeting held 
on 18th August 2011 be approved subject to the following amendment to 
minute 31 – Application 11/02420/FU – 53 Ash Grove LS6  
 
 ‘That the application be granted subject to the conditions set out in the 
submitted report and additional conditions restricting conversion of the 
basement to a habitable room and the submission of further details of the 
lightwell’ be amended to read: 
 
 ‘That the application be granted subject to the conditions set out in the 
submitted report and additional conditions preventing conversion of the 
basement to a habitable room and the submission of further details of the 
lightwell’ 
 
 

46 Matters arising from the minutes  
 Minute 34 – Application 11/00897/RM – Stonebridge Lane Wortley 
LS12 
 Reference was made to a deputation to the Council meeting held on 
14th September regarding the impact of a supermarket at the Stonebridge Mill 
Site on local businesses 
 Minute 28 – Application 11/02021/FU – Headingley Carnegie Stadium 
St Michael’s Lane LS6 
 Reference was made to a recent newspaper article regarding the future 
of the stadium; that there were financial issues preventing its redevelopment 
but that bidding would still take place to host top flight matches, with concerns 
being raised that the Panel had been rushed into making a decision on a 
scheme which could have benefited from further amendments 
 
 

47 Draft Householder Design Guide  
 Members considered a report of the Chief Planning Officer outlining the 
consultation strategy for the Draft Householder Design Guide which would 
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commence on 19th September.   A copy of the draft guide had been sent to 
Members separately from the agenda 
 Officers presented the report and informed Panel that the document 
formalised the current approach being used to assess planning applications 
and encouraged good design 
 Three new policies were proposed; these related to character, 
neighbourhood amenity and extensions to properties in the Green Belt, in 
particular ‘limited extensions’ within the Green Belt were to be defined as 
approximately a thirty percent increase on the volume of the original building 
 Members commented on the following matters: 

• how the guide would be applied to permitted development 

• the forthcoming changes to planning legislation and whether this 
document would be compatible with this 

• the number of planning documents Members received and the 
need for a list to be circulated advising Members which 
documents remained current.   The Panel’s Lead Officer agreed 
to provide this 

RESOLVED -  To note the report, the proposed consultation strategy  
and the comments now made 
 
 

48 Application 11/02569/FU - Part two storey part single storey side and 
rear extension with porch - 82 Moorland Road LS28  
 Plans, photographs and drawings were displayed at the meeting.   A 
site visit had taken place earlier in the day which some Members had 
attended 
 Officers presented the report which related to house extensions, 
partially built, at 82 Moorland Road Pudsey.   Members were informed that an 
extant permission granted in 2008 would allow the construction of a ground 
floor extension up to the boundary 
 There were concerns about the workmanship of the extension and that 
if agreed, Building Control would work closely with planning officers and the 
applicant on the revised scheme 
 The Chair indicated he was minded to request deferral of the 
application to enable issues around the quality of the work on the site to be 
resolved before considering this latest application 
 Members commented on the following matters: 

• whether the quality of the works could be considered by 
Panel and the purpose of the delay if determination of the 
application was deferred 

• the need for the situation to be resolved  

• that the brickwork on the corner of the extension did not 
accord with the approved plans and concerns that if the 
situation was not remedied it could lead to costly 
enforcement action 

• the need for information from Building Control on which 
elements of the existing extension could be retained 

• that Members needed assurances that what had been 
designed could be built; that measures had been taken to 
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improve the situation and the need for close working with 
Building Control 

Officers stated that having checked the building control records, the  
walls which had been constructed were wholly unauthorised and whilst 
enforcement action could be taken, there was a scheme before Panel which 
might be considered to be acceptable 
 RESOLVED -  To defer determination of the application to enable 
Officers to discuss and address the issues raised by Panel with the applicant 
and to ask the Chief Planning Officer to submit a further report in due course 
for Panel’s determination of the application 
 
 

49 Application 11/02856/FU - Change of Use of part ground floor and all first 
floor from retail (class A1) to restaurant (A3) at 77 - 77A Otley Road LS6  
 Plans, photographs and drawings were displayed at the meeting.   A 
site visit had taken place earlier in the day which some Members had 
attended 
 Officers presented the report which sought a change of use of a 
commercial property in the Headingley District Centre and Conservation Area 
to restaurant use 
 The property was not a primary shopping frontage and as previous 
planning permission had been granted on the property for a solicitors office, 
Officers were of the view that a non-retail shopping use could not be refused 
 In terms of car parking to be provided, this was less than the UDP 
maximum, however there was parking in the vicinity which could be used and 
it was felt that it would not be possible to sustain a refusal of the application 
on lack of parking 
 The proposals would see a new entrance at ground floor level and a 
provision of a lift which would access much of the property, with an aspiration  
to create disabled access to the whole of the building; currently disabled 
access to the building was limited 
 Members were informed of 20 objections which had been received 
from members of the public and that Councillors M Hamilton and Chapman 
had raised concerns about the application 
 The Panel heard representations from a local resident against the 
application and the owner of the property for the proposal who attended the 
meeting 
 Members commented on the following matters: 

• the extent of the restaurant usage and that the proposals 
detailed by the owner suggested a bar (A4) use as well as that 
being applied for 

• details of the servicing arrangements  

• concerns at the loss of a retail unit 

• car parking and the particular problems this caused in the 
Headingley Ward; that currently unauthorised parking was 
taking place on Council owned land to the side of the property 
resulting in damage to an established tree and that this would 
continue if the application was granted 

• the level of parking being proposed; that this would not cater for 
those using the restaurant, particularly late into the evening and 
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would lead to increased on-street parking, including the blocking 
of Otley Road once the single yellow line restriction ceased to 
apply in the evening 

The Panel’s Highways representative explained she thought there were  
double yellow lines along this stretch of Otley Road and that had she known 
these were single yellow lines she would have requested the inclusion of a 
deferred TRO for the applicant to fund double yellow lines if problems 
occurred with the restaurant use 
 In view of this comment, the Chair stated that this was a material 
planning consideration and proposed the application be deferred for further 
consideration 
 Members considered how to proceed 
 RESOLVED -  That consideration of the application be deferred and 
that the Chief Planning Officer be asked to submit a further report which 
addressed the issues raised by Panel and including details on the level of 
public car parking available in the Arndale Centre; access arrangements; the 
protected tree adjacent to the site and the background to the conversion of 
allotments to car parking, as shown on the plan tabled by Officers 
 
 

50 Application 11/02169/FU - Supermarket with car parking and landscaping 
-  Otley Road, Guiseley, LS20  
 Plans, photographs and graphics were displayed at the meeting 
 Officers presented a report which sought permission for a supermarket 
on an out of centre vacant brownfield site on Otley Road Guiseley which 
fronted Green Belt land 
 The store would be located towards the front of the site to enable 
adequate screening to the Green Belt.   The servicing area would be at the 
rear of the site and positioned at the furthest point from the residential 
properties on Bradford Road to minimise noise and disturbance  
 The proposed materials would comprise brick and glazing which were 
considered to be acceptable in the area which featured a range of different 
finishes 
 Officers reported three additional letters of objection which had been 
received together with a letter of support from the adjacent business 
 Members commented on the following matters: 

• highways issues 

• car park security; that consideration needed to be given to 
additional measures including CCTV or speed bumps and that 
these should be discussed with Ward Members 

• that a condition requiring the car park to be secured after closing 
time be included to address anti-social behaviour issues 

• the definition of a discount operator as set out in the proposed 
Section 106 Agreement 

Officers provided the following responses: 

• that the alterations to the access to allow right and left turns had 
been modelled and that the assessments indicated these 
modifications would be effective.   Furthermore the predicted trip 
rates would not be so great to indicate there would be a problem  
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• that a detailed scheme for securing the car park had to be 
submitted and that the concerns raised about anti-social 
behaviour had been noted and that Ward Members would be 
consulted on the proposals  

• that a condition restricting the use of the premises to a discount 
retailer was not enforceable.   Officers therefore suggested a 
replacement condition which tied the permission to the proposed 
operator; this condition being applied to ensure the proposed car 
parking was adequate for the proposed use 

RESOLVED -  To defer and delegate approval to the Chief Planning  
Officer subject to the conditions set out in the submitted report, a revised 
condition tying the permission to the proposed operator, consultation with 
Ward Members on the detailed scheme for securing the car park and subject 
to the signing of a Section 106 agreement within three months from the date 
of the resolution to ensure the following: 

• travel plan, travel plan co-ordinator and monitoring fee of £2500 

• bus shelter improvements of £10,000 

• public transport enchancements of £64,302 

• agreed off-site highway works including TRO parking restrictions 
(completed via a S278 Agreement) 

• local employment initiatives 
 

 
51 Applications 10/02738/LI & 10/02739/FU and Listed Building application 

10/02788/LI - Conversion of buildings to form 26 flats and 14 houses and 
erection of 35 new houses with associated car parking and landscaping  
- Former Wharfedale General Hospital, Newall Carr Road, Otley, LS21  
 Plans, photographs and graphics were displayed at the meeting.   A 
site visit had taken place earlier in the day which some Members attended 
 Officers presented the report which sought approval for full planning 
permission and a Listed Building application for the conversion and 
development of a residential scheme on the site of the former Wharfedale 
Hospital at Newall Carr Road Otley LS21 
 Members were informed that the majority of the Listed Buildings would 
remain on site although the laundry building would be demolished due to 
problems in converting this building, as would the mortuary due to the 
previous use of the building, although objections to its demolition had been 
received, including one from the local MP.   The retaining carriage-way 
entrance to the site would be retained as would the existing boiler house 
which would be used as a heating source for the development, although it 
was proposed to reduce the chimney by approximately 10 metres   Two of the 
original four red-tiled turrets to the main building which were a feature of the 
landscape would remain, with two turrets being replicated on the new rear 
extension to the building to retain this landmark.   The unsympathetic 
1950s/60s extensions and infills would be removed as part of the proposals 
 In terms of affordable housing which was negotiated before the interim 
policy was brought in, a level of 30% would be provided due to the level of 
abnormal costs associated with the site 
 Members commented on the following matters: 
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• car parking and whether the residents only parking scheme 
would be extended to Newall Carr Road 

• pedestrian access through the site to access the bus serving the 
new hospital building 

Officers provided the following responses: 

• the permit parking would be extended to residents of Newall 
Carr Road 

• that Officers had sought a pedestrian link through the site to the 
bus stop outside the new hospital and put this to the NHS Trust.   
Unfortunately access on to hospital land had been refused 
which was a disappointment 

RESOLVED –  
Application 10/02739/FU 
To defer and delegate approval of the application subject to the  

conditions set out in the submitted report and to the signing of a Section 106 
Agreement within three months from the date of the resolution to ensure the 
following: 

• 30% affordable housing built on site (50/50 split) 

• Greenspace contribution of £39,054.02 

• Bus shelter improvements of £10,000 

• Off-site highway works contribution of £43,000 

• Residential metro card scheme for residents of £28,304.32 

• Public transport enhancements of £49,487 

• Travel plan, travel plan co-ordinator and monitoring fee of £2500 
 

Application 10/02738/LI 
To defer and delegate approval of the application subject to the 
conditions set out in the submitted report 
 

 
52 Applications 11/02100/FU, 11/02101/FU, 11/02102/ADV & 11/02103/FU - 

Extensions and alterations, provision of air conditioning units, signage 
and fencing - 102 Burley Road, Burley, LS3  
 Plans, photographs and drawings were displayed at the meeting.   A 
site visit had taken place earlier in the day which some Members attended 
 Members were informed that the alteration from a public house (A4) 
use to shop (A1) use was permitted development and that the applications 
before Panel sought permission for alterations, signage and fencing to The 
Queen public house at 102 Burley Road, to form a retail store 
 A new, glazed element was proposed but the main public house 
building would be retained and improved 
 The Panel heard from the applicant and an objector who attended the 
meeting.   Councillor Gerry Harper was also in attendance for this application  
 Members commented on following matters: 

• the possibility of creating the store entrance by glazing the 
alleyway so retaining the 4 archways which were a feature of the 
front elevation of the building.   Members were informed that this 
was not possible as the access was not solely in Tesco’s 
control.   However, an alternative plan was tabled showing the 
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entrance to the store affecting only two of the four arches.   
Members accepted this compromise 

• the impact of the proposal on local businesses.   The Chair 
advised that this could not be considered as it was not a factor 
in any of the applications for determination 

RESOLVED –  
Application 11/02101/FU – 3 Air conditioning units 
To approve the application subject to the conditions set out in the 
submitted report 
 
Application 11/02100/ADV – Signage 
To approve the application subject to the condition set out in the 
submitted report 
 
Application 11/02103/FU – Fencing 
To approve the application subject to the conditions set out in the 
submitted reprt 
 
Application 11/02100/FU – Single storey rear extension and alterations 
That by a majority decision, to approve the application on the basis of 
the plan showing the reduced entrance width affecting only 2 of the 
archways and subject to the conditions set out in the submitted report 
 

 (During consideration of this matter, Councillor Janet Harper and 
Councillor Leadley left the meeting) 
 
 

53 Date and Time of Next Meeting  
 Thursday 13th October 2011 at 1.30pm in the Civic Hall, Leeds 
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PLANS PANEL (WEST) 
 

THURSDAY, 13TH OCTOBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor N Taggart in the Chair 

 Councillors J Akhtar, M Coulson, K Groves, 
J Hardy, J Harper, T Leadley, J Matthews, 
P Wadsworth, R Wood and D Wilson 

 
 
 

54 Chair's Opening Remarks  
The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting of the Plans Panel (West). 
 
He reported that site visits had been requested for the following items: 
 

• Agenda Item 10 – Application 11/02847/FU – 21 Lower Wortley Road, 
Wortley, LS12 

• Agenda Item 15 – Application 11/01803/ADV – Leeds Bradford 
International Airport 

 
RESOLVED – That Agenda Items 10 and 15 be deferred to allow for site 
visits to take place. 
 

55 Declarations of Interest  
Councillor Taggart declared a personal interest in Agenda Item 12, 
Applications 11/03008/LI & 11/03009/FU – The Manor House and Clitheroe 
House, Our Lady and All Saints Church, Manor Square, Otley, LS 21 due to 
his position as Chair of West Yorkshire Joint Services Committee and the fact 
that the West Yorkshire Archaeological Service had made comment on the 
application.  Councillor Hardy also made the same interest due to his position 
as a substitute Member of West Yorkshire Joint Services Committee. 
 

56 Apologies for Absence  
Apologies for absence were submitted on behalf of Councillor Chastney.  
Councillor D Wilson was in attendance as substitute. 
 

57 Minutes  
RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meeting held on 15 September 2011 
be confirmed as a correct record. 
 

58 APPLICATION 11/03274/FU - British Home Stores, Bridge Road, Kirkstall, 
LS5  
The report of the Chief Planning Officer informed the Panel of progress on an 
application submitted by Metric Property, Kirkstall for a mixed retail 
development at the British Home Stores site on Bridge Road. 
 
Members were shown site plans of the application and alterations that had 
been made were explained.  These included access, car parking and the 
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service road.  Ward Members had commented on the new proposals and had 
given their support and encouraged the developers to work with neighbours 
and community involvement.  Further issues highlighted included the inclusion 
of an Ionic Clock, the use of car parking at the site by users of the rugby 
pitches, use of the footbridge and Section 106 contributions for public 
transport. 
 
Members attention was brought to the conclusions in the report on which they 
were invited to comments.  In response to Members comments and 
questions, the following issues were discussed: 
 

• Further to concerns that there would be higher volumes of traffic, it was 
reported that a revised assessment had been carried out by Urban 
Traffic Control and there had been no further issues or significant 
differences to the previous scheme. 

• Use of the footbridge – there was no formal permission granted to 
users of the rugby fields but it was used on a casual basis. 

• Views across to Kirkstall Abbey – the proposed development was a 
storey lower than previous plans, there were no pictures of the view 
from the Abbey and these would be provided before the determination 
stage. 

• Concern regarding the reduction in car parking – it was reported that 
discussions to increase the proposed car parking were ongoing. 

• Public transport contribution – this did not include the New Generation 
Transport scheme. 

• Environmental works – work along the river boundary and the provision 
of a survey on Otters. 

 
RESOLVED – That the proposals be agreed in general. 
 
(Councillor Taggart declared a personal interest in this item due to his position 
as a Board Member of Kirkstall Valley Park and Councillor Harper declared a 
personal and prejudicial interest due to previous discussions surrounding the 
application and left the meeting following her declaration and took no part in 
the discussion or decision making on this item) 
 

59 APPLICATION 11/03503/FU - Adjacent to Emmott House, Town Street, 
Rawdon, LS19  
The report of the Chief Planning Officer referred to an application for an 
amendment to an approved application for a 4 bedroomed detached dwelling 
house with integral garage on land adjacent to Emmott House, Town Street, 
Rawdon.  The application had been referred to Plans Panel because of its 
retrospective nature. 
 
A site visit had taken place earlier in the day and Members were shown 
copies of the site plans, original site plans and photographs of the 
development. 
 
The application had been made for re-siting as the building had been erected 
2 metres closer to Emmott House than in the original plans.  There were also 
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amendments to the elevation of the building.  Objections had been raised by 
the owner of Emmott House.  It was further reported that there had been a 
previous approved application for Emmott House to have an extension at the 
front which would face the new building.  This application had now expired. 
 
The objector to the application addressed the Panel and raised concerns 
regarding the distance of the new building to Emmott House, the height of the 
building and that amendments to the application had been made without his 
knowledge or being informed by Leeds City Council.  Members questioned 
the objector and issues discussed included the progress on the building works 
and the previous application for an extension to Emmott House. 
 
The agent for the application addressed the Panel and referred to the 
previous application that was granted and the revisions that had been made 
which led to the submission of the second application.  In response to 
Members comments and questions, it was reported that planning permission 
had been granted prior to the sale of the land concerned and confirmed that a 
hedge closer to Emmott House than on the plans and the reason for the new 
building to have been erected in its position. 
 
RESOLVED – That the report be approved subject to the conditions specified 
in the report. 
 

60 APPLICATION 11/02569/FU - 82 Moorland Road, Pudsey, LS28  
The report of the Chief Planning Officer referred to the application that was 
presented to the September meeting of Plans Panel (West).  It was reported 
that Building Control had met on site with the applicants and builder and that 
agreement had been reached for identified defects to be rectified.  Building 
Control would continue to monitor the development.  Further discussion was 
held regarding the patterned brickwork on the development and the removal 
of the first floor of the extension.  The Panel was informed that neighbours 
were happy with the revised proposals and amendments and Members were 
asked to consider giving a time limit for the works to be carried out. 
 
RESOLVED – That the application be approved and that works be completed 
within a nine month time limit. 
 

61 APPLICATION 11/02795/EXT - Former Woodside Dyeworks, Low Lane, 
Horsforth, LS18  
The report of the Chief Planning Officer informed Members of an application 
for the extension of time for the implementation of an outline planning 
permission (reference 08/04075/OT). 
 
It was reported that there was a proposed change to the provision of 
affordable housing within the application and also a change to the developers 
contributions.    
 
In response to Members comments and questions, the following issues were 
discussed: 
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• Inclusion of rail travel with Metrocard contributions.  Concern was 
raised that there had been changes to the price of Metrocards since 
the initial application and it was requested that a revised figure be 
pursued. 

• Concern that the provision of affordable housing didn’t reflect what was 
previously agreed.  It was reported that Council policy had changed 
since the initial application. 

 
RESOLVED – That the application be delegated to the Chief Planning 
Officer for approval subject to the conditions outlined in the report and 
subject to revisions for the metro card provision regarding the inclusion of 
rail travel and pricing. 
 
Councillor Leadley requested that his abstention from the voting on this 
item be recorded. 

 
62 APPLICATIONS 11/03008/LI & 11/03009/FU - The Manor House and 

Clitheroe House, Our Lady and All Saints Church, Manor Square, Otley, 
LS21  
The report of the Chief Planning Officer was brought to Plans Panel following 
a request by a Ward Member who was concerned about the impact of the 
proposed parking on the setting of the listed building and character and 
appearance of the conservation area.  There was also concern about the 
detail of the rear elevation of the extension to Clitherow House. 
 
Photographs and site plans were shown at the meeting. 
 
In response to Members comments and questions, the following issues were 
discussed: 
 

• Car parking could be restricted to occupants of the apartments. 

• That occupancy of the apartments be kept under control of the 
Diocese. 

• Disappointment was expressed that the opportunity to improve the rear 
elevation of the extension had not been taken. 

 
RESOLVED – That the planning permission and listed building consent be 
granted, subject to the conditions discussed and detailed in the report. 
 

63 Application 07/01373/FU - Carnegie College Campus, Church Wood 
Avenue, LS16  
The report of the Chief Planning Officer detailed a request to vary permission 
granted in 2008 regarding a Section 106 agreement that stipulated that 
student occupiers undertook not to use a car in association with their 
occupation of the flats.  It was reported that there was spare capacity for 
parking at the campus and a proposal to allow students to use the parking 
had arisen following discussions with Leeds Metropolitan University, Ward 
Members and local residents further to concerns regarding parking on local 
streets. 
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In response to Members comments and questions, the following issues were 
discussed: 
 

• Enforcement issues 

• Provision of resident only parking in the surrounding areas. 

• A suggestion that Leeds Metropolitan University could contribute 
towards the provision of resident only parking zones. 

 
RESOLVED – That the proposed variation to the S106 legal agreement to 
permit the use of the car park by student occupants of the flats at the campus 
be agreed. 
 

64 APPLICATION 11/02910/OT - Netherfield Mills, Netherfield Road, 
Guiseley, LS20  
The report of the Chief Planning Officer which referred to a recent appeal 
decision following a public inquiry.  The planning permission granted on 
appeal was an outline consent which was valid until March 2014, and was 
subject to a requirement to provide affordable housing at a ratio of 30% which 
was Council policy at the time of the appeal decision in March 2011.  
Following the approval of an Interim Affordable Housing Policy by the 
Executive Board in May 2011 which reduced the ratio of affordable housing to 
15%, the applicant had submitted an application on the basis of provision at 
the 15% level. 
 
Further issues in relation to the application included the following: 
 

• Developer contributions 

• The applicants would be on-site from December 2011 and would be 
building 40 dwellings per year 

• There would be a further application from the developer. 

• Removal of a condition regarding surface water control 

•  A query regarding sustainable homes certification in relation to 
building regulation changes. 

 
RESOLVED – That the application be deferred and delegated for approval 
subject to the signing of a Section 106 agreement within three months from 
the date of the resolution to ensure the developer contributions outlined in the 
report and subject to other conditions also outlined in the report. 
 

65 Date and Time of Next Meeting  
Thursday, 10 November 2011 at 1.30 p.m. 
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Plans Panel (City Centre) 
 

Tuesday, 27th September, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor G Driver in the Chair 

 Councillors J Jarosz, E Nash, C Campbell, 
G Latty, A Blackburn, J Matthews and 
C Macniven 

 
16 Election of the Chair  

Apologies had been received from the Chair, Councillor Selby who was unwell 
and nominees were sought to Chair the meeting. Councillor Nash proposed 
Councillor Driver and this nomination was seconded by Councillor Macniven 
and supported by the Panel 
RESOLVED – That Councillor Driver Chair the meeting 

 
17 Declarations of Interest  

There were no declarations of interest 
 
18 Apologies for Absence  

Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Castle; M Hamilton; S 
Hamilton; McKenna and Selby. The Panel welcomed Councillors Macniven 
and Matthews as substitute members. 

 
19 Minutes  

RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meeting held 4th August 2011 be 
agreed as a correct record 

 
20 10/00267/UBAX3 - Appeal against an Enforcement Notice, 2 Claremont 
 Villas, Woodhouse LS2 9NY  

The Chief Planning Officer submitted a report on the outcome of an appeal 
against an Enforcement Notice issued against the installation of UPVC 
windows to the front and rear of a property at 2 Claremont Villas, Woodhouse 
which lay within the Woodhouse/Hanover Square Conservation Area. 
Photographs of the site and the surrounding streetscene were displayed at 
the meeting. 

 
The Area Planning Manager provided the planning history of the site and 
highlighted that, had the property been in single “family” ownership, UPVC 
windows could have been installed under permitted developments rights, but 
as the property was divided into flats these works required planning 
permission. Furthermore, there were a number of properties in the area with 
UPVC windows already installed. 
Members noted the comments from the Inspector that 

- The UPVC windows would preserve, rather than enhance, the character of 
the building. 

- The lack of an Article 4 direction for the area made it difficult for the Authority 
to apply a consistent approach to the use of materials in the Conservation 
Area 
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Members also noted the officers’ comment that this decision could undermine 
the Authority’s wish to encourage the use of traditional materials in the 
Conservation Areas and expressed concern that the current situation could 
lead to a variety of materials being used in the Conservation Area. Members 
suggested further consideration be given to the use of Article 4 Directions in 
Conservation Areas by the Joint Member Officer Working Group (Planning) 
RESOLVED – To note the contents of the report and the comments made by 
Panel and to refer the issue of the use of Article 4 Directions to the Joint 
Member Officer Working Group 

 
21 Pre Application Presentation - Pre-App 11/00336 Proposals for interim 
 uses at former Tetley Brewery, Hunslet Road, Hunslet, Leeds  

The Panel received a presentation on pre-application proposals for the short 
term use of the former Tetley Brewery site, Hunslet Road, Leeds. Some 
Members had visited the site prior to the meeting and this presentation would 
afford them the opportunity to comment on and ask questions about the 
proposed future uses prior to a formal application being submitted. It was 
noted that no formal decision would be made at this meeting. 

 
The Panel welcomed Mr R Bickers (Arup) and Miss P Hale (Project Space 
Leeds) on behalf of the applicant who provided the following general 
information: 

- Demolition had commenced on site, with 7 key buildings to be retained  
including Tetley House which will be retained for use by Carlsberg staff 

- the 4 buildings of historical interest to be retained to the south of Crown Point 
Road were not included within this application 

- the proposals would contribute in the short term to the Leeds South Bank 
plans which proposed to open up land to the south of Leeds city centre to 
public use 

- the proposed cultural use of the Head Quarters (HQ) Building would generate 
footfall and encourage creative talent to remain in Leeds 

 
The following specific issues were discussed: 
Temporary car park –  

• Provision of 900 temporary short stay spaces would support the expected 
increase of visitors to the city once the Eastgate/Harewood Quarter and 
Trinity developments were completed 

• The car park would be closed from 12:00 midnight until 06:00 hours 

• It would be well served by two high volume arterial roads  

• The car park would include 3m wide pedestrian walkways, a quality planting 
scheme, CCTV and 24 hour surveillance 
Connectivity 

• The site was very close to the city and the proposed pedestrian walkways 
would provide through routes from the city centre to Clarence Dock and 
Crown Point 
Greenspace  

• The greenspace framed the setting of the HQ Building and Salem Church. 
The space was intended to provide external exhibition space and informal 
playgrounds as well as general outdoor amenity space 
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Integration 

• This proposal could integrate the LCC Meadow Lane car parking spaces. If 
those spaces moved to the Tetley site, the Meadow Lane site could be 
redeveloped into green space in line with the Leeds South Bank Plan 
Head Quarters Building  

• The Art Deco style of the building would be retained and enhanced 

• A change of use from employment use to artistic/cultural use was proposed 

• The proposed ground floor café bar restaurant use would support the cultural 
and office uses to the upper floors 

• PSL intended to relocate from their current base at Whitehall Road in order to 
expand the service they provided in the not for profit arts sector. Funding for 
the organisation was decreasing and this new base would afford them the 
opportunity to provide office space and exhibition space for hire  

• The HQ building provided 4000 sqm over 5 floors as follows: 
Basement – service area with large room to be available for functions 
Ground floor – café bar restaurant – where most of the internal renovation 
works would be undertaken to restore the Art Deco style. The immediate 
external area would include a children’s play area 
1st floor – offices to let for creative purposes 
2nd floor – the high ceiling and roof lights provided a suitable area for 
exhibitions and displays, and the Boardroom is to be retained for corporate 
letting 
Third floor – office use for PSL 

 
Members made the following comments: 

• Generally supported the provision of car parking space as this would support 
existing developments in the south of the city, however it was felt that suitable 
ways to break up the appearance of the car park should be found as this 
would be a very large flat open space 

• Considered the balance of greenspace provision with the provision of car 
parking spaces with some Members seeking an increase in the area of 
greenspace 

• Need to ensure quality landscaping and boundary treatment. Members 
commented that consideration should be given to the treatment of the existing 
wall and railings which were regarded as being too industrial and new 
boundary treatment should provide more open vistas which are appropriate to 
the proposed greenspace use 

• Whether it was preferable to extend the greenspace around to the eastern 
side of the HQ building so that the HQ building became the central focus of 
the greenspace 

• The need to develop a robust management plan to ensure future maintenance 
of the greenspace 

• The re-opened Hunslet Road should be finished in a consistent surface to 
provide visual continuity for users of this through route 

• Although the area was to be fenced for security reasons, this should be 
balanced with consideration of the proposed public use of the site  

• Commented that the buildings to be demolished were extensions of those to 
be retained and there was some concern that the retained buildings would be 
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left with blank facades. Consideration should be given to the treatment and 
appearance of the facades. 

• Commented that there was support for the proposed re-use of the HQ building 
and expressed the view that as part of Leeds heritage, the HQ building should 
be open to the public. Members noted that PSL had considered participating 
in Leeds’ Heritage Open Days 

 
The Panel broadly supported the proposals and noted that a statement of 
community consultation would be submitted with the formal application in due 
course. Members thanked the representatives for their presentation and 
RESOLVED – that the proposals be noted and the comments of the Panel be 
noted 

 
22 Draft Householder Design Guide  

Members considered the report of the Chief Planning Officer outlining the 
consultation strategy for the Draft Householder Design Guide which was 
intended to be adopted as a Supplementary Planning Document within the 
Local Development Framework. The formal consultation had commenced on 
19th September 2011. A copy of the draft Guide was appended to the report. 

 
Officers reported that the Guide formalised the current approach being used 
to assess planning applications and encouraged good design in houses, 
particularly extensions, whether or not planning permission was required. The 
Guide contained three new policy proposals relating to character, 
neighbourhood amenity and Green Belt. 

 
The Panel welcomed the document and noted that it was likely to be formally 
adopted by the end of the year although the draft guide would be referred to in 
the meantime 

 
Officers reported that Member consultation sessions would take place on 
Tuesday 18th October 2011 with a morning session for west area ward 
members and an afternoon session for east area ward members  
RESOLVED  

a) to note the contents of the Draft Householder Design Guide 
b) that the Panel support officers aspirations for good design as described in the 

Guide 
c) that the contents of the report and the proposed consultation strategy be 

noted 
 
23 Informal City Centre Commuter Car Parking Policy  

The Panel considered the report of the Chief Planning Officer on the progress 
made in preparing a policy to permit a number of cleared site commuter car 
parks in the city centre. The Executive Board on 7th September 2011 had 
approved the proposals to adopt the city centre commuter car parking policy 
as a material consideration in determining planning matters and a copy of that 
report was provided. 

 
Officers reported the policy was intended to regularise existing car parking 
arrangements in return for reasonable physical improvements to the car 
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parks. The Authority had placed a cap of 3,200 spaces to ensure that car 
usage for commuting did not increase.  

 
The Panel commented on the scope of the map included in the Policy stating 
that informal commuter car parking occurred further into the suburbs, and that 
this would only be properly dealt with once adequate Park and Ride facilities 
were developed. The Panel broadly supported the Policy and noted that the 
comments on Park & Ride schemes would be reported back to the relevant 
officers as it was not within the scope of the Policy 
RESOLVED –  

a) To note the contents of the report and the City Centre Commuter Car Parking 
Policy 

b) To note that the three month window for receipt of car park applications 
closes on 19 December 2011, after which officers will assess the schemes 
altogether and bring a single report to the Panel in early 2012 

 
24 Date and time of next meeting  

RESOLVED – To note the date and time of the next meeting as Thursday 27th 
October 2011 at 1.30pm 
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Plans Panel (City Centre) 
 

Thursday, 27th October, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor B Selby in the Chair 

 Councillors G Driver, S Hamilton, 
J McKenna, M Hamilton, C Campbell, 
G Latty, A Castle, A Blackburn, M Coulson 
and R Grahame 

 
25 Late Items  

No formal late items of business were added to the agenda however Panel 
Members had received an amended version of the report on Central Garden 
Park Square (minute 30 refers) 

 
26 Declarations of Interest  

The following Members declared personal/prejudicial interests for the purpose 
of Section 81(3) of the Local Government Act 2000 and paragraphs 8 to 12 of 
the Members Code of Conduct: 
Councillor A Castle – Application 11/03424/FU refurbishment proposals for 
the Merrion Centre and Application 11/03514/LI Central Garden, Park Square 
– declared a personal interest in both matters as a member of Leeds Civic 
Trust as the Civic Trust had commented on both applications. (minutes 29 
and 30 respectively refer) 

 
Councillors Campbell and Selby – Application 11/03514/LI Central Garden, 
Park Square – declared personal interests as members of English Heritage. 
English Heritage had commented on the proposals (minute 30 refers) 
 
Councillor M Hamilton – Pre-Application PREAPP/11/00904 for Student Flats 
at  20-28 Hyde Terrace, Woodhouse – declared a personal interest as an 
employee of the University of Leeds, although it was noted that the proposals 
were for comment only at this stage (minute 32 refers)  

 
27 Apologies for Absence  

Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Jarosz and Nash. The 
Panel welcomed Councillors Coulson and R Grahame as substitutes. 

 
28 Minutes  

RESOLVED – That the minutes of the last meeting held 27th September 2011 
be agreed as a correct record 

 
(Councillor R Grahame joined the meeting at this point) 
 
29 Application 11/03424/FU - Alterations and extensions, change of use, 
 refurbishment and recladding of car park, new substation, tenant plant 
 area, public realm works and associated facilities to shopping centre, 
 Merrion Centre, Merrion Way, Leeds LS2 8NG  
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The Chief Planning Officer submitted a report setting out proposals for 
extensive alteration and refurbishment works, involving change of use, to the 
north eastern section of the Merrion Centre shopping centre. The Panel had 
previously viewed early proposals in July 2011 prior to submission of the 
formal application. Slides, photographs, internal floorplans and architects 
drawings of the proposals were displayed at the meeting.  
 
(Councillor M Hamilton joined the meeting at this point) 
 
Officers reported the applicant was “TCS Holdings” rather than Town Centre 
Holdings Ltd as stated within the submitted report. The Panel were provided 
with a history of the refurbishment works already undertaken including the re-
cladding of the Merrion Centre itself and Town Centre House. This next phase 
would address the car park, Merrion Market area and the Wade Lane/Merrion 
Street frontages. Officers stated that much of the market floorspace was 
currently vacant and those units which remained did not have an outward 
facing street frontage. The applicant recognised the positive impact that the 
Leeds Arena development would have on footfall through and around the 
Merrion Centre and proposed the following treatment: 

• Introduction of full height glazed frontages to the ground floor uses 

• External footpaths to be refurbished with the use of more natural paving 
closer to the Merrion Centre itself to delineate the building curtilage  

• Provision of a new ramped access at the Merrion Street/Wade Lane corner 

• Reintroduction of 8 trees to the external edges of the site 

• Introduction of a new core with large lift access direct to the car park at the 
junction with the internal Georgian Arcade and refurbishment of existing lift 

• Creation of additional access/egress lane into the car park  

• Provision of 28 designated disabled car parking spaces plus electric car 
charging points and motorcycle parking 

• Refurbishment of the concrete cladding to the external façade of the car park. 
A simple system of aluminium overcladding was proposed to protect the 
existing concrete façade which incorporated cobbles and was deteriorating. A 
steel framed “dia-grid” would also be included to add interest. 

• Computer generated graphics of the of the car park façade were displayed. 
The graphics showed a night time view of the car park, indicating the LED 
lights incorporated into the steel grid overlay 
 
Finally officers reported that negotiations over the final figure for public 
transport contributions to be included in the Section 106 agreement had not 
been completed prior to the meeting but that this outstanding matter could be 
resolved through the delegation process.   

 
Members discussed the following aspects of the application: 
Licensed Premises – Members noted that 50% of the floorspace (equating to 
3,500 sq m) could be given over to licensed premises and urged caution as 
there were reported to be a large number of licensed premises around the 
Merrion Centre. There was some concern that the area could become a 
hotspot for alcohol fuelled disorder. 
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Travel Plan - Members were keen to receive information on the targets set for 
the Travel Plan (TP), its aim, monitoring, the number of staff and penalties. 
The Panel noted that TCS currently had no TP. The proposed TP included 
targets set having regard to the results of a snapshot survey of businesses 
already with a Travel Plan which showed 49% of staff used a car. The aim for 
TCS would be 39%. Officers had suggested a car share scheme could 
produce that 10% reduction. The conditions within the S106 required an 
annual staff survey to be completed in order for car usage to be monitored. 
The TP required a Steering Group and Working Group to be established 
whose membership would include an LCC officer. These would meet annually 
and half yearly respectively.  
- One Member suggested that a target of 75% should be established for the 

completion of the annual survey so that TCS encouraged staff to complete 
the survey in order to better inform the annual audit. Members also 
considered the merits of including penalties if the targets were not met. 
The Panel broadly agreed that the TP should be strengthened and 
revisited through negotiation 

 
Pedestrian Access – Members were concerned that the well/ escalator 
access at the north west corner of the Merrion Centre could be seen as a 
barrier to the Civic Quarter. Members considered whether TCS and the 
developer of the new Hotel on Cookridge Street could discuss treatment of 
this access point. 
- Commented that all pedestrian pavements around the Centre required 

treatment, as it was clear that parts of the external routes would be closed 
during refurbishment works and pedestrians would be using other routes. 
Members considered connectivity around the site to be a priority as the 
Centre would be an important link between the Civic Quarter, the Arena 
and the Eastgate & Harewood Quarter especially as there would be no 24 
hour public access through the Centre 

-  Officers responded that this application included treatment to the 
pedestrian pathways up to the internal junction with the Georgian Arcade. 
The scheme for the Arena by a separate developer included works to the 
pedestrian footpaths from that point to the well/escalator. A further 
application was anticipated in 2012 from TCS for treatment to the 
escalator/well area 

 
Mosaic – the removal of the existing mosaic display on the Merrion Way 
elevation was conditioned. The Panel agreed that the mosaic should be 
retained and re-installed as a prominent feature within the refurbished building  

 
Wade Lane car park façade – Several Members were unhappy with the 
industrial appearance of this façade as it faced the Merrion Hotel. The Panel 
felt the developer should continue to ensure the same build quality and use of 
high standard materials at this point.  
- The Panel noted a suggestion that the use of different coloured panels 

could improve the appearance, and that the use of LED lights should be 
extended to this façade  
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- Officers responded that further discussions were sought with the 
developer on the car park façade and perhaps the mural could be re-
introduced to add visual interest at this point  

 
Cycle storage/parking – Officers confirmed that staff cycle storage would be 
provided within the service area of the development, customer cycle storage 
would be provided on the Merrion Way edge 
 
Lighting details – The proposed impact needed to be clearer. The lighting 
scheme needs to enhance the car park at night time 

 
Landscaping and trees – The Panel was keen to ensure that trees of an 
appropriate size and maturity were introduced 

 
There was some discussion on how to progress the application, bearing in 
mind the number of comments the Panel had made. Officers clarified that 
there would be an opportunity during the delegation process for them to 
discuss the issues raised regarding the travel plan, quality of materials and 
lighting display before final approval was given. Members however noted a 
motion to defer determination for one cycle to allow time for the developer to 
respond directly to the comments made and following a vote 
RESOLVED – Not to accept the officer recommendation to defer 
determination of the application and delegate final approval to the Chief 
Planning Officer, but to defer determination of the application for one cycle to 
allow time for officers to discuss the comments made by the Panel and for the 
applicant to respond. A further report setting out the responses will be 
presented to the next meeting for determination. 

 
The Panel however commented that Members welcomed the development 
and supported the principle of the development but wished to see the above 
detailed issues addressed  

 
30 Application 11/03514/LI - Retrospective Listed Building Application for 
 removal of a statue and plinth, Central Garden (West End), Park Square, 
 Leeds LS1  

Photographs of the bronze statue of Circe previously in-situ in Central Garden 
were displayed at the meeting. The Area Planning Manager highlighted 
receipt of an amended report which clarified the listed status of the statue. 
The comments of English Heritage had now been received which confirmed 
that no objection was maintained to the application but expressed 
disappointment that a replacement statue would not now be installed.  
 
Officers reported that the statue had been removed following the grant of 
permission in 2007. At that time LCC Museums & Galleries intended to 
replace Circe with a bronze statue of Mercury. However since then, the cost 
of bronze and the insurance and measures necessary to protect such a 
valuable asset had increased dramatically. Circe was now refurbished and 
displayed within the City Museum. Members had visited the Museum prior to 
the meeting. The key issue to consider was the impact of the application on 
the setting of Park Square. 
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It was reported that the Circe statue and plinth had been introduced to Park 
Square in 1951, although the statue had not been designed for external 
display. Photographs of two statues suggested as suitable replacements by 
the Victorian Society and Leeds Civic Trust were displayed but Members did 
not support these. Officers reported that the Arts Council was not prepared to 
lend a sculpture or any public art for that location. Members noted the 
difficulty in securing a replacement for the Square and supported the 
application to regularise the existing situation 
RESOLVED – That the application be approved in principle and be referred to 
the Secretary of State for consideration, with final determination delegated to 
the Chief Planning Officer should the Secretary of State pass the application 
back to the Local Planning Authority for determination 

 
(The Panel took a short break at this point) 
 
31 Pre-Application Presentation - PREAPP11/00613 - Proposed Hotel at 
 junction of Portland Way and Calverley Street, Leeds LS1  

The Panel received a presentation on pre-application proposals for a hotel 
development at the junction of Portland Way and Calverley Street. Members 
were familiar with the site as it lay adjacent to the Civic Hall and this 
presentation would afford them the opportunity to comment on and ask 
questions about the proposals prior to a formal application being submitted. It 
was noted that no formal decision would be made at this meeting. Plans and 
photographs of the site were displayed at the meeting. Members were aware 
that this site had formed part of the wider masterplan proposals for Downing 
Developments student housing proposals to the north-west of the site which 
had been presented to the Panel in February 2011, but that the site was now 
in separate ownership of this applicant 
 

(Councillor A Blackburn re-joined the meeting) 
 

The Panel welcomed Mr M Haydeck (representing the developer) and Mr J 
Grainger (Carey-Jones, architect) who provided the following general 
information: 

• The developer regarded this as a prominent site at the edge of the Civic 
Quarter and the proposals referenced the high quality materials used 
throughout the Civic Quarter   

• The hotel design was sympathetic to its surroundings and reflected the style 
and character of buildings within the immediate vicinity. The rounded edge 
treatment proposed to the Calverley Street/Portland Way junction echoed the 
Brotherton Wing and former Nurses Home on Calverley Street 

• Two protected trees lay within the development line, but the developer 
intended to mitigate their loss with new planting 

• The rising levels up Portland Way provided a stepped design, with the upper 
floors set back from the frontage 

• The design included wide window settings, a limestone clad base plinth with 
metal rainscreen system on top. The use of limestone was intended to provide 
the hotel with a relationship to the Civic Hall. Stone Banding to the floors 
expressed the horizontality of the building 
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• The intended uses were  
o Ground floor - reception area, small gym, conference facilities with 

breakout room and the hotel entrance 
o Lower ground floor – an A3 unit which would be complimentary to the 

hotel use and local staff 
o Upper floors to be hotel suites 

 
Members went onto make the following comments: 

• Welcomed the design and proposed materials which referenced the existing 
buildings within the Civic Quarter and Leeds General Infirmary. The quality of 
the materials should be just as high to the north-western side of the building 

• Expressed some concern over the proximity between the hotel building and 
those proposed through the redevelopment of the Downing site and felt that 
the hotel could be over dominant in its impact  

• The application should detail the sustainability measures included within the 
proposals, particularly in respect of the possible use of renewable energy 

• Further detail of the vehicular access and taxi/private hire/private car drop-off 
and pickup points was required. Members considered Portland Way to be a 
very busy traffic point and were keen to ensure that there should be no 
obstruction to the highway by vehicles making short stops. They noted the 
proposed lay-by to the Hotel Entrance on Portland Way would accommodate 
six car lengths, but that it was also opposite the Civic Hall courtyard car park 
entrance   

o officers responded that service access was proposed from Calverley 
Street if two hackney carriage rank spaces could be relocated to 
Portland Way. Sufficient space was provided within the Portland Way 
lay by for five vehicles. No car parking was proposed for the hotel, 
however the Rose Bowl and The Light  car parks were nearby (with the 
latter operating 24 hours) 

• Considered the impact of noise from emergency service vehicles attending 
the hospital and want to ensure that an environmental impact assessment is 
undertaken to address any noise issues 

• Considered the appearance of the plant located on the hotel roof which 
appeared to be within a fenced area. Members considered whether the plant 
box could be deleted and the plant simply moved into the building. It was 
noted that a noise survey had been undertaken which required the rooms to 
be air conditioned; as such external plant would be required and the 
developer had tried to alleviate its appearance through screening. Mr 
Grainger further explained that the building would appear as 4 storeys from 
street level with the plant set back and surrounded by a lighter colour screen 

• Expressed some concern over the loss of the trees, although noted that as 
the development plot was quite narrow, the majority of the trees seen on the 
site visit lay outside the plot  

• Members welcomed the design of the Calverley Street/Portland Way curved 
elevation although urged that care should be taken firstly to ensure this 
appeared as a true curve in its built form and secondly to avoid compromise 
on the quality of the material for the internal pillars supporting the glazed 
curve. A comment was made that poorer quality materials or darker coloured 
internal pillars could be detrimental to the external appearance of the curve 
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• Future slide presentation should incorporate all the street furniture and 
highways signals at the Portland Way/Calverley Street junction to provide a 
more realistic representation of the streetscene 

 
In conclusion Mr Grainger confirmed the developers’ intention to use the 
same high quality materials on all the hotel elevations. Furthermore, the 
design was intended to be on a grand scale and hold a relationship with the 
tall buildings adjacent to it. Consideration had been given to setting the 
building down however this would result in a greater height discrepancy at the 
elevation next to the university building 
RESOLVED – To thank the representatives for their presentation and to note 
the comments made 

 
32 Pre-Application Presentation - PREAPP/11/00904 - Formation of Student 
 Flats (Approximately 100 beds) at  20-28 Hyde Terrace, Woodhouse, 
 Leeds LS2 9LN  

The Panel received a presentation on pre-application proposals for a student 
flats development at 20-28 Hyde Terrace, Woodhouse. Members had visited 
the site prior to the meeting and this presentation would afford them the 
opportunity to comment on and ask questions on the proposals prior to a 
formal application being submitted. It was noted that no formal decision would 
be made at this meeting. Plans and photographs of the site were displayed at 
the meeting.  
 
Mr A Watts, Walker Morris, attended the meeting on behalf of the applicants 
to present the scheme as follows: 

• Proposed retention and conversion of the main terraced building would 
include retention of the external façade and internal original features, and 
remove the flat roofed dormers which will be replaced with pitched roofs 

• Demolition of the three storey porta-cabin units added to the rear elevation in 
the 1970s. 

• New, modern east and west wings would be erected using red brick, grey 
slate and copper cladding where required to reflect the existing main building 

• 2/3 bedroom flats were proposed within the main building with 8 cluster flats in 
the new wings which would provide a total of 98 bedspaces 

• Primary windows were intended to the front elevations with secondary use 
windows to the rear 

• A courtyard space would be created to the rear 

• The scheme was intended to be car free, with a drop-off point and possible 
designated disabled car parking space on the north eastern access road.  

• The site was previously occupied by the University in an area of mixed 
commercial uses and existing student accommodation and was outside the 
area of housing mix.  

• The applicants had discussed the proposals with the LCC Conservation and 
Planning Officers and now sought feedback from the Panel prior to formal 
public consultation with local Councillors and the community 
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Members commented that the development proposals should have regard to 
the listed status of the buildings to the north of the site and went onto discuss 
the following aspects of the proposals at this stage: 
Main Building 

• Welcomed the sympathetic approach but were keen to ensure the retention of 
internal original fixtures such as fireplaces and staircases 

• Suggested the rear flat roof dormer should also be removed 

• Due to the depth of the main building, care should be taken to ensure that the 
basement accommodation in particular provided sufficient light 

• Noted the front elevation depicted 5 separate house entrances  and whether 
this feature would be retained 

• Suggested the render to the gable end should be removed 

• Commented on the stained glass window and whether its retention would be 
beneficial to the main building 

• The removal of the Portacabins could reveal new features to the stonework on 
the rear elevation 

• The mullioned window to the rear should be examined and retained 

• The chimneys should be retained as these were a feature in the locality  

• Suggested that the white render/timber to the eaves of the front elevation 
should be reviewed as part of the proposals  
New build 

• Noted that elements of the main building were reflected in the drawings for the 
wings but required further detail on the design and dimensions of the new 
wings, the cluster flats 

• Required detail of the relationship of the wings with the main building 
Car Parking 

• Noted that no car parking is proposed and commented that there was a lot of 
on-street parking generated by students in the immediate locality  
 
Mr Watts responded to the comments and explained the client was a student 
based landlord who recognised the need for this mix of student flats. 
Additionally: 

• the main building accommodated the 2/3 bedroom flat conversion well, the 
size of these flats was determined by the internal layout and allowed for 
the retention of the layout, staircases and the 5 door entranceways to the 
front elevations 

• the stone mullioned window would be discussed with the Conservation 
Officer and the rear flat roof dormer appeared to add no merit to the main 
building and removal could be considered  

• removal of the render to the gable end was supported 

• the scheme was intended to be car free and all tenants would be made 
aware of this in their tenancy agreement 

 
The Panel considered the key issues set out in the report for them to 
comment on and generally supported the principle for the re-use of the 
building for student accommodation as Members felt this site was close to the 
university which should lead to a reduction in the need for cars. Members 
commented that redevelopment of the building for general market flats would 
create greater pressure on car parking in local streets but also acknowledged 
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that some residents would feel the area was already saturated with student 
accommodation. Members also appeared generally happy with the 
sympathetic approach to the design of the new build wings and accepted the 
proposed treatment of the dormer windows. Finally, the Panel requested more 
detail on the proposals to ensure a car free scheme 
RESOLVED – To thank Mr Watts for his presentation and to note the 
comments made 

 
33 Update on the South Bank, Sovereign Street and Lower Kirkgate 
 Planning Statements  

The Chief Planning Officer submitted three recently adopted Planning 
Statements relating to areas of special interest in the City. The Conservation 
Officers attended the meeting and the Panel discussed each Statement in 
turn as follows: 

 Lower Kirkgate: 

• Noted that the council had successfully passed Stage 1 of a Heritage Lottery 
Bid to secure £1.6m in total for works to the area of which £0.5m would be 
dedicated to the restoration of the White Cloth Hall.  

• Discussions with the main landowner had been maintained throughout the 
development of the Statement 
Members noted that White Cloth Hall was owned by the main landowner and 
expressed their continued dissatisfaction that the building had been in 
disrepair for a long time and had subsequently partially collapsed. Members 
recalled that a letter had been sent on behalf of the Panel expressing the 
council’s concerns some years ago and went onto consider what measures, if 
any, could be taken if the landowner failed to progress works to the remains of 
the building. Officers responded that two-thirds of the original White Cloth Hall 
survived, including the west wing constructed in the 1750’s. City Fusion, the 
landowners, were currently undertaking costly surveying works and had 
responded positively to requests for emergency repairs to be undertaken 
The Panel requested that a report be brought to the next meeting setting out 
the options being considered for the reconstruction of White Cloth Hall and 
indicating the timescales for progress. 

 
 South Bank 

• Statement arose from the discussions held between the council and the 
owners of the three main sites relating to a substantial part of the southern 
edge of the city centre and the Council’s aspirations for a city centre park 

• A permeable route from the city centre to the south was proposed through 
provision of a park. A new pedestrian access would be opened through the 
vacant Tetley Brewery site providing a direct link with Leeds Bridge and 
Hunslet Road and that there would be improved eastward pedestrian access 
via Yarn Street to the Pennine Trail and Woodlesford 

• Members commented that the motorways and busy dual carriage ways which 
surrounded the site could be seen as a barrier, but noted that future 
developments adjacent to Clarence Dock would provide pedestrian 
improvements which would link the separate sites within South Bank 
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Sovereign Street 

• Statement arose following the failure of the previous development proposals 
in 2008 and the need to remarket the site and discussions are ongoing with 
developers regarding Plots A and B identified in the Statement 

• The Statement includes aspirations to provide a greenspace which would link 
via a footbridge to the proposed city centre park to the south of the river. It 
also identifies the potential to provide a route underneath the railway line to 
the north 

 RESOLVED –  
a) To note the contents of the Sovereign Street, South Bank and Lower Kirkgate 

Planning Statements 
b) To note that a further report  setting out the options being considered for the 

reconstruction of  White Cloth Hall and indicating the timescales for progress 
will be presented to the next meeting for information 

 
34 Date and time of next meeting  

RESOLVED – To note the date and time of the next meeting as Thursday 24th 
November 2011 at 1.30pm 
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Development Plan Panel 
 

Tuesday, 11th October, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor N Taggart in the Chair 

 Councillors B Anderson, C Fox, 
M Hamilton, T Leadley, J Lewis, K Mitchell 
and N Walshaw 

 
 
14 Chair's Opening Remarks  
The Chair welcomed all in attendance to the October meeting of Development Plan 
Panel. 
 
15 Declaration of Interests  
Councillor James Lewis declared a personal interest in relation to agenda item 7, 
Draft National Planning Policy Framework – Consultation Response, in his capacity 
as Chair of West Yorkshire Integrated Transport Authority. (Minute No. 18 refers) 
 
16 Apologies for Absence  
An apology for absence was submitted on behalf of Councillor Nash. 
 
17 Minutes - 9th August 2011  
RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meeting held on 9th August 2011 be approved 
as a correct record. 
 
18 Draft National Planning Policy Framework - Consultation Response  
The Director of City Development submitted a report which outlined Leeds City 
Council’s (LCC’s) proposed consultation response to the draft National Planning 
Policy Framework (NPFF). 
 
The following information was appended to the report: 
 

- NPFF consultation questions 
- Draft letter in response to NPFF consultation. 

 
The Chair welcomed to the meeting, David Feeney, Head of Forward Planning and 
Implementation, to present the report and respond to Members questions and 
comments. 
 
The key areas of discussion were: 
 

• Recommendation that the final LCC response / recommendations should 
cross reference the corresponding paragraphs in the NPFF consultation 
document. 

• Concern about the “presumption in favour” of sustainable development being 
dropped and the adverse impact on local communities. 
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• Concern that the principle of simplifying and streamlining the planning system 
should not be accepted and the response to Leeds MPs and other relevant 
organisations should be amended to reflect this. 

• The importance of planning guidance informing planning decisions.  Where 
the review of guidance was necessary, this should be undertaken on a more 
gradual basis. 

• In relation to section 2, para. 2.4, suggested amendment to last line to read 
‘…permission should not be bought and sold’. 

• The need to specify the number of windfall units delivered over a 5 year 
period in demonstrating the significant contribution windfall had made in the 
city.  In relation to section 3, para. 5 (Housing Provision) the word “say” 
needs to be inserted into the sentence as follows “At a minimum build of say 
30 units/hectare…”. 

• Concern about the lack of cohesion between the draft NPFF, the localism bill 
and other key planning guidance. 

• Concern in relation to para. 75 of the draft NPFF which states that ‘planning 
policies should avoid the long term protection of employment land or 
floorspace, and applications for alternative uses of designated land or 
buildings should be treated on their merits having regard to market signals 
and the relative need for different land uses.’  The Development Plan Panel 
(DPP) was of the view that this approach would be catastrophic for Leeds, as 
it would not allow the city to plan for longer term job growth and would result 
in employment land and premises being displaced by higher value uses 
(reflecting market signals). 

• Development of the Core Strategy and clarification about LCC position prior 
to adoption of national guidance. 

• Concern about the lack of strategic direction in relation to transport issues 
(see section 3, para. 13 (Transport)). 

• Concern that the draft NPFF did not reflect Council Policies and City Priorities 
and should therefore be redrafted to strongly state that the NPFF as written  
was contrary to City Council Policies and City Priorities for sustainable 
development (in delivering environmental, social and economic objectives at 
the same time), urban regeneration, protecting local character, 
distinctiveness and environmental quality (see section 4, para. 4.3.1 (Council 
Policies and City Priorities).  This was due to the draft NPFF being unduly 
weighted in favour of development and the economic aspects of sustainable 
development. 

• In relation to the consultation response form (questions 11a and 11b), it was 
suggested to change ‘Agree’ to ‘Disagree’ but qualify reason in text box to 
note ‘The City Council supports the principle of the need for a collaborative 
approach with schools promoters in resolving issues prior to formal planning 
applications being submitted.’  The DPP had concerns regarding the weight 
being attached to establishing new schools and how this related to aligning 
provision with the strategic planning  for schools and the delivery of an overall 
housing strategy (and for this to be underpinned with the necessary 
infrastructure). 
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RESOLVED –  
 
That the Development Plan Panel recommends the following to Executive Board: 
 
(a) That the response to the draft NPFF, as amended, be noted 
(b) That the amended submission be endorsed, as LCC’s formal response to the 
national consultation, on an all party basis 
(c) That with the exception of 11a and 11b being altered from ‘Agree’ to ‘Disagree’ 
and the inclusion of additional text, the responses set out in the consultation 
questionnaire at appendix 1, be approved 
(d) That the draft letter for MPs and relevant parties, as amended, be approved 
(e) That a copy of the amended report be forwarded to the Secretary of State 
(Communities & Local Government), shadow party spokesmen, Leeds MPs and 
other relevant organisations including the Local Government Association. 
 
19 Natural Resources & Waste Development Plan Document - Independent 
Examination & Schedule of Changes  
The Director of City Development submitted a report which outlined a series of 
further changes being considered by the Inspector in relation to the Natural 
Resources & Waste Development Plan Document (DPD). 
 
Appended to the report was a copy of the changes being considered by the 
Inspector. 
 
David Feeney, Head of Forward Planning and Implementation, presented the report. 
 
RESOLVED – That the attached changes to the report, be noted. 
 
20 Date and Time of Next Meeting  
Tuesday, 8th November 2011 at 1.30pm.  
 
 
(The meeting concluded at 2.45pm.) 
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Minutes approved at the meeting  
held on Tuesday, 18th October, 2011 

 

Licensing Committee 
 

Tuesday, 13th September, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor S Armitage in the Chair 

 Councillors R Downes, J Dunn, 
R D Feldman, B Gettings, G Hussain, 
G Hyde, A Khan, P Latty, B Selby, 
C Townsley, D Wilson and G Wilkinson 

 
28 Exempt Information - Possible Exclusion of the Press and Public  

No formal agenda items were identified as containing exempt information 
however West Yorkshire Police (WYP) indicated their intention to request that 
those documents supplied in support of the WYP presentation be treated as 
exempt should members of the public attend the meeting (minute 33 refers) 

 
29 Late Items  

No formal late items of business were added to the agenda however 
Members were in receipt of additional documents submitted by West 
Yorkshire Police in support of the WYP presentation (minute 33 refers) 

 
30 Declarations of Interest  

There were no declarations of interest, however during discussions on the 
Cumulative Impact Area (city centre) Councillor Selby stated that as Chair of 
City Centre Plans Panel, he wished to make it clear that he would treat 
individual planning applications on their own merits and within the remit of the 
Plans Panel and similarly, he would consider any licensing applications in 
accordance with the Licensing Act 2003, the Guidance and the LCC 
Statement of Licensing Policy and would not pre-determine any matter before 
him (minute 33 refers) 

 
31 Apologies for Absence  

Apologies were received from Councillors Bruce and Hanley 
 
32 Minutes  

RESOLVED –That the minutes of the meeting held 16th August 2011 be 
agreed as a correct record 

 
33 Presentation - West Yorkshire Police  

The Committee welcomed Chief Inspector V Francis, PC C Arkle and Mr B 
Patterson of West Yorkshire Police to the meeting. Ch.Ins. Francis led the 
Committee in discussions on the following matters: 
Gatecrasher Review 

– Issues relating to the volume of paperwork associated with the applications 
before Sub Committees, the procedure followed at the Magistrates Court, the 
strength and presentation of the representations made by WYP and the 
approach of the Judge were raised. 

– WYP stated their intention to re-assess and condense wherever possible the 
paperwork associated with an application. Careful consideration would also 
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be given to the choice of legal representative and the order of business and 
procedure likely to be adopted by the Magistrates Court.  

 
(Councillor A Khan withdrew from the meeting for a short while at this point) 
 

– Members recalled the circumstances of the case and considered whether the 
presence of a Sub Committee Member at the Magistrates court hearing 
would assist 

– Overall both WYP and the Licensing Authority agreed it would be beneficial if 
both parties assessed the strength of their case and sought the best possible 
representation at hearings, in terms of paperwork, support and legal 
representation in order to present a robust approach to the Court 

 
(Councillor R Downes withdrew from the meeting at this point) 
 

Cumulative Impact Policy (CIP) 
Ch.Ins Vernon referred to the documents tabled showing the number of 
Licensing Act 2003 applications made for premises within the city centre (CIP 
Area 1) since January 2011, the type of representation made by WYP and the 
outcome of subsequent hearings.  

 
(Councillor Downes rejoined the meeting)  
 

– Members noted the amended Statement of Licensing Policy had come into 
force in January 2011 and CIP Area 1 stated a presumption against the 
grant of any new licence with that area. WYP asserted that an applicant 
should therefore be required to prove the exceptional reasons to grant 
their application rather than the onus being on WYP to make the case to 
uphold the CIP  

– Ch.Ins Francis highlighted the outcomes of the applications considered by 
a sub committee since January 2011 with particular reference to those 
which lay within the three hotspots for incidents of crime and disorder 
identified by WYP. He stated WYP would encourage new premises 
coming forward with measures and styles of operation which would have a 
positive impact on a hotspot area and reduce the number of incidents. 
New premises or variations which did not appear to assist a locality 
already regarded as a hotspot would attract a strong objection from WYP 

 
The Committee considered the outcomes and what additional information 
could be required by a sub committee in order to support the CIP. Members 
noted that receipt of a WYP representation should act as a trigger for them to 
consider the CIP and identify what evidence was submitted to convince them 
that an application was exceptional. Members acknowledged that there may 
appear to be inconsistencies in the approach of the Sub Committees and 
identified the following issues:  
– That a strong barrister/applicant could divert consideration of the 

presumption against granting applications stated in the CIP 
– That Members may benefit from monthly/quarterly updates on the 

outcomes of CIP area applications and sharing “best practice” on dealing 
with CIP applications 
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– That the Licensing Authority could benefit from establishing a sub 
committee to deal purely with CIP applications as and when required  

– The different approaches demonstrated by WYP with regards to 
representations made to applications for premises within CIP Area 1 and 
applications for premises within hotspot areas in CIP Area 1. Members 
noted that WYP intended to reassess the style of representations 

– The benefits of the CIP as a deterrent to prospective applicants seeking 
long hours and large capacity venues 

– The need for the Entertainment Licensing Section to liaise closely with the 
Department of Development over the possible impact of CIP Area 1 on 
future developments in the city centre – such as the Eastgate and 
Harewood Quarter. Members noted the Arena development lay just 
outside CIP Area 1 and that in developing the current policy consultation 
had been held with the Development Department. Furthermore a report 
from the Development Department was scheduled for the October 
Committee meeting 

– PC Arkle briefly outlined the Matrix points system used to identify city 
premises which needed support from WYP. Ch.Ins. Francis explained his 
decision making process in seeking to review a premises licence had 
regard to the type of venue, capacity, nature of entertainment offer, 
clientele and whether that venue consistently worked with WYP. 

 
The Committee thanked the officers of WYP for their presentation and 
welcomed the discussions it had generated 
RESOLVED –  
a) To note the contents of the presentation and discussions  
b) To request officers report back following further consideration of 
i) the benefit of monthly/quarterly updates on the outcomes of CIP area 
applications and sharing “best practice” on dealing with CIP applications and 
ii) the benefits of establishing a sub committee to deal purely with CIP 
applications as and when required  

 
34 Leeds City Centre Evening and Night Time Economy Strategy and 
 Action Plan  

The Committee received a report from the Chief Officer, Community Safety, 
on the Leeds City Centre Evening and Night Time Economy Strategy and 
Action Plan. Ms C McCall, City Centre Community Safety Co-ordinator 
attended the meeting and highlighted the partnership working established in 
the city with WYP, operators, agencies, Business Against Crime in Leeds 
(BACIL), pub watch, Operation Capitol and taxi marshals to ensure a healthy 
economy. 

 
Members had regard to the discussions on the previous item and commented 
on the following: 
Taxi marshals – noted the success of the scheme and that funding for the 
Christmas 2011 period had yet to found. Members queried whether private 
finance could support the project 
Street marshals – Ch.Ins. Francis reported that this scheme provided 19 
street marshals funded by city centre premises and there had been a 40% 
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reduction in violent crime in the hotspots on Friday and Saturday nights since 
the scheme began 
Street Chaplains  – noted the Leeds and Ripon Dioceses had recently 
appointed a night time economy minister, who was tasked with revitalising the 
volunteer street chaplains scheme to provide support to vulnerable persons in 
the city centre on Friday and Saturday nights 
RESOLVED – To note the contents of the report 

 
(Councillor Dunn withdrew from the meeting at this point) 
 
35 Responses to Central Government Consultations on the Primary 
 Authority Scheme and Age Restricted Products  

The Head of Licensing and Registration submitted a report outlining proposed 
responses to two central Government consultations on issues falling within 
the remit of the Licensing Committee. Copies of the relevant documents were 
included within the report. Members considered each consultation and 
proposed response in turn and made the following comments: 
The Future of the Better Regulation Office and extending the benefits of the 
Primary Authority Scheme – which included proposals to include “age 
restricted” products within the Primary Authority Scheme (PAS)  

• Identified the impact this could have on local decision making, particularly in 
terms of the Licensing Act 2003 which empowered local authorities to regulate 
relevant products in their area  

(Councillor Dunn re-joined the meeting) 

• Concern that one PAS could be swamped with regulatory duties by being 
designated by several operators 

• No clear indication of how a local authority will identify and recover 
“reasonable costs” 

• Identified an anomaly that although West Yorkshire Trading Standards were 
identified as a Primary Authority, West Yorkshire Police were not and this 
could impact on collaborative working and enforcement outcomes resulting in 
a two-tier approach by both agencies 

• noted the practical example of the impact the scheme could have on 
measures often conditioned by sub committees based on local considerations 
specific to individual premises - such as seeking to impose Check 25 when an 
operator had signed up a PAS with Check 21 age verification. Also, 
consideration to closed-circuit television measures specific to a premises. 

• The Coalition Agreement makes it clear to bring an end to ‘tick-box 
regulation’. 

 
(Councillors Khan, Townsley and Selby left the meeting at this point) 
 

The Committee broadly supported the proposed response set out in appendix 
B of the report 

 
(Councillor Selby resumed his seat in the meeting 
 

Local Better Regulation Office: Age Restricted Products and Services 
Consultation – on how to encourage a code of practice/engage with operators 

• highlighted the responsibility to educate young people on under age sales 
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• highlighted concern that test purchase volunteers could be allowed to conceal 
their true age when challenged by an operator. Concerns were expressed 
about asking young persons to lie about their true age which was morally 
wrong. Also, if a person were to lie about their true age this could possibly 
provide a defence against criminal liability on the grounds of 
entrapment/agent provocateur as it could be argued that the young person 
incited or lured a person (the operator) to commit a crime they would not 
otherwise have committed.  

 
(Councillors Downes and Dunn left the meeting at this point) 

• Discussed whether a single sale or test purchase would provide sufficient 
evidence to warrant enforcement action 

• Noted the comments that two sales would provide the Authority with a 
stronger enforcement case 

 
(Councillor Khan withdrew from the meeting for a short time at this point) 
 

• Noted the suggestion that operators could be offered a formal simple caution 
as an alternative, an operator could avoid court action if they accepted this. If 
the caution was not accepted, the Authority could then advise that formal 
court action would follow. Members supported this course of action being 
included in the response to the consultation 
RESOLVED – To note the contents of the report and to endorse the 
submission of the proposed consultation responses (as attached as Appendix 
B and D of the report) subject to the inclusion of comments made by the 
Committee 

 
36 Licensing Work Programme  

RESOLVED – To note the contents of the Work Programme 
 
37 Date and time of the Next Meeting  

RESOLVED – To note the date and time of the next meeting as Tuesday 18th 
October 2011 at 10.00 am 
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Draft minutes to be approved at the meeting  
to be held on Tuesday, 15th November, 2011 

 

Licensing Committee 
 

Tuesday, 18th October, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor S Armitage in the Chair 

 Councillors K Bruce, R Downes, J Dunn, 
R D Feldman, B Gettings, G Hussain, 
G Hyde, A Khan, P Latty, B Selby, 
C Townsley, D Wilson and G Wilkinson 

 
38 Late Items  

No formal late items of business were added to the agenda however 
members were in receipt of the following 
- De-regulation of Regulated Entertainment – schedule of the number of 

licences in the city and a breakdown of the nature of the last 100 
complaints received since April 2011 (minute 42 refers) 

- The Large Casino – Appendix 3 of the report with the proposed make up 
of the Advisory Panel (Minute 43 refers) 

 
39 Declarations of Interest  

There were no declarations of interest, however in relation to the report on the 
Large Casino, Councillor Selby stated that as he was Chair of City Centre 
Plans Panel and it was likely that future applications for planning permission 
for a Large casino would be considered by that Panel, he wished to make it 
clear that he would treat individual planning applications on their own merits 
and within the remit of the Plans Panel and similarly, he would consider any 
licensing applications in accordance with the Gambling Act 2005, the relevant 
Guidance and the LCC Statement of Licensing Policy and would not pre-
determine any matter before him (minute 43 refers) 

 
40 Apologies for Absence  
 Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Hanley  
 
41 Minutes  

RESOLVED – That the minutes of the previous meeting held on 13th 
September 2011 be agreed as a correct record 

 
42 DCMS Consultation on the Deregulation of Regulated Entertainment  

The Head of Licensing and Registration submitted a report on the 
Governments’ proposals to reform those activities currently classed as 
“regulated entertainment” in Schedule One of the Licensing Act 2003. A copy 
of the full consultation document issued by the Department for Culture, Media 
and Sport was attached to the report and Members views on the proposals 
were sought in order to inform the Council’s formal response to the 
consultation. 

 
The Committee noted the officer comment that the de-regulation of both Live 
and Recorded Music was a cause for concern. It was felt that the Licensing 
Authority had provided a proactive service to the public and had been able to 
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perceive and prevent problems arising from licensable activities. Furthermore, 
from 2012 the Licensing Authority would able to charge fees at levels to allow 
full cost recovery which include elements of enforcement. If the regulation and 
enforcement of noise generated by Live and/or Recorded Music was removed 
from the auspices of Premises Licences issued by the Licensing Authority, the 
enforcement would fall to LCC Environmental Protection Team – which is 
funded directly by Council Tax. 

 
Members noted the volume of questions to consider in the document and 
considered discussions would be best progressed by considering and 
agreeing those proposals contained within the consultation which would not 
cause them concern relating to the following:  

• Performance of plays 

• Exhibition of Films 

• Indoor sporting events 

• Boxing and Wrestling 

• Any performance of dance that may be classed as sexual entertainment 
 
Members then dealt with the entertainment which they regarded as being the 
main sources of concern with regards to crime & disorder and public 
nuisance. The Committee noted the content of the schedule of complaints 
received since April 2011. 

 
The Committee felt strongly that live and recorded music should not be de-
regulated and noted one Members’ comment that performances of dance, 
when associated with large capacity nightclubs and provision of alcohol, were 
also a cause for concern. 

 
Members were concerned that removal of regulation of live/recorded music 
would place additional stress on EPT and supported the current arrangements 
whereby the Licensing Authority could enforce preventative measures. The 
Committee noted the comment in the consultation that the licensing act 2003 
had had a detrimental impact on the provision of music in licensed premises, 
but also acknowledged local anecdotal evidence from licensees that the costs 
associated with live music performance – fees for the band etc - discouraged 
licensees from providing live music. 

 
Q11 - 13 - Should events for less than 5000 patrons are de-regulated? 
Members felt that a figure of 200 (current cut off point for “small premises”) or 
500 (as advocated by the police) would be more appropriate, bearing in mind 
the capacity of a number of Leeds’ nightclubs  
Q16 – 18 - events held after a certain time. Members required further 
information before being able to comment on this matter 
Q19 Introduction of Code of Practice to mitigate potential risks from noise. 
Members were not supportive of this proposal 

 
The Committee requested further information providing a view point on the 
proposals from officers of the relevant department’s to better inform future 
discussions and agreed that this information would be provided to them prior 
to the next Committee meeting 
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RESOLVED – 
a) That the contents of the report and the consultation document be noted 
b) That the comments made by Members so far regarding each of the areas of 

regulated entertainment be noted and be used to provide the basis for the 
Council’s formal response to the consultation 

c) To note that more detailed information containing proposed responses to the 
consultation  from relevant departments be despatched to Members before 
the end of October in order to better inform the discussions at the next 
Committee meeting. Members unable to attend the November Committee 
meeting were requested to respond to the Principal Project Officer so that 
their comments can be reported to the meeting 

d) To note that a further report setting out the Councils formal response will be 
presented to the November Committee meeting for approval by Members 
prior to its submission to the DCMS 

 
43 Large Casino - Application Process  

The Head of Licensing and Registration submitted a report setting out the 
proposed process for the determination of the Large Casino Licence and 
seeking Members approval in principle for that process in order that the 
Gambling Act 2005 Statement of Licensing Policy can be finalised for 
approval by full Council and that the draft application pack can be developed 
for approval by the Committee in January 2012. 

 
An up to date version of Appendix 3 (proposed composition of the Casino 
Advisory Board) was tabled at the meeting 

 
The Principal Project Officer attended the meeting and highlighted the key 
issues for Members to note: 

• The work undertaken so far to develop the draft application pack in 
conjunction with leading Counsel and the Department of City Development 
and having regard to the experience of the other local authorities who had 
been given the right to grant a casino Licence 

• The experiences of the other Local Authorities  

• The timescales for the Stage 1 application process and subsequent 
submissions of Stage 2 applications 

• The role and composition of the proposed Casino Advisory Panel and the 
advantages of utilising such a Panel in terms of expertise, timescales and 
informed decision making 

 
(Councillor Wilkinson joined the meeting at this point) 
 

• The anticipated number of applications at Stage 1. Members commented on 
the likely amount of information to be supplied by applicants at Stage 2 of the 
process and the need for robust evaluation of those bids in order to negotiate 
improved bids and benefits for the city. Members recognised the need for  
training on matters set out in Appendix 1 of the report (Documents to form 
part of the Stage 2 Application)  

RESOLVED –  
a) That the proposed process for determining the Large Casino licence as set 

out in the submitted report be approved in principle 
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b) To note that the Gambling Act 2005 Statement of Policy can now be finalised 
for consideration the Executive Board and Scrutiny before approval by full 
Council and that the draft application pack can now be developed for approval 
by Licensing Committee in 2012 

 
44 Licensing Work Programme  

RESOLVED – To note the contents of the Licensing Work Programme 
 
45 Date and Time of Next Meeting  

RESOLVED – To  note the date and time of the next meeting as Tuesday 15th 
November 2011 at 10:00 am 
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Licensing Sub-Committee 
 

Monday, 5th September, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor C Townsley in the Chair 

 Councillors P Latty and B Selby 
 
66 Election of the Chair  

RESOLVED – Councillor Townsley was elected Chair for the meeting 
 
67 Late Items  

No formal late items of business were added to the agenda for the meeting 
however Members had received additional documents submitted by the 
applicant which included letters of support in relation to Townhouse (minute 
69 refers). Additional copies were available at the hearing for all present 

 
68 Declarations of Interest  

There were no declarations of interest 
 
69 "Townhouse" - Application to vary a premises licence in respect of 
 Townhouse, Commercial Street, Morley Leeds LS27 8AG  

The Sub Committee, having regard to the Licensing Act 2003, the Section 182 
Guidance and the Authority’s own Statement of Licensing Policy, considered 
an application to vary an existing premises licence for Townhouse, 
Commercial Street, Morley. 

 
A personal representation had been submitted by local ward Councillor 
Dawson along with a petition of 17 signatures. Representations had also been 
received from local ward Councillors Finnigan, Varley and Elliot and 
Councillor Dalton, Deputy Lord Mayor of Morley, on behalf of local residents 
who objected to the application. Seven anonymous letters of objection were 
also submitted by Councillors Varley and Elliot. No members of the public 
attended the hearing; however they were represented by local ward 
Councillors. The applicant had also submitted several letters of support 
following the despatch of the agenda.The hearing was attended by the 
following  

Mr R Dyson – applicant Councillor N Dawson 
Mr J Donaghy – manager of Townhouse Councillor J Elliot 
Mr J Grinion – Protech Security Councillor S Varley 

 
Mr Dyson, the applicant and owner of the Townhouse addressed the Sub-
Committee; highlighting his experience in the licensed trade, the changing 
nature of the trade and its clientele, the events held at the premises during the 
previous 2 years under 23 Temporary Event Notices and the measures he 
used to manage the TENs. He stated that he had not received any complaints 
from members of the public in relation to the TENs nor objections to the TENs 
from West Yorkshire Police, although WYP had advised him that the existing 
CCTV system would require an upgrade if this application was granted. Mr 
Dyson outlined the sound attenuation works he had undertaken which he 
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stated had been completed to the satisfaction of LCC Environmental 
Protection Team.  

 
Mr Dyson addressed comments made by the objectors stating that their 
concerns regarding litter, street drinking, discarded bottles and cans, noise, 
youths congregating, all night parties and street fights could not all be 
attributed to Townhouse. He stated that Townhouse did not sell cans and 
door staff were trained to ensure that bottles/glasses were not taken off the 
premises and that patrons left quietly. Furthermore, the Commercial Street 
entrance was closed at 00:00 midnight to ensure all access/egress was made 
through the rear and away from neighbours when TENs were in operation. 

 
During questions from the Sub Committee Mr Dyson confirmed that he 
employed door staff when a TEN was in operation. This was not a condition of 
his licence. Mr Dyson also confirmed that there were other licensed premises 
on Commercial Street. 

 
The Sub Committee then heard from local ward Councillors. Councillor 
Dawson highlighted the quiet nature of Commercial Street and the fact that 
Marshall Close was very close to this premises, with residents of No.s 1 to 8 
suffering noise from taxis and patrons of this premise. He stated that noise 
was currently tolerated until 01:00 hours by the mainly elderly residents, but 
that they were very concerned that the additional hours presented a potential 
for greater disturbance. 

 
Councillor Elliot highlighted the proximity of Austin House and Jubilee Court 
residents to the premises and the new independent living development 
proposed for Zoar Street. She stated that residents were concerned about 
public nuisance generated by music, shouting, car engines revving and the 
impact of this until 04:00 to 04:30 hours. Patrons leaving Townhouse would 
mainly use Zoar Street and Marshall Close rather than Hardy Street where it 
seemed a number of residents had written letters of support.  

 
Councillor Varley reported on recent incidents of litter and on street drinking in 
the grounds of St Mary’s in the Wood church, adjacent to Townhouse. She 
was concerned that litter was found after TENs had been held at Townhouse 
and the early morning trespass into the church grounds could compromise the 
use of the building by the community. 

 
During general discussions with the Sub Committee, all parties identified the 
location of another licensed premises on Commercial Street Licence which 
closed at 04:00 hours. Members were keen to clarify whether the noise and 
disturbance reported by local ward Councillors could attributed to Townhouse  
and noting that WYP had not made a representation; whether the local ward 
Councillors had contacted WYP. The Sub Committee heard that local 
residents of Marshall Close would not be able to hear noise from the other 
licensed premises as it was further away. Councillor Dawson confirmed he 
contacted WYP who had not identified the area as a hotspot for incidents of 
crime and disorder. Local ward members felt that local residents were more 
likely to complain to them than WYP and repeated residents concerns that 
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noise and disturbance which could be attributed to Townhouse would 
continue into the early hours. 

 
Mr Grinion and Mr Dyson reiterated the noise attenuation measures 
implemented at the premises, previous good relationships with residents and 
the measures put in place at Townhouse when TENs were in operation. They 
also referred to the style of operation of the other licensed premises on 
Commercial Street. 

 
The Sub Committee carefully considered the application, written 
representations and additional documents. After hearing the submissions at 
the hearing, Members concluded that the concerns of the residents had been 
legitimately brought to their attention but felt that the conditions on the current 
Premises Licence along with the measures offered at the hearing by the 
applicant and those which could be imposed by the Sub Committee would be 
sufficient to address those concerns. The Sub Committee, having noted the 
concerns also noted that no representations regarding crime and disorder or 
public nuisance had been submitted by West Yorkshire Police or LCC 
Environmental Protection Team respectively. Members also noted that no 
objections had been stated to the proposed increase in licensable activities. 
RESOLVED – To grant the application as requested with the following 
conditions: 

a) To AMEND existing Condition 23 to read ”Noise from the premises shall be 
inaudible at the nearest noise sensitive premises, identified as being on 
Marshall Close, (i) after 23:00 hours and (ii) at any time when entertainment, 
as defined by paragraph 2 of Schedule 1 of the Licensing Act 2003, takes 
place on more than 30 occasions per year” 

b) There shall be no entry to the premises via the entrance door on Commercial 
Street after 00:00 hours 

c) A minimum of 4 SIA registered door staff shall be on duty from 21:00 hours 
until close of business on Fridays and Saturdays 

d) The CCTV system shall be upgraded to the satisfaction of West Yorkshire 
Police prior to the use of this new Premises Licence 

Members noted that some of the above measures had already been offered or were 
already undertaken by the applicants when Temporary Event Notices had previously 
been in place at the premises 
Those measures offered by the applicant at the hearing shall also be imposed on the 
Premises Licence as follows: 

• The activity of patrons using the outside areas shall be monitored and they 
shall be required to have regards to the needs of local residents, and refrain 
from shouting and anti-social behaviour where necessary 

• Manage the outdoor areas as effectively as those inside 

• Supply adequate, prominently positioned and regularly emptied litter bins with 
clear signage 

• Clean area around premises on a regular basis 
The Chair took the opportunity to remind local ward Councillors of the power to 
Review the Premises Licence should residents experience any problems attributable 
to this premises  
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Final minutes 

Licensing Sub-Committee 
 

Monday, 12th September, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor   G Wilkinson in the Chair 

 Councillors A Khan, and D Wilson 
 

   
 
70 Election of the Chair  
Councillor Wilkinson was elected Chair for the meeting.  
 
71 Late Items  
There were no late items. However, with the agreement of the applicant, Cllr 
Mulherin tabled a newspaper article at the meeting.  
 
72 Declarations of Interest  
There were no declarations of interest.  
 
73 "Nisa Local" - Application for the grant of a premises licence for Nisa 
Local, 16 - 20 Fairleigh Road, Tingley, Wakefield WF3 1PW  
The Sub-Committee, having regard to the Licensing Act 2003, the Section 182 
Guidance and the Authority’s own Statement of Licensing Policy considered an 
application received for the grant of a new premises licence in respect of “Nisa 
Local”  at 16-20 Fairleigh Road, Tingley, Wakefield WF3 1PW.  
 
Representations had been received from West Yorkshire Police which included 
measures proposed by them to address the licensing objectives. Those measures 
had been agreed by the applicant and the representations had subsequently been 
withdrawn. Representations were received from LCC Commercial Asset 
Management, but the Sub-Committee was advised that these had been withdrawn 
prior to the hearing.  
 
Present at the hearing were: 
 
Mr Jamil- the applicant 
Mr Sherratt- the representative of the applicant 
 
Councillor Mulherin- local Councillor 
 
The Sub-Committee heard from Councillor Mulherin, who gave background 
information regarding the history of problems with anti-social behaviour with young 
people in the area, and the work that had been done to address this, including 
working with youth groups and tenant / resident groups as well as cleaning up the 
area and changing the layout to make it less attractive for youths to congregate in. 
Councillor Mulherin outlined her concerns regarding this application which included 
concerns that another alcohol retailer in the area could exacerbate problems with 
young people and antisocial behaviour.  
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The Sub-Committee then heard from Mr Sherratt who outlined the applicant’s 
extensive experience in running retail outlets in the area. He stated that the applicant 
had a good working relationship with the police and was committed to ensuring that 
the good work done in the area to improve problems with anti-social behaviour was 
not undone. He also stated that Mr Jamil had voluntarily added conditions to their 
licence application.  
 
The Sub-Committee carefully considered all of the written and verbal submissions. 
The Sub-Committee were of the view that although there were issues around 
antisocial behaviour in the area, these were not all necessarily attributable to the 
sale of alcohol.  
 
Members were of the opinion that granting the application with conditions would 
uphold the licensing objectives. The Sub-Committee reminded the applicant that it is 
possible for a licence to be brought to review, and that Members would be 
disappointed should this happen. 
 
RESOLVED – that the amended application be granted 
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Licensing Sub-Committee 
 

Monday, 19th September, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor S Armitage in the Chair 

 Councillors K Bruce and C Townsley 
 
74 Election of the Chair  

RESOLVED – Councillor Armitage was elected Chair for the meeting 
 
75 Declarations of Interest  

There were no declarations of interest 
 
76 "Players" - Application to vary a premises licence in respect of Players, 
 Unit 3, The Cube, Albion Street, Leeds LS2 8ER  

The Sub Committee, having regard to the Licensing Act 2003, the Section 182 
Guidance and the Authority’s own Statement of Licensing Policy, considered 
an application to vary an existing premises licence for Players, Unit 3, The 
Cube, Albion Street Leeds LS2. The premises lay within Cumulative Impact 
Area 1 (city centre). 

 
West Yorkshire Police (WYP) had submitted a representation to the 
application. The hearing was attended by the following  

Mr T Shield – solicitor for the applicant PC C Arkle - WYP 
Mr G Cordona – the Designated 
Premises Supervisor 

 

 
Mr Shield addressed the Sub-Committee and highlighted the following 
matters: 

• the operators’ experience of managing busy city centre premises 

• the venue had a capacity of 500 patrons 

• the previous owners of the venue had operated until 03:00 hours and 
the applicant now sought to reinstate that 03:00 hours closing time 

• this was a modest request and the reinstatement of the additional hour 
would assist with the dispersal of patrons from the venue and the 
general area 

• the venue had operated until 03:00 hours under Temporary Event 
Notices during the previous weekends since August Bank Holiday 
although not to full capacity 

• a survey of patrons had shown the venue to be very busy (400 patrons) 
at 02:00 hours with fewer patrons at 03:00 (120). He suggested that 
dispersal from Players at 02:00 hours would cause additional stress on 
dispersal into the locality and the results of the survey supported the 
request for 03:00 hours. 

• no problems had been experienced at the venue whilst the TENs were 
in operation  

• outlined the measures in place at the premises to address the licensing 
objectives 
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• acknowledged the venue lay within CIP Area 1, and that this was a 
busy area of the city centre, but he did not agree that the area was a 
hotspot for incidents of crime and/or disorder 

 
PC Arkle then provided the following information to the meeting: 

• reiterated that Albion Street was regarded as a hotspot for incidents of 
crime and disorder due to the number of large capacity licensed 
venues and its location en-route from Woodhouse Lane to the City 
Centre 

• the premises licence had been granted in January 2011 but had not 
started trading until August Bank Holiday weekend after extensive 
refurbishment.  

• acknowledged that no incidents of crime and disorder could be directly 
attributed to the premises since it had opened 

• WYP remained concerned that the additional hour would have a 
negative impact on this small area in terms of crowding, the over 
consumption of alcohol, incidents of alcohol fuelled crime and disorder 
and the impact of increased numbers on late night refreshment venues 
and taxis/private hire 

• although Players was relatively small, it was in an area of high capacity 
venues (Tiger Tiger 1500, Bar Risa 1500 both until 04:00 hours). WYP 
believed patrons were likely to exit the premises at the same time, 
most likely from 03:00 hours into a very small area. 

 
The Sub Committee considered the contents of the report and the verbal 
submissions very carefully, having regard to the Council’s own Statement of 
Licensing Policy and in particular the Cumulative Impact Policy. Members did 
not feel the applicant had demonstrated that this application would not add to 
the cumulative impact of premises in this area. 

 
The Sub Committee paid attention to the fact that the applicant had operated 
until 03:00 hours over the 4 weekends since the August Bank Holiday under 
the provisions of Temporary Event Notices and that no problems could be 
directly attributed to the premises. However Members did not feel that any of 
the premises in the area would have operated to capacity during that time, as 
admitted by the applicant during their submission.  
 
Members felt that increasing Players’ terminal hour to 03:00 hours would 
reduce the time given for dispersal to one hour between these and 
neighbouring premises. This would have a detrimental impact on the crime 
hotspots in CIP Area 1 by increasing the number of persons in drink in the 
area.  
RESOLVED – Not to grant the application 
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Licensing Sub-Committee 
 

Monday, 26th September, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor R D Feldman in the Chair 

 Councillors J Dunn and P Latty 
 
77 Election of the Chair  

RESOLVED - Councillor R D Feldman was elected Chair for the meeting 
 
78 Exempt Information - Possible Exclusion of the Press and Public  

It was noted that agenda item 9 had been withdrawn by the applicant and 
would not now be considered at this meeting, therefore the exempt 
information contained within that application would not be considered and 
there was no need to exclude members of the public from the meeting (minute 
84 refers) 

 
79 Late Items  

No formal late items of business were added to the agenda 
 
80 Declarations of Interest  

There were no declarations of interest 
 
81 "High Farm" - Application to vary a premises licence held at High Farm, 
 Farrar Lane, Adel, Leeds LS16 7AQ  

The Sub Committee, having regard to the Licensing Act 2003, the Section 182 
Guidance and the Authority’s own Statement of Licensing Policy, considered 
an application to vary an existing premises licence for the premises known as 
High Farm, Farrar Lane, Adel. 

 
It was noted that an incorrect version of Appendix H (representation submitted 
by LCC Environmental Protection Team (LCC EPT)) had been included within 
the report and the amended version had been despatched after agenda. The 
measures proposed had been agreed by the applicant and the representation 
subsequently withdrawn on the understanding that those measures would 
appear on the Premise Licence as conditions should the application be 
granted. 
 
Representations had also been submitted by local residents and local ward 
Councillors. Not all of the local residents attended the hearing and the Sub 
Committee resolved to consider their written representations and proceed in 
their absence. The hearing was attended by the following: 

Mr C Groves – the applicant 
Mr C Flood 
Mr  Dixon 
Ms K Tate 

Councillor B Anderson 
Councillor B Chastney (on behalf of 
Councillor Bentley)  
Mr Brain, Mr King & Mr P Brewer 

The Sub Committee heard first from Ms Groves on the nature of the pub; it’s 
clientele and location. The intended use of the premises licence would allow 
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occasional functions until 02:00 hours on Friday and Saturday nights. Ms 
Groves offered to make the following amendments to the application:  
01:30 hours last sale of alcohol 
02:00 hours the premises to close 
23:00 hours – no entry to new patrons after 23:00 hours 

 
Members then heard from Councillors Anderson and Chastney and two local 
residents who raised concerns over the impact of the later closing time on the 
residential locality, the likelihood of noise and disturbance later into the night 
and concern that the provision to open until 02:00 hours would be used on a 
regular basis. 

 
During their deliberations, Members noted the applicant’s offer to amend the 
application in response to local residents concerns and commented that the 
offer to enter into discussions with local residents appeared genuine. The Sub 
Committee felt that it would be beneficial to adjourn the hearing for a short 
while to allow the applicant and the objector’s time to discuss the application. 

 
On recommencement of the hearing, both parties indicated they sought a full 
adjournment of the application to another date, to allow time for more formal 
public consultation to be held. Members welcomed this approach and  
RESOLVED – To adjourn the application to Monday 31st October 2011 

 
82 "McDonalds Restaurant" - Application to vary a premises licence in 
 respect of McDonald's Restaurant, Retail Unit 2, 3 - 15 Stile Hill Way, 
 Colton, Leeds LS15 9 JB  

The Sub-Committee, having regard to the Licensing Act 2003, the Section 
182 Guidance and the Authority’s own Statement of Licensing Policy, 
considered an application to vary an existing premises licence for McDonald’s 
Restaurant, Retail Unit 2, 3-15 Stile Hill Way, Colton, Leeds, LS15 9JB. 

 
Representations had been submitted by LCC Environmental Protection Team 
(LCC EPT) and fourteen members of the public. Councillor Katherine Mitchell 
had also submitted a representation on behalf of local residents who objected 
to the application. No members of the public attended the hearing; however 
Councillor Bill Hyde was in attendance to represent an objector who wished to 
remain anonymous. The hearing was attended by the following: 
 

Ms Anne Wainwright – Applicant Mr Brian Kenny – Environmental Protection 
Team 

Mr Anthony Gill – Barrister for the 
applicant 

Councillor Bill Hyde 

  
Mr Gill addressed the Sub-Committee and reported that the Police had raised 
no concerns in relation to the application, and allegations in the public 
representations that the extended opening hours would attract people who 
may be more prone to selling drugs, vandalism, etc. have not been 
substantiated by the Police. Mr Gill stated that the allegations of the objectors 
and LCC EPT were speculative, as no specific examples had been made. He 
also explained that ‘trash walks’ are undertaken three times a day by 
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employees of the restaurant to remove any litter left in the grounds of the 
restaurant and areas nearby. Mr Gill requested to submit maps showing the 
route of the ‘trash walks’. As this information had not been submitted 
previously, all parties were required to accept it before it could be considered 
by the Sub-Committee. Councillor Hyde did not agree that this information 
could be submitted, therefore the Sub-Committee did not take it into 
consideration. 

 
Mr Gill went on to explain that contrary to some of the objections, the 
applicant had arranged several meetings with local representatives and 
residents, however there had been no attendance from local Councillors or 
LCC EPT at the last meeting. Mr Gill also stated that it was not the applicant’s 
fault that people chose to throw their litter into residents’ gardens, or if there 
were any issues relating to alcohol as McDonald’s does not sell alcohol. He 
also refuted that ‘boy racers’ used the McDonald’s car park to race cars as the 
car park is too small. The Sub-Committee was informed that the applicant did 
not very often experience large groups of people leaving the restaurant late at 
night as alleged, and if there was any problem with vermin in the area then 
this did not come from McDonald’s. Mr Gill believed that the proposal would 
create positive investment in the local area by creating employment, for 
example. Mr Gill expressed concern regarding the first measure proposed by 
LCC EPT which would require the applicant ‘to ensure that patrons use 
external areas of the premises in a manner which does not cause disturbance 
to nearby residents and business in the vicinity’. 

 
During questions from the Sub-Committee, it was confirmed that the types of 
people who were expected to use the restaurant between the additional hours 
of 1.00am and 5.00am would be shift workers, and drivers requiring a break 
from the M1 motorway. Mr Gill stressed that the Sub-Committee would have 
the opportunity to review the licence if any problems occurred. He accepted 
that some of the objections were valid, but that problems such as littering 
were not caused by McDonald’s, and an extra ‘trash walk’ would be 
introduced if the licence was granted. However, it was explained that the 
‘trash walks’ would only take place in lit up areas in the evening. In relation to 
the Drive Thru, the applicant explained that it would be very unlikely for the 
queue of cars to extend onto the road, and that additional staff would be 
working during busy periods.  

 
The Sub-Committee then heard from Mr Kenny of LCC EPT who stated that 
the application would breach the licensing objective of prevention of public 
nuisance, due to the increased volume of traffic to the restaurant which is 
close to residential areas. The lack of other noise between 1.00am and 
5.00am would make any additional traffic noise, music and talking more 
noticeable. In response to the Sub-Committee’s questions, Mr Kenny 
confirmed that the objection was due to the proposed hours rather than days. 
He also confirmed that other establishments in the area are not open between 
1.00am and 5.00am, and therefore any additional traffic would be caused by 
McDonald’s.  
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The Sub-Committee then heard from Councillor Hyde, who was representing 
a constituent who wished to remain anonymous due to his business interests. 
He supported the views expressed by Mr Kenny, and went on to explain the 
additional concerns which had been raised by residents, including the 
proximity of residential areas to the restaurant, and the problems experienced 
with litter, vermin, and traffic noise which would be exacerbated by increased 
opening hours. He urged the Sub-Committee to refuse the application. 

 
Mr Gill was then given the opportunity to make any additional comments. He 
requested that the applicant be given the opportunity to show that the 
problems discussed can be managed, and that the licence could then be 
reviewed if necessary. The applicant explained that she was keen to increase 
community engagement, for example by holding meetings at a more 
convenient time and advertising the meetings more widely. 

 
The Sub-Committee carefully considered the application, written 
representations and additional documents. After taking the submissions into 
account, Members concluded that should the application be granted, the 
residents living near to the restaurant would be subjected to an unacceptable 
level of noise caused by the increase in traffic at an otherwise quiet period of 
time.  
RESOLVED – To refuse the application on the grounds of prevention of public 
nuisance, because the residents living near to the restaurant would be 
subjected to an unacceptable level of noise caused by the increase in traffic at 
an otherwise quiet period of time. 

 
83 "147 Sports Bar" - Application for the grant of a premises licence for 147 
 Sports Bar, 1st Floor, 7 Chapeltown, Pudsey LS28 7RZ  

The Sub Committee, having regard to the Licensing Act 2003, the Section 182 
Guidance and the Authority’s own Statement of Licensing Policy, considered 
an application for the grant of a new premises licence in respect of premises 
situated on the first floor of 7 Chapeltown, Pudsey and to be known as “147 
Sports Bar”  

 
Representations had been submitted by LCC Environmental Protection Team 
(LCC EPT) and West Yorkshire Police (WYP) containing measures to address 
public nuisance and crime prevention licensing objectives respectively. The 
applicant had agreed to those measures prior to the hearing and the 
representations had been withdrawn on the understanding that the measures 
would appear as conditions on the Premise Licence should the application be 
granted. 
 
Representations had also been submitted by local residents. Not all of the 
local residents attended the hearing and the Sub Committee resolved to 
consider their written representations and proceed in their absence. The 
hearing was attended by the following: 

Mr C Hogan – the applicant 
Mr G and Mrs S Hood 
 

Mr J Milner 
Mrs M Pennock 
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The Sub Committee heard first from Mr Hogan on the intended use of the 
premises licence to allow the first floor area to operate as a Members Snooker 
Club. Mr Hogan reported on the extensive measures agreed with WYP which 
would ensure the premises operated as a bona-fide club and his experience 
of managing such establishments. With reference to the submitted application 
form, Mr Hogan clarified that no live music would be provided. 

 
The Sub Committee then heard from Mr Milner and Mrs Pennock who 
highlighted the residential nature of the locality; the problems they already 
experienced associated with the use of the ground floor area of the building 
as a bar and raised concerns over the impact of the future use of the 
premises licence if the style of the venue changed.  

 
In discussions, Members clarified that functions would occasionally be held in 
the rear room with provision of recorded music, not live music. Tea and coffee 
would be provided although this did not constitute “late night refreshment”. 
Members also heard details of how snooker/pool/American pool events would 
be managed at the premises and the impact this had on capacity 

 
The Sub Committee carefully considered the written and verbal 
representations before them, and had regard to the measures previously 
agreed by the applicant with WYP and LCC EPT. 

 
Members were minded to the grant the application, with modifications, based 
on the information provided at the hearing 
RESOLVED – To grant the application in the following manner: 
Hours – granted as applied for  
Activities – provision of live music and provision of facilities for making music 
are NOT granted, all others are granted as requested 
Non-standard timings – granted as requested 
Conditions 

• The measures proposed by WYP and LCC EPT to address the crime 
prevention and public nuisance licensing objectives and previously agreed by 
the applicant shall be included as conditions on the premises licence 

• Those measures proposed in Box P of the application shall be included as 
conditions on the Premises Licence 

• A minimum of 6 tables – which can be a combination of snooker or pool tables 
– shall be provided in the main room at all times 

 
84 "The Kiln" - Application to vary a premises licence for the Kiln, Brignall 
 Garth, Burmantofts, Leeds LS9 7HB to specify an individual as 
 Designated Premises Supervisor  
 This application was withdrawn prior to the hearing by the applicant 
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Licensing Sub-Committee 
 

Monday, 26th September, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor S Armitage in the Chair 

 Councillors R D Feldman and G Hyde 
 
85 Short Notice  

This meeting was called at short notice under the provisions of paragraph 4.1 
of the Access to Information Procedure Rules due to the nature of the 
business to be transacted 

 
86 Election of the Chair  

RESOLVED – Councillor Armitage was elected Chair for the meeting 
 
87 Exempt Information - Possible Exclusion of the Press and Public  

RESOLVED – That the public be excluded from the meeting during 
consideration of that part of the agenda designated as exempt information on 
the grounds that it is likely, in view of the nature of the business to be 
transacted or the nature of the proceedings, that if members of the public 
were present there would be disclosure to them of exempt information so 
designated as follows:- 

(a) Appendices B and C of the report referred to in minute 90 both in terms of 
Regulation 14 of the Licensing Act 2003 (Hearing Regulations 2005) and the 
Licensing Procedure Rules, and on the grounds that it is not in the public 
interest to disclose the contents as the information therein relates to an 
ongoing criminal matter and divulging any part of that information may 
undermine the police investigation. Additionally the report contains information 
relating to an individual and that person would not reasonably expect their 
personal information or discussions thereon to be in the public domain.  

(b) To note that the press and public will also be excluded from that part of the 
hearing where Members deliberate the application as it is in the public interest 
to allow the Members to have full and frank debate on the matter, as allowed 
under the provisions of the Licensing Procedure Rules 

 
88 Late Items  

No formal late items of business were added to the agenda, however it was 
noted that a document which been omitted from the agenda in error during the 
reprographic process had been received by all parties prior to the meeting.  

 
89 Declarations of Interest  

There were no declarations of interest 
 
90 Summary Review Interim Steps Hearing - "The Kiln" - Brignall Garth, 
 Burmantofts , Leeds , LS9 7HB  

The Head of Licensing & Registration submitted a report on whether it was 
necessary to take interim steps pending a Summary Review of the Premises 
Licence currently held at the premises known as “The Kiln”, Brignall Garth, 
Burmantofts, LS9 7HB. 
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The Interim Steps Hearing had been necessitated following receipt of an 
application served under Section 53A of the Licensing Act 2003 from West 
Yorkshire Police (WYP) for the Summary Review of the Premises Licence. 
The Licensing Authority was required to hold an Interim Steps hearing within 
48 hours of the receipt of that application.  

 
Prior to the hearing the Sub-Committee had considered the Licensing Officers 
report containing a copy of the application as made by WYP and a copy of the 
relevant Certificate. That Certificate was signed by Chief Superintendent R 
Jackson as a senior member of the police force stating that in the opinion of 
WYP, these premises were associated with serious crime. 

 
In brief a shooting had occurred at the premises on 15th September 2011 
resulting in serious injury to the victim. This incident was being investigated as 
attempted murder. The offences of attempted murder and possession of a 
firearm with criminal attempt carry a prison sentence of “life imprisonment”. 
WYP stated that the seriousness of this offence required the Review to be 
dealt with expeditiously to prevent further serious crime or serious disorder at 
the premises. 

 
In addition WYP provided evidence of an escalation in the number of incidents 
at The Kiln since the current management team took control of the premises 
in June 2011, including : 

• That on 1st  July 2001 a quantity of Class A and B drugs were found on the 
premises  

• That on 18th July, a Section 19 Closure Notice was issued following a visit to 
the premises by WYP found the premises to be trading without the necessary 
authority 

• That the current management arrangements were unsatisfactory and that 
although several attempts had been made to regularise the management 
arrangements through transfer of the licence and Designated Premises 
Supervisor post, these applications had been unsuccessful at previous Sub 
Committee hearings 

• That the premises attracted clientele from outside the local area and patrons 
caused general disruption to the local community 

 
In conclusion WYP stated that overall there appeared to be little or no control 
of the premises by the current management team and the Premises Licence 
Holder had little or no contact with the management team. This contributed to 
the events over the summer 2011 resulting in the incident on 15th September 
2011. WYP maintained that suspension of the premise licence at this stage 
was therefore a necessary and proportionate step to take to prevent any 
further incidents. Present at the hearing were 

West Yorkshire Police The Premise Licence Holder 

Mr B Patterson 
PC L Dobson 
Sgt A Coultate – local Neighbourhood 
Policing Team 
Sgt R Fulliove 

Ms S Farquharson 
Ms M Casey 
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The Sub-Committee firstly considered the representations made by WYP in 
support of the application. Members heard from PC Dobson on general issues 
relating to: 
- the management of the premises since June 2011 
- the number of applications made to transfer the premises licence into the 

Farquharson family and /or their associates 
- that 26 reports relating to the Kiln had been logged on the police computer 

since June 2011 
PC Dobson and Sgt Coultate also addressed the specific incidents on 15th 
September 2011 and 1st July 2011.  

 
The Sub Committee then heard from Ms S Farquharson, current Premise Licence 
Holder and Designated Premises Supervisor (subject to the outcome of current 
applications). She addressed the issues raised by WYP and provided details of 
her managerial experience, the management team now at the premises and the 
costs of running the pub. Ms Farquharson explained the nature of events prior to 
the incident on 15th September 2011.  

 
In considering the Interim Steps, the Sub-Committee took into account the written 
submissions contained within the Licensing Officer’s Report plus the verbal 
submissions made at the hearing by all parties.  

 
The Sub-Committee also had regard to the provisions of the Licensing Act 2003, 
as amended through the Violent Crime Reduction Act 2006 and the Guidance on 
expedited/summary licence reviews issued by the DCMS. Members were also 
familiar with the Council’s own Licensing Policy; in particular Section 13 
(Enforcement and Reviews) and Section 11 of the DCMS Statutory Guidance 
(Reviews). Members considered whether Interim Steps were necessary in this 
case and concluded that they were. 

 
The Sub Committee found that the shooting incident met the relevant legal test 
for determining an interim review. Members also found that the representations 
made by the police and the representations made by the premises licence holder 
today demonstrated that there was no control at the premises. The reason for this 
being: 
- 26 intelligence logs related to the premises in the last 3 months 
- 1st July Operation Brunette undertaken at the premise and a quantity of both 

Class A and Class B drugs found at the premise 
- Section 19 Closure Notice issued 
Therefore Members were of the view that the premises needed to be shut for the 
protection of the public and  
RESOLVED: That: ‘The suspension of premises licence was necessary in this 
case until such time that a decision made under section 53C at the Summary 
Review Hearing is made; or that a decision made under Section 53C at the 
Summary has been appealed and that appeal has been disposed of.’ 

• Members reiterated that the suspension of the premises licence would 
take immediate effect 

• Members also took the opportunity to set arrangements for the Summary 
Review to be held on Wednesday 19th October 29011 at 10:30 am, Leeds 
Civic Hall 
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Licensing Sub-Committee 
 

Monday, 3rd October, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor G Hyde in the Chair 

 Councillors B Gettings and T Hanley   
 
 
91 Election of the Chair  
           RESOLVED – Councillor G Hyde was elected Chair for the meeting. 
 
92 Declarations of Interest  
           There were no declarations of interest made at the meeting. 
 
93 "White Swan" - Application to vary a premises licence in respect of    
            White Swan, Cross Hills, Kippax, Leeds LS25 7JP  
           The Sub-Committee, having regard to the Licensing Act 2003, the  
           Section 182 Guidance and the Authority’s own Statement of Licensing  
           Policy, considered an application seeking to vary an existing premises  
           licence for the White Swan, Cross Hills, Kippax, Leeds LS25 7JP. 
 

Representations had been submitted by LCC Environmental Protection Team 
(LCC EPT) and West Yorkshire Police (WYP) containing measures to address 
public nuisance and crime prevention licensing objectives respectively. 

 
Representations had also been submitted by local residents. None of the local 
residents attended the hearing and the Sub Committee resolved to consider 
their written representations and proceed in their absence. 

 
The hearing was attended by the following: 

 
Mr H Marsh and Mr D Gotts – Applicants 
Mr B Kenny – Environmental Protection Team 
Mr B Pattison – West Yorkshire Police 
PC Dobson – West Yorkshire Police 
PC Gately – West Yorkshire Police 

 
Mr Marsh and Mr Gotts addressed the Sub Committee and outlined the 
refurbishment and investment programme recently undertaken at the White 
Swan which had resulted in the submission of an application to vary an 
existing premises licence with a view to installing a bottle bar to the outside 
garage area for the sale and consumption of alcohol. 

 
Mr Marsh outlined the current measures in place with regards to CCTV, 
security checks and employed door supervisors and informed the meeting 
that the installation of a bottle bar to the outside garage area would provide 
extra safety measures for customers, especially when larger events were 
required as and when, throughout the year. 
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The Sub Committee then heard from Mr Pattison, PC Dobson and PC Gately, 
West Yorkshire Police who briefly outlined the history of the premises and the 
problematic issues within the Kippax area in relation to DPPO enforcement. 
Concern was raised over the limited number of door supervisors employed at 
the premises, with particular reference to a serious assault involving two off 
duty police officers outside the premises on 23rd September 2011. The Police 
were of the opinion that should this application be approved, conditions 
should be imposed in relation to door supervisors. In concluding they were 
also concerned about a metal gate which separated the premises and the 
outside garage which would needed to be closed and secure at all times to 
avoid youths congregating at that point. Further reference was made to the 
lack of non standard timings within the application and of the fact that the 
Justices Licence would have no record of including the outside area as part of 
the original licence application. 

 
The Sub Committee then heard from Mr Kenny of LCC EPT who stated that 
the required planning permission had not been obtained to date for change of 
use to the outside garage. He also stated that the application would breech 
the licensing objective of prevention of public nuisance, due the outside 
garage area being close to nearby residential properties. Reference was also 
made to a planning application for a single dwelling above the premises and 
clarification of the use of outside music  and live events. 

 
Mr Marsh and Mr Gotts were then given the opportunity of to make any 
additional comments. They both gave an assurance to work with the police 
and to build new gates if necessary with the aim of keeping the area safe and 
secure for all concerned. 

 
The Sub Committee carefully considered the application and written 
representations. After taking the submissions into account, Members 
concluded that it would be advisable, on the evidence heard, to adjourn a 
decision on this application until 7th November 2011 to allow all interested 
parties to consider whether it was possible to agree conditions attached to the 
premises licence to allow outside use of the garage area. Such agreement 
should focus on measures to prevent noise from affecting nearby residential 
properties, CCTV and Door staff conditions and whether non standard timings 
allowing use of the outside space might achieve the desired outcome without 
extending all licensable activities to that area for all the hours currently 
permitted indoors. 

 
RESOLVED – To adjourn the application until 7th November 2011. 
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Licensing Sub-Committee 
 

Monday, 10th October, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor R D Feldman in the Chair 

 Councillors P Latty and B Selby 
 
94 Election of the Chair  
Councillor Feldman was elected Chair for the meeting. 
 
95 Declarations of Interest  
There were no declarations of interest. 
 
96 "Wharf Chambers Co-operative Club" - Application for the grant of a 
premises licence for Wharf Chambers Co-operative Club, Ground Floor, 23-25 
Wharf Street, Leeds LS2 7EQ  
The Sub- Committee, having regard to the Licensing Act 2003, the Section 182 
Guidance and the Authority’s own Statement of Licensing Policy considered an 
application for the grant of a club premises licence for Wharf Chambers Co-operative 
Club situated on the ground floor of 23-25 Wharf Street, Leeds LS2. 
 
Representations had been received from LCC Environmental Protection Team which 
included measures proposed by them to address the licensing objectives. These 
measures had been agreed by the applicant and the representations had 
subsequently been withdrawn. A representation had also been received from West 
Yorkshire Police.  
 
Present at the hearing were: 
Andy Abbott – the applicant 
Andrew Raine and Lotte Shaw- supporters of the applicant 
 
Chris Barton and Sarah Capes – objectors 
 
Bob Pattison and PC Cath Arkle – West Yorkshire Police 
 
The Sub-Committee heard from Mr Abbott who outlined his vision for Wharf 
Chambers as a not for profit cultural venue and informed the Sub-Committee of the 
work that had already been done to restore and refurbish the premises. He stated 
that several events had already been run at the premises under Temporary Event 
Notices and reiterated that the premises would be a private Members’ club. 
 
PC C Arkle made representation on behalf of WYP against the grant of the Licence 
without further conditions. The police felt that the installation of CCTV throughout the 
premises was a necessity for customer safety.  
 
The Sub-Committee heard representations from Mr Chris Barton who outlined his 
concerns around the application, in particular the ability of the Wharf Chambers 
volunteers to keep the communal yard area clean and rubbish free, concerns relating 
to door staff used by Wharf Chambers and safety concerns around the communal 
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yard and the effect on other users of the yard if Wharf Chambers was allowed to 
have events running until late at night. Mr Barton also stated that Wharf Chambers 
did not have planning permission to be used as a club.  
 
The Sub Committee carefully considered all the written and verbal submissions. 
Members were of the view that granting the application with conditions would uphold 
the licensing objectives.  
 
RESOLVED- that the application be granted in the following terms: 

- That the hours be from 12 noon to 23:00 hours for all licensable activities. 
- CCTV conditions as proposed by West Yorkshire Police must be installed and 

in operation prior to the opening of the premises. 
- Two SIA registered door staff must be on the doors from 8 pm until close of 

business on a Friday, Saturday and Sunday evening.  
- External areas shall not be used for any licensable activities whatsoever at 

any time.  
 

The applicant was reminded that the premises could not operate prior to the issue 
with planning permission being resolved. 
 
 
97 "Adrian Social Club" - Application to vary a club premises certificate in 
respect of Adrian Social Club, 1a Belle Vue Avenue, Leeds LS8 2NN  
The Sub-Committee, having regard to the Licensing Act 2003, the Section 182 
Guidance and the Authority’s own Statement of Licensing Policy considered an 
application to vary an existing club premises certificate held at the Adrian Social 
Club, 1a Belle Vue Avenue, Leeds 8 
 
Written representations had been received from  LCC Environmental Health, and a 
number of members of the public.  
 
Present at the hearing were: 
 
Mr James Crabbe- the applicant 
Mr Keith Harrison- President of the Club 
 
Councillors C Macniven and G Hussain- local ward Councillors 
 
The Sub-Committee heard from the applicant who stated that they only wished to be 
able to open as late as applied for in the licence on New Years Eve, and that 
although they would like to extend their hours they wouldn’t want them to be until as 
late as 01:00 hours, however they had been advised that they should apply for this in 
order to have flexibility. The applicant agreed to amend his application in the 
following terms: 
 

- Friday and Saturday until 12.00 midnight 
- Sunday until 11.00 pm 
- Non standard timings (12.30am- Xmas Eve and New Years Eve) 
- Every day until 11.00 p.m. 
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- That the Christmas Eve and New Year’s Eve restrictions would be removed 
and replaced with a new non standard timing to be imposed for all licensable 
activities for Christmas Eve and New Year’s Eve 00:30. 

 
Councillors Macniven and G Hussain outlined their concerns with regard to the 
application,  particularly around adding dancing as a licensable activity, and to the 
times of the original application.  
 
The Sub- Committee carefully considered all the written and verbal submissions. The 
Sub-Committee were of the view that granting the amended application would 
uphold the licensing objectives.  
 
RESOLVED- that the application as amended be granted in the following terms- 
 

- All licensable activities Sunday – Monday 11:00 a.m. – 23:00 hours 
- All licensable activities Friday and Saturday 11:00 a.m. – 12.00 midnight 
- That the Christmas Eve and New Year’s Eve restrictions would be removed 

and replaced with a new non standard timing to be imposed for all licensable 
activities for Christmas Eve and New Year’s Eve 00:30.  

 
 
98 R Hainsworth - Application for the grant of a Personal Licence for Mr R 
Hainsworth  
The Sub-Committee, having regard to the Licensing Act 2003, the Sectiuon 182 
Guidance and the Authority’s own Statement of Licensing Policy considered an 
application for the grant of a Personal Licence in respect of Mr R Hainsworth.  
 
The Applicant requested an adjournment as due to time constraints, his solicitor had 
had to leave, and he wished for his solicitor to be present whilst his application was 
being considered by the Sub-Committee.  
 
RESOLVED- that the application be adjourned until 31st October 2011 
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Final 

Licensing Sub-Committee 
 

Monday, 17th October, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor D Wilson in the Chair 

 Councillors A Khan and G Wilkinson 
 

   
 
 
100 Election of the Chair  
 Councillor Wilson was elected Chair of the meeting 
 
 
101 Exempt Information - Possible Exclusion of the Press and Public  
 Whilst noting that Appendix C of the papers in respect of an application for the 
grant of a premises licence for Shell UK Oil Products Ltd at Shell Pool Bridge Pool 
Road LS21, had been exempted under Regulation 14 of the Licensing Act 2003 
Hearing Regulations 2005, the Press and Public were allowed to stay whilst the 
parties presented their cases 
 RESOLVED -  That the press and public be excluded from that part of the 
hearing where Members deliberate the application as it is in the public interest to 
allow the Members to have full and frank debate on the matter, as allowed under the 
provisions of the Licensing Procedure Rules 
 
 
102 Late Items  
 No formal late items of business were added to the agenda for the meeting.   
The Sub Committee did however receive additional information prior to the meeting 
in respect of the following matters: 
 Agenda item 7 (minute 104 refers) – additional information submitted by West 
Yorkshire Police and the applicant, with the agreement of all parties 
 
 
103 Declarations of Interest  
 There were no declarations of interest although Councillor Wilkinson stated 
that he used the Shell garage at Pool Bridge approximately 3 times per year 
 
 
104 "Shell Pool Bridge" - Application for the grant of a premises licence for 
Shell UK Oil Products Ltd, Shell Pool Bridge, Pool Road, Otley LS21 1EQ  
 The Sub-Committee having regard to the Licensing Act 2003, the Section 182 
Guidance and the Authority’s own Statement of Licensing Policy considered an 
application for the grant of a premises licence for Shell UK Oil Products Ltd, Shell 
Pool Bridge Pool Road Otley LS21.   Large scale location plans were tabled at the 
meeting 
 Present at the hearing were: 
 Mr Charalambides – Barrister for the applicant 
 Mr Lockett – Licence Holders Agent 
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 Mr Seelig – Proposed Licence Holder 
 Mr Wilkinson – Proposed Licence holder 
 Mr R Patterson – West Yorkshire Police 

Inspector Coldwell – West Yorkshire Police – Neighbourhood Policing Team 
Inspector 
Councillor Anderson – Objector 
Lisa Moore – Objector 
Joanna Rowling – Objector 

 
 Before presenting the case Mr Charalambides referred to the written 
objections which were appended to the submitted report and that the names and 
addresses of the objectors had been redacted.   Whilst the guidance allowed for this 
to be done in exceptional circumstances, ie where there was real founded fear for 
those objecting; having spoken to Licensing Officers it had been stated that in this 
case the personal details of the objectors had been removed as they had requested 
this, and not out of real founded fear 
 
 Mr Charalambides presented the application which sought to add the sale of 
alcohol to the existing range of goods sold in the shop sited on the garage forecourt 
 Members were informed that the premises currently sold age-restricted 
goods; provided training on this together with a refusal log which was analysed 
monthly, therefore the safeguards which would be required around the sale of 
alcohol were already in operation.   Furthermore Mr Seelig and Mr Wilkinson were 
well established members of staff, with Mr Seelig having been granted a Premises 
Licence for a Shell garage in York six months previously and Mr Wilkinson being a 
local resident who was well placed to deal with any issues arising from attempts to 
purchase alcohol by underage youths.   Members were informed that no single cans 
or single bottles of beer/cider/lager would be sold  
 Mr Charalambides referred to Section 176 of the Licensing Act 2003 which 
related to the primary use of a garage forecourt and a recent High Court case which 
sought to define the purposes for which customers visited such a site in order to 
establish its primary use.   Mr Charalambides stated that the data showed that the 
petrol use at the site was outweighed by the convenience store use with 75% of 
revenue from the site being generated from this use 
 The Sub-Committee was informed that Environmental Health had not 
objected to the application; that the grounds of objection based on amenity issues 
were not relevant as the premises already had planning permission and that the 
objections from West Yorkshire Police largely related to road safety which was not 
relevant to the application 
 
 Members then heard representations from Mr Patterson and Inspector 
Coldwell from West Yorkshire Police 
 Mr Patterson referred to the figures provided by the applicant in advance of 
the hearing which West Yorkshire Police considered to be unhelpful and misleading 
although the information tabled at the meeting and Mr Charalambides’ presentation 
of that information had sought to overcome this impression 
 Inspector Coldwell outlined his objections to the application 
 In respect of the S176 argument, Inspector Coldwell referred to the turnover 
taken for petrol sales compared to convenience store sales and stated the figures 
indicated the primary turnover for the premises was from petrol.   Based on his 
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experience in policing the area, he was accustomed to seeing many people using 
the premises to buy petrol due to its relatively low price and at the same time taking 
the opportunity to purchase sweets, cigarettes etc; these sales being ancillary to the 
petrol station 
 Public safety was a particular concern in the area with road safety being a 
priority in the community.   The location of the premises was problematic in highways 
terms as it was a busy site which was surrounded by main roads, with congestion 
problems having already occurred at the garage leading to road hazards.   In 
addition there had been 16 serious accidents in Pool where injuries had been 
sustained and it was the view of Inspector Coldwell that the site could not take any 
additional traffic or use 
 In terms of crime and disorder, although anti-social behaviour in the area was 
low, there were concerns that the granting of this application, given the proximity of 
the site to a play area (skate park) and the availability of alcohol from 6am – 10pm 
daily could lead to anti-social behaviour which would be of nuisance to residents and 
require a police presence.   Inspector Coldwell noted the measures being put in 
place by the applicant to address such issues but stated that these were the 
minimum standards which were required  
  
 The Panel then heard from Councillor Barry Anderson, Liza Moore and 
Joanna Rowling who were presenting objections to the application 
 
 The Sub-Committee was informed about the highways issues associated with 
the site due to its locality; that the site access was very problematic; that the large 
area to the rear of the car park could be misused; that the increase in use of the site 
would increase the likelihood of traffic accident rates; that approaching Pool bridge 
was difficult due to poor visibility at certain points and that increased traffic would 
add to these problems 
 In respect of crime and disorder, whilst acknowledging the low level of this, 
that discarded alcohol cans and bottles were picked up daily in the skate park during 
the summer months and that an incident last year of underage drinking was found to 
have involved young people from out of the area, thereby diminishing the applicant’s 
argument that by employing a local resident as the Licence holder, this local 
knowledge could be used to guard against possible underage drinking  
 That granting the application could encourage drinking and driving and the 
possibility that all the necessary ID checks might not be undertaken  
due to the busy nature of the premises at most times of the day 
 Concerns were also raised at the impact of the proposals on the Post 
Office/convenience store and for local residents who used and relied on this, 
particularly elderly residents  
  
 In response to a question from the Sub-Committee, Mr Charalambides 
suggested a condition restricting the sale of beer/lager and cider with an ABV 
percentage of above 6% 
 
 The Sub-Committee having carefully considered both the written and verbal 
representations from the applicant, West Yorkshire Police and objectors declined to 
accept the application.   The Sub-Committee considered the application and use of 
the premises in line with Section 176 of the Licensing Act 2003 and concluded the 
primary use of the premises was as a garage   In making this decision the Sub-
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Committee considered the figures provided by the applicant; the number of litres of 
fuel sold and the locality as well as the population of the area and was of the view 
that the premises catered predominantly for passing trade rather than for local trade  
 RESOLVED -  That the application should not be accepted as it related to an 
excluded premise under s176 of the Licensing Act 2003 
 
 
105 Certification of Films - Leeds International Film Festival  
 The Sub-Committee considered a report of the Head of Licensing and 
Regulation setting out an application received for the certification of films proposed 
to be shown during the Leeds International Film Festival 2011.   The report included 
the British Board of Film Classification categories for reference 
 Appended to the report was a schedule of the films requiring certification 
including a brief synopsis of the content of each film and a proposed classification.      
A copy of the free Guide which provided descriptions and classifications of the films 
proposed to be screened had been circulated with the report.   Mr C Fell, Festival 
Director was accompanied by Mr A King to respond to Members’ queries 
 The Sub-Committee discussed the content of the following films: 

• Nana – recommended Cert 12A 

• Forest – recommended Cert 15 

• Convento – recommended Cert PG - after discussions, the Sub-
Committee agreed with the recommended classification of Cert PG 

• The Substance – recommended Cert 15 

• The Journals of Musan – recommended Cert 15 

• Mitsuko Delivers – no recommendation for classification although it 
was suggested to Members this should be 12A 

• Yardig – no recommendation for classification although it was stated 
that this would be screened in a venue for over 18s 

RESOLVED -  That the films outlined in the schedule attached to the  
submitted report and proposed to be shown at the Leeds International Film Festival 
2011 be classified in accordance with the suggested classifications, with the 
exception of the following films which should be categorised as set out below: 

• Nana – Cert 18 

• Forest – Cert 18 

• The Journals of Musan – Cert 18 

• Yardig – Cert 18 

• Mitusoko Delivers – Cert 12A 
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Licensing Sub-Committee 
 

Wednesday, 19th October, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor Armitage in the Chair 

 Councillors R D Feldman and G Hyde 
 
106 Election of the Chair  

RESOLVED – Councillor S Armitage was elected Chair for the meeting 
 
107 Exempt Information - Possible Exclusion of the Press and Public  

RESOLVED – That the public be excluded from the meeting during 
consideration of that part of the agenda designated as exempt information on 
the grounds that it is likely, in view of the nature of the business to be 
transacted or the nature of the proceedings, that if members of the public 
were present there would be disclosure to them of exempt information so 
designated as follows:- 
(a) Appendices A, B and C of the report referred to in minute 109 both in 

terms of Regulation 14 of the Licensing Act 2003 (Hearings) Regulations 
2005 and the Licensing Procedure Rules, and on the grounds that it is not 
in the public interest to disclose the contents as  
i. it pertains to an individual and that person would not reasonably 

expect their personal information or discussions thereon to be in the 
public domain and  

ii. it relates to an ongoing criminal investigation and open discussions 
could jeopardise the resolution of that matter 

Members determined that in the light of those matters, the public interest in 
excluding the public outweighed the public interest in holding the hearing in 
public 
(b) To note that the press and public will also be excluded from that part of the 

hearing where Members deliberate the application as it is in the public 
interest to allow the Members to have full and frank debate on the matter, 
as allowed under the provisions of the Licensing Procedure Rules 

 
108 Declarations of Interest  

There were no declarations of interest 
 
109 "The Kiln" - Application for the Summary Review of a Premises Licence, 
 The Kiln, Brignall Garth, Burmantofts, Leeds LS9 7HB  

Further to minute 90 of the meeting held 26th September 2001, the Sub-
Committee considered an application made by West Yorkshire Police under 
section 53A of the Licensing Act 2003 for the Review of a Premises Licence 
held at the premises known as “The Kiln”, Brignall Garth, Burmantofts Leeds 
LS9. Present at the hearing:  
West Yorkshire Police –  
the applicant (WYP) 
Mr B Patterson 
PC L Dobson 
Sgt R Fullilove 

The Kiln - Premise Licence 
Holder (PLH) 
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Several local residents also 
attended 
 
The Members of the Sub Committee dealt with several matters of a 
procedural nature first. There were no representatives of The Kiln present. 
Members heard that Ms S Farquharson (nominated Premises Licence Holder) 
had been present at the Interim Steps Hearing on 26 September 2011 and 
had been party to the arrangements for this subsequent hearing, she had also 
been advised separately of the hearing and the agenda papers had been 
dispatched to her. Members were aware of the time constraints within the 
legislation which did not provide time for a deferral of the matter and therefore 
resolved to proceed in the absence of Ms Farquharson. Noting that members 
of the press and public were present they considered the nature of the 
application and evidence presented by West Yorkshire Police (WYP). 
Members noted that a local resident had made a representation to the review, 
and resolved to deal with the Licensing Officers’ report and the verbal 
submission of the local resident before progressing the hearing in closed 
session. 
 
The Sub Committee heard from the local resident regarding incidents of crime 
and disorder witnessed at the premises during the previous five years and 
particularly in recent months and the impact this had on local residents. 
RESOLVED – To note the submissions so far and to move into closed 
session to deal with the remaining submissions 

 
110 Closed Session - Application for Review of a Premises Licence, The 
 Kiln, Brignall Garth, Burmantofts LS9 7HB (Regulation 14 of the 
 Licensing Act 2003 Hearings Regulations 2005)  

The Sub-Committee then considered representations made on behalf of WYP 
who provided a history of incidents at the premises during the previous five 
years and particularly the number of incidents since July 2011 leading up to 
the Review application. WYP provided detail specific to a shooting incident at 
the premises on 15th September 2011 which had resulted in the application for 
the Summary Review. WYP highlighted the fact that there had a been a 
marked increase in the number of incidents linked to the Kiln since this 
management team took over in July 2011 including serious assaults, incidents 
of disorder and drug use. The Sub Committee also heard details of the 
management of the premises. The Police confirmed their opinion that there 
was a link between the premises and the shooting incident and it was not the 
case that the incident simply happened in that location. 
 
WYP suggested that the inability or unwillingness of the premises 
management team to address the link between the activities at the premises 
and the rise in crime and disorder was a contributing factor to the shooting.  
WYP had serious concerns regarding public safety and the level of crime and 
disorder associated with the Kiln. WYP did not feel that modification or 
suspension of the licence or removal of a licensable activity or the DPS would 
be sufficient to deal with the problems given their experience of the 
management of the premises. WYP maintained that revocation of the 
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Premises Licence was the only effective course of action to take to uphold the 
prevention of crime and disorder licensing objective in this case.  
RESOLVED –  
a) To note the contents of the submissions  
b) To enter into private deliberations after which the decision shall be given in 

public  
 
111 Open Session - Application for the Review of a Premises Licence, The 
 Kiln, Brignall Garth, Burmantofts LS9 7HB  

The Chair welcomed all parties including the press and public back into the 
hearing to receive the decision. 
 
Following full and lengthy consideration of the options open to the Sub-
Committee in the determination of Review applications, Members were 
satisfied by the evidence of WYP. Members concluded that the premises had 
consistently undermined the licensing objectives, particularly those aimed at 
preventing crime and disorder and public nuisance. 
 
The Sub Committee considered the causes of this, having regard to the 
Section 182 Guidance and the Councils’ own Licensing Policy. They 
concluded that the problem lay with the managements approach to the 
operation of the premises. They gave weight to the following matters based 
on the evidence submitted: 

• The serious incident at the premises on 15th September 2011. Having 
heard the evidence of WYP in closed session, Members were satisfied 
that this incident was directly associated with the premises and not a 
random act 

• The long history of problems associated with the premises and its 
impact on the four licensing objectives 

• The evidence of the local resident on the severe impact of crime & 
disorder and public nuisance 

 
The Sub Committee also considered that, given the lack of engagement with 
WYP by the owner and management team of The Kiln; given the “ghost” 
Designated Premises Supervisor (DPS) and frequent applications to change 
the DPS and the Premises Licence Holder and the level to which the 
operation of the premises undermined the licensing objectives; modification of 
or exclusion of licensable activities from the Premises Licence or removal of 
the DPS were not appropriate courses of action in such a serious case. 
 
The Sub Committee therefore concluded that it was necessary and 
proportionate in the circumstances of this case to take the following action in 
order to promote the licensing objectives 
RESOLVED – To revoke the Premises Licence 

• It was noted that the Interim Steps taken on 26th September 2011 shall 
remain in place until the end of the period for submission of an appeal 
or until any appeal of the decision is dealt with. 
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Licensing Sub-Committee 
 

Monday, 24th October, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor S Armitage in the Chair 

 Councillors G Wilkinson and D Wilson 
 
112 Election of the Chair  
 RESOLVED – Councillor S Armitage was elected Chair of the meeting 
 
113 Late Items  

No formal late items of business were added to the agenda however the Sub 
Committee and all interested parties were in receipt of additional documents 
tabled just prior to the hearing relating to 343 Harehills Lane (minute 116  
refers) 

 
114 Declarations of Interest  

There were no declarations of interest 
 
115 "The Kiln" - Application to transfer a Premises Licence and Application 
 to vary a Premises Licence in order to specify a Designated Premises 
 Supervisor for the Kiln, Brignall Garth, Burmantofts, Leeds LS9 7HB  

The Sub-Committee, having regard to the Licensing Act 2003, the Section 
182 Guidance and the Authority’s own Statement of Licensing Policy, 
considered two applications relating to the same premises – The Kiln, 
Burmantofts. The first sought to transfer the Premises Licence to Ms S 
Farquharson and the second sought to vary an existing Premises Licence in 
order to specify Ms S Farquharson as Designated Premises Supervisor.  

 
The Sub-Committee was required to consider the applications due to the 
receipt of representations from West Yorkshire Police. 

 
No one was in attendance on behalf of the applicant.  Members considered 
whether to adjourn the hearing or to proceed in the absence of the applicant.  
Members also had regard to the outcome of a Summary Review hearing on 
19 October in respect of the Kiln premises. The Sub Committee at the Review 
hearing had resolved to revoke the premises licence and determine that the 
interim steps taken on 26th September 2011 to suspend the licence which 
were currently in force should remain in place until  that time that the period 
for appeal or any subsequent appeal had been dealt with. Members noted 
that the premises licence holder for the purposes of those applications had 
been Ms Stephanie Farquharson acting in that capacity due to the interim and 
immediate effect of the two applications being dealt with today.  

 
Members noted that to refuse either application today in the absence of any 
representation from Ms Farquharson would have the effect of denying her the 
right to appeal against the revocation decision and substituting instead a 
premises licence holder who had taken no part in either the interim steps 
hearing or the final review hearing.  
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Members therefore determined it was in the public interest to adjourn the 
hearing to an alternative date  
RESOLVED – To adjourn the hearing until 28 November 2011, noting that if 
no appeal was lodged against the decision of 19 October 2011 the licence 
would be revoked prior to that date.   

 
116 "Off Licence" - Application for the grant of a Premises Licence, Off 
 Licence, 343 Harehills Lane, Leeds LS9 6AX  

The Sub-Committee, having regard to the Licensing Act 2003, the Section 
182 Guidance and the Authority’s own Statement of Licensing Policy, 
considered an application for the grant of a premises licence in respect of an 
off-licence at 343 Harehills Lane, Leeds LS9 

 
Representations had been submitted by local residents in the form of a 
petition objecting to the application. Not all of the residents attended the 
hearing. Members resolved to consider their written submission and proceed 
in their absence. The hearing was attended by the following: 
 

Mr Yousaf – the Applicant 
Mr Digwa – legal representative for 
the applicant 

Mr &Mrs Dalton – representing local 
residents 
 

Mr Digwa and Mr Yousaf set out the case for the application and the 
applicants experience in the licensed trade. Mr Digwa was permitted to table a 
copy of the applicants refusal register which he used at his other premises in 
Armley and a letter from West Yorkshire Trading Standards relating to the 
outcome of a test purchase at the Armley store. Members heard that this was 
a small ground floor retail unit and that the sale of alcohol would complement 
the existing offer as a general store. The applicant also indicated that he 
expected alcohol to take up 10% of shelf space and he did intend to sell 
single cans as well as sales in packs. The applicant confirmed that no 
entertainment would be provided and that no music would be played. 
Measures to address the four licensing objectives were also outlined at the 
hearing. 

 
Two residents attended on behalf of the objectors who had lodged a petition.  
They explained that they ran the neighbourhood watch which had organised a 
petition. The residents stated that there were a large number of premises 
already selling alcohol in a small area and that the area experienced problems 
as a result such as cans thrown into gardens and people drinking on the 
street from single cans, sometimes resulting in fighting. They confirmed in 
questioning that they had no objection to this particular applicant but felt that 
the area was saturated and there was no need for additional off-licences 
premises. 

 
In making their decision, Members considered the petition submitted. In line 
with the guidance and Leeds City Council policy, they disregarded 
representations from residents who were not in the vicinity such as those from 
Nowell Lane and Kentmere Avenue. 
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Members sympathised with the view of the local residents regarding the 
number of premises in this area but noted the absence of representations 
from West Yorkshire Police and Environmental Health. They noted that the 
objectors had no particular concerns about this applicant. The evidence of 
nuisance consisted of discarded cans and bottles in gardens and although 
there had been a reference to drunken fights, this was not backed up in any 
police representation. 

 
The Sub Committee had regard to the Guidance that stated that need was not 
a relevant matter for a licensing committee to take into account and that 
shops should be granted licences for alcohol for their trading hours unless 
there was compelling evidence to justify restriction.  
RESOLVED – To grant the application as applied for 
Conditions 
Those measures offered by the applicant and outlined in Box P of the 
application shall now be included as conditions on the Premises Licence 
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EMPLOYMENT COMMITTEE 

 

WEDNESDAY, 19TH OCTOBER, 2011 

 
PRESENT: 

 
Councillor J Blake in the Chair 

 Councillors J Dowson, G Latty1, 
K Maqsood and D Wilson 

 
   

 
40 APPEALS AGAINST REFUSAL OF INSPECTION OF DOCUMENTS  

 

There were no appeals against refusal of inspection of documents in 
accordance with Procedure Rule 25 of the Access to Information Procedure 
Rules. 
 

41 EXCLUSION OF PUBLIC  

 

RESOLVED - That the public be excluded from the meeting under the terms 
of Access to Information Procedure Rule 10.4(1) and (2) and on the grounds 
that, in all the circumstances of the case, the public interest in maintaining the 
exemption outweighs the public interest in disclosing the information by 
reason of the need to maintain the competitive nature of the interview process 
and to retain information submitted by individual applicants in confidence, as 
disclosure could undermine the process, future appointment processes, or the 
outcome on this occasion to the detriment of the Council’s and public interest. 
 

42 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  

 

There were no declarations of personal/prejudicial interests for the purpose of 
section 81(3) of the Local Government Act 2000 and paragraphs 8 to 12 of 
the Members’ Code of Conduct. 
 

43 APPOINTMENT OF THE DEPUTY DIRECTOR - LEARNING SKILLS AND 

UNIVERSAL SERVICES  

 

Following the consideration of applications for the post of Deputy Director – 
Learning Skills and Universal Services it was 
 

RESOLVED – That eight applicants be selected to enter the recruitment 
process. 
 
 
 

                                            
1
 Councillor Latty attended this meeting, and will attend the interviews in place of Councillor A 
Lamb 
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Draft minutes to be approved at the meeting  
to be held on Wednesday, 9th November, 2011 

 

Corporate Governance and Audit Committee 
 

Friday, 30th September, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor G Driver in the Chair 

 Councillors P Grahame, C Campbell, 
G Kirkland, J Elliott, W Hyde, T Hanley and 
C Fox 
 

 Co-optee   
 

 
Apologies Councillors N Taggart, A Lowe,  G Hussain 

and Mr G Tollefson 
 

 
 
 

30 Appeals Against Refusal of Inspection of Documents  
 

There were no appeals against the refusal of inspection of documents. 
 

31 Exempt Information - Possible Exclusion of the Press and Public  
 

There were no resolutions to exclude the public.  
 

32 Late Items  
 

There were no late items submitted to the agenda for consideration. However 
additional information was circulated with regards to Agenda Item 7. ‘Approval 
of the Audited Statement of Accounts 2010/11’ which amended KPMG’s 
Report to those charged with governance  2010/11 (ISA 260 report). 
 

33 Declaration of Interests  
 

Councillor Driver declared a personal interest in Agenda Item 9 (Minute 39 
refers) as a Board Member of Aire Valley Homes ALMO. Councillor Fox and 
Councillor Hanley declared an interest in Agenda Item 7 (Minute 37 refers) as 
trustees of the West Yorkshire Pension Fund.  
 

34 Apologies for absence  
 

Apologies for absence were received from Councillors: Taggart; Lowe; G 
Hussein and Mr Tollefson (Co-optee). 
 

35 Minutes of the Previous Meeting  
 

The minutes of the Corporate Governance and Audit Committee meeting held 
on the 18th July 2011 were approved as a correct record. 
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36 Report on the Local Government Ombudsman's Annual Letter 2010/11  
 

The Corporate Customer Relations Manager presented a report  of the Chief 
Officer (Customer Services). The report discussed the Local Government 
Ombudsman’s Annual Letter, highlighting the Council’s performance with 
regards to Ombudsman cases received for the period April 2010 to March 
2011. 
 
Also in attendance were Anne Seex, the Local Government Ombudsman and 
Nigel Richardson, the Director of Children’s Services. 
 
The Local Government Ombudsman informed the Committee that Leeds was 
a commendable authority and is used as a model for other authorities. 
 
RESOLVED – The Committee resolved to note the contents of the report and 
its appendices. 
 
(Councillor Kirkland entered the meeting during discussion of this item at 
2:07pm.) 
 
 

37 Approval of the Audited Statement of Accounts 2010/11  
 

 
The Chief Officer (Financial Management)  presented a report for the Director 
of Resources. The report presented both KPMG’s report to those charged 
with governance for 2010/11 (ISA 260 report) and the final audited Statement 
of Accounts for approval. The report also included an audit opinion on whether 
the Council has proper arrangements for securing value for money by making 
proper arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its 
use of resource.  
 
KPMG confirmed they have reviewed the Annual Governance Statement and 
confirmed it complies with Delivering Good Governance in Local Government: 
A Framework published by CIPFA/SOLACE  in June 2007; and it is not 
misleading or inconsistent with other information we are aware of from our 
audit of the financial statements. 
 
In attendance were Mike McDonough, Steve Clark and Alison Ormston from 
KPMG.  
 
Members discussed the report in detail and asked questions in relation to 
figures contained within the accounts, how these had been arrived at and also 
compared them to the previous years accounts. Specifically Members queried 
the following with the officers in attendance and KPMG representatives: 
 

• the large change in the balance of the HRA account compared to last 
year’s figure; 

• the treatment of PFI schemes in the accounts; 
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• the valuation of assets in the fixed asset register and how these are 
calculated;  

• the inclusion of assets sold or transferred in the accounts; and 

• whether KPMG were satisfied with the contingent liabilities stated in the 
accounts 

 
Members also asked officers about the International Financial Reporting 
Standards, how much of these the Council was required to implement in 
preparing the accounts and what accounting framework the authority was 
using. 
 
Members challenged KPMG with regards to the fee that they charged and 
asked for a detailed summary of how the fee was arrived at.  
 
As a gesture of good will KPMG offered to reduce the fee by £5,500. 
 
In approving the accounts, Members attention was drawn to KPMG’s 
conclusions including; the unqualified audit opinion, that the Annual 
Governance Statement accords with KPMG’s understanding, that all prior 
year recommendations have been dealt with, that a number of new 
recommendations have been agreed with the Council and that KPMG were 
complimentary about the standard and timeliness of working papers. 
 
 
RESOLVED – The Committee resolved to: 
 

(a) note the amendment to the financial statements in relation to the figure 
used for the teachers holiday accrual;  

(b) approve the final audited 2010/11 Statement of Accounts and agreed 
that the Chair acknowledge the approval on behalf of the Committee by 
signing the appropriate section within the Statement of Responsibilities 
on page 1 of the accounts; 

(c) agree that the Chair should also sign the management representation 
letter on behalf of the Committee; 

(d) note the work to date on the VFM audit opinion and that KPMG have 
now concluded their VFM opinion that the Council has made proper 
arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its 
use of resource;  

(e) note the rebate KPMG have given in respect of the audit fee; and 
(f) request a report detailing future developments in accounting standards 

that will effect the Council. 
 

38 Risk Management Policy Revision  
 

The Principal Risk Management Officer presented a report of the Director of 
Resources seeking the views of the Committee on a revised draft Risk 
Management Policy. The proposed amendment to the policy reflect a number 
of changes across the Council since the approval of the previous policy in 
2008, including; links to the new city priority plans and Council business plan, 
outcome based accountabilities, the joint reporting of risk management and 
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performance management information, a greater level of risk awareness and 
the publication of the corporate risk register. Roles and responsibilities under 
the proposed policy remain largely unchanged. 
 
RESOLVED – The Committee resolved to receive and endorse the draft 2011 
Risk Management Policy. 
 

39 Internal Audit Report  
 

The Head of Internal Audit presented a report of the Director of Resources 
which provided a summary of Internal Audit activity for the period April – 
September 2011.  
 
Members discussed the report in detail specifically commenting on the extent 
to which Audit resources might be available to help schools in mitigating risks 
associated with the management of school funds.   
 
RESOLVED – The Committee resolved to note the work undertaken by 
Internal Audit during the period covered by the report. 
 
 

40 Annual Governance Statement  
 

The Head of Governance Services presented a report of the Director of 
Resources seeking approval to the Annual Governance Statement.  
 
RESOLVED – The Committee resolved to: 
 

(a) approve the Annual Governance Statement; and 
(b) recommend that the Leader of Council, the Chair of the Committee, the 

Chief Executive and the Director of Resources sign the document on 
behalf of the Council. 

 
 

41 Bribery Act  
 
The Principal Audit Manager  presented a report of the Director of Resources 
which informed the Committee of the contents of the Bribery Act and its 
implications for the Council. The report also sought support for the approval 
and communication of the Anti - Bribery Policy. 
 
RESOLVED – The Committee resolved to note the contents of the report.  
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42 Work Programme  
 

The Director of Resources submitted a report notifying Members of the work 
programme. 
 
The Committee reviewed its forthcoming work programme. 
 
RESOLVED – The Committee resolved to note the work programme. 
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MEMBER MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 
 

TUESDAY, 25TH OCTOBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor J Lewis in the Chair 

 Councillors D Blackburn, C Campbell, 
R Charlwood, N Dawson, M Dobson, 
T Leadley, M Lobley, J Matthews and 
B Selby 

 
Apologies Councillor  P Gruen, G Latty, K Maqsood 

and E Nash 
 
 

15 Appeals Against Refusal of Inspection of Documents  
 

There were no appeals against refusal of inspection of documents in 
accordance with Procedure Rule 25 of the Access to Information Procedure 
Rules. 
 

16 Exempt Information - Possible Exclusion of the Press and Public  
 

There were no resolutions to exclude the public. 
 

17 Late Items  
 

There were no late items submitted to the agenda by the Chair for 
consideration. 
  

18 Declarations of Interests  
 

Councillors Dobson and Selby declared a personal interest in agenda item 6 
(Minute 20 refers), by virtue of their position as an LEA Governor. 
 
Councillor Lewis declared a personal interest in agenda item 7 (Minute 21 
refers), by virtue of his position as a Trustee of Brigshaw Co-operative Trust. 
 
Two further declarations were made at a later point in the meeting (Minute 25 
refers). 
 

19 Minutes  
 

RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meeting held on 1st July 2011 be 
approved as a correct record, subject to an amendment to Minute 4 to reflect 
that Councillor Charlwood declared an interest as an E-ACT Governor, rather 
than as a Governor of Moortown Primary School. 
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20 Process for the Allocation of Local Authority Governors  
 

The Senior Governor Support Officer presented a report of the Director of 
Children’s Services informing Members of the current number of local 
education authority seats on governing bodies in Leeds, and the 
arrangements for the nomination of local authority Members to vacancies. 
 
Members felt that the current arrangements remained fit for purpose. 

 
Members also considered the arrangements for the appointment of Members 
to Academies, and concluded that appointments be made through Member 
Management Committee. 
 
Members queried  the arrangements by which Academies determine the 
composition of the governing body and were informed that each individual 
Academy (in consultation with the Department for Education) determines the 
allocation of places on its governing body, including whether a place will be 
allocated to the local authority. It was requested that any prospective 
Academies be informed that the Council would welcome being allocated a 
place on the governing body. 
 
RESOLVED –  

(a) That the current protocol for the appointment of Local Authority 
governors to schools is relevant and appropriate, and should continue 
to be used;  

(b) That the nomination of Local Authority governors to Academies be 
made by Member Management Committee, in accordance with the 
Appointments to Outside Bodies Procedure Rules; and 

(c) That the Director of Organisational Improvement be requested to 
inform prospective Academies that the Council would welcome being 
allocated a place on the governing body. 

 
21 Council Representation on Children and Young People Cluster 

Partnerships  
 

The Locality Enabler presented a report of the Director of Children’s Services 
presenting proposals for Council representation on all of the Children and 
Young People Cluster Partnerships in Leeds, and recommending that the 
Committee appoints up to two elected Member representatives for each 
partnership. 
 
It was agreed that a Morley Borough Independent Member from the Morley 
South ward should be appointed to the Ardsley and Tingley cluster (in addition 
to an Ardsley and Robin Hood ward member), as some of the schools in this 
cluster are located in the Morley South ward.  
 
It was also agreed that Councillor Andrew Carter would be appointed to the 
Pudsey cluster. 
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Should any schools move to a different cluster, it was requested that a report 
be submitted to Member Management Committee in order that the allocation 
of elected Member positions can be reviewed. 
 
RESOLVED –  

(a) That Cluster Partnerships be categorised as Strategic and Key 
Partnerships; and 

(b) That places on the Cluster Partnerships be allocated as follows: 
 

Cluster Number of 
Places 

Ward Allocation 

Garforth 1 Garforth and Swillington 
(Labour Whip’s nominee) 

Upper Beeston and 
Cottingley 

1 Beeston and Holbeck 
(Labour Whip’s nominee) 

Ardsley and Tingley 2 1 Ardsley and Robin Hood 
(Labour Whip’s nominee)  
1 Morley South (MBI Whip’s 
nominee) 

Morley 2 1 Morley North (MBI Whip’s 
nominee) 
1 Morley South (Labour 
Whip’s nominee) 

Rothwell 2 1 Rothwell (Liberal Democrat 
Whip’s nominee) 
1 Ardsley and Robin Hood 
(Labour Whip’s nominee) 

JESS (Joint Extended 
Schools and Services: 
Beeston Hill, Holbeck, 
Belle Isle and Hunslet) 

2 from Beeston and Holbeck, City 
and Hunslet, Middleton Park 
(2 Labour Whip’s nominees) 

Middleton 1 1 Middleton Park (Labour 
Whip’s nominee) 

Horsforth 1 1 Horsforth (Liberal 
Democrat Whip’s nominee) 

ESNW (Extended 
Services North West: 
Weetwood, Adel and 
Wharfedale) 

2 1 Adel and Wharfedale 
(Conservative Whip’s 
nominee) 
1 Weetwood (Liberal 
Democrat Whip’s nominee) 

Inner NW Hub 2 from Kirkstall (Labour Whip’s 
nominee) 
Adel and Wharfedale 
(Conservative Whip’s 
nominee) 
Headingley (Liberal 
Democrat Whip’s nominee) 

Open XS (Hyde Park, 
Woodhouse and part 
of Headingley) 

1 1 Hyde Park and Woodhouse 
(Labour Whip’s nominee)  
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Cluster Number of 
Places 

Ward Allocation 

Aireborough 2 1 Guiseley and Rawdon 
(Conservative Whip’s 
nominee) 
1 Otley and Yeadon (Liberal 
Democrat Whip’s nominee) 

Otley 1 1 Otley and Yeadon (Liberal 
Democrat Whip’s nominee) 

Farnley 1 1 Farnley and Wortley 
(Green Whip’s nominee) 

Pudsey 2 1 Pudsey (Labour Whip’s 
nominee) 
1 Calverley and Farsley 
(Conservative Whip’s 
nominee*) 

Bramley 1 1 Bramley and Stanningley 
(Labour Whip’s nominee) 

ACES (Armley Cluster 
Extended Services) 

1 1 Armley (Labour Whip’s 
nominee) 

Seacroft Manston 2 1 Killingbeck and Seacroft 
(Labour Whip’s nominee) 
1 Crossgates and Whinmoor 
(Labour Whip’s nominee) 

Inner East 2 1 Burmantofts and Richmond 
Hill (Labour Whip’s nominee) 
1 Gipton and Harehills 
(Labour Whip’s nominee) 

CHESS (Chapeltown 
Extended Schools and 
Services) 

2 1 Chapel Allerton (Labour 
Whips nominee) 
1 Gipton and Harehills 
(Labour Whip’s nominee) 

NEtWORKS 
(Meanwood and 
Chapel Allerton) 

1 1 Chapel Allerton (Labour 
Whip’s nominee) 

NEXT (North East 
Extended Together: 
Moortown and 
Roundhay) 

2 1 Roundhay (Labour Whip’s 
nominee) 
1 Moortown (Labour Whip’s 
nominee) 

Alwoodley 1 1 Alwoodley (Conservative 
Whip’s nominee) 

EPOS (Elmete 
Partnership of Schools 
and Services) 

2 1 Harewood (Conservative 
Whip’s nominee) 
1 Wetherby  (Conservative 
Whip’s nominee) 

 
*It was agreed that Councillor Andrew Carter be appointed to this position. 
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22 Members ICT Update  
 

The Business Relationship Manager presented a report of the Chief ICT 
Officer seeking the support of Member Management Committee for a project 
to be undertaken to identify technical solutions to support elected Members 
more effectively in the various ways they choose and need to work. 
 
Members particularly discussed upcoming improvements including the facility 
to access Council e-mail and calendar from personal devices, which would be 
available from the following week.  
 
RESOLVED –  

(a) That the content of the report be noted; and 
(b) That ICT Services work with key stakeholders (including the Members 

ICT Working Group, Group Support Officers and Member Development 
Officers) to develop a range of ICT service offerings between now and 
the end of 2011; and  

(c) That ICT Services report back to the January 2012 meeting of Member 
Management Committee to request the Committee’s support for the 
recommendations arising from resolution (b) above, to inform a 
delegated officer decision. 

 
23 Suspension of Council Procedure Rules; State of the City Meeting  
 

The Head of Governance Services presented a report of the Chief Officer, 
Democratic and Central Services seeking comments on a draft report to full 
Council (to approve the suspension of Procedure Rules), and a draft order 
paper to help facilitate proceedings at the State of the City meeting to be held 
on 7th December 2011. 
 
Martin Dean, Head of Leeds Initiative and International Partnerships was also 
in attendance to respond to Members’ queries. 
 
It was agreed that a copy of the State of the City report would be circulated to 
Whips as soon as it is available. 
 
Members were informed which partners would be attending the State of the 
City meeting to lead each themed debate. It was agreed that there should be 
no supplementary questions at the meeting, and that although members of 
the public would be entitled to attend the themed debates, they would not be 
able to ask questions. 
 
Members also highlighted the need for the Head of Leeds Initiative and 
Partnerships to ensure that appropriate rooms would be available for the 
themed debates. 
 
RESOLVED –  

(a) That the draft report to full Council concerning the arrangements for 
the State of the City meeting, and the draft order paper be noted; and 
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(b) That the draft report be amended to clarify that Whips have agreed that 
there will be no supplementary questions. 

 
24 Member Development  
 

The Member Development Officer presented a report of the Chief Officer, 
Democratic and Central Services providing Members with an update on 
learning and development issues relating to elected Members. 
 
It was reported that the Member Development Working Group has discussed 
how to work more closely with employers to raise awareness of the role of a 
Councillor, which will be looked at in more detail with a view to producing a 
guidance note. 
 
In relation to the induction programme, Members supported the suggestions 
to hold more events in the evening, and to involve more experienced 
Councillors.  
 
It was requested that officers ascertain whether an appropriate ‘out of office’ 
message can be added to Councillors’ e-mail accounts when they stand down 
or are not re-elected, and whether their accounts can remain open for a 
period of time (if required), to allow any outstanding issues to be resolved. 
 
RESOLVED –  

(a) That the contents of the report be noted; 
(b) That the Member Development Officer liaise with officers in ICT 

Services to ascertain whether an appropriate ‘out of office’ message 
can be added to Councillors’ e-mail accounts when they stand down or 
are not re-elected, and whether those e-mail accounts can remain 
active for a period of time (if required), in order to allow any outstanding 
issues to be resolved. 

 
25 Local Authority Appointments to Outside Bodies  
 

The Governance Officer presented a report of the Chief Officer, Democratic 
and Central Services providing an update on the current position regarding 
Member appointments to outside bodies, and seeking to confirm Member 
nominations to remaining bodies. 
 
Councillors Charlwood and Selby declared a personal interest in this item as 
their respective appointments to Dial Leeds and William Merritt Disabled 
Living Centre and Mobility Service were considered. 
 
RESOLVED  -  

(a) That Councillor Hanley be appointed as a substitute member of the 
Leeds Safeguarding Children Board; 

(b) That an additional Member be appointed to the Children’s Trust Board, 
and that the place be allocated to Councillor Hanley; 

(c) That Councillor Yeadon’s appointment to Leeds Partnerships NHS 
Foundation Trust be extended to three years (ending in June 2014), 
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with a caveat that the appointment will cease if another Member is 
appointed as Executive Member for Adult Health and Social Care; 

(d) That appointments to the Leeds Initiative – Health and Wellbeing Board 
be amended to include the following Members: 

(i) Leader of Council (who will Chair the Board); 
(ii) Executive Member for Children’s Services; 
(iii) Executive Member for Adult Health and Social Care; and 
(iv) Leaders of the two main opposition groups (or their 

nominee). 
(e) That the place on the Leeds Initiative – Sustainable Economy and 

Culture Board which was previously allocated to the Executive Member 
for Neighbourhoods, Housing and Regeneration be removed; 

(f) That the Governance Officer liaise with Councillor Murray to ascertain 
whether membership of the Investigation of Air Pollution Standing 
Conference is worthwhile, and report back to the next Member 
Management Committee meeting; 

(g) That the North Regional Association for Sensory Support be removed 
from the Council’s list of outside bodies; 

(h) That from the 2012/13 municipal year, Swarthmore Education Centre 
be allocated as a Community and Local Partnership, with appointments 
to it being made by the North West (Inner) Area Committee; 

(i) That the (currently unallocated) position on Dial Leeds be allocated to 
the Labour Group, and that Councillor Charlwood be appointed to this 
body; 

(j) That the (currently unallocated) position William Merritt Disabled Living 
Centre and Mobility Service be allocated to the Labour Group, and that 
Councillor Selby be appointed to this body; 

(k) That the Conservative Group place on Leeds University Court be 
allocated to the Labour Group, and that Council Blake be appointed to 
this body;  

(l) That the Conservative Group place on West Leeds Academy be 
allocated to the Labour Group (as a Whip’s nominee); and 

(m)That the change of appointments since the last meeting of the 
Committee, as detailed in paragraph 3.13 of the report, be noted. 
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NORTH WEST (INNER) AREA COMMITTEE 
 

THURSDAY, 22ND SEPTEMBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor J Akhtar in the Chair 

 Councillors B Atha, J Chapman, 
B Chastney, M Hamilton, J Illingworth, 
J Matthews, L Yeadon and N Walshaw 

 
OFFICERS: Jane Maxwell, West North West Area Leader 

Stuart Byrne, West North West Area Management  
Zahid Butt, West North West Area Management 
Jason Singh, West North West Environmental Locality      
     Manager                    

  Lynne Hamshaw, West North West Homes Leeds 
  Ryan Platten, City Development 
  Keith Mack, Environment and Neighbourhoods  
  John Grieve, Resources Department   

 
 MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC: 
  
   Dr Richard Tyler, Leeds HMO Lobby   
   Amanda Jackson, University of Leeds 
   Jo Johnson, Leeds Metropolitan Students Union 
   Ben Fisher, Leeds University Union 
   Bryony Lawless, Leeds University 
   Marian Charlton, Cardigan Centre 
   Ms N Ford, Broomfield resident 
   Joan Brown, Cardigan Triangle Community Association 
   Sergeant Dan Wood, West Yorkshire Police 
   Ken Waterworth, Vesper Road resident 
   Shelia Waterworth, Vesper Road resident 
             Sue Buckle, South Headingley Community Association               

 Josie Green, NHPNA 
Tony Green, NHPNA 
 

                                   
 
 

17 Late Items  
 

In accordance with his powers under Section 100B(4)(b) of the Local 
Government Act 1972, the Chair agreed to accept supplementary information 
in respect of agenda  item No. 10 Delegation of Environmental Services – 
Service Level Agreement, which was not available at the time of agenda 
despatch. (Minute No. 26 refers) 
 

18 Declarations of Interest  
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Councillor Chastney declared an interest in Agenda Item No. 11, West North 
West Homes Leeds – Involvement in Area Committees, as a Director of West 
North Homes. (Minute No. 27 refers)   

19 Apologies for Absence  
 

Apologies for absence were received from Councillor S Bentley and G Harper. 
20 Open Forum  
 

In accordance with paragraph 6.24 and 6.25 of the Area Committee 
Procedure rules, the Chair allowed a period of up to 10 minutes for Members 
of the public to make representations or to ask questions on matters within the 
terms of reference of the Area Committee: 
 

(i) Co-operative Store – Cardigan Road – Joan Brown, Cardigan 
Triangle Community Association spoke about the anti-social 
issues that had arisen in the area following the granting of a 24 
hour alcohol licence. Sergeant Dan Brown confirmed that there 
was increased activity in the area when young people leaving 
nightclubs in the early hours would frequent the store. 

 
It was the general opinion of Members that the granting of 24 
hour alcohol licences in residential areas was not welcome. 
 
RESOLVED – That the Chair of the Area Committee be 
requested to write to the Licensing Authority highlighting the 
adverse affects on residential amenity as a consequence of 
granting 24 hour alcohol licences in residential areas. 

  
(ii) Houses in Multiple Occupation – Planning Workshop (Item 

No. 13 refers) – Dr  Richard Tyler , Leeds HMO Lobby – In 
passing comment on this item. Dr Tyler said that such a policy 
was long overdue. In the past many people had suffered a lot of 
grief through a lack of control and it was hoped the proposed 
policy would address this. 

 
(iii) Litter on streets - Ms N. Ford, Broomfield Road resident – 

Spoke about the large amount of litter in the Broomfield, 
Newport and Brudenell areas which was a potential health 
hazard. Many of the properties in the area were family dwellings 
but this did not appear to be understood by the large student 
population. Could students be made more aware that families 
were also living in this area and could the City Council ensure 
that adequate resources were assigned to the area to address 
the litter problem. It was reported that visitors to the area often 
commented upon the poor tidiness of the streets. 

 
Sue Buckle, Ash Grove resident and Councillor Illingworth 
echoed Ms Ford’s comments. Another resident suggested that 
refuse from hot food takeaways also played a substantial part in 
the untidiness of the area. 
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In responding Jason Singh, Environmental Locality Manager for 
North West Inner Area said that litter and street cleansing was a 
major problem in the area. There were a lot more resources 
allocated to this part of the city because of the large amount of 
student housing, but, it was not just a case of keeping the 
streets clean but changing peoples behaviour. 
 
Councillors Hamilton and Matthews suggested more frequent 
bin collections, given the concerns raised, there was clearly 
something not working. 
 
Officers pointed out that litter bin collection was a central service 
and not a delegated function 
 
Councillor Atha suggested prosecuting landlords for public 
nuisance offences, this may result in the landlords taking greater 
responsibilities for their tenants.  
 
It was suggested that the Chair write to the Director of  
Environment and Neighbourhoods requesting that more frequent 
refuse collections take place in the North West (Inner) Area to 
address the concerns raised by local residents and local Ward 
Members. 
 
RESOLVED –  
 
 (i) That the Chair write to the Director of  Environment 
  and Neighbourhoods requesting that more  
  frequent refuse collections take place in the North 
  West (Inner)  Area to address the concerns raised 
  by local residents and local Ward Members 
 
 (ii) That the issue of prosecuting landlords for public 
  nuisance offences be investigated further by  
  officers 
   
 
 
 
  

 
 
 

21 Minutes of the Previous Meeting  
 

Councillor Hamilton requested a minor correction to Minute No.4 (City of 
Leeds Girls High School) and also to Minute No. 6(a) deleting the reference to 
Headingley Primary School and replacing it with Headingley Community 
Centre 
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RESOLVED – That with the inclusion of the minor amendments, the minutes 
of the previous meeting held on 14th July 2011 be accepted as a true and 
correct record. 

22 Matters Arising from the Minutes  
 

 
(a) Headingley South Stand Development (Minute No. 4(e) refers) – 

Councillor Walshaw sought clarification as to whether an upgrade of 
the sound system would be included as part of the development 
proposal?. Officers to clarify the position at the next meeting. 

 
(b) Kirkstall District Centre (Minute No. 6 (c) refers) – It was reported that a 

date had been fixed to brief Members on the current status of the 
Kirkstall District Centre Development. 

 
(c) Local Authority Appointments to Outside Bodies (Minute No.8 refers)  - 

Following the resignation of Councillor P Ewens from the Burley Lodge 
Centre Management Committee there was now a need for the Area 
Committee to fill this vacancy. 

 
 RESOLVED – That Councillor G Harper be appointed to the Burley 

Lodge Centre Management Committee for a one year period 
commencing from 22nd September 2011. 

 
(d) Area Committee Roles for 2011/12 – (Minute No.9 refers)  - It was 

reported that the appointment of a Corporate Parent, representing the 
Area Committee was still outstanding. 

 
 RESOLVED – That Councillor S Bentley be appointed as the Area 

Committees Corporate Parent representative for a one year period 
commencing from 22nd September 2011. 

 
(e) Batcliffe Wood House (Minute 4 (b) refers) – Officers was reported that 

there was a restriction on the property prohibiting the house being let to 
students. It was further reported that the owner had requested that the 
restriction be lifted or partially lifted to allow students to live at the 
property.  

 
RESOLVED - It was the view of the Area Committee that student    
housing at this property would not be supported. 

23 Area Chairs - Forum Minutes  
 

The Assistant Chief Executive (Planning, Policy and Improvement) submitted 
a report on a requirement to submit copies of the Area Chairs Forum Minutes 
to Area Committee meetings. 
 
A copy of the Area Chairs Forum minutes of a meeting held on 17th June 2011 
were appended to the report for the information and comment. 
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RESOLVED –  
 

(i)    That the contents of the report be noted. 
 
(ii)  That the minutes of the Area Chairs Forum meeting held on 17th 

 June 2011 be received and noted. 
 

24 Delegation of Environmental Services - Service Level Agreement  
 

The Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods submitted a report which 
provided details of a Service Level Agreement (SLA) drawn up for the delivery 
of environmental services in the North West Inner Area. The report sought 
Members approval to sign off the Service Level Agreement.  

Appended to the report was a copy of the Draft budget for 2011/12 together 
with a copy of the Service Level Agreement for the Delegation of 
Environmental Services. 

In addition to the above appendix, a copy of the 14 week mechanical 
sweeping schedule, the litter bins – allocation of budget and mechanical route 
coverage had been circulated as supplementary information. 

Jason Singh, Environmental Locality Manager for North West Inner Area 
presented the report and responded to Members’ queries and comments. 
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

• To ensure resources were flexible enough to cope with the demands of a 
large student population 

• The downtime of mechanical vehicles 

• To explore the possibility of the outright purchase of cleansing vehicles as 
opposed to lease hire 

• To explore further opportunities for partnership arrangements 

• To consider the wider use of fixed penalty notices 

• Budget to be flexible across the three Area Committees  
 
RESOLVED – That the Service Level Agreement for the delivery of 
delegated environmental services be approved. 

25 West North West Homes Leeds - Involvement in Area Committees  
 

West North West Homes Leeds submitted a report which outlined the purpose 
of West North West Homes involvement with the Area Committee and 
suggested ways of making their involvement as productive and meaningful as 
possible. 
 
The report also provided information on progress of current partnership work 
relevant to Area Committee work.  
 
Lynne Hamshaw, Neighbourhood Performance Manager presented the report 
and responded to Members queries and comments. 
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In the discussion that ensued Members made specific reference to the 
following issues: 
 

• Co-ordination of service 

• Develop consistent approach with Area Strategies 

• Looking at the places where we live, learn and work 

• Clear Links – Resources joined up to deliver an improved service 

• Local lettings 

• Maintenance contractors 
 
RESOLVED –  
 

a) That the contents of the report be noted 
b) That further update reports be provided on a six monthly basis 

commencing March 2012 
c) That a representative from the Housing Maintenance Contractor 

(Morrison’s) for West North West Homes be invited to attend the 
a future meeting of the Area Committee 

26 Leeds Anti Social Behaviour Team  
 

The Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods submitted a report which 
provided details of the changes to the Anti Social Behaviour Service, the new 
process for dealing with anti social behaviour in Leeds  and details about the 
three new area based multi agency teams. 
 
Keith Mack, Performance and Information Manager presented the report and 
responded to Members queries and comments. 
 
In the discussion that ensued Members made specific reference to the 
following issues: 
 

• Improving information sharing between partners 

• Improving communication 

• Making the best use of resources  

• Understanding the causes of anti-social behaviour 
 
RESOLVED – That the contents of the report be noted 
 

27 Houses in Multiple Occupation - Planning Workshop  
 

The Director of City Development submitted a report setting out details of 
three Planning Workshops which would assist in the establishment of a Policy 
to control changes of ordinary dwellings to houses in multiple occupation 
(HOMs) 
 
Ryan Platten, Community Planner, Inner North West Area presented the 
report and responded to Members queries and comments. 
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In the discussion that ensued Members made specific reference to the 
following issues: 
 

• Welcome and support the proposed Policy 

• The role and assistance of Landlords in establishing such a Policy 

• The involvement of the Universities and other Further Education 
Colleges 

 
 
RESOLVED –  
 

a) That the contents of the report be noted 
 
b) That Councillors: N Walshaw be nominated as the Ward 

representative for Headingley to attend the relevant workshop, 
other Ward Members to be identified at a later date. 

 
28 The Major Benefits and Added Value of Capital Well Being Funding in 

West North West Leeds  
 

The West North West Area Leader submitted a report responding to a request 
at a recent Area Leader’s meeting to explore the added value of Wellbeing 
Funding for Capital Projects. The report described how the Capital Wellbeing 
Budget in the West North West Area had been spent, for what purpose and 
the benefits gained from it’s expenditure. 
 
Appended to the report was the Capital Wellbeing Review (Appendix 1 refers) 
 
Jane Maxwell presented the report and responded to Members queries and 
comments. 
 
Detailed discussion ensued on the contents of the report and appendices. 
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues: 
 

• Develop community capacity 

• Address community safety issues 

• Enhance Town and District centres 

• Improve the environment, green space and parks 

• Enhance community assets 

• Deliver highway repairs and improvements and parking schemes and 
encourage sustainable transport schemes 

 
RESOLVED – That the contents of the report be noted 

29 Area Committee Wellbeing Funding  
 

The Deputy Chief Executive submitted a report which provided an update of 
the current budget position of the Wellbeing Fund, set out details of recent 
monitoring claims for Area funded projects, provided advice on new requests 
for Area Committee Wellbeing Capital Funding, put forward proposals to 
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change the small grant budget allocation process and sought consideration of 
new small grant applications. 
 
Appended to the report were copies of the following documents for the 
information/comment of the meeting:- 

• Wellbeing Budget Statement (Appendix 1 refers) 

• Project Monitoring Summaries (Appendix 2 refers) 

• Bedford fields Community Woodland Garden Summary (Appendix 3 
refers) 

• Small Grant Applications (Appendix 4 refers) 

Stuart Byrne North West Inner Area Management presented the report and 
responded to Members’ comments and queries. 
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

• An update on the Bedford Fields Community Woodland Garden 

• Small Grant Applications and a proposal to change the allocation 
process  

• A summary of the New Small Grant requests 
 
RESOLVED- 
 

a) That the contents of the report and appendices be noted. 
 
b) To note the Wellbeing monitoring returns for quarter one 2011/12. 

 
c) That the request for capital funding for the Hyde Park and Woodhouse 

ward (Bedford Fields Community Woodland Garden project) be 
approved in principle, Ward Members to determine the final amount 
offered 

 
d) That the method of distributing the small grant by ward be undertaken 

on a first come first serve basis 
 

e) That the following New Small Grant Requests be dealt with as follows:  
 

Project                                                    Decision       
 

(i) Leeds Gathering –   Application Not Granted 
 
(ii) Healthy Living –   Approved £365 

 
 

 
(iii) Open XS Lantern  
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Festival –    Approved £365 
 

(iv) Ways of Sitting –   Application Not Granted 
 
(v) Headingley Litfest 2012 –  Approved £365 

 
(vi) Burley Binyards Gardens 

 Maintenance Project –  Approved £365 
 

(vii) The Hooter –   Approved - £365 
 

(f) That in respect of (e) above, the applicants to confirm viability of 
the project in light of the amount offered 

            
 

30 Date and Time of Next Meeting  
 

RESOLVED – To note that the next meeting will take place on Thursday 27th 
October 2011 at 7.00pm at Kirkstall St Stephen’s Church Hall, Leeds 
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NORTH WEST (INNER) AREA COMMITTEE 
 

THURSDAY, 27TH OCTOBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor J Akhtarj in the Chair 

 Councillors B AthaB, BentleyS, 
J Chapman, B Chastney, P Ewens, 
M Hamilton, J Illingworth, J Matthews, 
L Yeadon, G Harper and N Walshaw 

 
OFFICERS: Chris Dickinson, West North West Area Management 
  Stuart Byrne, West North West Area Management 
  Zahid Butt, West North West Area Management 
  Lynne Hamshaw, West North West Homes , Leeds 
  Sarah Sinclair, Children’s Services 
  Ryan Platten, City Development 
  Krstan Nenadic, Park and Countryside Service 
   
 
MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC: 
 
  Dr Richard Tyler, Leeds HMO Lobby 
  Inspector Ian Scott, West Yorkshire Police 
  Sergeant Pam Wright, West Yorkshire Police 
  Rose Hampton, Leeds University Union 
  Stephen Rennie, HWCA 
  John Davison, Hyde Park Resident 

Jonathan Bentley, Observer 
V Loalie, Observer 
Shelia Waterworth, KVCA 
Ken Waterworth, KVCA 
Amit Roy, Local resident 
Sue Buckle, SHCA, RPCC, FOWM 
Charlotte Coleman, Hyde Park resident 
Simon Dawson, KVCA 
David Salinger, Local Resident 

 
31 Declarations of Interest  
 

There were no declarations of interest made at this point in the meeting, 
however, declarations were made at a later point in the meeting (Minute No. 
36 refers) 

32 Apologies for Absence  
 

There were no apologies for absence 
33 Open Forum  
 

In accordance with paragraph 6.24 and 6.25 of the Area Committee 
Procedure Rules, the Chair allowed a period of up to 10 minutes for members 
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of the public to make representations or to ask questions on matters within the 
terms of reference of the Area Committee: 
 

(i) Hyde Park & Woodhouse Forum – Sue Buckle, South 
Headingley Community Association - Raised concern that there 
had been no Hyde Park & Woodhouse Forum held recently? 

 
In responding Chris Dickinson, Area Management said plans 
were currently underway to hold a Forum Meeting in the Ward. 
Area Management would liaise with Ward Members to progress 
arrangements. 

 
(ii) Promotion of Residents Meetings – Charlotte Coleman, Hyde 

Park resident – Spoke about the lack of publicity for Resident 
Meetings/ Forums in the area. It was suggested that many local 
residents would attend such meetings if they knew when and 
where they were taking place? 

 
Sue Buckle said Ward Members need to engage more with the 
local population, meetings should not be by invitation only. 

 
Speaking in support, Councillor Matthews said that consultation 
was woefully out of date and new ways of publicising local 
events in the area should be investigated further. 

 
(iii) Child Poverty and Health Inequalities – Concerns were raised 

over the high rate of child poverty within some wards of the 
Inner North West area.  

 
Officers reported that a report providing health statistics, 
including areas of health depravation would be brought to the 
December meeting of this Committee. The report would now 
also include the impact of child poverty 

 
(iv) Student Letting Agencies - Charlotte Coleman, Hyde Park 

resident – Spoke about alleged malpractice by some student 
letting agencies who were contacting the parents of students 
claiming none payment of rent, which was not always correct. It 
was reported that the Students Union had been made aware of 
the allegations, who had in the past publicised the information to 
students. It was now the view of the Student Union that they 
could no longer advise students of alleged malpractice for fear 
of been prosecuted. Charlotte sought the advice of Members as 
to how such information should be publicised? 

 
In responding Councillor Atha suggested that such allegations 
should be made known to Local Ward Councillors who may be 
able to assist in publicising the information. 
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(v) Cycle Routes - Sue Buckle, South Headingley Community 
Association - Raised concerns about cycle routes in the area, in 
particular the signage for the new designated cycle route was 
confusing where it crossed Hyde Park Road. Concern was also 
expressed  about the loss of the marked cycle lane on the A65, 
particularly in the Beacroft Street area, due to the ongoing works 
on the Quality Bus Initiative. 

 
Councillor Matthews suggested that clarification was required 
from the Highways Department. 
 
RESOLVED - That the Chair write to the Chief Officer, Highways 
and Transportation seeking clarification to the above concerns 

 
(vi) Transport Sub Group – Members requested an update on 

plans to receive support for the Transport Sub Group directly 
from the Highways Department.  

  
Councillor Walshaw agreed to address some of the Transport 
issues through the existing Planning Sub Group. 
 
Members raised concern that by using the Planning Sub Group 
may have a negative impact on its existing workload 
 
RESOLVED – That the Area Leader would pursue a response 
from the Chief Officer, Highways and Transportation and subject 
to a response being received would provide an update at the 
next meeting of the Committee 

 
  
 

34 Minutes of the Previous Meeting  
 

RESOLVED – That with inclusion of a number of minor amendments, the 
minutes of the previous meeting held on 22nd September 2011, be accepted 
as a true and correct record 

35 Matters Arising from the Minutes  
 

(a) Co – Operative Store, Cardigan Road – At the last meeting it was 
RESOLVED that the Chair of the Area Committee would write to the 
Licensing Authority highlighting the adverse affects on residential 
amenity as a consequence of granting 24 hour alcohol licences in 
residential areas. 

 
 In providing an update, the Chair reported that a response had been 

received from Stephen Holder, Principal Licensing Officer. The letter 
stated that the area was covered by a Cumulative Impact Policy (CIP). 
It also outlined the process for granting licenses to premises. 
Information was provided on the relevant CIP area, Licensing Act 2003 
and problem Premises and applying for a review. 
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(b) Litter on Streets – At the last meeting it was RESOLVED:  

 
 (i) That the Chair write to the Director of  Environment 
  and Neighbourhoods requesting that more  
  frequent refuse collections take place in the North 
  West (Inner)  Area to address the concerns raised 
  by local residents and local Ward Members 
 
 (ii) That the issue of prosecuting landlords for public 
  nuisance offences be investigated further by  
  officers 

  
In providing an update the Chair reported that the letter had 
been sent and a response was currently awaited.  
 
In terms of the issue of prosecuting landlords, further 
investigations had been undertaken and it was understood that 
action could not be taken against landlords for public nuisances 
committed by their tenants unless it was written into a specific 
agreement . 

  
(c) Headingley South Stand Development – At the last meeting 

  Members requested clarification as to whether an upgrade of the 
  sound system would be included as part of the development  
  proposal 

 
Officers reported that a new tannoy system would be installed 
as part of the proposed South Stand Development and would be 
the subject of a planning condition. As far as officers were 
aware, the Rugby Club did not have plans to upgrade the tannoy 
systems in the other three stands at the rugby ground. 

 
(d) Wellbeing Fund Distribution – At the last meeting it was 

RESOLVED That the request for capital funding for the Hyde 
Park and Woodhouse ward (Bedford Fields Community 
Woodland Garden project) be approved in principle, Ward 
Members to determine the final amount offered. 

 
 Officers reported that Hyde Park and Woodhouse Ward 

Members had agreed a figure of £2,000 towards the cost of the 
project and the approval of the Area Committee was now 
requested. 

 
 RESOLVED – To confirm the award of £2,000 to the Bedford 

Fields Community Woodland Garden project. 
 
 

36 Area Update Report  
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The Deputy Chief Executive submitted a report which provided a summary of 
the Sub Groups business since the Area Committee meeting held in July 
2011, including the current position relating to the area Committee Well-Being 
Funding and other project activity. 
 
Chris Dickinson, West North West Area Management, presented the report 
and responded to Members queries and comments. 
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues: 
 

• The Key messages arising from the Planning Group and Environment 
Sub Group since the last meeting of the Area Committee 

• Royal Park School Update 

• Bridge Road Planning Application 
 
Commenting on the Royal Park School update Councillor Matthews 
suggested that the report was some what inaccurate, the reference to fees 
remain unpaid was not correct, the outstanding fees now having been paid. 
 
Sue Buckle, South Headingley Community Association said that the options 
presented to the RPCC (Royal Park Community Consortium) did not provide 
the whole picture. The intention of RPCC was to preserve the building but 
having been boarded up for 7 years, the building was deteriorating and in a 
state of distress. It had recently been suggested that a new school should be 
built on the site.  
 
On the issue of raising of funds Sue said that £750,000 was never going to be 
raised through “bucket collections alone”. It was hoped that lottery funding 
would be available, but such funds were not forthcoming as the site was not 
seen as being within a “poverty area”. £800,000 had been offered through 
Community Builders Fund, but this was subject to the applicants raising 
£1.8m which was unlikely to be achieved without lottery funding. 
 
Commenting on the options put forward within the submitted report, it was the 
view of all Members that the preferred option for the Area Committee was that 
the building be transferred to RPCC, who would use volunteer labour to 
refurbish it. It was agreed that these views be conveyed to the Executive 
Board. 
 
On a separate issue, Councillor Illingworth referred to the Bridge Road 
Planning Application (Planning Application No. 11/03274/FU) – Demolition of 
existing retail store (BHS site) at 2 Bridge Road, Kirkstall and the creation of a 
retail development site. Councillor Illingworth sought the support of Members 
to defer determination of the application for one cycle to allow Ward Members 
to carry out further consultation and negotiations.  
 
Councillors: Akhtar, Chastney and Matthews declared personnel interests on 
this issue as Members of Plans Panel (West) and did not participate in the 
discussion. 
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It was the view of the Area Committee that a request be made to delay 
determination of the application for one cycle and the Chair of Plans Panel 
(West) and the Chief Planning Officer be informed accordingly. 
 
RESOLVED – 
 

(i) To note and action as appropriate the Key Messages from the 
Committees Sub Groups as set out in Section 3.6 of the 
submitted report. 

 
(ii) To note the current financial position for the Area Committee 

Well-Being Fund as set out in Appendix 1. 
 

(iii) To note the current position of the former Royal Park School 
project, as set out in Section 3.9 of the submitted report. 

 
(iv) To convey to the Executive Board that the option to transfer the 

Royal Park School building to RPCC, who would use volunteer 
labour to refurbish it, was the option preferred by the North West 
(Inner) Area Committee. 

 
(v) That the Chair write to the Chair of Plans Panel (West) and the 

Chief Planning Officer requesting that the Bridge Road planning 
application be deferred for one cycle to allow Ward Members the 
opportunity to carry out further consultation and negotiations.  

 
 

 
37 Children's Services Performance Reporting  
 

The Director of Children’s Services submitted a report intended to support 
Elected Members involvement with Children’s Services locally by helping to 
strengthen understanding of some of the key performance information at a 
local level. The report also built on previous Children’s Services performance 
reports presented to Area Committees in 2010 and earlier this year. 
 
Included within the report were the following appendices: 
 

• Proposed schedule of Information for Area Committee Reporting for 
2011/12 

• Note of the Leeds Children’s Services Meeting with the Dfe dated 20th 
May 2011 

• LAC, CPP, New Referrals, and CAF Data by Area 

• Primary & Secondary School Attendance Data by Area 

• NEET and not known Data by Area and Ward 

• School Inspection Data by Area 
 
Sarah Sinclair, Deputy Director, Children’s Services presented the report and 
responded to Members queries and comments. 
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In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues: 
 

• Children and Young People’s Plan (CYPP) – Development 

• Minimise the effects of poverty on children and young people 

• Developing the work of the local “cluster” of schools and services 

• Improvement and Inspection Activity 
 
 
RESOLVED – That the contents of the report be noted 

38 Annual Report - Parks and Countryside Service in North West Inner Area 
Committee  

 
The Head of Parks and Countryside submitted a report seeking to further 
develop the relationship between the Parks and Countryside Service and the 
North West Inner Area Committee. The report provided an overview of the 
service and set out some of the challenges faced along with key performance 
management initiatives. The report also provided a positive way forward for 
delivering the extended role of the Area Committee ensuring that the benefits 
of the revised roles were secured. 
 
Krstan Nenadic, Operations Manager, Parks and Countryside presented the 
report and responded to Members queries and comments 
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues: 
 

• Community Parks – Annual Number of visits 

• The success of the BBQ Patrols on Woodhouse Moor and to explore 
the possibility of funding this service centrally 

• Volunteers working with Parks and Countryside Rangers 

• Apprentice gardeners 

• Playing pitches 
 
Commenting on the issues of playing pitches Councillor Illingworth said he 
had been made aware of proposals to extend Lawnswood Cemetery. The 
extra land required to expand the cemetery would be achieved by using 3 – 4 
near-by playing pitches. Such a trade off was not acceptable suggested 
Councillor Illingworth.   
 
RESOLVED –  
 

(i) To note the contents of the report and the success of 
volunteering works within local parks 

 
(ii) To consider the options for funding of the BBQ Patrol Service 

fully, before bringing an application for funds to the Area 
Committee 

 
(iii) To explore further, opportunities for volunteer working 
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(iv) That the following areas be identified as issues which require 
priority investment in Community Parks:  

 
(a) Playing pitches 
(b) Fixed play facilities    

39 Annual Community Safety Report  
 

The Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods submitted a report which 
provided details of the Community Safety activity undertaken during the last 
12 months. The report also provided details of crime data, together with 
comparisons with the previous year. 
 
Zahid Butt, Area Community Safety Co-ordinator presented the report and 
responded to Members queries and comments. 
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues: 
 

• Burglaries within the Hyde Park area 

• Establishing a community network of volunteers 

• Theft from motor vehicles 
 
Councillor Walshaw highlighted the issue of anti-social behaviour on Hyde 
Park skate park and asked if the Police were aware of the situation? 
 
In responding Inspector Ian Scott, West Yorkshire Police said he had been 
made aware of the issue which was now being monitored with a view to 
planned action being taken if further instances came to light. 
 
Referring to theft from motor vehicles in the Headingley Area, up by 17%,  
Councillor Bentley suggested that this was a worrying trend 
 
In responding Inspector Scott, said that vehicle owners need to be aware of 
the contents within the vehicle and not leave anything of value on display. 
 
It was noted that instances of burglary were down, however, a number of 
Members raised the necessity to have good quality door and window locks. 
Councillor Yeadon suggested that it was ironic, that once a house had been 
burgled, the owner/occupier received assistance in getting their locks 
upgraded. 
 
RESOLVED – That the contents of the report be noted 
 

40 Changes to the Planning System - Localism Bill and Neighbourhood 
Planning  

 
The Community Planning Officer submitted a report which set out details of 
proposed changes to the planning system to be introduced through the 
Localism Bill, which related to “neighbourhood planning”. The report explained 
the proposed changes and detailed some of the opportunities and potential 
obstacles for community involvement in the Inner North West Leeds area. 
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Included within the report were the following appendices: 
 

• Neighbourhood Plan Process Map 

• Organisations offering assistance in neighbourhood Planning 
 

Ryan Platten, Community Planner, Inner North West Area presented the 
report and responded to Members queries and comments. 
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues: 
 

• A Neighbourhood Plan 

• Neighbourhood Development Orders 

• Community Right to Build Order 

• Assets of Community Value  

• Alternatives 
 
Members expressed concern how the pilot areas for neighbourhood planning 
had overlooked Inner North West despite its previous work on a range of 
supplementary planning guidance:  
 

• Far Headingley, Weetwood and West Park Neighbourhood Design 
Statement 

•  Headingely and Hyde Park Neighbourhood Design Statement 

•  Little Woodhouse Design Statement 

•  Vision For Kirkstall Ward 

• Headingley Renaissance 
 
It was the wish of the Area Committee that the Chair write to the Leader of 
Council and the Chief Planning Officer expressing the Area Committees 
dissatisfaction that it was not consulted or considered as a pilot area for 
Neighbourhood Planning, given its previous work on supplementary Planning 
Guidance. 
 
RESOLVED –  
 

(i) That the contents of the report be noted 
 
(ii) That the Chair write to the Leader of Council and the Chief 

Planning Officer expressing the Area Committee’s 
dissatisfaction that it was not consulted or considered as a pilot 
area for Neighbourhood Planning, given its previous work on 
supplementary Planning Guidance 

 
 

(iii) To continue to support the use of the Community Planning 
Officer to advise Community Groups interested in the proposed 
changes to the Planning System in relation to Neighbourhood 
Planning. 
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41 Inner North West Area Committee Business Plan  
 

The Area Leader West North West submitted a report which provided an 
update on the work to date to develop an Area Committee Business Plan. 
 
Included within the report were the following appendices: 
 

• Draft Business Plan 

• Draft Action Plan 
 

Chris Dickinson, West North West Area Management, presented the report 
and responded to Members queries and comments. 
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues: 
 

• Members Workshop to identify priorities 

• Performance Monitoring, holding services to account 

• The Business Plan could be used as a tool to assist in budget setting 

• More delegation could result in a very powerful document 
 
It was the general opinion of Members that the production of a Business Plan 
and Action Plan offered a window of opportunity. 
 
Councillor Atha raised concern about the West Park Centre, in particular the 
consultation period over it’s future had not been held over a long enough 
period and that many Members were supportive of it’s retention. 
 
It was the view of the Area Committee that their concerns about the future of 
the West Park Centre should be made known to the Leader of the Council. 
 
RESOLVED –  
 

(i) That the contents of the report be noted 
 
(ii) That the contents of the draft Business Plan be noted 

 
(iii) To note the contents of the Draft Action Plan 
 
(iv) To agree that the Area Management Team continue to develop 

the Business Plan 
 
(v) To receive updates at future meetings 
 
(vi) To note that the Three Year Plan to be submitted to the meeting 

in March 2012 will be the subject of an Annual Refresh 
  
(vii) That the Chair write to the Leader of Council expressing the 

Area Committee’s concerns about the future of the West Park 
Centre   
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42 Date and Time of Next Meeting  
 

RESOLVED – To note that the next meeting will take place on Thursday 15th 
December 2011 at 7.00pm at St Chad’s Parish Centre, St Chad’s Vicarage, 
Otley Road, Leeds, LS16 5JT 
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NORTH WEST (OUTER) AREA COMMITTEE 
 

MONDAY, 26TH SEPTEMBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor G Latty in the Chair 

 Councillors B Anderson, C Campbell, 
B Cleasby, D Collins, R Downes, C Fox, 
G Kirkland, C Townsley, P Latty and 
P Wadsworth 

 
 

17 Chair's Opening Remarks  
The Chair welcomed all in attendance to the meeting of the North West 
(Outer) Area Committee. 
 

18 Declaration of Interests  
Councillor Wadsworth declared personal interests in respect of agenda items 
8 and 11, respectively entitled ‘Delegation of Environmental Services: Service 
Level Agreement’ and ‘West North West Homes Leeds’ Involvement in Area 
Committees’, due to his position as a Director of West North West Homes 
Leeds (Minute Nos. 23 and 26 refer). 
 
Further declarations of interest were made at a later point in the meeting. 
(Minute No. 24 refers). 
 

19 Apologies for Absence  
An apology for absence from the meeting had been received on behalf of 
Councillor J L Carter. 
 

20 Open Forum  
In accordance with Paragraphs 6.24 and 6.25 of the Area Committee 
Procedure Rules, the Chair allowed a period of up to 10 minutes for members 
of the public to make representations or ask questions on matters within the 
terms of reference of the Area Committee. 
 
On this occasion, there were no members of the public present. 
 

21 Minutes of the Previous Meeting  
RESOLVED – That the minutes of the previous meting held on the 20th June 
2011 be approved as a correct record. 
 

22 Matters Arising from the Minutes  
Minute No. 11 – Area Committee Roles for 2011/2012 
In response to the enquiries raised at the previous meeting, the Chair and 
Inspector Coldwell provided clarification in respect of Police Community 
Support Officer provision in the area, together with the accompanying funding 
arrangements. 
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23 Delegation of Environmental Services - Service Level Agreement  
Further to Minute No. 8, 20th June 2011, the Director of Environment and 
Neighbourhoods submitted a report presenting for the purposes of approval a 
Service Level Agreement (SLA) regarding the delegated provision of 
environmental services in Outer North West Leeds.  
 
In presenting the report, Jason Singh, Locality Manager, West North West 
Leeds, provided details of those areas proposed to be delegated and advised 
that following regular meetings with the Committee’s Environment and 
Streetscene Sub Group, work on the SLA had been undertaken in order to 
address a number of the concerns which had been raised. It was also 
emphasised that the SLA was a flexible document which would be monitored 
and which would steer the work of the West North West Environmental 
Locality Team throughout the remainder of the municipal year, with the 
intention for an updated SLA for 2012/13 being submitted to the Committee 
for approval at the commencement of the new municipal year. 
 
Having thanked the Locality Manager and his team for the work they had 
undertaken on this matter, the Chair of the Committee’s Environment and 
Streetscene Sub Group provided a summary of the outstanding concerns 
which had been identified. These included:- 

• The provision in place for clearing leaves; 

• The lack of resources available to ensure effective accountability and 
enforcement procedures; 

• Issues relating to proposed timescales relating to the delegation; 

• Issues in respect of the proposed mechanical routes and sweeping 
block provision and the resources assigned to such provision; 

• The lack of detail in relation to provisions which were in place during 
periods of adverse weather conditions;  

• The current position in respect of agreements with partner 
organisations; 

• In accounting for holidays and sickness, the possibility that ‘capacity 
days’ would not be able to cover extra needs, such as leaf clearance. 

 
Having raised such concerns, Members considered the SLA, as appended to 
the submitted report, and discussed a range of issues, including the ways in 
which the matter could be progressed. The key points raised were as follows:-  

• Members received details regarding the respective actions that other 
Area Committees had taken on this matter; 

• Members raised concerns in respect of gully cleansing provision and 
also the different levels of service currently being provided on land 
maintained by the Council, when compared to those areas maintained 
by partner organisations, in particular West North West homes Leeds 
and Parks and Countryside; 

• Emphasis was placed upon the lack of sanction and enforcement 
powers that the Committee would possess as part of the SLA; 

• Clarification was provided in respect of the Executive Member who 
was responsible for this service area and the delegation, this being 
Councillor Dobson; 
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• Members discussed the budgetary implications arising from the 
proposals and in responding to requests, officers undertook to provide 
details of the West North West area’s budget allocation for the 
service, when compared to the other two areas in Leeds, in addition 
to details on the relative populations of the three areas; 

• Details were provided in respect of the utilisation of ‘capacity days’; 

• Members discussed the resource implications arising from the 
proposed delegation; 

• Assurances were sought in respect of Members’ enquiries regarding 
street sweeping provision; 

• Members considered the possibility of allocated resources for each 
individual area being utilised across the wedge. 

 
In noting all of the comments and concerns which had been raised throughout 
the discussion, Members considered the most appropriate action to take in 
respect of the submitted SLA document and any potential implications arising 
from such a decision.     
 
The Committee then resolved to adjourn the meeting, in order to enable 
further consideration of this matter in private. At the resumption of the 
meeting, having put the report’s recommendations to a formal vote, it was  
 
RESOLVED –  
(a) That the contents of the submitted report be noted, particularly those 

concerns expressed by the Area Committee’s Sub Group relating to an 
inability to influence environmental services being delivered by other 
parts of the Council and the need for good partnership working 
between the Area Committee and such partners. 

 
(b) That notwithstanding the Area Committee’s earlier and ongoing 

reservations, the Service Level Agreement, as appended to the 
submitted report, be approved. 

 
(At the conclusion of this item, the Chair requested that it be recorded that, of 
the 11 Members present and voting on the resolutions detailed above, 9 had 
voted in favour of the resolutions, whilst 2 had abstained from voting)  
 

24 Consultation on Expansion of Primary School Provision for September 
2013  
The Director of Children’s Services submitted a report providing the Area 
Committee with an opportunity to be consulted upon and provide comment in 
respect of proposals which had been submitted in response to rising city wide 
demand for places within Primary Schools. 
 
Darren Crawley of the School Organisation Team, Children’s Services, 
provided Members with the background to and the reasons for the proposals. 
Having considered the report, a question and answer session followed. The 
key points raised were as follows:- 

• Members welcomed the inclusion of Rawdon St. Peter’s Church of 
England Primary School within the proposals, but emphasised that 
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other schools within adjacent Wards were in a similar, or worse 
position which also required action. In response, Members noted that 
although St. Peter’s had been identified as a ‘quick win’ within this 
round of proposals, work would continue in this area, with further 
proposals being developed in the future with respect to increased 
capacity; 

• The Committee discussed whether the work being undertaken in this 
area would be piecemeal or part of an overall strategy; 

• Members considered the financial implications in respect of extending 
PFI school buildings; 

• The Committee was assured that Children’s Services were working 
alongside City Development on this issue, particularly with respect to 
the identification of additional sites and the extension of current school 
premises; 

• Members received responses to the enquiries raised in relation to the 
impact that the growing number of Academies in the area had upon the 
Local Authority when attempting to address issues such as school 
places; 

• The Committee considered the levels of land which would be available 
in the future for the extended provision of school sites; 

• Specific enquiries were made in respect of the Horsforth Adult Training 
Centre site. 

 
Following Members’ enquiries, it was suggested that a representative from 
Children’s Services attended a future meeting of the Committee’s Children 
and Young People Sub Group, in order to further discuss the impact on the 
Local Authority of those schools obtaining Academy status.  
 
During the consideration of this item, Councillor G Latty vacated the position 
of Chair for a short period. Throughout the duration of this period, with the 
agreement of the Committee, Councillor Cleasby assumed the position of 
Chair. Councillor G Latty resumed the position of Chair prior to the conclusion 
of this item. 
 
RESOLVED –  
(a) That the contents of the submitted report and consultation document 

be noted. 
 
(b) That the comments made by the Area Committee during the 

consideration of this item be noted. 
 
(Councillor Cleasby declared personal interests in this item, due to his 
position as a governor of Horsforth School and also as his daughters were 
governors at Rawdon St. Peter’s Church of England Primary School, with his 
granddaughter being a pupil there) 
 
(Councillor Downes declared a personal interest in this item, due to being a 
governor at Rufford Park School)  
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25 Area Management Performance Reporting  
The Director of Children’s Services submitted a report which aimed to support 
Member involvement with Children’s Services, by helping to strengthen their 
understanding of some key performance information at a local level. 
 
In presenting the report, Paul Brennan of the School Improvement Team 
provided Members with an update on the actions currently being taken by 
Children’s Services and provided clarification in respect of some of the figures 
detailed within the report. 
 
A question and answer session then ensued, with the following key points 
being raised:- 

• Members commented upon the comparatively low ‘Not in education, 
employment or training’ (NEET) figures for the Outer North West area; 

• The Committee received a definition in respect of those young people 
falling within the ‘New Child Referral’ category, considered the reasons 
for the current volume of referrals and discussed the more co-ordinated 
approach being taken in response to such referrals; 

• In response to Members’ enquiries, officers undertook to provide 
details on the proportion of referrals which required action to be taken. 

 

RESOLVED – That the contents of the submitted report, together with 
Members’ comments, be noted.  
 

26 West North West Homes Leeds' Involvement in Area Committees  
Further to Minute No. 10, 20th June 2011, a report was submitted on behalf of 
West North West homes Leeds (WNWhL) outlining the purpose and potential 
benefits arising from the organisation’s involvement in Area Committees, 
whilst also exploring ways of making such involvement as meaningful and 
productive as possible. 
 
Juliet Duke, Strategic Development Manager, WNWhL, introduced the report, 
emphasising that the report was in response to those matters considered at 
the previous meeting, when Members discussed the most appropriate 
arrangements for the submission of update reports to the Committee in future. 
 
A discussion relating to the details contained within the report ensued. The 
main points raised were as follows:-  

• Having discussed the partnership working arrangements in place 
between the Council and WNWhL, particularly in respect of the 
delegated Environmental Services provision, Members  requested that 
a written Service Level Agreement (SLA) between the two 
organisations was established; 

• The Committee received an update on the arrangements in place for 
estate ‘walk abouts’ and in respect of Area Panels, discussed matters 
relating to the Panels’ work programmes, received assurances on the 
work being undertaken to attract greater membership levels and 
expressed disappointment about the restrictions in place regarding the 
accessibility of Area Panel funding; 
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• Members requested that Elected Member involvement was maximised 
in respect of the Outer North West Crime and Tasking Group and 
officers undertook to ensure that the Area Committee’s Environment 
and Streetscene Sub Group received the relevant reports and minutes 
from the meetings of the Tasking Group; 

• Members noted the priorities which had been identified in respect of 
the areas where residents would like to see an improvement. In 
addition, the Committee highlighted the need for such areas of service 
provision to have formal SLA’s in place. 

 
RESOLVED –  
(a) That the contents of the submitted report be noted. 
 
(b) That WNWhL be requested to provide a further six monthly update to 

the Area Committee in respect of the progress being made in areas of 
mutual interest at the March/April 2012 cycle of meetings. 

 
(c) That during the next six months, the Area Committee receives a further 

update in respect of the work being undertaken on the compilation of 
Service Levels Agreements between the Council and WNWhL.  

 
27 Houses in Multiple Occupation - Planning Workshops  

The Director of City Development submitted a report notifying Members of the 
three planning workshops to be held in relation to the production of a new 
supplementary planning document (SPD) addressing the growth and 
management of houses in multiple occupation (HMO) concentrations. In 
addition, the report sought the nomination of a Member representative from 
each relevant Ward to attend the scheduled workshops.   
 
RESOLVED –  
(a) That the contents of the submitted report be noted. 

(b) That Councillor Collins of Horsforth Ward and Councillor Fox of Adel 
and Wharfedale Ward be nominated to attend the relevant workshop 
for their respective Wards. 

(c) That the nominated representatives, as detailed at resolution (b) 
above, be invited to nominate any relevant groups who may be 
interested in participating in the workshops. 

28 The Major Benefits and Added Value of Capital Wellbeing Funding in 
West North West Leeds  
The West North West Area Leader submitted a report exploring the added 
value which had been gained from Wellbeing funding for capital projects. 
Specifically, the report provided details in respect of how the capital Wellbeing 
budget in the West North West area had been spent, for what purpose and 
advised of the benefits gained from such expenditure. 
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Members noted that the majority of works from such funding did not take 
place within the Outer North West area and highlighted that requests had 
been made for work to be undertaken on the site of Golden Acre Park. 

RESOLVED - That the contents of the submitted report be noted. 
 

29 Wellbeing Fund Budget Report  
The Assistant Chief Executive (Planning, Policy and Improvement) submitted 
a report outlining the current position statement for the Area Committee’s 
Wellbeing budget, detailing for determination those expressions of interest 
received for Wellbeing funding and presenting for information those small 
grant applications which had been received to date. 
 
RESOLVED –  
(a) That the current position of the Wellbeing budget, as set out at sections 

2 and 3 of the submitted report, be noted.  
 
(b) That the following be agreed in respect of those expressions of interest 

received for Wellbeing funding, as detailed within section 4 of the 
submitted report:-  

 
Name of Project Name of Delivery 

Organisation 
Decision 

Guiseley in Bloom Guiseley in Bloom £1,600.00 agreed. 
(Revenue) 

Purchase of Yeadon 
Cricket Club 

Yeadon Cricket Club £10,000.00 agreed. 
(£5,000.00 Grant and 
£5,000.00 Loan) 
(Capital), subject to the 
insertion within the 
agreement with the 
Cricket Club of 
appropriate clauses 
addressing any future 
sale of the premises and 
also in relation to the 
provision of coaching for 
young people.  

Refuge Shelters and 
Renovation of 
Reclaimed Land 

Tarnfield Bowling Club £1,200.00 agreed 
(Capital), subject to the 
works being 
commenced during the 
current municipal year.  

Yeadon Festive Lights West North West Area 
Management 

£4,690.00 agreed. 
(Revenue) 

Guiseley and Rawdon 
Festive Lights 

West North West Area 
Management 

£4,330.00 agreed. 
(Capital) 

  
(c) That the small grant and skip approvals, as detailed within section 5.0 

of the submitted report be noted.  
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(d) That the monitoring information, as detailed at Appendix 1 to the 

submitted report, be noted.  
 

30 Area Update Report  
The Assistant Chief Executive (Planning, Policy and Improvement) submitted 
a report which brought together a range of information regarding Area 
Committee business. As such, the report provided details of the key 
messages from Area Committee Sub Groups and Forums, whilst also 
presenting an update in respect of projects and service provision. 
 
Members received a brief update on each of the Area Committee’s Sub 
Groups and Forums. In summary, the following comments were made:- 

• In respect of the Community Safety Sub Group, Members received an 
update in respect of the CASAC (Community Action and Support 
Against Crime) organisation; 

• Members received an update on the work programme of the Business 
and Transport Sub Group, which was scheduled to consider issues 
including the A65 and A660 routes in respect of the Local Transport 
Plan. 

• Ward based nominations were sought to sit on the Committee’s newly 
established Policy Sub Group, which was to be Chaired by Councillor 
G Latty. 

 
RESOLVED –  
(a) That the contents of the submitted report, together with the comments 

made by the Area Committee, be noted. 
 
(b) That the Ward based representatives of Councillors Collins, Anderson 

and Campbell be appointed to sit on the newly established Policy Sub 
Group. 

 
31 Area Chairs' Forum Minutes  

The Assistant Chief Executive (Planning, Policy and Improvement) submitted 
a report notifying Members that the minutes from Area Chairs’ Forum 
meetings were to be submitted to Area Committees as a regular agenda item 
for consideration and comment. 
 
RESOLVED – That the contents of the submitted report, together with the 
Area Chairs’ Forum minutes from the meeting held on 17th June 2011, be 
noted.  
 

32 Local Authority Appointments to Outside Bodies - Progress Report  
Further to Minute No. 15, 20th June 2011, the Chief Officer (Democratic and 
Central Services) submitted a report providing an update on, and inviting the 
Committee to ratify those appointments to the Corporate Carers’ Group and 
the Divisional Community Safety Partnership which, as agreed at the 20th 
June 2011 meeting, were to be confirmed at a later date following further 
consultation with Members. In addition, the report also presented an update 
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on the Committee’s appointment to the Rawdon and Laneshaw Bridge Trust 
which was made at the previous meeting.  
 
Following an expression of interest from Councillor Collins, it was agreed that 
Councillor Collins was added to the membership of the Business and 
Transport Sub Group and that forthcoming meeting arrangements for the Sub 
Group would be provided to her in due course.  
 
Members noted that following the re-appointment of Mr D Longley to the 
Rawdon and Laneshaw Bridge Trust, subject to him being willing to continue, 
Mr Longley had been contacted, inviting him to confirm should he no longer 
be agreeable to undertake this role. To date, the Committee was informed 
that no response had been received from Mr Longley and therefore it was 
presumed that he was happy to continue. In response, Councillor Cleasby, as 
the Council representative on the Trust, advised that he would inform the 
relevant officers, should Mr Longley not be in attendance at the next Trust 
meeting. 
 
RESOLVED –  
(a) That the contents of the submitted report be noted.  
 
(b) That the respective appointments of Councillor P Latty to the Corporate 

Carers’ Group and Councillor Wadsworth to the Community Safety 
Partnership for the duration of the municipal year be approved. 

 
(c) That Councillor Collins be appointed to sit on the Business and 

Transport Sub Group. 
 

33 Date and Time of Next Meeting  
Monday, 7th November 2011 at 2.00 p.m. 
(Venue to be confirmed) 
 
 
 
(The meeting concluded at 4.40 p.m.) 
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NORTH EAST (INNER) AREA COMMITTEE 
 

MONDAY, 5TH SEPTEMBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor G Hussain in the Chair 

 Councillors R Charlwood, J Dowson, 
S Hamilton, M Lobley, C Macniven, 
M Rafique and E Taylor 

 
 

18 Chair's Opening Remarks  
The Chair welcomed all in attendance to the September meeting of the North 
East (Inner) Area Committee. 
 
He also welcomed Councillor R Charlwood to her first meeting. 
 

19 Late Items  
There were no formal late items of business to consider, however the Chair 
agreed to accept the following as supplementary information:- 
 

• Area Chairs Forum Minutes of the meeting held on 17th June 2011 
(Agenda Item 9) (Minute 24 refers) 

• Delegation of Environmental Services – Service Level Agreement –
Missing  Appendices (Agenda Item 12) (Minute 27 refers) 

 
The documents were not available at the time of the agenda despatch, but 
subsequently made available to the public on the Council’s website. 
 

20 Declaration of Interests  
The following personal declaration of interests were made:- 
 

• Councillor J Dowson in her capacity as a Director of Groundwork 
Leeds (Agenda Item 11) (Minute 26  refers)  

• Councillor E Taylor in her capacity as Lead Member for Environmental 
Services (Agenda Item 12) (Minute 27 refers)  

 
21 Open Forum  

In accordance with paragraphs 6.24 and 6.25 of the Area Committee 
Procedure Rules, the Chair allowed a period of up to 10 minutes for members 
of the public to make representations or to ask questions on matters within the 
terms of reference of the Area Committee.   
 
On this occasion, there were no matters raised under this item by members of 
the public. 
 

22 Minutes of the Previous Meeting  
RESOLVED -That the minutes of the meeting held on 20th June 2011 be 
confirmed as a correct record. 
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23 Local Authority Appointments to Outside Bodies - Progress Report  

Referring to Minute 8 of the meeting held on 20th June 2011, the Chief Officer 
(Democratic and Central Services) submitted a progress report in relation to 
Local Authority Appointments to Outside Bodies. 
 
RESOLVED – 

a) That the contents of the report and appendices be noted. 
b) That the following two outstanding Outside Bodies appointments be 

made for the 2011/2012 municipal year :- 
 

• Community Action for Roundhay Elderly – Councillor C Macniven 
• Chapeltown Citizens Advice Bureau – Councillor G Hussain 
 

      c)  That Councillor C Macniven be nominated to sit on the Council’s  
           Corporate Carer Group for the 2011-12 Municipal Year. 
 

24 Area Chairs Forum Minutes  
The Assistant Chief Executive (Planning, Policy and Improvement) submitted 
a report on a requirement to submit copies of the Area Chairs Forum Minutes 
to Area Committee meetings. 
 
A copy of the Area Chairs Forum minutes of a meeting held on 17th June 2011 
were circulated at the meeting as supplementary information. 
 
For the benefit of the meeting, the Chair briefly referred to the issues 
discussed at both the Area Chairs Forum meetings held on 11th May 2011 
and 17th June 2011 with specific reference to Environmental delegation. 
 
It was noted that a decision had been made to roll out the whole Service Level 
Agreement (SLA) programme across all ten Area Committee areas as 
opposed to piloting it in one specific area. 
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

• clarification of the availability of future Area Chairs Forum minutes at 
forthcoming Area Committee meetings and the need for the minutes to 
be included within the agenda pack 
(Stuart Robinson, Governance Services responded and confirmed that 
future minutes would be included within the agenda pack where ever 
possible) 

• the concerns expressed that the support team within East North East 
Area Management was running below par in view of current pressures 
and vacancies etc 
(Rory Barke, East North East Area Leader responded and confirmed 
that the pending restructure would address these concerns. He briefly 
outlined the temporary interim staffing measures and arising from 
discussions he agreed to supply Members of the Committee with a 
copy of key contacts for each of the wards) 
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RESOLVED –  
a) That the contents of the report be noted. 
b) That the minutes of the Area Chairs Forum meeting held on 17th June 

2011 be received and noted. 
c) That the East North East Area Leader be requested to supply Members 

of the Committee with a copy of key contacts for each of the wards for 
their use pending the implementation of the restructure. 

 
25 Area Update Report  

The East North East Area Leader submitted a report setting out the format for 
the Area Committee Business Plan and highlighting progress made in relation 
to the plan. The report also provided Members with an update on progress of 
action taken to deliver the priorities set out in the Community Charter. 

Appended to the report were copies of the following documents for the 
information/comment of the meeting:- 

• Inner North East Area Committee Business Plan 2011/12 (Appendix 1 
refers) 

• Progress in relation to the priorities as set out in the Area Committee 
Community Charter (Appendix 2 refers) 

Sharon Hughes, East North East Area Management presented the report and 
responded to Members’ comments and queries. 
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

• clarification of the review process and timescales of the Business Plan 
• clarification of how the Business Plan would be publicised within the 

public domain 

• concerns about limited feedback from those organisations who had 
been previously awarded a well-being grant  
(The East North East Area Management Officer responded and 
outlined the current monitoring process. She stated that more could be 
done with a view to keeping Members informed in this area and agreed 
to explore the suggestions around photographic material charting the 
progress of organisations who had received funding) 

 
RESOLVED – 

a) That the contents of the report and appendices be noted. 
b) That this Committee notes the progress made to deliver the priorities 

set out in the Community Charter and the intention to produce the Area 
Committee Business Plan for the October 2011 meeting. 

c) That approval be given to the format of the Area Committee Business 
Plan in accordance with the report now submitted. 

 
(Councillor S Hamilton joined the meeting at 4.20pm during discussions of the 
above item) 
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26 Well Being Fund Capital and Revenue Budgets  
The East North East Area Leader submitted a report highlighting the major 
benefits and added value of Capital Well Being Funding in Inner North East 
Leeds and also providing Members with an update on the current position of 
the Revenue Well Being Funding for the Area Committee and setting out 
applications made for consideration by the Area Committee. 

Appended to the report were copies of the following documents for the 
information/comment of the meeting:- 

• East North East Budget and Expenditure (Appendix 1 refers) 

• Inner North East Area Management Capital Budget Information 
(Appendix 2 refers) 

• Inner North East Area Committee Well-Being Budget 2011-12 
(Appendix 3 refers) 

Sharon Hughes, East North East Area Management presented the report and 
responded to Members’ comments and queries. 
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

• to welcome the report and it’s findings around spending and leverage, 
but to accept that more could be done for members of the public in this 
area 

• the need for a ‘coin’ structure with simple language to be incorporated 
within the Community Charter showing that for every £1 spent, a figure 
of £2.40 was achieved through leverage 
(The East North East Area Leader agreed to look into this suggestion) 

• to note that there will be no on-costs in relation to the Village 
Caretaker’s scheme and that Parks and Countryside were currently 
drawing up the advertisement 

• the need to convey a vote of thanks to the Deputy Leader of the 
Council and Executive Member for Neighbourhoods and Housing for 
commissioning this piece of work, together with the valuable 
contributions received from the Member Well Being Group and support 
officers 

• the need to look at ways of publicising achievements and to address 
the value from outside funding for future consideration by the Area 
Committee 

 
RESOLVED – 

a) That the contents of the report and appendices be noted. 
b) That this Committee notes and welcomes the amount of investment  

that the Well Being Capital fund had levered in to the area which had 
also made a real difference to the community in East North Leeds. 

c) That a vote of thanks be conveyed to the Deputy Leader of the Council 
and Executive Member for Neighbourhoods and Housing for 
commissioning this piece of work, together with the valuable 
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contributions received from the Member Well Being Group and support 
officers. 

d) That the East North East Area Leader be requested to look at ways of 
publicising achievements and to address the value from outside 
funding for future consideration by the Area Committee. 

e) That approval be given to the recommendation of the Member Well 
Being Working Group for the Sugarwell project for £3,000 for 
Groundwork Leeds to administer in accordance with the report now 
submitted. 

 
27 Delegation of Environmental Services - Service Level Agreement  

Referring to Minute 12 of the meeting held on 20th June 2011, the Director of 
Environment and Neighbourhoods submitted a report on presenting to the 
Area Committee, for approval, a final version of the Service Level Agreement 
(SLA) through which the work of the Environmental Locality team would be 
steered over the next nine months.  

Appended to the report was a copy of the Service Level Agreement for the 
Delegation of Environmental Services for the information/comment of the 
meeting. 

In addition to the above appendix, copies of Appendices A to G in relation to 
the Service Level Agreement were circulated at the meeting as 
supplementary information. 

John Woolmer, Environmental Locality Manager for East North East 
presented the report and responded to Members’ queries and comments. 
 
Andrew Mason, Chief Officer Environmental Services was also in attendance. 
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

• the need for the Environmental Locality Manager to be included on the 
list for major events with a view of increasing the level of activity for 
cleaning up operations 

• the need for the service level agreement to take into account leaf fall 
around gully cleaning and on clarification of the budget available for the 
provision of larger bins and improvements 
(The Environmental Locality Manager responded and outlined the 
forthcoming process with regards to leaf fall which would involve a 
dialogue with Ward Members in the coming weeks ahead. He also 
confirmed that there was a capital pot of money available to replace 
litter bins and welcomed Members views on trying to secure the best 
positions for sitting bins in their respective wards) 

• the need for litter bins to be empted more frequently with a stock take 
to be undertaken to accommodate this 

• the need for officers to look into increasing the level of local businesses 
sponsoring litter bins 
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• the need to commend the team who were responsible for the excellent 
clean up operation resulting from a recent burnt out car and 
disturbances in Chapeltown 

 
The East North East Area Leader concluded discussions on this issue and 
paid tribute to Elected Members and officers for the excellent work 
undertaken in this area since January 2011. He made reference to the 
success of the workshops and as a result of goodwill, the service was now 
achieving it’s agreed priorities around stage one of the process. 

 
RESOLVED – 

a) That the contents of the report and appendices be noted. 
b) That approval be given to the Service Level Agreement for the delivery 

of delegated environmental services in accordance with the report now 
submitted. 

c) That the Chair be requested to write a letter of thanks, on behalf of the 
Area Committee, commending the team who were responsible for the 
excellent clean up operation resulting from a recent burnt out car and 
disturbances in Chapeltown. 

 
28 Area Management Performance Reporting  

The Director of Children’s Services submitted a report which aimed to support 
Elected Member involvement with Children’s Services locally by helping to 
strengthen understanding of some key performance information at a local 
area level.  The report also built on previous Children’s Services performance 
reports presented to Area Committees in 2010 and earlier this year.  
 
Appended to the report were copies of the following documents for the 
information/comment of the meeting:- 
 
Appendix 1 - Proposed Schedule of Information for Area Committee Reporting 

for 2011/12 
Appendix 2 - Note of the Leeds Children’s Services Meeting with the DfE: 20th   
                       May 2100  
Appendix 3 - LAC, CPP, New Referrals, and CAF Data by Area 
Appendix 4 - Primary & Secondary School Attendance data by Area and Ward 
Appendix 5 - NEET and Not Known data by Area and Ward. 
Appendix 6 - School Inspection Data by Area 
 
Sarah Sinclair, Deputy Director of Children’s Services presented the report 
and responded to Members’ queries and comments. 
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

• to welcome the continuing practice of bringing important cases to 
Elected Members 

• clarification why the Common Assessment Framework (CAF) figures 
initiated by area as at July 2011 were on the low side 

• to welcome the improved system in relation to the Common 
Assessment Framework and to recognise the risks facing the Council 
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arising from the budget cuts to key services supporting the care of 
children being looked after 

• to welcome the fact that children’s pregnancies were on the decline 
which demonstrated that the new approach to Council services was 
working 

• the need for the Area Committee to be provided, as a comparison, with 
the equivalent school data attendance figures 
(The Deputy Director of Children’s Services responded and agreed 
look into this issue in consultation with East North East Area 
Management ) 

• the need for the Area Committee to be provided with information 
relevant to ethnicity and to recognise the importance of addressing the 
culture elements 
(The Deputy Director of Children’s Services responded and agreed 
supply this information to the Area Committee via East North East Area 
Management) 

• clarification of whether the statistics included Academies  
(The Deputy Director of Children’s Services responded and confirmed 
that the data did not cover Academies) 
 

RESOLVED – That the contents of the report and appendices be noted and 
welcomed. 
 

29 Consultation on expansion of primary school provision for September 
2013  
The Director of Children’s Services submitted a report presenting the Area 
Committee with an update on the work being undertaken across the city to 
ensure the authority meets its statutory duty to ensure sufficiency of school 
places in the context of an increasing birth rate.  
 
In particular, the report also drew Members’ attention to the proposal directly 
affecting the inner east following Executive Board’s approval to a consultation 
on a proposal for a new school to be established through a competition in the 
Harehills on land at Florence Street to open September 2013. Although not 
located directly in the inner north east, the site was close to the Chapel 
Allerton ward and could affect choices for families in that area. 
 
Lesley Savage, Children’s Services presented the report and responded to 
Members’ queries and comments. 
 
RESOLVED –That the contents of the report be noted. 
 
(Councillors C Macniven and E Taylor left the meeting at 5.40pm during 
discussions of the above item) 
 

30 Houses in Multiple Occupation - Planning Workshops  
The Director of City Development submitted a report informing Ward 
Councillors of three planning workshops to be held in relation to the 
production of a new supplementary planning document (SPD) addressing the 
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growth and management of houses in multiple occupation (HMO) 
concentrations.  
 
The creation of a new SPD was in response to the introduction of an Article 4 
direction in Leeds which would come into effect on the 10th February 2012. 
 
Appended to the report was a copy of a map of Article 4 Direction area with 
Workshop boundaries (Appendix 1 refers). 
 
Robin Coghlan, Team Leader (Policy), City Development presented the report 
and responded to Members’ queries and comments. 
 
Discussion ensued on the content of the report with specific reference to the 
dates of the workshop and the need for the Area Committee to help notify 
local groups and individuals who might be interested. To avoid duplication, the 
Area Committee needed to be supplied with a list of the groups who had 
already been notified by City Development officers. 
 
RESOLVED – 

a) That the contents of the report and appendices be noted. 
b) That this Committee supports the development of the workshops and 

agrees to publicise this event widely within the Council. 
c) That the Team Leader (Policy), City Development be requested to 

forward a short explanation about the forthcoming workshops and 
provide a list of previously notified groups to East North East Area 
Management for dissemination to Members of the Area Committee. 

 
31 Date and Time of the Next Meeting  

Monday 17th October 2011 at 4.00pm at the Reginald Centre, 263 
Chapeltown Road, Leeds LS7 3EX. 
 
 
 
(The meeting concluded at 6.00pm) 
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NORTH EAST (INNER) AREA COMMITTEE 
 

MONDAY, 17TH OCTOBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor G Hussain in the Chair 

 Councillors R Charlwood, S Hamilton, 
M Lobley, M Rafique and E Taylor 

 
 

32 Chair's Opening Remarks  
The Chair welcomed all in attendance to the October meeting of the North 
East (Inner) Area Committee. 
 

33 Declaration of Interests  
The following personal declarations of interest were made:- 
 

• Councillor G Hussain in view of him owning property located on 
Chapeltown Road (Agenda Item 10) (Minute 40  refers) 

• Councillor S Hamilton in her capacity as a Member on the West 
Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Authority (Agenda Item 14) (Minute 44   
refers) 

 
34 Apologies for Absence  

Apologies for absence were received on behalf of Councillors J Dowson,  
M Harris and C Macniven. 
 

35 Open Forum  
In accordance with paragraphs 6.24 and 6.25 of the Area Committee 
Procedure Rules, the Chair allowed a period of up to 10 minutes for members 
of the public to make representations or to ask questions on matters within the 
terms of reference of the Area Committee.   
 
On this occasion, there were no matters raised under this item by members of 
the public. 
 

36 Minutes of the Previous Meeting  
RESOLVED -That the minutes of the meeting held on 5th September 2011 be 
confirmed as a correct record. 
 

37 Matters Arising from the Minutes  
a) Area Chairs Forum Minutes (Minute 24 refers) 

The Chair enquired if Members of the Committee had been supplied 
with a copy of key contacts for each of the wards for their use pending 
the implementation of the restructure. 
 
Sharon Hughes, East North East Area Management responded and 
confirmed that the restructuring exercise was ongoing. She reminded 
the meeting that she was the key contact for day to day issues and that 
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Rory Barke, East North East Area Leader would deal with any 
managerial issues. 

 
b) Delegation of Environmental Services – Service Level Agreement  
     (Minute 27 refers) 

The Chair informed the meeting that a letter of thanks would be going 
out today, on behalf of the Area Committee, commending the team 
who were responsible for the excellent clean up operation resulting 
from a recent burnt out car and disturbances in Chapeltown. 
He apologised for the late submission of this correspondence. 

 
      c)  Area Management Performance Reporting (Minute 28 refers) 

 Councillor M Lobley referred to the decline of children’s pregnancies  
and for the record he stated that, in truth, rates were falling as opposed 
to declining which represented a more accurate reflection of the current 
situation. 
 

38 Area Committee Business Plan 2011/12  
The East North East Area Leader submitted a report on the draft Area 
Committee Business Plan for 2011/12 for the Area Committee to consider, 
plus information on progress made in relation to the priorities in the 
Community Charter. 
 
Appended to the report was a copy of the ‘Inner North East Area Committee 
Business Plan 2011-12 for Chapel Allerton, Moortown and Roundhay’ for the 
information/comment of the meeting. 
 
In addition to the above document, a copy of a glossy leaflet entitled ‘ Your 
Community Charter Priorities Action 2011/2012’ was circulated for Members’ 
retention. 
 
Sharon Hughes, East North East Area Management presented the report and 
responded to Members’ comments and queries. 
 
The Committee noted that the deadline for Members’ comments on the 
business plan was 24th October 2011, following which a full marketing 
exercise would follow, together with the issue of a press release. 
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

• to acknowledge that the rankings outlined in the plan would be useful 
for comparison in future years 

• the need for Members to check the in-complete details of the 
Appointments to Outside Bodies information 

• clarification of the process in relation to setting and monitoring targets 
and priority areas 

• the need for the glossy leaflet to be made widely available with the aim 
of making the public more aware of the democratic process in relation 
to this Area Committee, in particular the deputation process and to give 
the public a freedom of choice should they wish to get involved 
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Rory Barke, East North East Area Leader welcomed the production of the 
business plan which was user friendly and in line with the Council’s core 
values. He emphasised the need to publicise the document within the public 
domain which would be also beneficial for the Area Committee’s partners. 
 
In concluding, the East North East Area Leader made reference to the 
importance of community engagement and of the need to make this real for 
the people on the streets via the Citizens Panel process. 
 
It was noted that further discussions would ensue between the Chair and the 
East North East Area Leader on this issue which would be revisited at future 
Area Committee meetings. 
 
RESOLVED- 

a) That the contents of the report and appendices be noted and 
welcomed. 

b) That, subject to the receipt of any further comments from Members of 
the Area Committee prior to the final deadline of 24th October 2011, 
approval be given to the Area Committee business plan for 2011/12 in 
accordance with the report now submitted. 

 
 (Councillor S Hamilton joined the meeting at 4.15pm during discussions of 
the above item) 
 

39 Well Being Fund Capital and Revenue Budgets  
The East North East Area Leader submitted a report providing Members with 
an update on the current position of the Revenue Well Being Funding for the 
Area Committee and also setting out applications made for consideration by 
the Area Committee. 
 
Sharon Hughes, East North East Area Management presented the report and 
responded to Members’ comments and queries. 
 
Appended to the report were copies of the following documents for the 
information/comment of the meeting:- 

• Inner North East Area Committee Well-Being Budget 2011-12 
(Appendix 1 refers) 

• Inner North East Small Grants (Appendix 2 refers)  

The Committee noted that due to time restraints, the Well-being Working 
Group did not have the opportunity of considering the projects, in detail, prior 
to them being presented to the Area Committee for consideration. 

Specific reference was made to the Isis Project (Black Health Initiative) and 
Members sought clarification of the composition of the project as outlined in 
3.2.3 of the report. 
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Detailed discussion ensued on the contents of the report and appendices. 
 
RESOLVED- 

a) That the contents of the report and appendices be noted. 
b) That the following applications for funding be dealt with as follows:- 
 

Project                                                            Decision 
 
Talbot Fold                                                     Approved  £1,220 
(LCC Parks and Countryside) 
 
Community Engagement                                Approved  £1,000 

 
c) That approval be given, in principle, to an application from the Isis 

(Black Health Initiative) for £5,000 and that this decision be delegated 
to the East North East Area Leader for further discussion at the Well-
being Working Group in relation to determining the number of 
beneficiaries. 

                                 
40 Priority Neighbourhood Update Report  

The East North East Area Leader submitted a report updating the Area 
Committee on progress and projects taking place within the priority 
neighbourhoods in Inner North East and the work that was taking place. 
 
The report also aimed to provide a refreshed Neighbourhood Improvement 
Plan (NIP’s) for the priority neighbourhoods and allow the Area Committee to 
comment and examine these plans. 
 
Appended to the report were copies of the following documents for the 
information/comment of the meeting:- 
 

• Chapeltown and Scotthalls Priority Neighbourhood Improvement 
Priorities 2011/12 (Appendix 1 refers) 

• Meanwood Priority Neighbourhood Improvement Priorities 2011/12  
(Appendix 2 refers) 

• Moor Allerton Partnership (MAP) Neighbourhood Improvement Plan 
Priorities 2011/12 (Appendix 3 refers)  

 
Steve Lake, Neighbourhood Manager, Inner East North presented the report 
and responded to Members’ queries and comments. 
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

• to acknowledge and welcome the findings within the report and to 
convey a vote of thanks to officers and partners for their hard work in 
this area of work, especially within the Chapel Allerton ward 

• clarification of the progress in relation to improving access to services 
within Meanwood 
(The Neighbourhood Manager responded and confirmed that work was 
still ongoing. He agreed to update Members in due course) 
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• clarification if funding could be directed into those wards where it was 
needed in order to help people get back into work 
(The East North East Area Leader responded and confirmed that the 
Employment and Skills Team in Environment and Neighbourhoods led 
by Susan Wynne were leading on this issue. The Neighbourhood 
Manager agreed to liaise with Ms Wynne on this issue) 

• the need to engage more people in Chapeltown around the area of 
conflict resolution and whether there was any scope in linking funding 
through the appropriate channels within the Harehills area 
(The East North East Area Leader responded and confirmed that the 
Community Leadership Team in Environment and Neighbourhoods led 
by Carol Clarke were leading on this issue. The Neighbourhood 
Manager agreed to liaise with Ms Clarke on this issue) 

 
RESOLVED – 

a) That the contents of the report and appendices be noted. 
b) That this Committee notes and welcomes the updated Neighbourhood 

Improvement Priorities as outlined in the appendices. 
c) That the East North East Area Leader be requested to look at the links 

and work across the North East Inner boundaries with a view to 
bringing back a report to a future meeting for discussion. 

 
41 Annual Report for Parks and Countryside Service in North East Inner 

Area Committee  
The Head of Parks and Countryside submitted a report updating the Area 
Committee on the yearly review of the Parks and Countryside Service in the 
North East Inner area. 
 
Appended to the report was a copy of a document detailing residents survey 
information for the comment of the meeting. 
 
Simon Frosdick, Business Development Manager, Parks and Countryside, 
City Development presented the report and responded to Members’ queries 
and comments. 
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

• clarification of outstanding funding (S106) in relation to Meanwood 
Park  
(The Business Development Manager responded and agreed to look 
into this issue with a report back to Members via East North East Area 
Management) 

• clarification if funding reflected the number of visitors attending 
Meanwood Park and if wear and tear was taken into consideration 
(The Business Development Manager responded that visitor numbers 
themselves did not directly define site funding but heavily used sites by 
their nature attracted investment due to the infrastructure maintenance 
and replacement needs) 
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• clarification of progress in relation to a skate park at Roundhay Park 
and the need for progress through the co-ordination of agreed 
strategies 
(The Business Development Manager responded and agreed to look 
into this issue with a report back to Members via East North East Area 
Management) 

• clarification of the protocol used in obtaining the attendance 
numbers/figures in parks and the strategy for recruiting more 
volunteers, especially in Potternewton Park 
(The Business Development Manager responded by explaining that the 
visitation rate was calculated from the information supplied by 
respondents to the visitor survey. It was a product of the number of 
people visiting multiplied by the frequency of their visits. In addition he 
agreed to report back to Members via East North East Area 
Management on activities to attract volunteers in relation to 
Potternewton Park) 

• clarification if walking groups were included within the consultation 
process 
(The Business Development Manager responded and confirmed that 
walking groups were consulted and included within the consultation 
process) 

• clarification if there was another survey due to be undertaken in 2012 
(The Business Development Manager responded and confirmed that 
discussions were continuing with a view to conducting future surveys 
through Citizens Panels in order to reduce costs) 

 
In concluding, Rory Barke, East North East Area Leader stated that voluntary 
effort was crucial in this area. He made specific reference to the success of 
the new playground in Reginald Terrace and congratulated everyone 
concerned. 
 
RESOLVED- 

a) That the contents of the report and appendices be noted. 
b) That in relation to identifying priorities for investment in community 

parks, playing pitches and fixed play facilities in light of the issues 
raised, this issue be discussed at Ward Member meetings with a 
representative from Parks and Countryside in attendance. 

 
42 East North East Homes Leeds Capital Programme Update  

The Director of Technical Services, East North East Homes Leeds submitted 
a report on progress on how the capital programme was formulated; progress 
made on each scheme and spend to date. 
 
Appended to the report was a copy of document highlighting the Capital 
Programme areas for the information/comment of the meeting. 
 
Mandy Askham, Head of Adaptations and Improvements, East North East 
Homes Leeds presented the report on behalf of Tony Butler and responded to 
Members’ comments and queries. 
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In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

• clarification of the ward locations of bathrooms referred to in the 
appendix  
(The Head of Adaptations and Improvements stated that the appendix 
that had been circulated with the agenda papers was not the latest 
version. She apologised and confirmed that she would send the 
updated version to Sharon Hughes) 

• clarification if there was plan for improvements in relation to lifts in 
tower blocks and the protocol for reporting faults 
(The Head of Adaptations and Improvements stated that LCC Property 
maintenance section prioritise the blocks of flats that need replacing. 
Only lifts that were no longer serviceable will be prioritised for 
replacement) 

• clarification of the preventive measures in place for window 
replacements 
(The Head of Adaptations and Improvements stated that there was a 
window replacement programme due to take place this year. The 
contract had just been awarded therefore a programme of work had not 
yet been issued) 

• clarification if Button Hilll residents would be receiving new windows 
and doors 
(The Head of Adaptations and Improvements responded and agreed 
to look into whether or not the windows/doors had been programmed in 
to be replaced) 

• clarification on whether or not the appendices was a forward plan for 
delivery or work completed to date 
(The Head of Adaptations and Improvements stated that it was a 
forward plan of what had been programmed as of September 2011 with 
some of the work having been completed. Issues were raised with 
regards to Members’ enquiries not being answered, and it was noted 
that general enquires should go though the Members’ enquiry line, but  
the Head of Adaptations and Improvements stated that she would be 
happy to answer any isolated cases) 

 
RESOLVED-  

a) That the contents of he report be noted. 
b) That a report on a forward plan of maintenance be considered at future 

Area Committee meetings. 
 

43 East North East Homes Leeds Estate Investment Bids  
The Director of Housing Services, East North East Homes Leeds submitted a 
report informing the Area Committee of the work carried out by East North 
East Homes Leeds and the residents Area Panel. 
 
David Longthorpe, East North East Homes Leeds presented the report on 
behalf of Jill Wildman and responded to Members’ comments and queries. 
 
Discussion ensued on the contents of the report. 
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RESOLVED –  
a) That the contents of the report be noted and welcomed. 
b) That the issue of joint working be continued and encouraged. 

 
44 West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service - Fire cover Proposals  

A report of the West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service on fire cover 
proposals within the West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service was submitted. 
 
Appended to the report were copies of the following documents for the 
information/comment of the meeting:- 
 

• Moortown Fire Station Business Case (Appendix 1 refers) 
• Gipton and Stanks Fire Station Business Case (Appendix 2 refers) 

 
I addition to the above documents, a copy of the ‘Moortown proposal’ was 
circulated which focused on the facts and outcomes of the introduction of a 
Fire Response Unit and Resilience Pump at Moortown to replace the second 
fire appliance and the removal of 10 posts by way of planned retirements. 
 
The Committee noted that the consultation was ongoing until mid December 
2011. 
 
Tony Head, Station Commander (Gipton), West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue 
Service presented the report and responded to Members’ comments and 
queries.  
 
Ian Thomson from the West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service was also in 
attendance to comment on the Moortown proposal. 
 
Discussion ensued on the contents of the report and appendices. 
 
In summary, specific reference was to the following issues:- 
 

• clarification of the role of the fire response unit 
• clarification if the public would be more at risk under these proposals 
• to note and welcome that there had been a 35% reduction in fires in 

Moortown in the five year period between 204/5 and 2009/10 
 
RESOLVED – That the contents of the report and appendices be noted. 
 

45 Date and Time of the Next Meeting  
Monday 12th December 2011 at 4.00pm in the Civic Hall, Leeds. 
 
 
 
(The meeting concluded at 6.10pm) 
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NORTH EAST (OUTER) AREA COMMITTEE 
 

MONDAY, 19TH SEPTEMBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor G Wilkinson in the Chair 

 Councillors D Cohen, R D Feldman,  
P Harrand, J Procter and M Robinson 

 
 

18 Chair's Opening Remarks  
The Chair welcomed all in attendance to the September meeting of the North 
East (Outer) Area Committee. 
 

19 Late Items  
There were no formal late items of business to consider, however the Chair 
agreed to accept the following as supplementary information:- 
 

• Delegation of Environmental Services – Service Level Agreement  - 
Appendix B – Initial Locality Budget (Agenda Item 11)(Minute 28   
refers) 

 
The document was not available at the time of the agenda despatch, but 
subsequently made available to the public on the Council’s website. 
 

20 Apologies for Absence  
Apologies for absence were received on behalf of Councillors A Castle and R 
Procter. 
 

21 Declaration of Interests  
The following declarations of interest were made:- 
 
Councillors: G Wilkinson, J Procter and A Lamb declared personal interests 
as Members of Wetherby Town Council, the organisers of the Wetherby 
Community Bonfire event (Agenda Item No. 13) (Minute No. 30 refers). 
 

22 Open Forum  
In accordance with paragraphs 6.24 and 6.25 of the Area Committee 
Procedure Rules, the Chair allowed a period of up to 10 minutes for members 
of the public to make representations or to ask questions on matters within the 
terms of reference of the Area Committee.   
 
On this occasion, there were no matters raised under this item by members of 
the public. 
 

23 Minutes of the Previous Meeting  
RESOLVED -That the minutes of the meeting held on 4th July 2011 were 
accepted as a true and correct record. 
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24 Matters Arising from the Minutes  
East North East Homes Leeds, Work Programme 2011/12 (Minute No 13 
refers) – Clarification of the monies committed in each of the three wards in 
Outer North East. It was reported that the requested information had already 
been circulated to Ward Members. In terms of detail of resource allocations to 
Area Panels, this would be the subject of a further report to the Area 
Committee. 
 

25 Local Authority Appointments to Outside Bodies - Progress Report  
Referring to Minute 8 of the meeting held on 4th July 2011, the Chief Officer 
(Democratic and Central Services) submitted a progress report on the Local 
Authority Appointments to Outside Bodies, identifying the following   
outstanding vacancies: 
 

• Area Health and Wellbeing Partnership 
• Corporate Carer Group 

 
Councillor P Harrand sought further information on the operation of the Area 
Health and Wellbeing Partnership and requested if the groups Terms of 
Reference could be circulated to Members. 
 
Councillor A Lamb volunteered  to act as the Area Committees representative 
on the Council’s Corporate Carer Group. 
 
RESOLVED – 
 

a) That the contents of the report and appendices be noted. 
 
b) That the appointment of a representative to serve on the Area Health 

and Wellbeing Partnership be deferred to await the receipt of further 
information. 

 
     c) That Councillor A Lamb be nominated as the Area Committees 
 representative to serve on the Council’s Corporate Carer Group for the 
 2011-12 Municipal Year. 
 

26 Children's Services Area Performance Reporting  
The Director of Children’s Services submitted a report which aimed to support 
Elected Member involvement with Children’s Services locally by helping to 
strengthen understanding of some key performance information at a local 
area level.  The report also built on previous Children’s Services performance 
reports presented to Area Committees in 2010 and earlier this year.  
 
Appended to the report were copies of the following documents for the 
information/comment of the meeting:- 
 
Appendix 1 - Proposed Schedule of Information for Area Committee Reporting 

for 2011/12 
Appendix 2 - Note of the Leeds Children’s Services Meeting with the DfE: 20th   
                       May 2100  
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Appendix 3 - LAC, CPP, New Referrals, and CAF Data by Area 
Appendix 4 - Primary & Secondary School Attendance data by Area and Ward 
Appendix 5 - NEET and Not Known data by Area and Ward. 
Appendix 6 - School Inspection Data by Area 
 
Sarah Sinclair, Deputy Director of Children’s Services presented the report 
and responded to Members’ queries and comments. 
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

•  Number of looked after children 
• School attendance  
• NEET 
• Performance update 
• Teenage pregnancy 
• Number of pupils attending school in the North East Outer Area but 

who live outside the area  
 
In passing comment Councillor Feldman suggested that the report was very 
general and could future reports provide more local relevance. 
 
The Chair thanked Ms Sinclair for her attendance and presentation. 
 
RESOLVED –  
 

a) That the contents of the report and appendices be noted 
and welcomed. 

 
b) That future performance reports to contain more 

information relevant to the area. 
 

27 Consultation on Expansion of Primary School Provision for September 
2011  
The Director of Children’s Services submitted a report which provided an 
update on the work being undertaken across the city to ensure the authority 
meets its statutory duty to ensure sufficiency of school places in the context of 
an increasing birth rate. Although no schools in the ward were directly 
affected, the report provided the opportunity to ensure Members were fully 
aware of plans on adjacent areas. 
 
In the absence of an officer from Children’s Services to present the report and 
respond to Members questions, it was suggested that the item be deferred to 
the next meeting. 
 
RESOLVED – That consideration of this item be deferred and be brought 
back to the next meeting when appropriate officers will be in attendance. 
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28 Delegation of Environmental Services - Service Level Agreement  
Referring to Minute 12 of the meeting held on 4th July 2011, the Director of 
Environment and Neighbourhoods submitted a report on presenting to the 
Area Committee, for approval, a final version of the Service Level Agreement 
(SLA) through which the work of the Environmental Locality team would be 
steered over the next nine months.  

Appended to the report was a copy of the Service Level Agreement for the 
Delegation of Environmental Services for the information/comment of the 
meeting. 

In addition to the above appendix, a copy of an appendix relating to the ‘Initial 
Locality Budget’ was circulated at the meeting as supplementary information. 

John Woolmer, Environmental Locality Manager for East North East 
presented the report and responded to Members’ queries and comments. 
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

•  Much of the of the information supplied was not easy to understand 

• Clarification that the East North East Area Management Team would 
have less resources than it currently had 

• Budget to be flexible across three Area Committees  
• Flexibility of resources 
• To include within the SLA that the budget is a locality wide resource 

that is the responsibility of the Locality Manager to use as efficiently 
and as effectively as possible to meet the commitments within the SLA 
and achieve the best possible outcomes 

 
RESOLVED – 
 
a) That the contents of the report and appendices be noted. 
 
b) That the draft SLA be amended to make clear that the responsibility for 

decisions and management of the locality budget is with the Locality 
Manager and not delegated to individual Area Committees, and for the 
Locality Manager to provide confirmation that the other two SLAs in the 
East North East area have been approved on this basis. 

 
c) That subject to (b) above being achieved, an additional, urgent meeting 

of the Area Committee be arranged to approve the Service Level 
Agreement (SLA). 

 

 
29 Area Update Report  

The East North East Area Leader submitted a report setting out the format for 
the Area Committee Business Plan and highlighting progress made in relation 
to the plan. The report also provided Members with an update on progress of 
action taken to deliver the priorities set out in the Community Charter. 
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Appended to the report were copies of the following documents for the 
information/comment of the meeting:- 

• Outer North East Area Committee Business Plan 2011/12 (Appendix 1 
refers) 

• Progress in relation to the priorities as set out in the Area Committee 
Community Charter (Appendix 2 refers) 

RESOLVED- 
a) That the contents of the report and appendices be noted. 
b) That this Committee notes the progress made to deliver the priorities 

set out in the Community Charter and the intention to produce the Area 
Committee Business Plan for the October 2011 meeting. 

c) That approval be given to the format of the Area Committee Business  
      Plan in accordance with the report now submitted. 
d) To note the work undertaken so far by the Localism Officer. 

 
30 Well Being Fund Capital and Revenue Budgets  

The East North East Area Leader submitted a report highlighting the major 
benefits and added value of Capital Well Being Funding in Outer North East 
Leeds and also providing Members with an update on the current position of 
the Revenue Well Being Funding for the Area Committee and setting out 
applications made for consideration by the Area Committee. 
 
Appended to the report were copies of the following documents for the 
information/comment of the meeting:- 

• East North East Budget and Expenditure (Appendix 1 refers) 

• Outer North East Area Management Capital Budget Information 
(Appendix 2 refers) 

• Outer North East Area Committee Well-Being Budget 2011-12 
(Appendix 3 refers) 

Rory Barke, East North East Area Leader presented the report and responded 
to Members’ comments and queries. 
 
RESOLVED- 

a) That the contents of the report and appendices be noted. 
b) That this Committee notes the benefits of the capital wellbeing spend. 
c) That this Committee notes the spend to date and current balances for 

the 2011/12 financial year as outlined in the report now submitted. 
d) That the following project proposals be dealt with as follows:- 
 

Project                                                                   Decision 
 
     Wigton Moor Church Refurbishment                     Approved  £1,677 
 
     Security of Bardsey Recreation Ground                Approved  £3,000 
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Wetherby Community Bonfire                               Deferred to await  
          further information  

 
    The Tree Tops and Open House Community        Approved  £5,000 
           Centre Budget 
      

31 Area Chairs Forum Minutes  
The Assistant Chief Executive (Planning, Policy and Improvement) submitted 
a report on a requirement to submit copies of the Area Chairs Forum Minutes 
to Area Committee meetings. 
 
A copy of the Area Chairs Forum minutes of a meeting held on 17th June 2011 
were appended to the report for the information/comment of the meeting. 
 
RESOLVED –  

a) That the contents of the report be noted. 
b) That the minutes of the Area Chairs Forum meeting held on 17th June 

2011 be received and noted. 
 

32 Harewood and Wetherby Town and Parish Council Forum Feedback 
Report  
The East North East Area Leader submitted a report updating the Area 
Committee on the feedback from the Wetherby and Harewood Town and 
Parish Council Forum held in the Outer North East area on 21st July 2011. 
 
Appended to the report was a copy of the Harewood and Wetherby Town and 
Parish Council Forum minutes held on 21st July 2011 for the 
information/comment of the meeting. 
 
RESOLVED – 

a) The contents of the report and appendices be noted. 
b) That this Committee notes the issues raised and, through the Area 

Management Team, supports the Parish Council Forum in resolving 
those issues. 

 
33 Date and Time of Next Meeting  

Monday 24th October 2011 at 5.30pm in the Civic Hall, Leeds. 
 
 
(The meeting concluded at  8:25pm) 
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NORTH EAST (OUTER) AREA COMMITTEE 
 

MONDAY, 3RD OCTOBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor G Wilkinson in the Chair 

 Councillors D Cohen, R D Feldman, 
P Harrand, A Lamb and R Procter 

 
 

34 Chair's Opening Remarks  
The Chair welcomed everyone to the special meeting of the North East 
(Outer) Area Committee. 
 

35 Apologies for Absence  
Apologies for absence were received on behalf of Councillors A Castle,  
J Procter and M Robinson. 
 

36 Declaration of Interests  
There were no declarations of interest made at the meeting. 
 

37 Delegation of Environmental Services - Service Level Agreement  
Referring to Minute 28 of the meeting held on 19th September 2011, the 
Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods submitted a report on 
presenting to the Area Committee, for approval, a final and revised version of 
the Service Level Agreement (SLA) through which the work of the 
Environmental Locality team would be steered over the next nine months.  

Appended to the report was a copy of the Service Level Agreement for the 
Delegation of Environmental Services for the information/comment of the 
meeting. 

John Woolmer, Environmental Locality Manager for East North East 
presented the report and responded to Members’ queries and comments. 
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

• clarification of the responses received to date from ALMOs, Parks and 
Countryside and Town and Parish Councils 

• clarification of the progress made in relation to the utilisation of local 
depots i.e. Cross Green and existing tipping sites 

• the importance of engaging with Alwoodley Parish Council 
• the need to hold discussions with Yorkshire Water regarding the 

possibility of leasing an area of land on Harrogate Road 

• the need to raise public awareness of the core location of these 
services i.e. one Council approach 

 
In addition to the above comments, Councillor R Feldman referred to the 
summary of main issues referred to in the report of the Director of 
Environment and Neighbourhoods and pointed out that the following two 
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issues had been added which were not included within the previous report 
considered at the previous meeting held on 19th September 2011:- 
 
      c) The report confirms approval of the SLAs for both Inner East and Inner  

North East Area Committees was clearly made on the basis that the 
locality budget is not delegated to Area Committee level and decisions 
on how it is used are made as set out in (b) above   

 

d) This report provides a revised SLA and seeks approval of the 
document which will steer the work of the East North East 
Environmental Locality Team for the remainder of the 2011/12 
municipal year 

 
The Committee noted these additional issues as now reported. 
 
RESOLVED – 

a) That the contents of the report and appendices be noted. 
b) That approval be given to the Service Level Agreement in accordance 

with the report now submitted. 
 

38 Date and Time of Next Meeting  
Monday 24th October 2011 at 5.30pm in the Civic Hall, Leeds. 
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NORTH EAST (OUTER) AREA COMMITTEE 
 

MONDAY, 24TH OCTOBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor G Wilkinson in the Chair 

 Councillors A Castle, D Cohen, 
R D Feldman, P Harrand, A Castle, 
D Cohen and M Robinson 

 
 

39 Chair's Opening Remarks  
The Chair welcomed all in attendance to the October meeting of the North 
East (Outer) Area Committee. 
 
In particular, he also welcomed Inspector Marcus Griffiths, West Yorkshire 
Police to the meeting. The Chair informed Members that Inspector Griffiths 
would be retiring from the police force at the beginning of December 2011. 
 
The Chair, on behalf of the Area Committee, thanked Inspector Griffiths for his 
tremendous support to the North East (Outer) Area Committee over the years 
and wished him a long and happy retirement. 
 

40 Apologies for Absence  
Apologies for absence were received on behalf of Councillors A Lamb,  
J Procter and R Procter. 
 

41 Declaration of Interests  
The following personal declaration of interest was made:- 
 

• Councillor G Wilkinson in his capacity as a Member of Wetherby Town 
Council, the organisers of the Wetherby Community Bonfire event 
(Agenda Item 9) (Minute 46 refers) 

 
42 Open Forum  

In accordance with paragraphs 6.24 and 6.25 of the Area Committee 
Procedure Rules, the Chair allowed a period of up to 10 minutes for members 
of the public to make representations or to ask questions on matters within the 
terms of reference of the Area Committee.   
 
On this occasion, there were no matters raised under this item by members of 
the public. 
 

43 Minutes of the Previous Meetings  
RESOLVED -That the minutes of the meetings held on 19th September 2011 
and 3rd October 2011 be confirmed as a correct record. 
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44 Matters Arising from the Minutes  
a)  Consultation on Expansion of Primary School Provision for September  
     2011 (Minute 27 refers) 
 
     At the request of the Chair, Lesley Savage, Senior Planning and Bids   
     Manager, Children’s Services attended the meeting to provide the Area  
     Committee with a verbal update on the work being undertaken across the  
     city to ensure the authority meets its statutory duty to ensure sufficiency of  
     school places in the context of an increasing birth rate. 
 
     A brief discussion ensued and Members raised their concerns about the  
     shortages of Primary School places within their respective wards, in    
     particular where planned housing developments were planned. 
 
     Specific reference was made to the future provision in Boston Spa;  
     Moortown, Scholes and east Leeds. 
 
     Following discussions, the Senior Planning and Bids Manager agreed to  
     prepare a report for consideration at the next meeting on 5th December  
     2011 identifying the demographic needs of primary school provision within  
     the three Outer North East wards. 
 
b)  Well Being Fund Capital and Revenue Budgets (Minute 30 refers) 
 
     Councillor M Robinson referred to the Security of Bardsey Recreation  
     Ground project and sought further clarification on the amount awarded and     
     the Area Committee’s decision. He was of the opinion that the Area  
     Committee had agreed to defer consideration of this application while  
     awaiting planning information. 
 
     The East North East Area Leader responded and it was noted that to date  
     a letter had not been sent to the applicant confirming the amount of  
     funding. In the interim period the Area Leader agreed to look into this  
     matter with a report back on progress at the next meeting under the Well  
     Being item. 
 

45 Outer North East Business Plan 2011/12  
The East North East Area Leader submitted a report explaining the context for 
introducing a new business plan, including changes to the city and council 
planning and partnership framework and reviewing the Area Delivery Plan 
format. 
 
Appended to the report was a copy of the Outer North East Area Committee 
Business Plan 2011/12 for the information/comment of the meeting. 
 
Nicola Denson, East North East Area Management presented the report and 
responded to Members’ queries and comments. 
 
The Chair invited Members to comment on the detail contained within the 
document. 
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During discussions it became apparent that there were a number of 
inaccuracies referred to in the ward profiles and it was agreed to delegate this 
issue to Ward Members for consideration prior to implementation/publication 
of the Business Plan. 
 
RESOLVED- 

a) That the contents of the report and appendices be noted. 
b) That approval be given, in principle, to the Outer North East Business 

Plan 2011/12 in accordance with the report now submitted. 
c) That in relation to finalising the factual information contained within the 

three ward profiles, this issue be delegated at Ward Member level prior 
to implementation/publication of the Business Plan. 

d) That this Committee notes the progress made in relation to the plan 
and the Moor Allerton Partnership Neighbourhood Improvement Plan. 

 
46 Well Being Fund Capital and Revenue Budgets  

The East North East Area Leader submitted a report on an update on the 
current position of the capital and revenue budget for the Outer North East  
and setting out applications made for consideration by the Area Committee. 
 
Appended to the report were copies of the following documents for the 
information/comment of the meeting:- 

• Outer North East Area Committee Well-Being Budget 2011-12 
(Appendix 1 refers) 

• Outer North East Area Management Capital Budget Information 
(Appendix 2 refers) 

Rory Barke, East North East Area Leader and Nicola Denson, East North 
East Area Management presented the report and responded to Members’ 
comments and queries. 
 
RESOLVED- 

a) That the contents of the report and appendices be noted. 
b) That this Committee notes the spend to date and current balances for 

the 2011/12 financial year as outlined in the report now submitted. 
c) That the following project proposal be dealt with as follows:- 

 
Project                                                                        Decision 
 
Wetherby Community Bonfire                                  Approved £1,000 
 

47 Notification of Appointments to Outside Bodies - Health and Wellbeing 
Partnership  
Referring to Minute 25 of the meeting held on 19th September 2011, the Chief 
Officer (Democratic and Central Services) submitted a report on progress in 
relation to Local Authority Appointments to Outside Bodies with specific 
reference to the Health and Wellbeing Partnership. 
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Appended to the report were copies of the following documents for the 
information/comment of the meeting:- 
 

• Briefing for Outer North East Councillors around role of Health 
Champion on the Health and Wellbeing Partnership (Appendix 1 refers) 

 

• Terms of Reference for Local Health and Wellbeing Partnerships 
(Appendix 2 refers) 

 

• Membership of East North East Leeds Health and Wellbeing 
Partnership (Appendix 3 refers)  

 
RESOLVED – 

a) That the contents of the report and appendices be noted. 
b) That Councillor G Wilkinson be appointed to the outstanding vacancy 

in relation to the Area Health and Wellbeing Partnership for 2011/12. 
 

48 West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service (WYFRS) - Fire Cover 
Proposals  
A report of the West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service on fire cover 
proposals within the West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service was submitted. 
 
Appended to the report were copies of the following document for the 
information/comment of the meeting:- 
 

• Gipton and Stanks Fire Station Business Case (Appendix 1 refers) 
 
Graham Ambler, West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service presented the 
report and responded to Members’ comments and queries. 
 
In summary, specific reference was to the following issues:- 
 

• clarification of the direct impact of the fire cover proposals within the 
North East Outer ward 

• the need for Members of the Area Committee to be supplied with a 
copy of the West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service ‘Moortown Fire 
Station Business Case’ 
(Graham Ambler, West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service responded 
and agreed to e mail a copy of the document to the East North East 
Area Leader for dissemination to Members) 

• the need for the Fire Service to include the views and comments of 
Parish Councils within the consultation process 

• the need for a collective response to be undertaken by this Area 
Committee prior to the deadline for the receipt of comments i.e.  

      9th December 2011 
 
RESOLVED –  

a) That the contents of the report and appendices be noted. 
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b) That on behalf of the Chair, Councillor P Harrand be requested to 
convene a Ward Members meeting prior to Council on 16th November 
2011 in order for Members to formulate a collective response to the 
West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service. 

 
49 Annual Report for Parks and Countryside Service in North East Outer 

Area Committee  
The Head of Parks and Countryside submitted a report updating the Area 
Committee on the yearly review of the Parks and Countryside Service in the 
North East Outer area. 
 
Appended to the report was a copy of a document detailing residents survey 
information for the comment of the meeting. 
 
Mike Kinnaird, Development Manager, Parks and Countryside, City 
Development presented the report and responded to Members’ queries and 
comments. 
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

• clarification of the date when fencing works around the play area at 
Deepdale Recreation Ground would be undertaken  
(The Development Manager, Parks and Countryside responded and 
informed the meeting that the works would be completed by 
January/February 2012) 

• the need for Scholes in Bloom and Slaid Hill In Bloom to be included 
within future annual reports 
(The Development Manager, Parks and Countryside responded and 
agreed to address this omission) 

• the concern that Harewood Ward Members had not been consulted on 
the content of a report being presented to Executive Board on 2nd 
November 2011 in relation to consultation on Lotherton Hall and the 
current charging arrangements 
(The Development Manager, Parks and Countryside responded and 
agreed to raise this issue with the project team) 

• clarification of the support in place for future schemes (including MUGA 
schemes) 
(The Development Manager, Parks and Countryside responded and 
confirmed that Parks and Countryside would provide as much support 
as possible to new schemes subject to available funding and were 
happy to work with Ward Members) 

 
Arising from detailed discussions, Members raised their general concerns on 
how the visitor figures and resident survey information were calculated e.g. 
Cranmer Bank park/Lotherton Park and also on the accuracy of such figures. 
 
The Development Manager, Parks and Countryside responded and agreed to 
e mail the protocol used for calculating the visitor figures/resident surveys to 
the East North East Area Leader for dissemination to Members.  If requested 
a briefing session with interested Members on this issue would be arranged.  
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In concluding, Rory Barke, East North East Area Leader provided the meeting 
with statistics and costings in relation to volunteer labour across the city and 
Members acknowledged the incredible support and value of the volunteer 
workforce in this area. 
 
RESOLVED- 

a) That the contents of the report and appendices be noted. 
b) The Development Manager, Parks and Countryside be requested to e 

mail the protocol used for calculating the visitor figures and resident 
surveys to the East North East Area Leader for dissemination to 
Members and if then requested, to arrange a briefing session with 
interested Members on this issue.  

  
50 East North East Homes Capital Programme  

The Director of Technical Services, East North East Homes Leeds submitted 
a report on progress on how the capital programme was formulated; progress 
made on each scheme and spending to date. 
 
Appended to the report was a copy of document highlighting the Capital 
Programme areas for the information/comment of the meeting. 
 
In addition to the above documents, a revised copy of the Capital Programme 
Areas (Appendix 1 refers) was circulated. 
 
Tony Butler, Director of Technical Services, East North East Homes Leeds 
presented the report and responded to Members’ comments and queries. 
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

• clarification of the protocol in relation to the shortfall in funding and 
details of those schemes which would not be completed within the year 

• clarification why the Moortown ward appeared to be the ‘poor relation’  
and the need for comparative data within other wards 
(The Director of Technical Services responded and agreed to e mail 
comparative figures in relation to the Alwoodley ward via the East 
North East Area Leader for dissemination to Members) 

• clarification of the background behind the 2011 ‘unallocated’ Capital 
Programme Areas in relation to heating and whether they were 
transferable to other areas 
(The Director of Technical Services responded and commented on the 
aims of the Heat Leeds Scheme which was in place to deliver this 
initiative) 

• the need for Members to be supplied with a list of void properties 
(The Director of Technical Services responded and agreed to e mail 
this information via the East North East Area Leader for dissemination 
to Members) 

• to welcome the fact that 15 apprentices had been recently employed 
within Construction Services 
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RESOLVED- That the contents of the report be noted and welcomed. 
 

51 East North East Homes Leeds Estate Investment Bids  
The Director of Housing Services, East North East Homes Leeds submitted a 
report informing the Area Committee of the work carried out by East North 
East Homes Leeds and the residents Area Panel. 
 
Jill Wildman, Director of Housing Services, East North East Homes Leeds 
presented the report and responded to Members’ comments and queries. 
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

• clarification of the match funding criteria in relation to the Kirkfield 
Green scheme  
(The Director of Housing Services responded and agreed to investigate 
this issue further with a report back to Members via the East North East 
Area Leader) 

• clarification of the source of match funding 
(The Director of Housing Services responded and informed the 
meeting that match funding was received from lottery funding, together 
with external funding) 

• the need the Area Committee to address similar schemes approved by 
Aire Valley Homes 
(The East North East Area Leader responded and agreed to follow up 
this issue with the aim of ensuring that this item was discussed  at 
Ward Members meetings) 

 
RESOLVED – That the contents of the report be noted. 
 

52 Date and Time of Next Meeting  
Monday 5th December 2011 at 5.30pm in the Civic Hall, Leeds. 
 
 
 
(The meeting concluded at 6.50 pm) 
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EAST (INNER) AREA COMMITTEE 
 

THURSDAY, 8TH SEPTEMBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor G Hyde in the Chair 

 Councillors A Hussain, R Pryke, B Selby, 
V Morgan, A Khan, R Grahame and 
K Maqsood 

   L Johnson – Richmond Hill Forum 
CO-OPTEES  R Manners – Killingbeck & Seacroft CLT 
   P Rone – Burmantofts Forum 

19 Late Items  
The Chair accepted one late item of business onto the agenda relating to the 
ENE Homes Capital Programme (minute 29 refers). The report had been 
despatched to the Committee after the agenda but prior to the meeting 
because its contents required consideration before the next meeting in 
October 2011. 
 

20 Declaration of Interests  
The following Members declared personal/prejudicial interests for the purpose 
of Section 81(3) of the Local Government Act 2000 and paragraphs 8 to 12 of 
the Members Code of Conduct: 
Councillors A Khan, Morgan and Maqsood – all declared personal interests as 
Area Committee appointed members of the East North East ALMO Area 
Panel in relation to the following items: 

- Environmental Services SLA (minute 25 refers) 
- East North East Homes Capital Programme - (minute 29 Refers) 
- Wellbeing Report (Garden Gang Project update as the Garden Gang 

had previously undertaken works for ENE Homes) (minute 33 refers) 
 
Councillor R Grahame – West Yorkshire Fire & Rescue Service – declared a 
personal interest as a local authority appointed member of West Yorkshire 
Fire & Rescue Authority (minute 26 refers) 
 
Councillors R Grahame and G Hyde – Wellbeing Report (Garden Gang 
update) – declared personal interests as they had previously acted as local 
authority appointed Directors of East North East Homes. The Garden Gang 
had previously undertaken works for ENE Homes (minute 33 refers) 
 
Councillor G Hyde – Environmental Services SLA – declared a personal 
interest as the Environment Champion for the Area Committee (minute 25 
refers) 
 

21 Apologies for Absence  
Apologies for absence were received from Councillor A Taylor and Mr R 
Barke, ENE Area Leader 
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22 Open Forum  
Two matters were raised under the Open Forum Session by members of 
public as follows: 
Richmond Hill Forum S Covell commented on the meeting arrangements for 
the RH Forum and her concern over appropriate notice being given.  
AGREED – To refer the matter to the Area Management Team to pursue 
Mount St Mary’s redevelopment S Covell commented on the impact of the 
proposals and lack of Section 106 monies associated with the development 
on the locality and expressed her concern that the same approach should not 
be adopted to the All Saints development proposals being pursued by the 
same developer 
AGREED – That details of the application to be provided to the Chair 
 
(Councillor Pryke joined the meeting at this point) 
 

23 Minutes  
RESOLVED – That the minutes of the previous meeting held 23rd June 2011 
be agreed as a correct record 
 

24 Matters Arising  
Minute 11 CCTV – It was noted that a report on CCTV including mapping of 
cameras within the EIAC area would be presented to the next Area 
Committee meeting 
Ginnel mapping – A request for ginnel mapping in the EIAC area to assist the 
consideration of both community safety and environmental matters was noted.  
 

25 Delegation of Environmental Services - Service Level Agreement  
The Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods submitted a report 
providing the final details of the Service Level Agreement for the delivery of 
environmental services in the Inner East Area and seeking approval of the 
documentation. The report referred to various appendices, which due to their 
size, had been despatched on CD-rom to members and co-optees of the 
Committee and published on the Council’s own website.  
 
Mr J Woolmer, Environmental Services Locality Manager attended the 
meeting and highlighted the following key matters 

• The SLA would ensure accountability of the service and ensure the 
Area Committee’s responsibility for service delivery 

• The SLA would provide intelligence on the performance and success of 
the various services provided 

• The SLA principles would deliver a better culture within the service and 
ensure a flexible and responsive service 

• The SLA encouraged partnership working with regulatory enforcement 
and ENE Homes  

• A report would be submitted in due course on how the service had 
addressed each SLA principle 

 
Members discussed the following: 
Education – links with local schools should be encouraged noting the intention 
to trial partnership with one school per ward. 
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Targets – a baseline survey of environmental cleanliness had been 
undertaken in May 2011 and the outcomes were included in the report. The 
aim for 2011 was to improve all outcomes. Work to develop measures for 
assessment to assess cleanliness in 2012 would be reported back in due 
course and would refer to subjective responses from the public  
Stopping Points – suitable facilities and stopping points were being identified 
in conjunction  with Parks & Countryside 
Training – whether there was scope introduce young people Not in Education 
or Employment or training (NEETS) to the service. The health and safety 
implications were recognised however further discussions with Children’s 
Services focussing on managing NEETs would be considered 
Bin yards – considered how to utilise the corporate bin yard team and 
empower the enforcement service and the merits of designating a contact 
officer for this issue 
Risk – the issue of the risk of billing householders for clearance works 
undertaken by the service required further consideration. 
 
In response to a question about available resources, the Locality Manager 
drew attention to the locality budget as summarised in appendix B. It was 
explained that this is a budget delegated to the Locality Manager to spend 
and be accountable for across the ENE locality through the Area Committees 
and their SLAs. The budget is to be spent on delivering services that best 
meet the agreed outcomes and priorities set out in the approved SLAs across 
the locality. It was clarified that the budget is not split down to Area Committee 
level nor delegated to the Area Committee to manage. The Locality Manager 
reported that he would provide financial updates to the Environmental Sub 
Groups. 
The Area Committee welcomed the document and noted the intention for an 
update report to be presented to the December 2011 meeting 
RESOLVED – That approval be given to the Service Level Agreement, as 
submitted, for the delivery of delegated environmental services 
 

26 West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service - Collaborative Working  
Station Commander Ian Thompson, of West Yorkshire Fire & Rescue Service 
gave a presentation on the recently published WYFRS Service Plan 2011-15 
which provided information on the broad remit of the WYFRS work.  
(Councillor Morgan withdrew from the meeting for a short time at this point) 
He outlined the opportunities for WYFRS to work with partner organisations, 
such as area committees, to serve the needs of local communities and 
highlighted the following key issues: 

• Home fire safety checks informed residents of risks apparent in their 
homes and the best means of escape in the event of a fire, which in 
turn reduced the number of fires and injuries. Neighbouring homes 
were targeted with information leaflets if a residential fire occurred. 
560,000 homes had received a check in the last 8 years 

• Workplace fire safety checks allowed the service to build a database of 
industrial/commercial uses so that individual fire appliances attending a 
fire would be prepared for the nature of the incident. 
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• Young Fire-fighters Programmes, such as the Gipton scheme, 
encouraged young people from local schools to sign up to train 
alongside fire-fighters on the use of equipment 

• Partnership working with the probation service and victim support 
ensured that any safeguarding issues identified on home safety visits 
could be reported to the appropriate body. Additionally incidents of fly 
tipping – which could lead to fire hazards – were reported to LCC 

The Committee thanked Station Commander Thompson for his informative 
presentation  
RESOLVED – That the contents of the report and presentation, and the 
comments of the Area Committee, be noted 
 

27 Children's Services - Consultation on Expansion  of Primary School 
Provision for September 2013  
Ms L Savage LCC Children’s Services attended the meeting to discuss the 
consultation on proposals to establish a new primary school through 
competition on land At Florence Street, Harehills.  Ms Savage outlined the 
process of competition and reported that public consultation would be held 
from 12th September to 21st October 2011 
 
Members discussed the following issues:  

• the shortage of school space in Harehills area 
• strong concern was expressed over the choice of site due to its 

previous use as a waste site and the requirement for the local authority 
to make good the site prior to development  

• in the light of that strong concern, Members suggested that full 
reconsideration be given to the choice of site 

• noted the limited number of sites available large enough to 
accommodate a new school  

• the consultation document should be despatched widely and include 
the Muslim Culture Society 

• provided confirmation that the consultation included the Burmantofts 
area as some families lived closer to Harehills schools than schools in 
Burmantofts 

• noted that all School Heads and Governors within a 2 mile radius of the 
site had been informed but that they may not be aware of that 
correspondence due to the summer holidays  

• the impact of proposals for 690 new homes in the locality on school 
places  

(Councillor Morgan withdrew from the meeting for a short while at this point) 

• the need to avoid the car parking problems experienced at the 
remodelled Shakespeare and all Saints primary schools  

• noted that the location of the site would encourage children to walk to 
school as this would be a school right at the heart of the community 

• the school building would conform to all DDA requirements, but would 
be a mainstream school provided by an external provider 

• the importance of public participation in the consultation to ensure 
community views are fully considered  
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The Area Committee noted that Councillor R Grahame expressed strong 
doubts over the Florence Street location. Councillor Grahame, as a member 
of Plans Panel East, acknowledged that any future planning application would 
be determined by Plans Panel East, and he would need to declare a 
prejudicial interest at that Panel meeting as he had made adverse comments 
which could be regarded as pre-determination. Councillor Pryke reported he 
also was a member of Plans Panel East, but had not yet formed a view on the 
proposals. 
 
Ms Savage reiterated that the location of the school formed part of the 
consultation. The Area Committee requested that the list of alternative sites 
previously considered be made available to them. 
RESOLVED – To note the contents of the report and consultation document 
and to authorise the Area Leader to respond to the consultation on behalf of 
the Committee in line with the comments made.  
 

28 Children's Services - Children's Services Area Performance reporting  
Mr K Morton, LCC Children’s Services, attended the meeting to present a 
report providing key performance information for the locality in line with the 
new Children and Young people’s Plan (2011-15). The following matters were 
highlighted: 

• partnerships across the city to look at the issues surrounding NEETS 
and looked after children were encouraged 

• The data assisted providers to identify individual children and their 
families and to target resources appropriately 

• NEETS – work was ongoing to identify local opportunities, such as 
drawing on Leeds’ retail expertise; and progress has been made in 
terms of apprenticeships. Mr Morton noted the previous comments 
regarding environmental services apprenticeships and would discuss 
this further with the locality manager.  EIAC suggested that an update 
report on this project should be presented in due course.  

 
Discussions followed on 

• the success of the approach adopted in Bramley and the proposal to 
roll-out this approach across the city.  

• concern over the NEETS statistics for the area and the impact of 
employment opportunities on the expectations and achievements of 
young people. EIAC noted the positive changes achieved during the 
last 6 years and anticipated the 2012 GCSE statistics would reflect 
further improvement.  

• the importance of targeting primary age children who did not attend 
school in order to prevent non attendance at secondary age 

• noted that the statistics enabled better targeting of services reflected in 
the higher number of child protection teams in the inner east area than 
in the outer east area 

• Academy status schools and their impact on the collection and quality 
of data  

The Chair varied procedure to permit comments from Ms S Covell on the 
number of homeless or temporarily accommodated persons in the locality 
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which would impact on the statistics and the success of the resources 
directed to those families 
RESOLVED – To note the contents of the report 
 
(Councillor Selby withdrew form the meeting for a short while at this point) 
 

29 LATE ITEM - East North East Homes Capital Programme  
The Committee accepted the report of the Director of Technical Services, 
East North East Homes (ENEH) as a Late Item of business which provided an 
update on the ENEH Capital programme, including information on how the 
capital programme is formulated, progress made on each scheme and spend 
to date. 
 
Mr T Butler attended the meeting to present the report and the following 
matters were highlighted during discussions:  

• ENE had recruited 11 apprentices during 2011/12  
(Councillor Khan and Mr P Rone withdrew from the meeting at this point) 

• ENE assessors verified the findings presented on Asset Management 
data 

(Councillor Khan rejoined the meeting) 

• The next tenants newsletter would contain information on the heating 
replacement scheme 

• Assessors would verify the whether older properties with sash windows 
needed to be included in the replacement programmes as single 
glazed properties still met the “decent homes” standard 

(Mr P Rone re-joined the meeting) 

• Figures for Burmantofts/Richmond Hill reflected the fact that homes in 
these areas were refurbished during the 1990’s and no works were 
proposed to those homes in the immediate future. 

RESOLVED – To note the contents of the report 
 

30 Houses in Multiple Occupation - Planning Workshops  
The Committee discussed the report submitted by the Director City 
Development on proposals for three planning workshops to be held on the 
production of a new supplementary planning document (SPD) in respect of 
houses in multiple occupation. EIAC noted the comment that community 
representatives had experienced problems when contacting Planning 
Services to report illegal HMO’s in order that follow up action could be taken 
RESOLVED – To note the content of the report and that Councillors A 
Hussain, B Selby and R Pryke be nominated to attend the workshops as 
elected representative for their ward 
 

31 Area Chairs Minutes  
Further to minute 7 of the full Council meeting held 26th May 2011 the minutes 
of the Area Chairs Forum meeting held on 17th June 2011 were submitted for 
information. 
RESOLVED – To note the contents of the report and the minutes of the Area 
Chairs Forum held 17th June 2001 and to note the intention to present Area 
Chairs Forum minutes to future meetings of the Area Committee 
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32 Burmantofts & Richmond Hill Neighbourhood Management Update  
The Committee received a report providing an overview of neighbourhood 
management activity in the priority neighbourhoods of the Burmantofts and 
Richmond Hill ward in recent months. The report outlined initiatives 
undertaken or proposed in line with the Neighbourhood Managers stated 
priorities  
RESOLVED – To note the contents of the report and the comments of the 
East Inner Area Committee 
 

33 Well Being Fund Capital and Revenue Budgets  
The East North East Area Leader submitted a report on the latest position on 
the EIAC capital and revenue wellbeing budgets, including information on the 
how the capital well being fund is spent, for what purpose and for what 
benefit. The report also provided an update on the current position of the 
revenue budget and an outline of new proposals seeking funding from the 
revenue budget.  
 
The Committee noted that the capital budget was now fully committed and no 
further applications were being accepted 
 
The report detailed the outcomes of those applications previously delegated 
to officers and it was noted that the Rainbow Hearts Women’s Group had 
been deferred for more information which was now included within the report 
along with details of two further applications: 
Keep Safe & Sussed (Getaway Girls) £4,424 
Signage for Seacroft Methodist Church £398.00 
 
Garden Gang Project - Further to minute 17 of the meeting held 23 June 
2011, James McKenzie, project co-ordinator attended the meeting to provide 
an update on the success of the project which had taken 14 placements 
during 2011 to provide training and work experience. The project undertook a 
customer feedback system and were seeking to extend their service in order 
to provide works previously sublet by ENE Homes 
Rainbow Hearts Women’s Group – Lucy Fishwick attended the meeting to 
provide clarification on the provision of services in the Harehills and 
Burmantofts areas. The ward members discussed the split of provision for the 
Group and agreed to a 50:50 split across the Gipton & Harehills and 
Burmantofts & Richmond Hill wards, to be reviewed in due course 
RESOLVED - To note the contents of the report and 

a) To note the benefits of the capital wellbeing fund 
b) To note the spend to date and current balances for the 2011/12 

financial year 
c) To note the awarding of small grants 
d) To endorse the decisions for spending proposals delegated to officers 

as 
a. Activities for Young People (Youth Service) £1260.00 
b. Harehills Youth in Partnership   £8747.00 

e) To approve the award of the following grants: 
a. Rainbow Hearts Women’s Group   £9925.00 
b. Keep Safe and Sussed (Getaway Girls)  £4424.00 
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c. Signage for Seacroft Methodist Church  £398.99 
f) To thank Mr McKenzie for his presentation and to note the update on 

the Garden Gang Project 
 

34 Review of process for electing Area Committee co-opted representatives  
The East North East Area Leader submitted a report on the outcome of a 
review of the election process followed during the elections for the co-optee 
representing the Richmond Hill Forum. 
 
Members noted the criteria for becoming a co-optee and the standard 
procedure used by the Community Leadership Teams and community 
Forums. The Area Committee supported the conclusion that the election 
process had been appropriate, transparent and fair; and the proposal  to 
formally adopt the procedure (as attached as Appendix A of the report) as the 
procedure for electing co-opted representatives in the future 
RESOLVED –  

a) To accept the conclusions of the Area Leader that the election process 
was conducted in an appropriate way, and the result of the election 
stands 

b) To adopt the process followed; and outlined in the report, as a formal 
procedure for electing co-opted representatives 

 
35 Options for use of insurance monies from Pakistani Centre fire, Harehills  

The East North East (ENE) Area Leader submitted a report on the 
discussions held with Gipton & Harehills ward members and the EIAC Chair 
regarding the use of insurance money forthcoming since the fire at the 
Pakistani Centre. 
 
The report highlighted the options proposed for the use of the monies and 
reflected local ward Members’ preference to invest the money on a new 
community facility as part of the expansion plans for Wykebeck Primary 
School. The Area Committee supported the option preferred by local ward 
members and thanked officers for their work in drafting up the options 
RESOLVED – To note the contents of the report and to approve Option 1; to 
invest the insurance money in a new community facility as part of the school 
expansion plans in accordance with ward Members’ preference 
 

36 Business Plan  
The East North East (ENE) Area leader submitted a report setting out the 
proposed format of the Area Committee Business Plan and highlighting 
progress made in relation to implementation of the Plan. 
RESOLVED – To note the content of the report and the intention to produce 
an Area Committee Business Plan for the October Area Committee meeting 
 

37 Date and Time of Next Meeting  
RESOLVED - To note the dates and times of future meetings as 
20th October 2011 at 6.00 pm - Seacroft Methodist Church 
1st December 2011 at 6.00 pm – Civic Hall, Leeds 
2nd February 2012 at 6.00 pm – Civic Hall, Leeds 
22nd March 2012 at 6.00 pm - SHINE 
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EAST (INNER) AREA COMMITTEE 
 

THURSDAY, 20TH OCTOBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor G Hyde in the Chair 

 Councillors R Pryke, V Morgan, A Khan, 
R Grahame and K Maqsood 

IN ATTENDANCE Mr P Rone – Burmantofts Forum 
   Ms L Johnson – Richmond Hill Forum 
   Mr R Manners – Killingbeck & Seacroft CLT 
 

38 Late Items  
No formal late items of business were added to the agenda however the 
following supplementary information was tabled at the meeting: 
Item 9 Business Plan – copy of the 2011/12 East Inner Area Committee 
Community (EIAC) Charter 
Item 10 Fire Cover Proposals – additional statements from West Yorkshire 
Fire & Rescue Service 
 

39 Declaration of Interests  
The following Members declared personal/prejudicial interests for the purpose 
of Section 81(3) of the Local Government Act 2000 and paragraphs 8 to 12 of 
the Members Code of Conduct: 
Councillors A Khan, Morgan and Maqsood – all declared personal interests as 
Area Committee appointed members of the East North East ALMO Area 
Panel in relation to East North East Homes Leeds Estate Investment Bids - 
(minute 50 refers) 
Councillors R Grahame and G Hyde – declared personal interests as 
Directors of East North East ALMO Area Panel in relation to East North East 
Homes Leeds Estate Investment Bids - (minute 50 refers) 
 
Councillor R Grahame – West Yorkshire Fire & Rescue Service – declared a 
personal interest as a local authority appointed member of West Yorkshire 
Fire & Rescue Authority (minute 47 refers) 
 

40 Apologies for Absence  
Apologies for absence were received from Councillors A Hussain, Selby and 
A Taylor 
 

41 Open Forum  
No matters were raised under the Open Forum 
 

42 Minutes  
RESOLVED – That the minutes of the last meeting held 8th September 2011 
be agreed as a correct record, subject to inclusion of the following to minute 
30 (Houses in Multiple Occupation) “EIAC noted the comment that community 
representatives had experienced problems when contacting Planning 
Services to report illegal HMO’s in order that follow up action could be taken”  
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43 Matters Arising  
Minute 22 Richmond Hill Forum – the Area Manager reported that the issue 
relating to notice of meetings had now been resolved 
Minute 22 Mount St Mary’s and All Saints redevelopment – the Area Manager 
reported that information had been supplied as requested from Planning 
Services. The Chair urged local residents to contact local ward Councillors as 
it was not appropriate for the Area Committee to pursue the matter  
Minute 27 Primary School Provision – EIAC noted that the comments made at 
the previous meeting had been referred to Children’s Services 
Minute 33 Garden Gang Project – it was agreed that the information 
requested by Councillor Grahame would be included within the next Wellbeing 
report 
Minute 35 Insurance Monies – EIAC welcomed the report that Executive 
Board had agreed proposals to use insurance money forthcoming since the 
fire at the Pakistani Centre to invest in a new community facility to be included 
within the expansion plans for Wykebeck Primary School.  
 
(Councillor A Khan joined the meeting at this point) 
 

44 Leedswatch - CCTV Delegated Function Update Report  
Further to minute 11 of the meeting held 23 June 2011, the Director of 
Environment and Neighbourhoods submitted a report providing information on 
the provision of the council public space surveillance CCTV camera locations 
in the EIAC locality where there were specific cost implications for the 
Committee. 
 
Mr D Pearson attended the meeting and responded to the Committee’s 
questions regarding provision in specific locations and maintenance issues. 
EIAC accepted an invitation to visit the CCTV Control Room and requested 
that they receive copies of CCTV location maps for their own wards. Members 
considered the likely impact of removal of funding for CCTV and 
RESOLVED –  

a) That the work undertaken during the previous 6 months through the 
Leedswatch Service to support crime reduction and improve public 
safety within the EIAC area be noted 

b) That the Area Committee agree the request to continue to fund the 
CCTV cameras as detailed in paragraph 3:7 of the submitted report 

 
45 Wellbeing Report  

The East North East Area Leader submitted a report providing an overview of 
spending to date from the EIAC Wellbeing Budget and monitoring reports on 
schemes previously funded. The report also outlined two new proposals 
seeking funding from the revenue budget as follows 
Sing On the Green     £824.00 
Denis Healey Friday Night Project £4,000.00 
Members noted the Youth Service intended to target young people at risk 
from being involved in anti social behaviour through this scheme. EIAC 
requested a report back on the outcome of the scheme in due course.  
 
EIAC members also reported on the following previously funded schemes: 
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• Parklands Memorial Book – Councillor Morgan commented that this 
had been an excellent memento for the school leavers 

• Kentmere Community Centre – Councillor Morgan commended the 
work done to restore the garden 

• Leeds Parish Church Youth Group – Mr Rone reported on the success 
of the residential visit 

RESOLVED - To note the contents of the report and 
a) To note the benefits of the capital wellbeing fund 
b) To note the spend to date and current balances for the 2011/12 

financial year 
c) To approve the award of the following grants: 

a. Sing On The Green    £824.00 
b. Denis Healey Friday Night Project £4,000.00 

d) To request a report back on the outcome of the Friday Night Project in 
due course 

 
46 Business Plan  

The Committee considered the new Annual Business Plan, intended to 
replace the Area Delivery Plan (ADP), and the progress made in relation to 
the priorities contained within the Community Charter which covered the EIAC 
area. A copy of the Community Charter was tabled at the meeting. 
 
The Committee raised the following issues: 

- The document highlighted the lack of provision of a jobshop in the 
Burmantofts area. Members were keen to pursue this as Burmantofts is 
adjacent to the Aire Valley 

- Noted the lack of health care outreach services listed for Burmantofts 
- Agreed to the suggestion that the ABP should refer to local residents 

new power to draw up a Neighbourhood Plan under the provisions of 
the Localism Bill 

- Agreed that the ABP should include reference to the East Leeds 
Regeneration Board and the Regeneration Plan for the EIAC area in 
the Team Neighbourhood Model  

RESOLVED  
a) That the draft East Inner Area Committee Business Plan for 2011/12 

be approved subject to the inclusion of references to the East Leeds 
Regeneration Board and the Regeneration Plan 

b) That the progress made in relation to the Plan be noted 
 

47 West Yorkshire Fire  & Rescue Service (WYFRS) - Fire Cover Proposals  
Station Commander T Head, Gipton Fire Station, attended the meeting to 
present a report and associated consultation document on proposals to 
deliver significant efficiencies within the service. The proposals included the 
construction of a new fire station at Killingbeck to replace both the Gipton and 
Stanks Fire Stations. Supplementary documents were tabled at the meeting 
and the report included a copy of the business case currently out for public 
consultation drawn up by WYFRS. 
EIAC made the following comments: 

- relocation of the service to a new station could have a detrimental 
impact on service provision to the Gipton area – which was classed as 
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a very high risk area. Members were very concerned that the new base 
would be further away resulting in longer response times.  

- Members noted the relocation proposals were intended to provide 
improved overall cover for the whole of Leeds, however remained 
concerned that the Gipton area in particular could be vulnerable if units 
were providing cover to other areas. 

- Noted the size and density of the area covered by Gipton Fire Station 
 
Members reported that they had not received notification of the likely site for 
the new base, although were aware that one site on the A64 was favoured by 
WYFRS. It was noted that the modelling used to assess service cover had 
identified 5 sites and the A64 site was the preferred best location, although it 
was stressed that this had not been approved. Mr Head reported that WYFRS 
would continue to ensure an average 5 minute response time was maintained 
and would continue to seek a reduction in fires through community initiatives 
and home fire checks which had proved successful in the past. Members 
noted that both Stanks and Gipton Fire Stations required significant 
investment which was not available to WYFRS. 
 
EIAC strongly opposed the closure of the Gipton and Stanks fire stations and 
relocation to one base. Members felt this would undermine the safety, health 
and wellbeing of constituents if this led to a reduction in service to the area. 
EIAC urged local community representatives to participate in the consultation 
and contact their local MP’s. Members thanked Station Commander Head for 
his presentation and participation in the frank discussions 
RESOLVED –  

a) To note the contents of the report and the comments made by the Area 
Committee 

b) To request officers draw up a formal response on behalf of EIAC based 
on the discussions noted above, and be submitted to the WYFRS 
consultation  

 
48 Annual report - for Parks & Countryside Service in East Inner Area 

Committee  
The Head of Parks & Countryside submitted the Annual Report for the Parks 
& Countryside Service in the EIAC. The report outlined the area profile of key 
assets and park usage and provided a customer based perspective of the 
quality of the assets and services. Improvements to the parks, pitches and 
play areas which had been implemented during the last 12 months were 
highlighted, along with those proposed for the forthcoming year. A breakdown 
of events and volunteering in the area was also included. 
 
Mr G Gorner, LCC Natural Environment officer, attended the meeting and 
discussed the following matters with Members 

- an outreach team had been established to engage local residents in 
improving events in local parks 

- the outreach team also liaised with local schools and had worked with 
3,800 pupils during the last year, particularly during the Autumn term of 
Key Stage 2 when pupils were encouraged to participate in an annual 
tree seed collection which aimed to replenish tree stocks 
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- the 426 volunteering days recorded in the East Leeds area last year 
equated to £21k of resources 

- The need to re-establish the role of co-ordinator for the volunteer tree 
warden scheme 

 
EIAC queried the figures reported for visitors to East End Park and requested 
these be verified. Members also identified the following as priorities 

- The need to emphasise the work of the In-Bloom groups in localities 
and what equipment was available from LCC for the groups to utilise 

- Treatment to make safe the bomb shelters at Shaftesbury playing fields 
which were collapsing.   

RESOLVED – To note the contents of the report and the discussions and to 
note priorities identified 
 
(Councillor R Pryke joined the meeting at this point) 
 

49 East Leeds Regeneration Programme - Update  
The East Leeds Regeneration Programme Manager submitted a report 
providing an update on the regeneration programme for East Leeds. The 
report highlighted the key themes of the programme and provided details of 
the progress so far and likely future work to be undertaken 
 
A Brannen and K Chiverall, LCC Environment & Neighbourhoods, attended 
the meeting to present the report and highlighted the proposal to establish an 
East Leeds Regeneration Board (ELRB) to oversee, guide and monitor the 
programme, seeking Members views on the consultation process. Members 
discussed appropriate reporting arrangements for the programme and the 
request for a nominee from each EIAC ward to sit on the Board 
 
Members discussed the following comments on regeneration issues: 
Agnes Stewart development – noted a new planning permission had been 
obtained with a 5 year time limit for implementation. Members noted the 
adjacent sports facilities remained unused, and that St Peters School had not 
been successful in their representation to use them. The planned transfer of 
ownership of that land for public use had not yet taken place.  
Lincoln Green Medical Centre – noted that planning permission for a 26 
storey building had been refused. Members noted a request for information on 
how to encourage development and the comment that sites awaiting 
development should be protected from vandalism and rat infestation 
 Requests for community use – EIAC noted a report that both the Sudanese 
and Nigerian Community Groups had been refused permission for exclusive 
use of Ebor Gardens Community Centre 
EASEL – noted information on the breakdown of new homes for 
sale/rent/social housing and received assurance that those existing homes 
which had fallen within the areas designated for regeneration (marked brown 
within the Area Action Plan) would not be affected a the EASEL Area Action 
Plan had been withdrawn following public consultation. Officers highlighted 
the need for EIAC and the ELRB to consider the future of proposed EASEL 
schemes in the Gipton area which had not yet begun development due to the 
economic downturn 
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Rise Centre, Seacroft – the Leeds College of Building taster sessions had 
proved very successful. The College had a city wide catchment and, as the 
building was modular, the sessions could be provided city wide to 
complement the current emphasis on training, skills and employment 
Arcadia site – noted the Council had produced a Strategic Housing Land 
Availability Assessment (SHLAA) to identify strategic sites which could be 
available to meet the homes target.  
http://www.leeds.gov.uk/Environment_and_planning/Planning/Planning_policy/Strategic_hous
ing_land_availability_assessment_(SHLAA).aspx 
http://www.leeds.gov.uk/Environment_and_planning/Planning/Planning_policy/Strategic_Hou
sing_Market_Assessment_(SHMA).aspx 

No formal planning application had been submitted, although Arcadia had 
employed consultants to review the future of the site for housing, in line with 
the Councils SHLAA. Members requested details of the SHLAA covering the 
EIAC area and it was agreed that Members should undertake site visits with 
regeneration officers to review the EASEL sites.  
 
Members considered the request for comments on the reporting 
arrangements between EIAC and ELRB but requested that these matters be 
scheduled for a full discussion at the next EIAC meeting 
RESOLVED 

a) To note the contents of the report 
b) That the comments made on the regeneration programme and detailed 

above be noted 
c) That a report on appropriate future consultation arrangements and 

nominees to the East Leeds Regeneration Board be presented to the 
next meeting 

 
50 East North East Homes Leeds Estate Investment Bids  

The Director of Housing Services, East North East Homes, submitted a report 
providing information on the work carried out by ENE Homes and the 
Residents Area Panel. The report also detailed projects carried out in the 
community 
 
Mr S Vowles attended the meeting to present the report and discussed the 
following issues with Members: 

• The role of the Area Panels and the need to engage local residents 
with the work of the Panels  

• The need to encourage residents to participate in consultation on future 
projects with  ENE Homes 

• Measures to use to advertise and inform residents of projects whilst 
works are ongoing 

• The training offered to members of the Area Panels.  
 
EIAC noted that a bus tour of the locality to familiarise Area Panel members 
with the ENE Homes sites had previously proved beneficial. EIAC also noted 
a comment regarding the equal division of funding between the ENE Homes 
areas and the suggestion that this was less favourable to inner city wards with 
three times as many tenants than the outer wards.  
RESOLVED – That the contents of the report be noted 
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51 Date and Time of Next meeting  
The Chair reported that the schedule of meetings had been altered so that 
meetings started earlier  
RESOLVED –  

a) To note the date and time of the next meeting as Thursday 1st 
December 2011 at 5.00pm, Leeds Civic Hall 

b) To note the date and times of the meetings for the remainder of the 
Municipal Year as:  

a. Thursday 2 February 2012 at 5:00 pm, Leeds Civic Hall 
b. Thursday 22 March 2012 at 5:00 pm, SHINE 
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EAST (OUTER) AREA COMMITTEE 
 

TUESDAY, 13TH SEPTEMBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor K Parker in the Chair 

 Councillors S Armitage, P Grahame, 
P Gruen, W Hyde, J Lewis, M Lyons, 
A McKenna, K Mitchell, T Murray and 
K Wakefield 

 
   

 
 

17 Chair's opening remarks  
 

 The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting 
 
 

18 Declarations of Interest  
 

 The following Members declared personal/prejudicial interests for the 
purpose of Section 81(3) of the Local Government Act 2000 and paragraphs 8 
to 12 of the Members Code of Conduct 
 A summary of key work – Councillor McKenna declared a personal 
interest through being a member of the West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue 
Authority as the report referred to proposals for that service (minute 22 refers) 
  
 (A further declaration was made, minute 23 refers) 
 
 

19 Apologies for absence  
 

 Apologies were received from Martin Hackett, Area Management 
Officer who had been unexpectedly delayed  
 
 

20 Open Forum  
 

 In accordance with paragraphs 6.24 and 6.25 of the Area Committee 
Procedure Rules, the Chair allowed a period of up to 10 minutes for members 
of the public to make representations or to ask questions on matters within the 
terms of reference of the Area Committee 
 
 On this occasion, there were no matters raised by members of the 
public 
 
 

21 Minutes  
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 RESOLVED -  That the minutes of the East Outer Area Committee 
meeting held on 5th July 2011 be approved 
 
 

22 A Summary of Key Work  
 

 The South East Area Leader submitted a report providing information 
on work carried out in the Outer East area in recent months.   Appended to 
the report were copies of minutes from neighbourhood forums, the 
Environmental Sub Group, the Health and Wellbeing Partnership and the 
Area Chairs Forum, for Members’ information 
 Councillor Grahame stated that she had sent her apologies for the 
Environmental Sub Group meeting but these had not been recorded in the 
minutes 
 The Chair welcomed Mr Nigel Kirk, Assistant District Manager for 
Leeds District Fire Prevention Team to the meeting 
 Mr Kirk gave apologies from Mr Ambler, Station Commander, who had 
been unable to attend 
 Mr Kirk referred to the recent cut backs to the service which had been 
necessary due to the current economic situation 
 Some cut backs had been undertaken through internal consultation, ie 
changes to crewing arrangements and fire appliances with savings having 
already been made.   However there were proposals to reduce personnel 
through retirement and to merge some fire stations, with Stanks and Gipton 
being considered and that a consultation exercise was being undertaken on 
the next set of proposals from the Fire Authority, with Members being urged to 
participate in this consultation.   Mr Kirk also referred to the importance of fire 
prevention and that through smarter working with other agencies and shared 
data it might be possible to identify people who were vulnerable and at risk in 
order to provide fire prevention information and equipment and reduce serious 
harm 
 Members commented on the following matters raised by Mr Kirk: 

• the likely level of staff reduction in West Yorkshire 

• whether unforeseen absences could be accommodated without 
any detrimental impact to the service 

Mr Kirk stated that the staffing levels were expected to decrease in  
West Yorkshire from 1350 to 1100 over a five year period.   In terms of cover 
arrangements, an operational resource pool of 65 officers existed to provide 
cover where it was needed.   The view was expressed that the level of cover 
was low but Mr Kirk reiterated this was considered to be sufficient 
 RESOLVED -  To note the report, the presentation by Mr Kirk and the 
comments now made 
 
 

23 Consultation on expansion of primary school provision for September 
2013  

 
 The Committee considered a report of the Director of Children’s 
Services providing information on consultation on proposals to expand 
primary school provision in some parts of the city, for September 2013.   
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Although the proposals were not regarded as affecting schools in wards 
covered by Outer East Area Committee, the report had been submitted to 
inform Members of plans in adjacent areas 
 Lesley Savage from Children’s Services presented the report and 
informed Members that four proposals were out for consultation, two relating 
to expansions of existing primary schools and two for proposed new schools 
 Members commented on the following matters: 

• the expansion of Whitkirk Primary School with concerns that this 
had been managed without the need for planning permission 

• that this had meant there had not been the opportunity to 
consider and address the traffic and parking issues associated 
with the school and that increased pupil and staff numbers 
would add to the highways problems being faced by residents 

• that no Green Travel Plan existed  

• that at certain times of the day due to on-street parking, 
emergency vehicles could face access problems, leading to 
health and safety concerns 

• that previously, Members’ suggestions for traffic measures, ie 
the provision of a turning circle, had been accepted, however 
the officer with responsibility for this had moved sections and no 
further action had taken place 

• that an expansion of Colton Primary School was much needed 
as a high percentage of local parents were unable to obtain a 
place for their children in their first preferenced school yet this 
had not been included in the proposals 

• that a new residential development in the area was being 
constructed but that this increase in the number of dwellings – 
many being family homes – was not translating into school 
places, with the problem of a lack of school places in Colton 
moving to the next nearest primary schools, these being 
Austhorpe Primary and Whitkirk Primary 

• the need to ensure there was a link between Planning Services 
and Children’s Services to better understand and plan for 
proposed residential developments  

• that sustainability which included school provision was a 
material planning consideration 

• that the issue of Section 106 Agreements in relation to 
education contributions had been a cause for concern to Plans 
Panel East Members and that a simple method for calculating 
education contributions should be devised.   There was also the 
need for Children’s Services to re-examine the contributions 
agreed on developments not yet built, as the situation had 
changed dramatically since these had been negotiated, with 
many schools now being full or above their capacity; that 
funding for new schools had been reduced or withdrawn and 
that the relatively small sums being offered per head were no 
longer sufficient to off-set the impact of residential 
developments.   On this matter there were concerns that if these 
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issues were not dealt with, the opportunity to acquire 
contributions of an adequate level would be lost 

• the need for Ward Members to meet with Senior Officers in 
Children’s Services and Highways to discuss the issues which 
had been raised 

• that a further report should be submitted which set out the 
demographic information for all schools in the Outer East Area 

• concerns about the site for the proposed new school in South 
Leeds – the former South Leeds Sports Centre – and that other 
proposals for the site existed 

 
Councillor Hyde declared a personal interest through being a Governor  

at Colton Primary School and through his involvement in the issues at 
Whitkirk Primary School as a Ward Member 

 
Lesley Savage responded to the issues raised and provided the  

following responses: 

• that  a meeting between Ward Members and Officers to discuss 
the issues raised about Whitkirk Primary and the issue of school 
places could be arranged 

• that following Ward Members comments on the problems faced 
by parents obtaining places at Colton Primary School, Officers 
had committed to re-examine the option of expansion of that 
school but that the Officer dealing with this matter was currently 
on long-term sick but was expected to return to work within a 
few weeks 

• that the report considered by Executive Board on the expansion 
of school provision did indicate areas for further work which 
included the Templenewsam area 

• that support had been given to test proposals for a new school 
on the site of the former South Leeds Sports Centre and that 
this was being consulted upon as part of a competitive process 
to build two new schools in Leeds 

• that the comments made about the S106 matters would be fed 
back to the Head of Service with responsibility for this to provide 
information to Members 

Concerns were raised about management allocation when staff were  
absent for long periods  
 RESOLVED – 

i) To note the report and the comments now made 
ii) That a further report be submitted providing information 

including demographic details of all the schools in the Outer 
East area 

iii) That a meeting be arranged with Ward Members and Officers to 
discuss the concerns raised relating to Whitkirk Primary and 
Colton Primary 

iv) That further information relating to S106 contributions for 
education provision be provided 
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24 Delegation of Environmental Services - Service Level Agreement  
 

 Further to minute 13 of the Outer East Area Committee meeting held 
on 5th July 2011 where Members received a progress report on work towards 
the delegation of some environmental services to Area Committees, Members 
considered a report of the Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods 
providing details of the Service Level Agreement (SLA) which had been drawn 
up for the Outer East area and seeking approval of this document 
 Members welcomed Mr Tom Smith, the Locality Manager for South 
and Outer East Leeds for street cleansing, who had taken over from Andy 
Beattie who had recently retired 
 Tom Smith presented the report and informed Members that the 
comments made at the workshops organised for the proposed new service 
had been included and that one of the key proposals in the SLA was for a 
deliverable mechanical sweeping service which would also have built in 
capacity to enable staff to be proactive and reactive 
 Some of the key priorities identified for the Outer East area were 
outlined, these being: 

• School routes 

• Overflowing litter bins 

• Dog fouling 

• Working with other partners 

• A maintenance programme for ginnels 

• Engagement, particularly with Parish Councils 
The importance of the Environmental Sub-Group was highlighted in the 

new arrangements and it would be to this group that any requests for 
additional cleansing would be made if it was felt the request could not be 
accommodated without an impact on the service 

The new service would be outcome focused and aimed to provide an 
equal standard of cleanliness for all residents.   A multi-agency approach 
would be adopted in the priority neighbourhoods, with Halton Moor and 
Osmondthorpe being the first two priority areas for the Outer East 

Further work would be needed for the next SLA as it had been found 
that some information collected as part of the process needed to be validated, 
an example of this being the location of litter bins 

Members commented on the following matters: 

• whether the new arrangements could work as proposed  

• staffing levels and vacancy levels.   Tom Smith stated that there 
had been some staffing issues earlier in the year but that a 
recruitment exercise had been carried out and currently there 
were no vacancies 

• that the proposals would lead to a better integrated service and 
one which focussed foremost on service delivery rather than 
matters about land ownership 

• that different levels of service had been a frustration for 
Members and that the arrangements provided the opportunity to 
make improvements and provide accountability  

• the need for Village in Bloom to be given support along with 
other groups.   Members were informed that the enforcement 
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team would be engaging with groups and communities as part of 
their role 

I 
RESOLVED – To note the report and the comments now made and to 

approve the Service Level Agreement for the delivery of delegated 
environmental services for the Outer East area 
 
 

25 The major benefits and added value of Capital Well Being funding in 
South East Leeds  

 
 The South East Area Leader presented a report providing details of 
how the capital Well Being budget in the South East had been spent and the 
benefits gained from this expenditure.   Appended to the report was a 
breakdown of the amount received between 2004 and 2010 for use by the 
Outer East Area Committee, this being £725,000, with Members being 
informed that the use of this money for projects in the area had led to 
additional funding being provided from other organisations, for the benefit of 
the area 
 RESOLVED -  To note the contents of the report and the comments 
now made 
 
 

26 Aire Valley Homes Leeds Involvement in Area Committees  
 

 The Area Committee considered a joint report of the South East Area 
Leader and the Chief Executive of Aire Valley Homes Leeds (AVHL) outlining 
the current involvement AVHL had with Outer East Area Committee 
 The Chair welcomed Simon Costigan, the Chief Executive of AVHL to 
the meeting and congratulated him on his recent appointment to that post 
 Mr Costigan presented the report and highlighted some of the work 
carried out, particularly in respect of the integrated locality working agenda 
and referred to the following matters: 

• home visits, with each new tenant receiving a home visit 

• walkabouts 

• the work of the ASB team 

• garden enforcement 
Members commented on the following matters: 

• that Members were not always able to take part in the 
walkabouts but this was not due to a lack of interest, but due to 
their many other commitments 

• the likely effects of the Welfare Reform Bill, whether help and 
advice with money management or financial support was being 
considered 

• the need to carefully balance the requirements of collecting 
rents with dealing sensitively and compassionately with difficult 
circumstances presented by tenants 

• that the closer working with all 3 ALMOs was to be welcomed  
Mr Costigan responded and stated that he was aware of how the  
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changes from a range of benefits to a single benefit could impact on tenants 
and the ALMO’s income stream, particularly as over 70% of AVHL tenants 
were on some  kind of benefit 
 Shaid Mahmood, the South East Area Leader referred to joint working; 
that different approaches had been piloted in the South and South East Area 
and that Yvonne Crowther, leader of the resident-led model in South Leeds 
had been awarded the Regional Pride of Britain Award and was now going 
forward to the national awards.   The East Outer Area Committee wished 
Yvonne well 
 
  

27 Area Management Performance Reporting  
 

 Members considered a report of the Director of Children’s Services 
which provided key performance information at a local level in line with the 
new Children and Young People’s Plan 2011 – 2015 
 Mr Ken Morton from Children’s Services presented the report and 
informed Members that this was the first of two reports to be presented to 
East Outer Area Committee on a yearly basis.   The report before Members 
related more to social care data whereas the report to be presented to a 
future meeting would focus on educational attainment 
 Information was provided on: 

• the number of Looked After Children across wards  

• the increase in Child Protection Plans and additional resources 
to address this 

• the information behind the data which was enabling providers to 
identify children and their families and target resources more 
effectively 

• that a more detailed breakdown was available which clearly 
showed the problem to be more intensive in some parts of the 
city 

• the NEET agenda and the need to focus on employment 
Members welcomed the report but raised concerns that the Youth  

Service had not been referred to; that there was a desire to have greater local 
involvement in this area to ensure the Youth Service provision was 
appropriate for the needs of the area and that further information was 
requested on this 
 In response to table 3, new referrals, Mr Morton agreed at the request 
of the Chair to investigate any possible hotspots in the Kippax and Methley 
Ward and report back to him on this 
 Concerns were raised about data in table 8 referring to school 
inspection judgement grades which showed a high number of primary schools 
achieving a ‘satisfactory’ judgement which was not considered to be sufficient.   
Members were informed that this matter was likely to be focussed on when 
the debate around primary academies began  

RESOLVED – To note the report and the comments now made 
 

 
28 Outer East Business Plan 2011 - 2012  
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 Members considered a report setting out the draft 2011/2012 Area 
Committee Annual Business Plan which would replace the Area Committee’s 
Area Delivery Plan 
 The South East Area Leader presented the report and highlighted the 
progress made in relation to implementation of the Plan 
 RESOLVED -  To note the contents of the report, to approve the 
business plan for 2011/2012 and to approve the forward plan of reports to 
East Outer Area Committee 
 
 

29 Date and time of next meeting  
 

 18th October 2011 at 3.00pm in the Civic Hall, Leeds 
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EAST (OUTER) AREA COMMITTEE 
 

TUESDAY, 18TH OCTOBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor K Parker in the Chair 

 Councillors S Armitage, M Dobson, 
P Grahame, W Hyde, J Lewis, M Lyons, 
A McKenna, K Mitchell and K Wakefield 

 
   

 
 

30 Chair's opening remarks  
 

 The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting 
 
 

31 Declarations of Interest  
 

 The following Members declared personal/prejudicial interests for the 
purposes of Section 81(3) of the Local Government Act 2000 and paragraphs 
8 to 12 of the Members Code of Conduct 
 Well being budget – Councillor Armitage declared a personal interest 
as the Chair of Swarcliffe Good Neighbours Scheme as the report made 
reference to the gardening service provided by this organisation (minute 38 
refers) 
 
 Further declarations of interest were made later in the meeting 
(minutes 34 and 37 refer) 
 
 

32 Apologies for Absence  
 

 Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Gruen and 
Murray 
 
 

33 Minutes  
 

 RESOLVED -  That the minutes of the East Outer Area Committee 
meeting held on 13th September 2011 be approved 
 
 

34 Matters arising from the minutes  
 

 With reference to minute 23 of the meeting held on 13th September – 
Consultation on expansion of primary school provision for September 2013 – 
Councillor Lyons reiterated his concerns about the expansion of Whitkirk 
Primary School without the need for planning permission but with no 
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mitigation measures being provided to address the traffic and parking 
problems which residents had suffered even prior to the expansion and that 
this matter needed to be considered at a senior level 
  
 Councillor Hyde declared a personal interest through being a Governor 
at Colton Primary School and through his involvement in the issues at 
Whitkirk Primary School as a Ward Member 
 
 Councillor Hyde reiterated his concerns about the situation at Whitkirk 
Primary School and stated that assurances had previously been given by 
Education Leeds that a turning circle and stop-off point would be provided 
before pupil numbers at the school were increased but this had not been done 
 The lack of places at Colton Primary School for children living in the 
village was raised again with the request for action to be taken to address this 
 The Area Management Officer stated that in respect of the 
recommendations made at the meeting on 13th September, a report would be 
submitted to the December East Outer Area Committee providing information 
including demographic details of the schools in the Outer East area; that a 
suggested date of 8th November had been put to Ward Members to discuss 
with Children’s Services Officers the issues raised relating to Whitkirk Primary 
School and Colton Primary School and that in respect of Section 106 
contributions the Head of Performance, Peter Storrie, was preparing a briefing 
paper on this for Ward Members and would arrange to meet with Members if 
requested 
 The Chair welcomed the Chief Executive, Mr Riordan, who was in 
attendance at the meeting.   Mr Riordan agreed to take up the issues which 
had been raised and seek responses from the relevant Chief Officers and 
agreed to respond to Ward Members before the proposed meeting on 8th 
November 
 
 

35 Open Forum  
 

 In accordance with paragraphs 6.24 and 6.25 of the Area Committee 
Procedure Rules, the Chair allowed a period of up to 10 minutes for members 
of the public to make representations or to ask questions on matters within the 
terms of reference of the Area Committee 
 
 On this occasion, there were no matters raised by members of the 
public 
 
 

36 Introduction of Tom Riordan, Chief Executive LCC  
 

 Mr Riordan thanked Members for the time they had spent with him 
since his appointment in 2010.   Mr Riordan stated that he realised the 
diversity of the city as a whole and areas within it and that it was his intention 
to attend Area Committee meetings to listen to the key issues 
 Members were informed that it was Mr Riordan’s intention to ensure 
that Senior Officers of the Council were aware of the issues which were 
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happening on the ground across all areas and offered to come out again to 
visit Members if requested 
 From attending several Area Committees, Mr Riordan said that a few 
issues were common, these being education and the effects of population 
changes; housing and the environmental agenda ie ‘crime and grime’ 
although it was hoped that the recent delegation of certain environmental 
services to Area Committees would provide the opportunity for improvements 
to this service 
 
 

37 Annual report  for Parks and Countryside Service in East Outer Area 
Committee  

 
 Members considered a report of the Head of Parks and Countryside 
providing information on the assets, park usage and public perception of this 
provision in the East Outer area 
 Mr Flesher, Head of Parks and Countryside presented the report and 
highlighted the main issues, these being: 

• that from the 2009 data there were 2.2 million annual visits to 
East Outer community parks 

• whilst Temple Newsam accounted for 1.9m visitors, the figures 
showed that daily and weekly visits to community parks were 
high, - 40% and 76% respectively 

• that in addition to sports teams with long term leases, 58 teams 
utilised the area’s playing pitches 

• that volunteering was strong, with over 3000 days of voluntary 
work being carried out in the East Outer area, with the aim being 
for these groups to be able to work unsupervised but with 
support where needed 

• that by March 2012 all site based gardeners would be trained to 
work with volunteer groups 

• the range of voluntary groups operating in the area and the 
importance of Friends groups  

• the work of the In Bloom groups; that these were highly self 
motivated and self administered and that these groups had 
transformed areas and created a sense of place in their 
communities 

• that Garforth in Bloom obtained a Silver Gilt at the 2011 
Yorkshire in Bloom awards with Kippax maintaining its Gold 
status for a second year 

• the Leeds Quality Park status and the Green Flag award 
scheme with two of the parks in the area, Manston Park and 
Barley Hill Park already meeting the national standard for parks 
and green spaces 

• on-going work and planned improvements and the need to work 
with the Area Committee and Ward Members to identify and 
target funding particularly from S106 Agreements to improve the 
area 

Members thanked Mr Flesher for his excellent report and 
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commented on the following matters: 

• that Redhall playing fields did not seem to have been included.   
Members were informed that this was included in the sports 
pitch provision 

• the need to make links with local schools to encourage 
volunteering by pupils 

• whether the Village in Bloom groups were formally thanked by 
the Council for their work.   Mr Flesher stated that an event for 
the In Bloom groups was held each year and hosted by the Lord 
Mayor 

• the need to link the Outer East Environmental Sub-Committee 
with the Village in Bloom groups 

• the need for information on future proposals 

• concerns about anti-social behaviour at Barley Hill playground 
and the need to secure the car park at night.   Mr Flesher 
agreed to follow this up 

• that gating  Barley Hill Park at night would be of benefit and the 
need to ensure the timescale was accomplished for the funding 
secured by an agreement with Garforth Cemetery 

• whether any proposals existed for Swillington and Great 
Preston.   Members were informed that the Parks and 
Countryside Service would be happy to work with the Parish 
Council to see if they could help in respect of opportunities for 
greenspace in the area 

• the need to raise awareness of the voluntary work undertaken 
from Daniel Yorath House which as well as improving and 
maintaining local parks, also provided rehabilitation  

• the excellent staff employed in Parks and Countryside and that 
Bob Bradley and Richard Gill especially should be thanked for 
their hard work 

• that Temple Newsam did not feature in all of the data in the 
submitted report and the reasons for this.   Mr Flesher explained 
that although being a local park, it was also a city park, however 
for the annual report in 2012, the data would be changed to 
include Temple Newsam 

• that proposals were ongoing to extend the existing skate park 
facility at Allerton Bywater but that this depended on funding 

• Public Rights of Way and number of applications outstanding.   
Mr Flesher agreed to provide this information to Members 

 
Councillor Wakefield declared a personal interest as a member of the  

Yorkshire Wildlife Trust 
 Councillor Lyons declared a personal interest as a member of the 
Friends of Temple Newsam 
 
 RESOLVED – To note the report and the comments now made 
 
 

38 Outer East Area Committee Well being Budget Report  
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 East Outer Area Committee considered a report of the Assistant Chief 
Executive (Planning, Policy and Improvement), providing details of the Well 
Being budget, including a summary of the revenue spend approved for the 
current municipal year; details of new projects to be agreed; information on 
projects funded recently by the Area Committee and the benefits they have 
provided together with an update on the current position of the Small Grants 
Budget 
 The Area Management Officer presented the report and informed 
Members that the Area Committee-funded CESO had now obtained a core 
funded post.   As several departments were currently undergoing restructures 
it was being recommended not to recruit to this post at this time with the 
£20,000 allocated being split evenly between the four Wards for priority work 
 Members were informed that the gardening service organised by 
Swarcliffe Good Neighbours had been very successful with all the feedback 
which had been received being positive 
 Regarding the requests for funding for Christmas lights, Members were 
informed that despite efforts being made to engage with local traders in the 
Halton area with a view to securing contributions towards Christmas lights 
there, this had not proved successful for this year.   However, the former 
Morley Town Centre manager was now working in the East Outer area and it 
was hoped he could use his expertise to generate some interest with local 
traders 
 RESOLVED -   

i) To note the report and the comments now made 
ii) To note the position of the Well being budget 
iii) To note the Small Grants approved to date 
iv) To approve the following projects: 

• Cross Gates Christmas lights - £2,890 

• Garforth Christmas lights - £3,910* 

• Garforth Christmas lights switch on event - £5,230* 

• Kippax Christmas lights and switch on event - £3,000 
 
*Subsequent to the meeting, it was noted that incorrect figures appeared in 
part of the report which set the figures for the Garforth Christmas lights as 
£3,900 and the Garforth Christmas lights switch on event as £9,140; this 
being the combined total of the cost of the lights and switch on event, ie 
£3,910 and £5,230 
 
 

39 A summary of key work  
 

 The East Outer Area Committee considered a report of the Assistant 
Chief Executive (Planning, Policy and Improvement), providing information on 
priority work carried out in the East Outer area in recent months; an update on 
Swarcliffe PFI credits and the minutes relating to community engagement 
activities and partnership meetings 
 The Area Management Officer presented the report and provided 
information on the following matters: 
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• Swarcliffe PFI credits, with Members being informed that 
£107,241 was the balance for the Crossgates and Whinmoor 
Ward, with further clarification being provided at Members’ 
request 

• the CESO post, referred to in minute 39 above and that as the 
responsibility for dealing with domestic noise nuisance no longer 
rested with the Locality Team, some capacity had been found in 
order to provide cover for sickness absence and to ensure that 
all areas of South East Leeds received officer coverage and 
support 

• that a report on the Health and Well Being Partnership would be 
submitted to the December Area Committee meeting 

• the success of the Older Persons Week event which enabled 
participants to network and see the range of help and support 
which was available to enable people to live independently for 
longer 

• tasking teams and the work being undertaken 

• the Community Payback scheme, with Members being informed 
that two cases which had proved problematic were being looked 
into  

• that work had commenced towards establishing a Trade 
Association in Garforth with a recent meeting having been held 
with approximately 20 traders attending 

RESOLVED -  To note the report; the comments now made and 
that Members’ thanks be passed on to those involved in the Older 
Person’s Week event which was very successful 

 
 

40 Date and time of next meeting  
 

 Tuesday 13th December 2011 at 3.00pm in the Civic Hall, Leeds 
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SOUTH (INNER) AREA COMMITTEE 
 

WEDNESDAY, 21ST SEPTEMBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor A Gabriel in the Chair 

 Councillors J Blake, D Congreve, G Driver, 
K Groves, M Iqbal and A Ogilvie 

 
15 Chair's Opening Remarks  
 

The Chair welcomed all in attendance to the September meeting of the South 
(Inner) Area Committee and invited everyone present to introduce 
themselves. 
 

16 Declarations of Interest  
 

There were no declarations of interest. 
 

17 Apologies for Absence  
 

Apologies for absence were submitted by Councillors Davey and Nash. 
 

18 Minutes - 21st June 2011  
 

RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meeting held on 21st June 2011 be 
approved as a correct record. 
 

19 Matters Arising from the Minutes  
 

Minute No. 5 – Matters arising from the Minutes 
 
It was agreed to write to South Leeds Youth Hub to request that they 
commemorate the work and contribution of Merlyn Rees. 
 
Minute No. 6 – Open Forum 
 
It was reported that Kris Nenadic, LCC Parks and Countryside, was pursuing 
the issue of steps in need of repair at Cross Flatts Park. 
 
In relation to concerns raised about an empty property on Stratford Terrace, 
Beeston, it was reported that enforcement action against the owner was 
taking place. 
 
Tom Smith, Locality Manager (South and Outer East Leeds), agreed to 
pursue issues in relation to empty housing in Hillside, litter in gardens, houses 
boarded up, etc. 
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20 Open Forum  
 

In accordance with paragraphs 6.24 and 6.25 of the Area Committee 
Procedure Rules, the Chair allowed a period of up to 10 minutes for members 
of the public to make representations or to ask questions on matters within the 
terms of reference of the Area Committee. 
 
It was reported that Holbeck had recently won a silver award and Leeds a 
gold award, as part of the Yorkshire in Bloom competition, which took place at 
the Great Yorkshire Showground, Harrogate.  Members expressed concern 
that Leeds City Council (LCC) was not represented at the event. 
 
A local resident thanked South Leeds Area Management Team for their help 
and support in developing Beeston Hill Residents Voice. 
 

21 Children's Services Performance Reporting  
 

The Director of Children’s Services submitted a report which presented key 
Children’s Services performance information at a local area level. 
  
The following documents were appended to the report for Members’ 
comments / information: 
  
Appendix 1 – Proposed Schedule of Information for Area Committee 

Reporting for 2011/12 
Appendix 2 – Note of the Leeds Children’s Services Meeting with the DfE:  

20th May 2011 
Appendix 3 – LAC, CPP, New Referrals, and CAF Data by Area 
Appendix 4 – Primary & Secondary School Attendance data by Area and  

Ward 
Appendix 5 – NEET and Not Known data by Area and Ward 
Appendix 6 – School Inspection Data by Area. 
  
The Chair welcomed to the meeting, Nigel Richardson, Director of Children’s 
Services, to present the report and respond to Members’ questions and 
comments. 
 
In brief summary, the key points of discussion were: 
 

• Adopting a city-wide approach to clusters and ensuring a consistent 
approach. 

• The need to improve outcomes for vulnerable families. 
• The role of Elected Members. 
• The potential benefits of joined up working with Leisure Services. 
• Further information requested by Members on the Leeds Education 
Challenge. 

• The impact of national policy and risks associated with the 
fragmentation of schools. 
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RESOLVED – That the report and information appended to the report be 
noted. 
 

22 Houses in Multiple Occupation - Planning Workshops  
 

The Director of City Development submitted a report which informed the Area 
Committee of the three planning workshops to be held in relation to the 
production of a new supplementary planning document (SPD) addressing the 
growth and management of houses in multiple occupation (HMO) 
concentrations. 
 
The Chair welcomed to the meeting, Sarah Welsh, City Development, to 
present the report and respond to Members’ questions and comments. 
 
In brief summary, the main highlighted points were: 
 

• Confirmation that the South Leeds workshop was taking place on 
Thursday, 29th September in Hillside, Beeston from 6.00pm to 9.00pm.  
Ward Members and local community group representatives were 
encouraged to attend the event. 

• Concerns associated with some private sector housing provision.    
 
RESOLVED –  
 
(a)  That the contents of the report be noted 
(b)  That Ward Members and local community group representatives be 
encouraged to attend the South Leeds workshop in Hillside, Beeston on 29th 
September 2011. 
 

23 Consultation on expansion of primary school provision for September 
2013  

 
The Director of Children’s Services submitted a report which presented the 
Area Committee with proposals being brought forward in response to rising 
demand for reception places city wide.  In particular, the report drew 
Members’ attention to a proposal for a new school in Beeston and Holbeck on 
the site of the former South Leeds Sports Centre to open September 2014. 
 
The Chair welcomed to the meeting, Viv Buckland, Head of Service, 
Children’s Services, to present the report and respond to Members’ questions 
and comments. 
 
RESOLVED – That the contents of the report be noted. 
 

24 Community Safety Activity in 2010/11 in Inner South  
 

The Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods submitted a report which 
provided an update on crime trends and a range of community safety activity 
throughout 2010/11. 
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The Chair welcomed to the meeting, Gerry Shevlin, Area Community Safety 
Co-ordinator and Neighbourhood Inspector Damien Miller, West Yorkshire 
Police, to present the report and respond to Members’ questions and 
comments. 
 
In brief summary, the key areas of discussion were: 
 

• Concern about the increase in drug offences.  It was advised that this 
was largely due to an increase in neighbourhood policing team activity 
and community intelligence. 

• Concerns about the increase in domestic violence linked to alcohol 
dependency.  Greater resources were now in place to tackle this 
through development of a multi-agency approach. 

• Greater emphasis needed tackling prostitution in Holbeck, and 
developing a city wide response. 

• Recognition and support of Neighbourhood Policing Teams and their 
positive contribution in communities.  

 
RESOLVED – That the contents of the report be noted. 
 

25 Delegation of Environmental Services - Service Level Agreement  
 

The Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods submitted a report which 
presented the final version of the Service Level Agreement (SLA) for the 
delivery of environmental services in the inner south area of Leeds. 
 
The Chair welcomed to the meeting, Tom Smith, Locality Manager (South and 
Outer East Leeds), to present the report and respond to Members’ questions 
and comments. 
 
In brief summary, the main areas of discussion were: 
 

• Ensuring a consistent approach to locality working. 
• The role of local community and residents groups. 
• Developing greater capacity across directorates, tasking teams and 
schools. 

 
RESOLVED –  
 
(a)  That the contents of the report be noted 
(b)  That the Service Level Agreement be approved. 
 

26 Aire Valley Homes Leeds Contribution to Locality Working and 
Involvement in Area Committees  

 
A joint report was submitted from the South East Area Leader and Chief 
Executive of Aire Valley Homes Leeds which outlined Aire Valley Homes 
Leeds (AVHL) current involvement with the Area Committee and explored 
ways of making that involvement as meaningful and productive as possible. 
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In the absence of a representative from AVHL attending the meeting, Shaid 
Mahmood, South East Area Leader, presented the report and responded to 
Members’ questions and comments. 
 
One Member requested a breakdown of statistics provided by Aire Valley 
Homes.  It was agreed to include this breakdown as part of the six monthly 
updates to be provided to the Area Committee. 
 
RESOLVED –  
 
(a)  That the contents of the report be noted 
(b)  That Aire Valley Homes Leeds provides the Area Committee with six 
monthly updates on progress with areas of mutual interest. 
 

27 The Major Benefits and Added Value of Capital Well being Funding in 
South East Leeds  

 
The South East Area Leader submitted a report which presented the major 
benefits and added value of capital Well being funding in South East Leeds. 
 
Appended to the report was a copy of the capital budget for the 6 years 
between 2004 and end financial year 2010/11. 
 
Shaid Mahmood, South East Area Leader, presented the report and 
responded to Members’ questions and comments. 
 
RESOLVED – That the report and information appended to the report be 
noted. 
 

28 Middleton Park Strategic Advisory Group  
 

The South East Area Leader submitted a report which outlined a proposal to 
establish the Middleton Park Strategic Advisory Group. 
 
Gavin Forster, Area Project Officer, presented the report and responded to 
Members’ questions and comments. 
 
Members briefly discussed overcoming local perceptions about Middleton 
Park, ensuring the park was safe to visit, especially in the evening. 
 
RESOLVED –  
 
(a)  That the contents of the report be noted 
(b)  That the Middleton Park Strategic Advisory Group be established and 
monitored accordingly 
(c)  That a Member from each Inner South Ward be appointed to serve on the 
Middleton Park Strategic Advisory Group. 
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29 Inner South Area Committee Business Plan 2011-12  
 

The South East Area Leader submitted a report which presented an update 
on the work to date to develop an Area Committee Business Plan. 
 
The following documents were appended to the report for Members’ 
comments / information: 
 
- Area Committee Business Plan (draft) 
- Inner South Area Committee Forward Plan 2011/12 
- Draft priorities and action table. 

 
Tom O’Donovan, Area Management Officer, presented the report and 
responded to Members’ questions and comments. 
 
RESOLVED –  
 
(a)  That the contents of the report be noted 
(b)  That the Area Management Team continues to develop the Business Plan 
and a public facing version of the plan 
(c)  That the Area Management Team organises an Outcome Based 
Accountability (OBA) workshop to brief Members on the principles of OBA and 
provide an opportunity to contribute to populating the priorities and actions 
table 
(d)  That the Area Committee receives updates at future meetings and adopts 
a three year plan at the March 2012 meeting that will be subject to a refresh 
annually. 
 

30 Priority Neighbourhood Worker - Cottingley  
 

The South East Area Leader submitted a report which presented a proposal 
for the Outer South Priority Neighbourhood Worker to become a shared 
resource with Inner South Area Committee, particularly focusing on the 
Cottingley estate. 
 
Tom O’Donovan, Area Management Officer, presented the report and 
responded to Members’ questions and comments. 
 
RESOLVED –  
 
(a)  That the report and information appended to the report be noted 
(b)  That the proposal for the Priority Neighbourhood Worker to become a 
shared resource with the Outer South Area Committee be approved 
(c)  That funding be approved from the Beeston and Holbeck ward revenue 
allocation to support the proposal. 
 

31 South Inner Area Committee Well being Report  
 

The South East Area Leader submitted a report which updated Members on 
both the capital and revenue elements of the Committee’s Wellbeing budget, 
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advised the Area Committee of the Small Grants approved since the last 
meeting and invited Members to determine the capital and revenue proposals, 
as detailed within the report. 
  
Tom O’Donovan, Area Management Officer, presented the report and 
responded to Members’ questions and comments. 
 
RESOLVED –  
 
(a)  That the report and information appended to the report, which includes 
the available balance of the Area Committee’s revenue and capital well being 
budgets, be noted 
(b)  That the following decisions be made in relation to the wellbeing funding 
proposals which had been submitted for determination at the meeting: 
  

• West Yorkshire Police – Victims of Crime fund – £2,500 from Beeston 
& Holbeck, City & Hunslet and Middleton Park wards – Approved 

• Streetscene Services – Litterbin – Cherry Row, Leeds, LS9 – £400 
from City & Hunslet ward – Approved 

• Leeds Lights – Belle Isle Christmas Lights – £1,830 from Middleton 
Park ward – Approved 

• West Yorkshire Police – Middleton & Belle Isle Smartwater Project – 
£1,845 from the Community Safety pot – Deferred to receive further 
information and consultation with Ward Members 

• West Yorkshire Police – Middleton Shed breaks – £3,150 from the 
Community Safety pot – Deferred to receive further information and 
consultation with Ward Members. 

• West Yorkshire Police – Operation Dark – £5,000 from the Community 
Safety pot – Approved. 

 
32 Leeds Station Southern Entrance  
 

The Metro Development Team submitted a report which updated the Area 
Committee on development of a new pedestrian entrance to the south of 
Leeds railway station. 
 
In the absence of a representative from Metro attending the meeting, Tom 
O’Donovan, Area Management Officer, presented the report. 
 
One Member questioned the general benefits of the scheme beyond 
commuters. 
 
RESOLVED – That the contents of the report be noted and future updates be 
provided to the Area Committee. 
 

33 A Key Summary of Work  
 

The South East Area Leader submitted a report which detailed work by the 
Area Management Team on key priorities in the inner south area of Leeds 
since the last Area Committee meeting. 
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The following information was appended to the report: 
 
- Minutes of the Area Chair’s Forum held on 17th June 2011 
- Minutes of the Community Centres Sub Committee held on 18th July 
2011 

- Minutes of the Inner South Environmental Sub Group held on12th 
August 2011 

- Minutes of the South East Health and Well being Partnership held on 
26th May and 28th July 2011. 

- Update on the Recreations Binyards Project 
- Minutes of the Cottingley Multi-agency steering group held on 10th 
August 2011 

- Manor Farms Project Evaluation Report 
 
Tom O’Donovan, Area Management Officer, presented the report and 
responded to Members’ questions and comments. 
 
RESOLVED –  
 
(a) That the report and information appended to the report be noted 
(b) That funding of the sports camp, outlined in 5.2 to the report, in 

October half term, be approved. 
 

34 Dates, Times and Venues of Future Meetings  
 

Tuesday, 8th November 2011 
(Civic Hall, Leeds, LS1 1UR) 
  
Wednesday, 11th January 2012 
(Civic Hall, Leeds, LS1 1UR) 
  
Tuesday, 7th February 2012 
(To be confirmed) 
  
Wednesday, 21st March 2012 
(To be confirmed) 
  
(All meetings to commence at 6.30pm.) 
  
  
(The meeting concluded at 8.55pm.) 
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SOUTH (OUTER) AREA COMMITTEE 
 

MONDAY, 5TH SEPTEMBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor R Finnigan in the Chair 

 Councillors K Bruce, Dawson, J Dunn, 
J Elliott, B Gettings, S Golton, T Leadley, 
L Mulherin, K Renshaw, S Varley and 
D Wilson 

 
 
 

14 Minutes - 4 July 2011  
 

RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meeting held on 4 July 2011 be 
confirmed as a correct record. 
 

15 Open Forum  
 

The agenda made reference to the provision contained in the Area Committee 
Procedure rules for an Open Forum Session at each ordinary meeting of an 
Area Committee, for members of the public to ask questions or to make 
representations on matters within the terms of reference of the Area 
Committee.  On this occasion, no matters were raised under this item by 
those members of the public who were in attendance. 
 

16 Consultation on Expansion of Primary School Provision  
 

The report of the Director of Children’s Services presented the Area 
Committee with an update on the work being undertaken across the city to 
ensure the authority meets its statutory duty to ensure sufficiency of school 
places in the context of an increasing birth rate. In particular, it drew 
members’ attention to the proposal directly affecting the outer south area. 
Leeds City Council’s Executive Board had approved a consultation on a 
proposal to expand Morley Newlands Primary School from September 2013.  
 
Vivienne Buckland, Children’s Services was in attendance for this item 
 
It was reported that the only school affected in the outer south area was 
Newlands Primary and the proposals would change the entry level from 60 
children to 90 children.  The other proposal close to outer south was to build a 
new school in Holbeck. 
 
In response to Members comments and questions, the following issues were 
discussed: 
 

• It was felt feasible for the proposals to be completed by September 
2013. 
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• Concern was expressed regarding new developments in Ardsley and 
Robin Hood and the subsequent impact on school admissions. 

• Discussion round prescribed safe walking distances to school. 

• Issues affecting admissions such as parental preference and changes 
in birth rates. 

 
RESOLVED –  
 

(a) That he report be noted. 
(b) That the proposals be fully supported by the South (Outer) Area 

Committee 
 

17 Children Services Performance Report  
 

The report of the Director of Children’s Services supported Elected Member 
involvement with Children’s Services locally by helping to strengthen 
understanding of some key performance information at a local area level.  It 
built on previous Children’s Services performance reports presented to Area 
Committees in 2010 and earlier this year 
 
The Chair welcomed Pat Toner, Director for Organisational Improvement, 
Children’s Services to the meeting for this item. 
 
The Committee was informed of the development of cluster arrangements 
across the City and how this would assist with the intervention for vulnerable 
children via work with child protection teams.  There was a need to engage 
with Elected Members in this approach and the Committee was also informed 
how these arrangements would be co-ordinated across the City. 
 
Members attention was also brought to the following issues: 
 

• Improvement and Inspection Activity – An inspection was due. 

• The Changing Education Context – The Leeds Education Challenge – 
Reference was made to Member Seminars and discussion with Area 
Committees. 

• Performance Summaries – these were appended to the report and 
referred to a variety of data. 

 
In response to Members comments and questions, the following issues were 
discussed: 
 

• Figures relating to those Not in Education, Employment or Training 
(NEETs) and the various methods and difficulties encountered in 
collating these figures. 

• Reduction in the number of Common Assessment Frameworks – this 
was partly due to early intervention. 

• Concern regarding numbers of children unable to read or write. 

• The overall trend of improvement as outlined in the DfE review meeting 
with Leeds City Council was welcomed. 
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• Improving discipline in schools. 
 
RESOLVED – That the report be noted. 
 
 

18 Community Safety Activity in 2010/2011 in Outer South  
 

The report of the Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods provided 
details on crime trends and a range of community Safety that had taken place 
during 2010/11.  It also updated Members on the key priorities for 2011/12 
and summarised wellbeing spend on community safety issues. 
 
Gerry Shevlin, Area Community Safety Co-ordinator, and Inspector Hammill 
and Sergeant Pickard of West Yorkshire Police attended the meeting for this 
item. 
 
Members attention was brought to the tables in the report and particular 
attention was brought to the following: 
 

• There had been a reduction in burglary across all four of the south 
outer wards. 

• There was a new Anti-Social Behaviour team in operation. 

• A summary of tasking work across the area. 

• Community Safety Activity – including the prevention of violent 
extremism. 

• Key priorities for 2011/12 
 
In response to Members comments and questions, the following issues were 
discussed: 
 

• The rise in drugs offences 

• Role of Police Community Support Officers 

• Enforcement issues and joint working between the Police, Council and 
other partners. 

• Members expressed their thanks to Neighbourhood Policing Teams for 
their work across the outer south area. 

 
RESOLVED – That the report be noted. 
 

19 Environmental Delegation - Service Level Agreement  
 

The report of the Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods referred to the 
Service Level Agreement that had been drawn up for the delivery of 
environmental services in outer south Leeds.  It provided final details of the 
agreement and sought the approval of the document which would steer the 
work of the South and Outer East Environmental Locality Team over the next 
6 months. 
 
Tom Smith, Locality Manager was in attendance for this item. 
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Members attention was brought to the services that had been delegated to 
area level and reference was made to the work that had been carried out with 
Elected Members to develop the Service Level Agreement (SLA).  Attention 
was also brought to areas of priority that had been identified and it was 
reported that alterations could be made to the SLA where necessary. 
 
In response to Members comments and questions, the following issues were 
discussed: 
 

• Emptying of litter bins was top priority. 

• Concern regarding the lack of litter picking in Ardsley and Robin Hood. 

• Performance monitoring of the SLA. 

• Issues surrounding fly tipping. 
 
RESOLVED –  
 

(a) That the content of the report be noted; and 
(b) That the Service Level Agreement be agreed 

 
20 Aire Valley Homes Leeds Contribution to Locality Working and 

Involvement in Area Committees  
 

The joint report of the South East Area Leader and Chief Executive of Aire 
Valley Homes Leeds (AVHL) outlined the current involvement AVHL had with 
the Area Committee and explored ways of making that involvement as 
meaningful and productive as possible to meet the design principle for locality 
working. 
 
Key issues highlighted included the following: 
 

• Aire Valley Homes had good working relationships with Leeds City 
Council with Elected Members represented on the AVHL Board and 
Area Panels and also worked closely with Environmental Services, 
Community Safety and other Council departments. 

• The AVHL Business Plan was aligned with Council Services. 

• There was an emphasis on strengthening front line staff with more 
Tenancy Management Officers. 

• Reference was made to involvement with grass cutting and litter 
clearing. 

 
RESOLVED – That the report be noted. 
 
 
 

21 Added Value Capital Well Being  
 

The report of the Area Leader, South East Leeds presented Members with the 
major benefits and added value of capital wellbeing funding in South East 
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Leeds.  It described how the capital wellbeing budget had been spent, for 
what purpose and the benefits gained from its expenditure, 
 
Shaid Mahmood, South East Area Leader presented the report and Members 
welcomed the content.  It was felt that more publicity should be given to the 
projects funded by wellbeing capital funds and it was further reported that an 
additional £0.5million had been leveraged in on the back of these funds. 
 
RESOLVED – That the report be noted. 
 

22 Business Plan Report  
 

The report of the South East Area Leader presented an update on the work to 
develop an Area Committee Business Plan. 
 
Sarah Gill, South East Area Management presented the report. 
 
Members attention was brought to the following issues: 
 

• The Business Plan would replace the Area Delivery Plan 

• The plan would be developed between September 2011 to March 2012 
with a public facing version of the plan. 

• Workshops would be held for Elected Member involvement. 
 
RESOLVED –  
 

(a) That the report be noted 
(b) That the Area Management Team continue to develop a Business 

Plan and a public facing version of the plan. 
(c) That the Area Management Team organise an Outcome Based 

Accountability workshop for Members to receive a briefing on the 
principles of OBA and an opportunity to contribute to populating the 
priorities and actions table. 

(d) That it be agreed to receive updates at future meetings and the 
Area Committee adopt a three year plan at the March 2012 meeting 
that will be subject to a refresh annually. 

 
23 Priority Neighbourhood Worker  
 

The report of the South East Area Leader presented a six monthly update on 
the Priority Neighbourhood Worker project and the 2008-11 Neighbourhood 
Improvement Programme (NIP) as part of the Well being funding monitoring 
progress. 
 
Sarah Gill, South East Area Management presented the report. 
 
Members were informed of a proposal that the Priority Neighbourhood Worker 
became a shared resource with South (Inner) Area Committee.  This would 
provide revenue savings that would allow Members to support other projects 
in outer south.  It was confirmed that a structured work programme would be 
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in place for the Priority Neighbourhood Worker and that support provided 
would be appropriate in relations to costs. 
 
RESOLVED –  
 

(a) That the report be noted. 
(b) That the proposal for the Priority Neighbourhood Worker project to 

become a shared resource within the South (Inner) Area Committee 
be agreed. 

(c) That Area Management develop a proposal, based on this report, to 
the South (Inner) Area Committee to consider sharing the benefits 
of the Priority Neighbourhood Worker and the Revenue Well being 
resource implications. 

 
24 Well being Budget Report  
 

The report of the South East Area Leader provided Members with the 
following: 
 

• confirmation of the 2010/11 carry forward figure and 2011/12 revenue 
allocation 

• An update on both the revenue and capital elements of the Well being 
budget. 

• a summary of revenue spend approved for 2011/12 

• details of capital funding for consideration and approval 

• details of revenue projects agreed to date (Appendix 1) 

• details of capital projects agreed to date (Appendix 2) 

• update on the current position of the Small Grants Budget 
 
Tom O’Donovan, Area Management presented the report and gave Members 
further details on applications that had been received for funding. 
 
RESOLVED –  
 
(a)  That the report be noted; 
(b)  That the position of the Well Being Budget as set out at 3.0 be noted. 
(c) That the revenue amounts for 2011/12 as outlined in Appendix 1 be noted. 
(d) That the Well Being capital projects already agreed as listed in Appendix 2 
be noted. 
(e) That the following project proposals be approved: 

• Alexandra Hall Improvements - £4,000 capital 

• Woodlesford Park Environmental Improvements - £5,000 capital 
(f) That the Small Grants situation in 5.1 be noted. 
 

25 A Summary of Key Work  
 

The report of the South East Area Leader presented a summary of key work 
that had taken place in Outer South Leeds since the last meeting of the Area 
Committee.  Members attention was brought to the Area Chair’s Forum and 
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the requirement for a nomination to the Middleton Park Strategic Advisory 
Group. 
 
RESOLVED –  
 

(a) That the report be noted. 
(b) That Councillor Dunn be appointed to the Middleton Park 

Strategic Advisory Group 
(c) That the name of the Cleaner Neighbourhoods Sub Group is 

changed to the Outer South Environmental Sub Group 
(d) That the revised terms of reference for the Outer South 

Environmental Sub Group be approved. 
 

26 Date and Time of Next Meeting  
 

Monday, 17 October 2011 at 4.00 p.m.  Meeting to be held at Thorpe Primary 
School. 
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SOUTH (OUTER) AREA COMMITTEE 
 

MONDAY, 17TH OCTOBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor R Finnigan in the Chair 

 Councillors K Bruce, Dawson, J Dunn, 
J Elliott, B Gettings, S Golton, T Leadley, 
L Mulherin, K Renshaw, S Varley and 
D Wilson 

 
 
 

27 Declaration of Interests  
 

Councillors Leadley and Dawson declared a personal interest in Agenda Item 
11, Summary of Key Work, due to their positions on Morley Town Centre 
Management Board. 
 

28 Open Forum  
 

The agenda made reference to the provision contained in the Area Committee 
Procedure rules for an Open Forum Session at each ordinary meeting of an 
Area Committee, for members of the public to ask questions or to make 
representations on matters within the terms of reference of the Area 
Committee.  On this occasion, no matters were raised under this item by 
those members of the public who were in attendance. 
 
The Chair took opportunity to pass on thanks to everyone involved with the 
Morley Literature Festival in particular to Area Management staff and 
Councillors Gettings and Elliott. 
 

29 Minutes - 5 September 2011  
 

RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meeting held on 5 September 2011 be 
confirmed as a correct record 

30 Matters Arising from the Minutes  
 

Minute No 17 – Children’s Services Report 
 
Members welcomed the recent Ofsted reports and recognition to 
improvements in Children’s Services across the City. 
 
Minute No 25 – Summary of Key Work 
 
The first meeting of the Middleton Park Strategic Advisory Group had been 
held.  Minutes of the meetings would be forwarded to future Area Committee 
meetings. 
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31 Annual Report - for Parks and Countryside Service in South Outer Area 
Committee  

 
The report of the Head of Parks and Countryside  sought to further develop 
the relationship between the Parks and Countryside service and the South 
Outer Area Committee.  It provided an overview of the service and set out 
some of the challenges faced along with key performance initiatives.  It also 
sought to provide a positive way forward for delivering the extended role of 
the Area Committee to ensure that the benefits of the revised roles were 
secured. 
 
The report set out, at an area level, progress made in attending Leeds Quality 
Park standards and the investment needed to attain these standards and to 
retain them. 
 
Members attention was brought to the following issues:: 
 

• Outer South had 9 community parks, 21 playgrounds and over 40 
sports pitches. 

• Parks across Leeds attracted 68 million visits per year, 4.3 million of 
these being to parks in the Outer South area. 

• The contribution of voluntary workers. 

• The Parks and Greenspace Strategy. 

• Investment required for each park in the Outer South area. 
 
 
In response to Members comments and questions, the following issues were 
discussed: 
 

• The role of ‘In Bloom’ and ‘Friends of’ Groups and support from Town 
and Parish Councils. 

• Lack of suitable play equipment for older children – it was reported 
more engagement was needed with older children and opportunities to 
this with the Youth Service were discussed. 

• Use of allotments. 

• Provision of cricket pitches – there was only one Council provided 
cricket pitch in Outer South as there was small demand.  There were 
private pitches and work was being carried out with the English Cricket 
Board regarding cricket development. 

• The use of Community Payback teams. 
 
RESOLVED – That the report and discussion be noted. 
 
 

32 Leedswatch - CCTV Delegated Function Update Report  
 

The report of the Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods provided 
information on the effectiveness of the Leedswatch CCTV service within the 
Outer South Area in helping to reduce crime and improve public safety.  It 
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also outlined a range of new service areas that the Leedswatch service was 
now responsible for and reported on recent improvements to increase the 
technical capacity within the CCTV control room. 
 
Derek Whitehouse, CCTV Co-ordinator presented the report.  During 
presentation of the report, the following issues were highlighted: 
 

• Work with West Yorkshire Integrated Transport Authority – the control 
room now oversaw transport matters. 

• Partnership work with Urban Traffic Control, West Yorkshire Police and 
Emergency Planning. 

• Significant changes to the control room - £1.5 million of improvement 
had been made 

• Additional services that had come under the Leedswatch monitoring. 

• The Area Committee funded 8 cameras in Outer South Leeds 

• The use of Automatic Number Plate Recognition system. 

• Provision of mobile cameras 
 
In response to Members comments and questions, the following issues were 
discussed: 
 

• There was no budget for the installation of new cameras and new 
cameras cost approximately £25,000 to install. 

• Concern regarding the lack of coverage in Ardsley and Robin Hood – 
arrangements for the deployment of mobile cameras were discussed. 

• Opportunities to generate income – various funding avenues were 
being looked at along with other uses for CCTV that could generate 
income. 

• Improvements to the control room and equipment – this had included 
switching form analogue to digital services, which provided better 
quality pictures. 

 
The Chair welcomed Tom Riordan, Chief Executive, who had joined the 
meeting during the discussion on this item.  Mr Riordan addressed the 
Committee and highlighted Environment and Community Safety as two of the 
key issues highlighted when had visited Area Committees and local 
communities and reference was made to the delegation of some of the 
Streetscene services.  An offer was made to visit for any specific issues and it 
was hoped for senior managers out to visit communities more often. 
 
RESOLVED –  
 

(1) That the work that has taken place over the last 6 months through 
the Leedswatch Service to support crime reduction and improve 
public safety within the committee area be noted. 

(2) That the recent improvements made to increase the technical 
capacity of the CCTV control room and the additional service 
responsibilities that sit within the remit of Leedswatch be noted. 
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(3) That the priority areas of work for the service highlighted from 
section 3.14 be noted. 

 
33 Outer South Area Committee Well being Budget Report  
 

The report of the Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods provided the 
Area Committee with the following: 
 

• confirmation of the 2010/11 carry forward figure and 2011/12 revenue 

allocation 

• an update on both the revenue and capital elements of the Well being 

budget 

• a summary of revenue spend approved for 2011/12 

• details of revenue and capital funding for consideration and approval 

• details of revenue projects agreed to date details of capital projects 

agreed to update on the current position of the Small Grants Budget 

 
RESOLVED –  

(1) That the contents of the report be noted. 

(2) That the position of the Well being Budget as set out at 3.0 be 
noted. 

(3) That the revenue amounts for 2011/12 as outlined in Appendix 1 be 
noted 

(4) That the Well being capital projects already agreed as listed in 
Appendix 2 be noted. 

(5) That the following project proposals be approved: 

• Springhead Park Access Improvements - £7,000 capital 

• Rothwell Haigh Road Cemetery - £800 capital 

• Smithy Lane Recreation Ground Environmental 
Improvements - £750 capital 

(6) That the Small Grants situation in 5.1 be noted. 

 
34 Summary of Key Work  
 

The report of the Area Leader, South East Leeds presented a summary of key 
work that had taken place in the Outer South Leeds Area. 
 
The Chair welcomed Sally Blunt, Leeds City College to the meeting to discuss 
arrangements following the merger of Joseph Priestly College into the Leeds 
City College. 
 
The following issues were highlighted: 
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• The Secretary of State had approved the merger and the former 
Joseph Priestley College continued to provide for South Leeds. 

• All staff had transferred across under TUPE conditions. 

• Enrolment had remained consistent and there were additional places 
for 16 to 18 year olds. 

• There would be a review of the curriculum and it would be ensured that 
local needs would still be met across South Leeds. 

• Work with young people not in education, employment and training 
(NEETs) – this involved working with local schools and the role of 
Elected Members as School Governors. 

 
Further issues discussed included the following: 
 

• Constitution of the Morley Town Centre Management Board. 

• Environmental Services Delegation. 

• Conservation Audits. 

• Participatory Budgeting 
 
RESOLVED –  
 

(1) That the report be noted. 
(2) That the Morley Town Centre Management Board constitution be 

recognised and the transfer of Well being funding, previously paid 
to Morley Town Council, be transferred directly into the Board’s 
bank account. 

(3) That the balance in the Participatory Budgeting costcode be 
transferred into the revenue Well being budget. 

 
35 Dates and Time of Next Meeting  
 

Monday, 5th December at 4.00 p.m.  Meeting to be held at Drighlington 
Meeting Hall. 
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WEST (INNER) AREA COMMITTEE 
 

TUESDAY, 13TH SEPTEMBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor D Atkinson in the Chair 

 Councillors T Hanley, J Harper, A Lowe, 
J McKenna and N Taggart 

 
Co-optees Hazel Boutle, Armley Forum 

Eric Bowes, Armley Forum 
Stephen McBarron, Bramley and 
Stanningley Community Forum 

 
   

 
 

22 Chair's Opening Remarks  
 

The Chair welcomed all in attendance to the September meeting of the West 
(Inner) Area Committee. 
 

23 Declaration of Interests  
 

Councillor Taggart declared a personal and prejudicial interest in relation to 
Item 6- Open Forum- as Chair of Plans Panel (West)- minute 24 refers.  
 

24 Open Forum  
 

In accordance with paragraphs 6.24 and 6.25 of the Area Committee 
Procedure Rules, the Chair allowed a period of up to 10 minutes for members 
of the public to make representations or to ask questions on matters within the 
terms of reference for the Area Committee.  
 
Development at Hayleys Yard 
Kirsty Quayle referred to the above issue which related to a planning 
permission granted by Leeds City Council, and outlined her concerns around 
how the Local Authority assists members of the public when they contact the 
Council, as well as other issues including monitoring.  
 
Councillor Taggart left the meeting during the open forum.  
 
 
 

25 Minutes - 22nd June 2011  
 

RESOLVED – that the minutes of the meeting held on 22nd June 2011 be 
approved as a correct record.  
 
Councillor Taggart rejoined the meeting for consideration of this item.  
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Councillor McKenna joined the meeting during consideration of this item.  
 
 

26 Matters Arising from the Minutes  
 

Sergeant Needham, referring to minute 7, informed the Sub-Committee that 
nine tickets for on street drinking had been issued within the Designated 
Public Places Order Area on Armley Town Street. There was a discussion 
regarding the issuing of fines, and how repeat offenders were dealt with.  
 
Councillor Harper joined the meeting during consideration of this item.  
 
Clare Wiggins, West North West Area Management, referring to minute 9, 
informed Members that officers had circulated larger versions of the appendix 
as requested. Members noted that Area Committee funding for this year had 
been fully committed, however Teenage Pregnancy could be considered for 
funding in the next financial year. Members were assured that they would 
receive Cluster Partnership Invites.  
 
Clare Wiggins, referring to minute 13, informed Members that the Enterprise, 
Economy and Education Partnership had not met recently but that Local 
Leadership Teams were being set up, and that any issues should be passed 
to Jane Maxwell, North West Area Management. It was intended that 
Partnerships be set up in 2012.  
 
Clare Wiggins, referring to minute 15, informed Members that the Hayleysfield 
Allotment toilets were now complete.  
 
Clare Wiggins, referring to minute 16, informed Members that they could 
attend the  new CCTV system at Middleton, and gave specific dates for this.  
 
 

27 Area Chairs' Forum Minutes  
 

The Assistant Chief Executive (Planning, Policy and Improvement) submitted 
a report on a requirement to submit copies of the Area Chairs Forum  Minutes 
to Area Committee meetings.  
 
RESOLVED - That the contents of the report be noted 
 
 

28 Minutes - Community Forum Meetings  
 

A copy of the minutes of the Armley Community Forum meeting held on 19th 
July 2011, together with the minutes of the Bramley and Stanningley 
Community Forum meeting held on 29th July 2011 were submitted for 
Members’ information.  
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RESOLVED- That the minutes of the Armley Community Forum meeting held 
on 19th July 2011, together with the minutes of the Bramley and Stanningley 
Community Forum meeting held on 29th July 2011 be received and noted.  
 
 

29 Minutes - ALMO Inner West Area Panel  
 

A copy of the minutes of the ALMO Inner West Area Panel meeting held on 
13th June 2011 was submitted for Members’ information.  
 
Michael Parker, West North West homes Leeds responded to Members’ 
queries regarding the presence of Travellers on the Gassy Field Site in 
Armley. There was a discussion around different measures which could be 
used as possible prevention methods in the future, together with how funding 
to implement them could be obtained. Gill Hunter, Community Safety Co-
ordinator offered to explore solutions which had been tried in East Leeds and 
feedback to Mick Parker and Members.  
 
RESOLVED – That the minutes of the ALMO West Inner Area Panel meeting 
held on 13th June 2011 be received and noted  
 
 

30 Wellbeing Fund Budget Report  
 

The Assistant Chief Executive submitted a report seeking to update Members 
on the capital and revenue funding committed via the Area Committee Well-
Being Budget for wards in the Inner West area in financial year 2011/12. 
 
Clare Wiggins, West North West Area Management, presented the report and 
responded to Members’ comments and queries.  
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

• that there had been a nearly even split in allocations between Armley 
and Bramley & Stanningley 

• the possibility of having a Member Workshop to look at Area 
Committee funding in order to look at the budget and discuss possible 
projects. It was suggested that this could be held in December 2011, 
and Members would be informed closer to the time.  

• there was a total of £2050 remaining for Small Grants, and it was 
suggested that a maximum of £250 be allocated to Small Grants in 
order to make the remaining money last longer 

 
RESOLVED –  
 

a) That the position of the Well-being budget be noted 
b) That the small grant approvals detailed within the report be noted 

 
31 The Major Benefits and Added Value of Capital Wellbeing Funding in 

West North West Leeds  
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The West North West Area Leader submitted a report highlighting the major 
benefits and added value of Capital Well Being Funding in West North West 
Leeds, and setting out applications made for consideration by the Area 
Committee.  
 
Appended to the report were copies of the following documents for the 
information / comment of the meeting:- 
 

• Inner West Expenditure (Appendix 1 refers) 

• West North West Consolidated figures (Appendix 2 refers) 
 

Clare Wiggins, West North West Area Management presented the report and 
responded to Members’ comments and queries.  
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

• that £472,000 had been spent within Inner West on 51 projects, with a 
significant amount of other funding being levered in. West North West 
as a whole had levered £3.2m internal funding and £5.6m external 
funding. Within Inner West specifically, Area Committee Well-being 
capital funding had levered in £98,000 internal funding and £3,228,000 
from external sources. This was largely due to the Safety Central 
project. 

• to welcome the report and it’s findings around spending and leverage. 

• that there was no further capital budget allocation in 2010/11 or 
2011/12 

 
RESOLVED – That the contents of  the report be noted 
 
 
 
 

32 Area Update Report  
 

The Assistant Chief Executive submitted a report informing the Area 
Committee on progress against the Area Management Team’s work 
programme and locality priorities.  
 
Alison Szustakowski, North West Area management, presented the report 
and responded to Members’ comments and queries. 
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

• that the Inner West Area Management Team is currently working on a 
Business Plan for 2011/12-14/15, which is proposed to replace 
previous Area Delivery Plans. The Business Plan will set out priorities 
for the next three years. Members are to be invited to a workshop 
looking at this in October 2011. 
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• there was a discussion regarding LAMP groups, Members were 
informed that this would be considered at the West (Inner) Area 
Committee December meeting. 

• Councillor McKenna sought confirmation that proceeds from the sale of 
the New Wortley Liberal Club site would be returned to the Area 
Committee as it had funded the demolition and there had been 
agreement on this at the time.  

 
 
RESOLVED –  
 

a) That the contents of the report be noted 
b) That confirmation be sought as to whether the proceeds from the 

sale of the New Wortley Liberal Club site would be returned to the 
Area Committee.  

 
Following consideration of this item, Councillor Atkinson left the meeting and 
Councillor Hanley assumed the Chair.  
 
 

33 Delegation of Environmental Services - Service Level Agreement  
 

The Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods submitted a report 
presenting to the Area Committee, for approval, a final version of the Service 
Level Agreement (SLA) through which the work of the West North West 
Environmental Locality Team would be steered to the end of the current 2011/ 
2012 municipal year.  
 
Appended to the report was a copy of the Service Level Agreement of the 
Delegation of Environmental Services for the information / comment of the  
meeting.  
 
Jason Singh, Environmental Locality Manager for West North West presented 
the report and responded to Members’ queries and comments.  
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

• the need for Armley Town Street to be cleaned daily, and for this to be 
extended along the full length of Armley Town Street, including outside 
the One Stop Centre 

• the need for effective monitoring 

• that there is a priority email inbox for Councillors to contact the Service 
which will be checked daily 

• litter on Stanningley Road 
 
RESOLVED-  
 
a) That the contents of the report be noted. 
b) That the Service Level Agreement be approved 
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c) That reports be brought back to the Area Committee regarding the 
Service Level Agreement twice per year. 

 
 

34 Community Safety  
 

The North West Divisional Community Safety Partnership submitted a report 
updating Members on crime trends, partnership initiatives and future joint 
projects between Leeds City Council and West Yorkshire Police in West 
Leeds.  
 
Gill Hunter, Area Community Safety Co-ordinator, Environment and 
Neighbourhoods gave an update on current issues.  
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

• the Burglary Reduction Plan feeds into the citywide Burglary Strategy. 
There was a 34% reduction in burglaries in Armley since May 2011, 
with work being done to minimise displacement of burglary into 
Bramley and Stanningley.  

• the importance of target hardening, and ensuring that properties were 
secure in reducing burglaries. Members were informed that the £2050 
Small Grant Money could go back into the main pot to be used for 
target hardening work if Members wished. 

• the need to thank Akbar Khan, West North West Homes for his work in 
particularly challenging circumstances in recent weeks 

• joint offender management including the ALMO 

• the Community Safety Co-ordinator’s work with Christchurch Primary 
School to address gangs and weapons issues. 

• the establishment of a Saturday Night Project at Armley Leisure 
Centre, for which Councillor McKenna offered his support through his 
MICE funding. 

• the establishment of a ‘dogwatch’ pilot in Leeds 
 

RESOLVED –  
 
a) That the report be noted 
b) That a letter be sent to Akbar Khan to thank him for his work in 

particularly challenging circumstances in recent weeks 
 
 
 
 

35 Solar Photovoltaic Panel Scheme  
 

The Director of Environments and Neighbourhoods submitted a report 
presenting details of the solar photovoltaic panel initiative.  
 
Phillip Charlton, Environment and Neighbourhoods, presented the report and 
responded to Members’ queries and comments.  
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In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

• the scheme will install solar photovoltaic systems on 5000 Council 
owned, ALMO managed homes, with 180 having been identified as 
suitable from within the West (Inner) Area. There have been issues 
with the method in which homes are connected to the National Grid 
which have meant that some homes were unsuitable for the scheme. 

• the scheme will save tenants money on their electricity bills, and will 
also generate income for the Council. Tenants are required to give their 
approval for their home to be included within the scheme.  

• the need to tackle this issue at a higher political level as many 
properties across Leeds were being ruled out of the scheme due to the 
excessive cost of upgrading their connection to the National Grid.  

 
RESOLVED – 

a) That the contents of the report be noted  
b) That a report on the scheme be brought back to a future Area 

Committee 
 
 
 

36 Houses in Multiple Occupation - Planning Workshops  
 

The Director of City Development submitted a report informing Ward 
Councillors of three planning workshops to be held in relation to the 
production of a new supplementary planning document (SPD) addressing the 
growth and management of houses in multiple occupation (HMO) 
concentrations.  
 
The creation of a new SPD was in response to the introduction of an Article 4 
direction in Leeds which would come into effect on the 10th February 2012.  
 
Appended to the report was a copy of a map of Article 4 Direction area with 
Workshop boundaries (Appendix 1 refers).  
 
Robin Coghlan, Team Leader,(Policy), City Development presented the report 
and responded to Members’ queries and comments.  
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

- the need for Members to inform anyone who may be interested about 
the North West Workshop on 5th October at the West Park Centre 

- that security of HMOs such as windows / locks and fire safety was 
generally a licensing matter, and that it is a criminal offence for an 
HMO not to be licensed 

- the need for at least one Member to attend one of the workshops, 
preferably from Armley Ward 

 
RESOLVED –  That the contents of the report be noted 
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37 Consultation on expansion of primary school provision for September 
2013  

 
The Director of Children’s Services submitted a report which intended to 
ensure Members were fully briefed on the proposals being brought forward in 
response to rising demand for reception places city wide.  
 
Viv Buckland, Head of Service, School Access Service, presented the report 
and responded to Members’ queries and comments.  
 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

- the proposal to expand Bramley St Peter’s Primary school from 315 to 
420 pupils from September 2013 is currently in the public consultation 
phase.  

- Members were informed of the process of consultation and bidding 
involved in opening a school.  

- the methods used in predicting future demand for school places were 
discussed 

 
RESOLVED - that the contents of the report be noted 
 
 

38 Date, Time and Venue of Next Meeting  
 

Wednesday 19th October 2011 at 5.00 p.m. at St Barts 
 
(The meeting concluded at 7.15 p.m.) 
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WEST (INNER) AREA COMMITTEE 
 

WEDNESDAY, 19TH OCTOBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor D Atkinson in the Chair 

 Councillors T Hanley, A Lowe, J McKenna 
and N Taggart 

 
Co-optees Hazel Boutle, Armley Forum 

Eric Bowes, Armley Forum 
Roland Cross, Bramley and Stanningley 
Community Forum 
Stephen McBarron, Bramley and 
Stanningley Community Forum 

 
Apologies Councillor  J Harper 

 
 

39 Apologies for Absence  
 

Apologies had been received from Councillor Harper. 
 

40 Declaration of Interests  
 

There were no declarations of interest.  
 

41 Open Forum / Community Forums  
 

In accordance with paragraphs 6.24 and 6.25 of the Area Committee 
Procedure Rules, the Chair allowed a period of up to 10 minutes for members 
of the public to make representations or to ask questions on matters within the 
terms of reference for the Area Committee.  
 
On this occasion, there were no matters raised by members of the public.  
 

42 Minutes -13th September 2011  
 

RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meeting held on 13th September 2011 
be approved as a correct record.  
 

43 Matters Arising from the Minutes  
 

Councillor Hanley, referring to Minute 26, informed the Area Committee that 
he had visited the Middleton CCTV control centre, and had been very 
impressed with its layout and design.  
 
Gill Hunter, Area Community Safety Co-ordinator, Environment and 
Neighbourhoods, and Mick Parker, West North West Leeds homes, referring 
to Minute 29, updated the Area Committee regarding the Gassy Field Site in 
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Armley. A joint meeting had been requested with the GAT Service to look at 
the site with regard to target hardening. The New Wortley Residents’ Meeting 
had discussed possible landscaping of the land to make it uneven. Mick 
Parker informed the meeting that some funding had been identified, and it 
was hoped British Gas might co-fund. A further update would be provided at a 
future meeting. There was a discussion regarding provision for Travellers in 
Leeds.  
 
Councillor Atkinson joined the meeting during consideration of this item.  
 
Referring to Minute 32, Alison Szustakowski, North West Area Management, 
informed the Area Committee that an agreement was in place regarding the 
New Wortley Liberal Club Site, and that further information would be provided 
at a future meeting. 
 
Inspector Mark Bonass, West Yorkshire Police, informed the Area Committee 
that he was leaving his current post, and would be replaced by Mark Wheeler. 
Inspector Bonass thanked all present for their support during the three years 
he had been in this post. The Chair thanked Inspector Bonass.  
 
RESOLVED- That a letter of congratulations be sent from the Area 
Committee to Rachel Reeves MP as the first woman to get into Cabinet from 
West Leeds.  
 

44 Minutes - Community Forum Minutes  
 

Councillor Atkinson assumed the Chair 
 
A copy of the minutes of the Armley Community Forum meeting held on 20th 
September 2011, together with the minutes of the Bramley and Stanningley 
Community Forum meeting held on 29th September 2011 were submitted for 
Members’ information.  

 
RESOLVED- That the minutes of the Armley Community Forum meeting held 
on 20th September 2011, together with the minutes of the Bramley and 
Stanningley Community Forum meeting held on 29th September 2011 be 
received and noted. 

 
 

45 Minutes - ALMO Inner West Area Panel  
 

A copy of the minutes of the ALMO Inner West Area Panel meeting held on 
8th August 2011 was submitted for Members’ information.  
 
RESOLVED- That the minutes of the ALMO Inner West Area Panel held on 
8th August 2011 be received and noted 

 
 

46 West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service (Collaborative Working)  
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David Smith, Station Commander, West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service 
presented a report to the Area Committee to introduce himself as the new 
Station Commander, and to provide an update on the work done by the West 
Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service, as well as informing of a new scheme 
“Firefly” which is designed to help vulnerable people.  
 
In summary, reference was made to the following issues:- 

• the history of the Firefly Product, and it’s availability to purchase 

• the need to identify vulnerable groups to promote and install the Firefly 

Product 

• ensuring that all members of the community could access Firefly, and 

other services from the Fire Service 

• the possibility of linking Fire Safety visits to peoples’ homes with 

Community Safety visits 

Councillors were asked to inform Mr Smith of any vulnerable people they were 
aware of who might benefit from the scheme.  
 
RESOLVED-  That the report be noted 
 

47 Parks and Countryside Annual Report  
 

The Head of Parks and Countryside submitted a report seeking to inform and 
update Members regarding the Parks and Countryside provision within the 
West (Inner) Area Committee area, and seeking information regarding 
priorities for investment.  
 
Joanne Clough, Parks and Countryside, presented the report and responded 
to Members’ comments and queries.  
 

In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

• The number of visitors to Bramley Park, and how this information was 

gathered and calculated 

• The importance of working to increase local involvement with parks 

with local groups and volunteers 

• The availability of s106 monies for local parks  

• The importance of working with other agencies, such as the health 

service to ensure parks meet the needs of the public and contribute to 

their well being  

• That the Parks and Countryside Service should attend Community 

Forums to ascertain local priorities for the local parks 
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Councillors McKenna, Hanley and Atkinson left the meeting during 
consideration of this item. Councillor Lowe assumed the Chair.  
 
RESOLVED-  To recommend that the content of the report be received and 
noted.  
 
The Area Committee was in-quorate, therefore this decision will need to be 
confirmed at the next meeting.  
 

48 West North West Homes Leeds Involvement in Area Committees  
 

West North West homes Leeds submitted a report seeking to advise the Area 
Committee of activities undertaken by WNWhL which impact on local 
communities, and areas where opportunities exist to work collaboratively to 
improve conditions for local people.  
 
Mick Parker, West North West homes Leeds, presented the report and 
responded to Members’ comments and queries.  
 

In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

• the importance of regular walkabouts in local estates and areas, and 

the possibility of PCSOs and Area Management staff joining in with 

them 

• a Halloween themed community event being held on the Broadleas on 

25th October at 12.30 p.m. 

Councillor Hanley joined the meeting during consideration of this item.  
 
RESOLVED-  That the report be received and noted 
 

49 Children's Services Performance Reporting  
 

Councillor Hanley assumed the Chair 
 
The Director of Children’s Services submitted a report informing of key 
performance information at a local level and updating on key developments 
within Children’s Services.  

 
Paul Brennan, Joedy Greenhaugh and Alison Larkin, Children’s Services, 
presented the report and responded to Members’ comments and queries. 

 
In summary, specific reference was made to the following issues:- 
 

• Children’s Services has  been rated as adequate with good capacity to 

improve 

• Children’s Services is currently undergoing restructure 
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• the importance of being able to gather information from Academies as 

well as LEA schools in order to work together to meet objectives 

• the variation in the numbers of looked after children between wards, 

and that Bramley is a Pathfinder area for the West North West cluster 

due to the high number of looked after children in Bramley 

• the importance of carrying out Common Assessment Frameworks 

The Chair congratulated Children’s Services on the results of their recent 
inspection. 
 
RESOLVED- That the report be received and noted 

 
 

50 Wellbeing Budget Update  
 

The Deputy Chief Executive submitted a report seeking to update Members 
on capital and revenue funding committed via the Area Committee Well-Being 
Budget for wards in the Inner West area in financial year 2011/12.  
 
 Alison Szustakowski, North West Area Management, presented the report 
and responded to Members’ comments and queries.  
 
           In summary, specific reference was made to the following issue:- 
 

• that Members could choose to use monies from the Small Grant fund 

for Burglary Reduction Initiative 

RESOLVED- 

- That the report be noted 

- That £1000 be allocated to the Burglary Reduction Initiative  

from the remaining Small Grants Fund 

- That one small grant has been approved since the last Area 

Committee  

 

 
 

51 Business Plan 2011/15  
 

The Area Leader, West North West, submitted a report seeking to introduce                
the Inner West Area Committee Business Plan 2011 / 15. 
 
Alison Szustakowski, North West Area management, presented the report 
and responded to Members’ comments and queries.  
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In summary, specific reference was made to the following issue:-   

 

- that workshops for Members would be held in November to discuss the 

Business Plan further 

RESOLVED –  
- That the content of the report be noted 

- That the draft Business Plan (Appendix 1) and draft Action Plan 

(Appendix 2) be noted 

- That the Area Management Team continue to develop a Business      

Plan 

- That updates be brought to future meetings of the West (Inner) Area 

Committee, and that a four year plan be brought to the March 2012 

meeting for approval 

 

           

 
52 Date, Time and Venue of Next Meeting  
 

Wednesday 14th December 2011 at 5.00 p.m. Venue to be confirmed 
 
            (The meeting concluded at 7.55 p.m.) 
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WEST (OUTER) AREA COMMITTEE 
 

FRIDAY, 9TH SEPTEMBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor D Blackburn in the Chair 

 Councillors A Blackburn, A Carter, 
M Coulson, J Jarosz, R Lewis and R Wood 

 
Co-optees Rev Kingsley Dowling 

 
26 Appeals Against Refusal of Inspection of Documents  
 

There were no appeals against refusal of inspection of documents in 
accordance with Procedure Rule 25 of the Access to Information Procedure 
Rules. 
 

27 Exempt Information - Possible Exclusion of the Press and Public  
 

There were no resolutions to exclude the public. 
 

28 Late Items  
 

There were no late items, however Appendices A, B, C, D and G to Agenda 
item 8 (Minute 34 refers) and Appendix 1 to agenda item 12 (Minute 38 refers) 
had been provided after the publication of the agenda.  
 
The Appendices to agenda item 8 had previously been provided to Members 
on a CD-ROM, however hard copies were circulated for ease of reference. 
The minutes of the Area Chairs Forum meeting held on Friday 17th June 2011 
were not available until they had been approved at the following meeting, 
which was held on 5th September 2011. 
 

29 Declaration of Interests  
 

There were no declarations of personal/prejudicial interests for the purpose of 
section 81(3) of the Local Government Act 2000 and paragraphs 8 to 12 of 
the Members’ Code of Conduct. 
 

30 Apologies for Absence  
 

Apologies for absence were received from Councillors J Hardy and J 
Marjoram. 
 

31 Open Forum  
 

Reference was made to the provision contained in the Area Committee 
Procedure Rules for an Open Forum session to take place at every ordinary 
meeting of an Area Committee, whereby members of the public could ask 
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questions or make representations on any matter which fell within the remit of 
the Area Committee. On this occasion, no such matters were raised. 
 

32 Minutes - 8th July 2011  
 

RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meeting held on 8th July 2011 be 
confirmed as a correct record. 
 

33 Matters Arising from the Minutes  
 

Further to Minute 13, the Area Management Officer reported that work was 
ongoing to find a Co-optee to represent the Pudsey Ward. Councillor Coulson 
informed Members that he was waiting for a response from a potential Co-
optee. It was agreed that the Area Management Officer would liaise with 
Councillor Coulson regarding this issue. 
 

34 Environmental Services Service Level Agreement  
 

The Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods submitted a report 
presenting to the Area Committee, for approval, a final version of the Service 
Level Agreement (SLA) through which the work of the Environment Locality 
team will be steered for the remainder of the 2011/12 municipal year. 
 
Rachel McCormack, Acting Service Manager for the West North West Locality 
Team was in attendance to present the report and respond to Members’ 
questions. 
 
In response to Members’ queries, it was reported that an 8 day cycle had 
been introduced for mechanical path and road sweeping, which would help to 
establish a fairer share of weekend sweeping. Members were also informed 
that the areas listed in Appendix D to the report (Mechanical Sweeping Block 
Schedule) could be identified from the maps contained on the CD-ROM, 
which had been circulated to Members. 
 
It was noted that the Service Level Agreement was a good starting point, and 
that there would be an opportunity to make adjustments as required. The 
importance of the work of the Environmental Sub-Committee was also 
highlighted. 
 
A concern was raised in relation to the appropriateness of the scripts used by 
the Council’s customer service helpdesk, as the assurances provided were 
not always delivered. The Area Leader undertook to raise these concerns with 
the Chief Customer Services Officer. 
 
RESOLVED  -  

(a) That the contents of the report be noted; and 
(b) That the Service Level Agreement (as attached at Appendix 1 to the 

report) be approved. 
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35 Well-Being Fund Budget Update  
 

The Area Management Officer presented a report of the West North West 
Area Leader updating Members on the current amount of capital and revenue 
funding committed and available via the Area Committee Well-Being budget 
for wards in the Outer West area. 
 
Members were informed that the Dragons 20mph scheme had under spent by 
£20,000, therefore this money would be used to finance the Pudsey and 
Bramley Athletics Club capital scheme which was approved by the Area 
Committee on 8th July 2011. The Committee’s remaining revenue balance for 
2011/12 is therefore £27,867. 
 
Given the relatively small budget remaining, the Chair requested that 
Members consider whether there are any applications likely to come before 
the Area Committee. One example provided was a need to provide a gate to 
close off a ginnel next to the Farsley AFC stand, where there was evidence of 
drug abuse and arson. Members were asked to provide the Area 
Management Officer with details of any other potential applications. 
 
Members were informed that a small grant application would be received from 
the Rotary Club of Calverley, in order to assist the Club in providing Christmas 
Day lunches to vulnerable people. Members were asked to inform Councillor 
Wood if they were aware of anyone who could benefit from this initiative. 
 
The need to better promote alternative sources of funding, such as MICE 
money, was highlighted. In order to ensure that all funding is distributed as 
fairly as possible, it was agreed that an additional question should be included 
in the application process to ascertain whether applicants had already 
received funding from another source.  
 
RESOLVED –  

(a) That the relatively small amount of revenue Well-Being budget 
available for 2011-12 be noted; and 

(b) That the small grant approvals that have been made since the last 
Area Committee meeting in July 2011 be noted. 

 
36 The Major Benefits and Added Value of Capital Well Being Funding in 

West North West Leeds  
 

The West North West Area Leader submitted a report describing how the 
capital Well-Being budget in the West North West has been spent, for what 
purpose, and the benefits gained from its expenditure. 
 
Members agreed that it was useful to look at projects historically and assess 
what has and hasn’t worked. The high level of funding levered in by projects, 
for example £80,000 for Tyersal Park, was also discussed. 
 
RESOLVED – That the contents of the report be noted. 
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37 Area Progress Report  
 

The Area Management Officer presented a report of the West North West 
Area Leader informing Members of progress against the Area Management 
work programme for Outer West Leeds, and local contributions to Council 
priorities. 
 
As the Area Delivery Plan only ran to March 2011, a Business Plan for 2011-
14 will be presented to the Area Committee at its meeting on 16th December 
2011.  
 
Samuel Forbes, Business Partner at Robin Lane Medical Centre was in 
attendance for this item to update the Area Committee on the recent 
acquisition of Manor House and future plans. It was reported that Manor 
House would become a Health and Wellbeing Centre, and that a steering 
group of local partners would be set up to oversee this. One of the aims was 
to introduce a more proactive model for general practice, seeking to prevent 
illness before it occurs.  
 
David Smith, the new Station Commander at Stanningley Fire Station was 
also in attendance to introduce himself to the Area Committee. Members were 
requested to provide details of any vulnerable people/areas they were aware 
of, which the service could assist by providing advice, smoke detectors and 
firefly (retrospective) stickers, for example. The work being undertaken by the 
Rotary Club of Calverley to help with this was highlighted. It was agreed that 
the Area Management Officer would provide the service with details of useful 
contacts, for example Adult Social Care and Live at Home Schemes.  
 
The issue of finding a Co-optee to represent the Pudsey ward on the Area 
Committee was raised. It was agreed that the Area Management Officer 
would liaise with Councillor Coulson regarding this issue. 
 
RESOLVED –  

(a) That the content of the report be noted; and 
(b) That the Area Management Officer discuss the matter of identifying a 

Co-optee for the Area Committee from the Pudsey ward with Councillor 
Coulson. 

 
38 Area Chairs Forum Minutes  
 

The Assistant Chief Executive (Planning, Policy and Improvement) submitted 
a report formally notifying Members that the minutes of Area Chairs Forum 
meetings will be brought to Area Committee meetings as a regular agenda 
item, and to give a brief overview of the Area Chairs Forum meetings. 
 
RESOLVED  -  

(a) That the content of the report be noted; and 
(b) That minutes from the Area Chairs Forum meetings be considered at 

this and future Area Committee meetings. 
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39 Community Safety  
 

Inspector Richard Cawkwell presented a report providing information on crime 
trends, partnership initiatives and future joint projects between Leeds City 
Council and West Yorkshire Police in Outer West Leeds. Gill Hunter, 
Divisional Community Safety Co-ordinator was also in attendance to update 
the Area Committee and respond to Members’ queries. 
 
Burglary levels were highlighted as the main area of concern, as they are 
currently higher when compared to the same time last year.  
 
RESOLVED – That the update from West Yorkshire Police and Community 
Safety, Environment and Neighbourhoods, be noted. 
 

40 Town Centre Manager Update  
 

The Pudsey Town Centre Manager submitted a report providing an update on 
issues relating to Pudsey Town Centre. 
 
The following issues were raised: 

• Vandalism in Pudsey Park, particularly the soft surface area, and the 
need to move a CCTV camera to this area if possible; 

• Problems with anti social behaviour from school pupils at lunchtimes; 

• The Children in Need launch which would take place in Pudsey on 20th  
September; 

• The lack of support provided by larger businesses to Christmas lights 
events; and 

• The ‘Bands in the Park’ event which would be held on 24th September. 
 
RESOLVED – That the contents of the report be noted. 
 

41 Children's Services Performance Reporting  
 

The Director of Children’s Services submitted a report providing key 
performance information at a local area level, in relation to Children’s 
Services. 
 
Ken Morton, Locality Enabler was in attendance to present the report and 
respond to Members’ questions. 
 
Members raised concerns that they had not been provided with details of 
cluster meetings, and one Member had to make several attempts in order to 
be invited to meetings. 
 
Members were assured that a report will be presented to Member 
Management Committee in October in order to regularise Member 
appointments to clusters. A report will also be submitted to the next meeting 
of the Area Committee to allow for a more detailed discussion on clusters, 
including the new governance framework and Member involvement. 
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The Locality Enabler undertook to provide the Area Leader with details of the 
primary school in the Outer West area which had been judged as 
‘inadequate’, further to a query regarding this matter. 
 
RESOLVED –  

(a) That the content of the reports be noted; and 
(b) That a report be submitted to the next meeting of the Area Committee 

regarding clusters. 
 
(Councillor Carter left the meeting at 3.20pm, at the conclusion of this item.) 
 

42 West North West Homes Leeds Involvement in Area Committees  
 

West North West Homes Leeds submitted a report outlining the purpose of 
West North West Homes Leeds’ involvement in Area Committees, and 
exploring ways of making that involvement as meaningful as possible. 
 
It was requested that Ward Members be provided with details of ‘walkabouts’ 
undertaken by the ALMO, as their involvement would be useful.  
 
RESOLVED –  

(a) That the contents of the report be noted; and 
(b) That West North West Homes Leeds provide an update report to the 

Committee every six months. 
 

43 Update from Children's Champion for West (Outer) Area Committee  
 

As Children’s Champion for the West (Outer) Area Committee, Councillor 
Coulson provided an update on current issues, including Leeds West City 
Learning Centre, which is based in Wortley, and the outcome of the Ofsted 
inspections undertaken at St Catherine’s and East Moor Children’s homes, 
neither of which had received a rating below ‘good’.  
 

44 Forward Plan for October 2011 Meeting  
 

Members were informed that the Markets Update report may not be ready in 
time for the October meeting. This would be confirmed with the Leeds 
Markets Manager. 
 
RESOLVED – That the Forward Plan be noted. 
 

45 Dates, Times and Venues of Future Meetings  
 

Members were reminded that the meeting to be held on Friday 14th October 
2011 would start at 2.00pm, rather than 1.00pm as stated on the agenda. The 
dates and times of future meetings were therefore confirmed as: 
 
Friday 14th October 2011 at 2.00pm, Farnley Hall 
Friday 16th December 2011 at 1.00pm, Safety Central 
Friday 20th January 2012 at 1.00pm, Farsley Community Church 
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Friday 23rd March 2012 at 1.00pm, Swinnow Community Centre 
Friday 18th May 2012 at 1.00pm, Venue tbc 
  
The meeting concluded at 3.40pm. 
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WEST (OUTER) AREA COMMITTEE 
 

FRIDAY, 14TH OCTOBER, 2011 
 

PRESENT: 
 

Councillor D Blackburn in the Chair 

 Councillors A Blackburn, A Carter, 
M Coulson, J Hardy, J Jarosz, R Lewis, 
J Marjoram and R Wood 

 
 
 

46 Chair's Opening Remarks  
 

On behalf of the Area Committee, the Chair presented local PCSO Martin 
Mallinson with a Certificate of Appreciation in acknowledgement of his hard 
work and dedication in serving the residents of the area. The Chair explained 
that PCSO Mallinson had initiated some excellent projects, including a Youth 
Football Project with Farsley AFC, which had helped to reduce anti-social 
behaviour in the area.  
 
Inspector Richard Cawkwell thanked the Area Committee, and the Calverley 
and Farsley Ward Councillors in particular for their support. 
 
The Chair also welcomed Tom Riordan, Chief Executive, Leeds City Council, 
and Reverend Paul Ayers to the meeting. 
 

47 Appeals Against Refusal of Inspection of Documents  
 

There were no appeals against refusal of inspection of documents in 
accordance with Procedure Rule 25 of the Access to Information Procedure 
Rules. 
 

48 Exempt Information - Possible Exclusion of the Press and Public  
 

There were no resolutions to exclude the public. 
 
 

49 Late Items  
 

There were no late items submitted to the agenda, however because the 
Pudsey and Swinnow Forum minutes included in the agenda (Minute 55 
refers) were not complete, the missing pages were made available at the 
meeting. 
 

50 Declaration of Interests  
 

No declarations of interest were made at this point in the meeting, however a 
declaration was made at agenda item 10 (Minute 56 refers) and at agenda 
item 11 (Minute 57 refers). 
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51 Apologies for Absence  
 

Apologies for absence were received from Reverend Kingsley Dowling. 
 

52 Open Forum  
 

Reference was made to the provision contained in the Area Committee 
Procedure Rules for an Open Forum session to take place at every ordinary 
meeting of an Area Committee, whereby members of the public could ask 
questions or make representations on any matter which fell within the remit of 
the Area Committee. On this occasion, no such matters were raised. 
 

53 Attendance of Tom Riordan, Chief Executive, Leeds City Council  
 

Tom Riordan, Chief Executive informed Members that he had now visited all 
33 wards which he found extremely valuable, particularly in relation to 
learning about the diversity of the city, and speaking to Members about their 
concerns. He also informed Members that he would be willing to re-visit any 
ward if required. 
 
Other issues raised were the informal consultation on housing growth, the 
results of which would be reported to Executive Board on 2nd November, and 
the £90m budget reduction. He thanked officers and Members for the work 
undertaken so far to achieve this year’s budget, and informed Members that 
work had started on next year’s budget. 
 

54 Minutes - 9th September 2011  
 

RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meeting held on 9th September 2011 
be confirmed as a correct record. 
 

55 Matters Arising from the Minutes  
 

Further to Minute 33, it was reported that Reverend Paul Ayers had been 
invited by Councillor Coulson to observe the meeting, with a view to joining 
the Area Committee as a Co-optee. 
 
Further to Minute 35, the Area Management Officer reported that Councillors 
David Blackburn and Jarosz and relevant officers had visited the ginnel next 
to the Farsley AFC stand. As it is a public right of way, it was not possible to 
close off the ginnel, however officers would continue to look for a solution. 
 
The Calverley and Farsley Ward Councillors expressed their concern that 
they had only received very short notice of the visit, and therefore were not 
able to attend, which was not acceptable. The Area Manager undertook to 
discuss this with the officers involved, and feed back to the Councillors. 
Members were also informed that the debris had been cleared from the 
ginnel, and a litter pick would be arranged as a matter of urgency. 
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Further to Minute 40, the Area Management Officer informed Members that a 
site visit would take place at Pudsey Park on Monday 17th October, in order to 
assess whether a CCTV camera could be moved to cover the soft play area. 
Officers in Parks and Countryside had raised concerns that this would lead to 
a loss of trees, however the options would be discussed further at the meeting 
on Monday and reported back to the Area Committee. 
 
Further to Minute 41, it was reported that Park Spring Primary School had 
been judged as ‘inadequate’, however it had now moved out of this category, 
and further to Minute 44, Members were informed that the Markets Update 
report would be submitted to the December meeting. 
 

56 Community Forum Minutes  
 

Members were asked to let the Area Management Officer or the Highways 
Department know of any highways issues, in order that they could be 
considered as part of next year’s budget. 
 
RESOLVED – That the minutes of the Tyersal Community Forum meeting 
held on 21st September 2011 and the Pudsey and Swinnow Forum held on 
29th June 2011 be received and noted. 
 

57 ALMO Outer West Area Panel Minutes  
 

Councillor John Hardy declared a personal interest in this item as a Director of 
West North West Homes Leeds. 
 
RESOLVED – That the minutes of the ALMO Outer West Area Panel meeting 
held on 8th June 2011 be received and noted. 
 

58 Appointments to Outside Bodies  
 

The Governance Officer presented a report of the Chief Officer, Democratic 
and Central Services seeking formal ratification of Councillor Wood’s 
appointment to the Farsley Charity. 
 
Councillor Wood declared a personal and prejudicial interest in this item as it 
related to his position on the Farsley Charity. He left the room during this item 
and took no part in the discussion. 
 
RESOLVED – That Councillor Wood’s appointment to the Farsley Charity be 
ratified, for an indefinite period. 
 

59 Update on Locality Cluster Developments in the Outer West  
 

Alison Larkin, Extended Services Adviser, presented a report of the Director 
of Children’s Services updating Members on citywide and local developments 
on locality working, including membership of partnership governance groups, 
and highlighting some of the current good practice in an outer west cluster. 
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Allison Chin, Headteacher, Swinnow Primary School and Liz Hardaker, 
Extended Services Development Officer were also in attendance to assist in 
the presentation of the report and to respond to Members’ comments and 
questions. 
 
Alison Larkin provided some information on the history of clusters, and the 
work that was being undertaken to improve their governance arrangements, 
including a report which would be submitted to Member Management 
Committee on 25th October 2011, seeking to appoint at least one Member to 
each cluster.  Data profiles for each cluster relating to the Outer West were 
appended to the report. A performance dashboard for all clusters was also 
provided to Members, which is prepared on a monthly basis. 
 
Members expressed concern that Five Lanes Primary School is in the Farnley 
and Wortley ward, but in the Armley cluster. Members were informed that the 
clusters were established by schools, and that the level of funding would not 
be affected by this. 
 
Liz Hardaker then explained the four local priorities (which are linked to the 
Children and Young People City Priority Plan), and how they are being met: 

• Children living in safe and supported families and communities; 

• Additional health needs, especially emotional health and wellbeing – 
for example the Targeted Adolescent Mental Health Project, which had 
levered in national funding; 

• Improving attendance – a multi-agency panel has been set up to deal 
with this, which children can be referred to; 

• Activity participation and healthy lifestyle – for example enabling the 
most vulnerable families to access activities. 

 
A query was raised regarding how the clusters deal with children who live in a 
different area to their school, for example children who live in Leeds but go to 
school in Bradford. Members were informed that the cluster assesses 
individual children and matches the services to their needs, therefore if a child 
lived in Bradford, contact would be made with the relevant services in that 
area.  
 
It was also reported that work is undertaken with children all year round, and 
activities are arranged during school holidays and targeted at the most 
vulnerable families. It was confirmed that this is not restricted to families who 
receive benefits, and the schools are asked to use their judgement to identify 
the most disadvantaged children. Further to a request, it was agreed that the 
disadvantaged subsidy reports which would be submitted to the Children and 
Families Scrutiny Board would be circulated to the Members of the Area 
Committee. 
 
Members noted that the Pudsey cluster is working well, but there are some 
issues with the Farnley cluster. It was reported that the Farnley cluster now 
has a strong new Chair and Cluster Manager, and that issues are now being 
resolved. 
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On behalf of the Committee, Councillor Coulson congratulated Allison Chin on 
the excellent work she had undertaken in schools, which had resulted in her 
receiving an OBE. Members were invited to visit Swinnow Primary School, 
where Allison is headteacher. 
 
A query was raised as to whether it would be possible to remove data relating 
to Five Lanes Primary School from the Armley cluster and add it to the 
Farnley cluster, however it was reported that this would not be possible as the 
profiles also include non-school data. 
 
RESOLVED – That the continuing development of partnership clusters be 
supported. 
 
(Councillor Lewis left the meeting at 2.40pm, during the consideration of this 
item.) 
 

60 Well-Being Fund Budget Update  
 

The Area Management Officer presented a report of the West North West 
Area Leader updating Members on the current amount of capital and revenue 
funding committed and available via the Area Committee Well-Being Budget 
for wards in the Outer West area. 
 
It was agreed that ideas for other projects which may require funding would 
be discussed at the Business Plan meeting, which was due to be held in 
November. 
 
The Area Management Officer undertook to check whether a small grant 
application had been received in relation to the Diamond Jubilee, further to a 
query raised by Councillor Wood. 
 
RESOLVED –  

(a) That the relatively small amount of revenue Well-Being budget 
available for 2011/12 be noted. 

(b) That the following decisions be taken in respect of applications before 
the Committee today for consideration: 

 
Revenue 2011/12 
 

(i) Friday Night Project at Pudsey Leisure Centre - £5,000 – 
Approved; 

(ii) Roof repairs to Hillside Hall - £1,450 – Approved; and 
(iii) Railings – Red Lane, Farsley - £1,500 – Approved. 

 
(c) That the approvals for small grants given since the last Area 

Committee be noted. 
(d) That the Well-Being budget monitoring information attached at 

Appendix 4 to the report be noted. 
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(Councillor Carter left the meeting at 3.30pm, at the conclusion of this 
item.) 

 
61 Outer West Area Committee Business Plan  
 

The Area Management Officer presented a report of the West North West 
Area Leader presenting an update on the work completed to date, to develop 
an Area Committee Business Plan. A workshop would be held November, in 
order that Members could discuss the Plan. 
 
It was reported that local people would be consulted on the Plan once a draft 
had been prepared, and that different methods of consultation would be used 
to suit each area. Members were asked to contact the Area Management 
Officer if there was anything further they wished to be included in the Plan.  
 
RESOLVED –  

(a) That the contents of the report be noted; 
(b) That the contents of the Business Plan (attached at Appendix 1 to the 

report) be noted; 
(c) That the draft Action Plan which accompanies the Business Plan 

(attached at Appendix 2 to the report) be noted; 
(d) That the Area Management Team continue to develop the Business 

Plan; and 
(e) That updates be received at future meetings, and that a four year plan 

be adopted at the March 2012 meeting, which will be subject to an 
annual refresh. 

 
62 Annual Report - for Parks and Countryside Service in West Outer Area 

Committee  
 

Glen Gorner, Natural Environment Manager presented a report of the Head of 
Parks and Countryside seeking to further develop the relationship between 
the Parks and Countryside service and the West (Outer) Area Committee. 
The report provided an overview of the service and set out some of the 
challenges faced along with key performance management initiatives. 
 
The Area Leader reported that in light of the Environmental Delegation 
recently agreed by the Committee, discussions would be held with officers in 
Parks and Countryside to assess where work could be undertaken together. 
 
The value added by volunteers was discussed, and Members were assured 
that further training would be rolled out to site based staff who are responsible 
for working with volunteers. 
 
The Chair requested that in future, further clarification be included in the 
report in relation to any improvements that have been carried out since the 
period covered by the park assessments quoted in the annual report. 
 
RESOLVED – That the content of the report be noted. 
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63 Consultation on Expansion of Primary School Provision for September 

2013  
 

Lesley Savage, Senior Planning and Bids Manager presented a report of the 
Director of Children’s Services seeking to ensure that Members are fully 
briefed on the proposals being brought forward in response to rising demand 
for reception places citywide, and are able to comment on them. 
 
The following issues were particularly discussed: 

• Concern that fewer than one in five of the additional places would be in 
West Leeds. It was reported that this should be adequate for 2013, 
however further proposals may be required for Yeadon and Rawdon, 
and Pudsey and Farsley are being monitored very closely. The area 
with the most requirement for places at the moment is Inner East 
Leeds. 

• The proposal to create a new school on the site of the former South 
Leeds Sports Centre, and concern that a school close to this site was 
shut down. It was reported that there will be a ten year gap from the 
school being closed down and the new one being built, and that this 
proposal had been introduced to deal with trends in the birth rate. 

• Whether planning and housing implications were taken into account in 
forming the proposals. Members were informed that they are taken into 
account, however the implications are not always easy to predict.  

• Concern that the contributions given by developers to education are 
not high enough to mitigate the impact, and that smaller developers 
have not provided any contributions, even though many small 
developments can also have an impact. It was reported that the 
Council is bound by s106 Regulations, however this will be replaced by 
Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations in due course. 

 
The Senior Planning and Bids Manager offered to meet separately with the 
Pudsey and Calverley and Farsley Ward Members during November, in order 
that any issues could be discussed in more detail. 
 
RESOLVED – That the report and consultation document be noted. 
 

64 Forward Plan  
 

RESOLVED – That the Forward Plan be noted. 
 

65 Dates, Times and Venues of Future Meetings  
 

Friday 16th December 2011 at 1.00pm, Safety Central 
Friday 20th January 2012 at 1.00pm, Farsley Community Church 
Friday 23rd March 2012 at 1.00pm, Swinnow Community Centre 
Friday 18th May 2012 at 1.00pm, Venue tbc 
  
The meeting concluded at 3.45pm. 
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